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ASTEROID IMPACT IN THE BLACK SEA; A BLACK SCENARIO 
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Abstract. Discussions of the consequences of an impact of an extraterrestrial 
body in a particular region often focus only on very large asteroids, neglecting 
many phenomena attributable to small asteroid impacts.  For impacts at sea it is 
normally the beach run up of impact-generated waves, which attracts most 
interest.  Here, however, the vulnerability of the Black Sea region (comprised 
of Romania, Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Turkey and Bulgaria) will be examined, 
if it becomes subject to toxic and flammable gases that may someday be 
emitted by a catastrophically overturned Black Sea as a consequence of the 
impact of a medium-sized asteroid. 

Key words: Black Sea, asteroid impact, overturn, hydrogen sulfide, immobilization of 
metals. 
 
1. Introduction 

Studies of meteorite interactions with human societies have chiefly resulted 
from the public’s increasing interest in the current and future threats posed by 
asteroid impacts, as well as the possible effects of past asteroid impacts on land 
and into the ocean. Similar in concept to the Richter scale used to rank 
earthquakes, the Torino Impact Hazard Scale ranks the energetic input of 
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asteroids colliding with our planet.1 Swiss Reinsurance (CF) and Munich 
Reinsurance Company (FRG) researchers are trying to calculate the pay-off 
costs ensuing from small and large asteroid impacts upon human infrastructures 
— the risk assessors are monitoring science periodicals to provide data that will 
enable them to devise mathematical models putting a price tag on unforeseen 
tragedies.2 Scientists, too, seek to assess the damage to infrastructures from 
asteroid impacts.3 Events of great magnitude and low frequency are not easily 
or accurately defined, yet science’s ongoing investigations of extant and 
impending environmental hazards lead to a focused attention on major, sudden, 
disastrous event-processes at various places.   

Neal Ascherson’s THE BLACK SEA (1995)4 elucidates a nightmarish 
prediction of what might happen to the Black Sea: “It is a Black Sea 
apocalypse. This nightmare is known by the harmless word ‘turnover’, a sudden 
rolling-over of water layers, when the balance of densities that had kept the 
heavier mass below the lighter is reversed. This phenomenon…[that] has been 
observed and studied in lakes whose depths are anoxic and charged with 
hydrogen sulfide, or carbon dioxide. The catastrophic release of carbon dioxide 
gas by the overturn of Lake Nyos in Cameroon on 21 August 1986, which 
asphyxiated 1,746 persons, vividly illustrates the danger of a turnover to 
humans.5  

The Black Sea is the largest anoxic water body.  If ‘turnover’ were to take 
place in the Black Sea, it would be the worst natural cataclysm to strike the 
Earth since the last Ice Age, more devastating in its human consequences than 
the eruption on Thera in about 1500 BC or than the Krakatoa eruption in 
Indonesia in 1883. Since the break-up of the USSR, there is no longer a single 
planning authority in the region surrounding the Black Sea, which could 
develop a contingency plan in case a Black Sea overturn would take place. 
There is some technical cooperation in the region, fostered by the Convention 
on the Protection of the Black Sea Against Pollution (1992), the Odessa 
Ministerial Declaration (1993) and the Black Sea Strategic Action Plan (1996).  

2. Contemporary Black Sea Conditions 

The Black Sea’s formation remains a matter of controversy,6,7  but it seems 
to have taken on its present-day oceanographic characteristics some 7,600 years 
ago. The Black Sea is an oval-shaped body of seawater, situated between 400 
55’ and 460 32’ North latitude by 270 27’ and 410 42’ East longitude; it has a 
coastline of ~4,090 km and a maximum water depth of ~2,200 m.  The 
distinguishing peculiarity of the Black Sea is the presence of a “permanent” 
halocline situated at a depth of 100-200 m, a stratification generated mostly by 
freshwater inputs from rivers flowing into the Black Sea. Of its total volume of 
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water—approximately 547,000 km3—some 475,000 km3, or ~87%, is anoxic, 
without dissolved oxygen and therefore lifeless except for anaerobic bacteria. 
The Black Sea is Earth’s biggest single reservoir of hydrogen sulfide (H2S), 
with a total quantity of dissolved H2S of 5.3 x 109 tons. H2S is generated by 
bacterial reduction of sulfate both in the water column and in the Holocene 
seafloor sediments deposited since the connection of the Black Sea with the 
Mediterranean Sea around 7,600 years ago. There are indications that the 
halocline, owing to human interventions (dams on rivers, pollution of the 
seawater) may rise even further, resulting in H2S bubbles entering the 
atmosphere.8 The summer season outbursts of H2S already consistently cause 
mass mortality of benthic organisms and huge fish kills floating on shelf zone 
waters, which eventually reach and rot on beaches everywhere. For submarine 
archaeologists, this toxic water zone represents a potential mine of historical 
data on our ancestors since, as Bascom9 noted:  “A wooden ship...[settling] in 
an anaerobic area, such as the Black Sea, should endure indefinitely”; metallic 
objects, such as modern ships, however, won’t fare so well because of corrosion 
caused by H2S-laden seawater. 

3. Hydrogen sulfide gas (natural and anthropogenic) 

Hydrogen sulfide is present in Earth’s air.10 Globally, anthropogenic 
emissions—mostly from industrial chemical factory processing and urban 
sewage treatment plants—yearly amount to >3 Mt, while normal natural 
emissions are ~100 Mt/yr.   H2S has a residence time in the atmosphere from 
~18 hours to less than two days. It is a colorless gas slightly soluble in seawater 
and occurs in volcanic terrains, in gases released from underground natural gas 
fields and oilfields in addition to being produced by bacteria through the direct 
reduction of sulfate.  When released in the atmosphere, it will form sulfur 
dioxide and sulfuric acid (H2SO4).   

For humans, hydrogen sulfide is a broad-spectrum poison, meaning that it 
can poison several different sub-systems in the body. Accidental occupational 
H2S poisoning is observed rarely in workers at industrial sites. Hydrogen 
sulfide poisoning occurs by inhalation. High-level exposure, 1500-3000 mg/m3 
(1000-2000 ppm, where 0.706 ppm = 1 mg/m3), induces hyperpnoea (rapid 
breathing) followed by respiratory inactivity (apnoea) and death. Chronic low-
level exposure to H2S gas from the ~25 Mwe Puna Geothermal Venture 
(established 1991) near Hilo, Hawaii, has reportedly been linked to 
neurotoxicity symptoms exhibited by neighborhood residents. 

Hydrogen sulfide has a density of 1.393 g/L at 250 C, making it 18% heavier 
than air.  Its explosive limits range from 4-44% in air, producing a combustion 
product of sulfur dioxide that is also toxic to exposed humans; ignition 
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temperature is ~2600 C, usually producing a blue flame.  H2S saturated seawater 
at atmospheric pressure at ~200 C contains the equivalent of 2.9 volumes of gas 
per volume of water. The Black Sea is strongly undersaturated with H2S as its 
average concentration is around 10 mg/l.Kump et al (2003)11 proposed “Death 
by Hydrogen Sulfide: A Kill Mechanism for the End-Permian Mass 
Extinction”.  They asserted that a global extinction of biota could have 
happened following a massive flux of H2S gas to the Earth-atmosphere. They 
suggested a new global anoxia mechanism, “…the possibility that the 
chemocline separating anoxic, sulfidic deep water from the atmosphere, 
originally at the base of the wind-mixed [topmost photic] layer of the ocean, 
collapsed catastrophically to the surface as sulfide levels built up in the deep 
ocean…. Widespread outcropping of sulfidic waters creates a flux to the 
atmosphere that quickly depletes the troposphere of hydroxyl radical, thereby 
allowing a hydrogen-sulfide rich plume to waft across the continents.  During 
the late Permian, such a cloud would poison terrestrial organisms in the way 
that aqueous H2S had already caused the demise of marine organisms.”   

Contrary to this scenario Ryskin proposed that the End-Permian Extinction 
was caused by methane-driven oceanic eruptions.12   

 
4. H2S Acidic Cloud generation 
 

The total energy released by the Earth, through heat conduction, volcanism 
and earthquakes is ~1.3 x 1021 Joules/yr, or ~310,000 Mt annually of TNT .13 If 
the top 100 m of the Black Sea were suddenly vaporized by an instantaneous 
application of 140 x 1018 Joules provided by a falling asteroid, it would expose 
a deadly reservoir of seawater on the verge of exsolving a huge quantity of 
hydrogen sulfide gas and methane. What makes the Black Sea an especially 
noteworthy—Damoclean in scope—threat to people living on its shores is its 
unusual concentration of H2S. Currently, a Black Sea with a significant 
concentration of H2S poses an acid trauma threat to humans nearby that is 
generally similar to the actual acid trauma suffered by animals and plants that 
lived during the Cretaceous when an asteroid striking the Earth created 
Chicxulub Crater near Yucatan, Mexico.14  The large asteroid struck a terrain 
especially rich in sulfur-bearing rocks (calcium sulfate), and its impact 
vaporized the sulfate rock and deposited many millions of tons of sulfur dioxide 
gas in the Earth-atmosphere. Next, sulfuric acid and nitrogen oxides formed 
clouds that enveloped much of the planet; clouds were composed of pyrolized 
organic material (soot) and sulfuric acid aerosol haze.15 The large Cretaceous 
asteroid impact was extraordinary in its global effect; a future small asteroid 
impact during the Holocene would have extraordinary regional and 
international geopolitical repercussions. Melosh has discussed the relation 
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between impacts and tsunamis (Impact-generated Tsunamis: An Over-rated 
Hazard) in which he stated, with categorical certitude, that only “…asteroids 
>100 m in diameter may pose a serious hazard to humanity and could require 
substantial expansion of the current efforts to identify Earth-crossing asteroids 
>1 km in diameter.”  Citing the 1968 conclusions of Van Dorn, Melosh16 thinks 
small asteroids impacting the ocean pose only a modest threat to coastal 
shipping and that beach run up waves will not be especially noteworthy 
compared to earthquake-generated tsunamis.17 Earthquake-generated tsunamis 
have a long history of occurrence on the strands of the Black Sea.18

5. Impacts on Black Sea Region’s residents 

The Black Sea is lodged in a basin that is almost surrounded by mountains 
with the Carpathians on the west, the Caucasus on the north and east, and the 
Pontides to the south. Its shoreline hosts the populations of Turkey, Bulgaria, 
Romania, Ukraine, Russia and Georgia. Many millions of persons live in these 
six countries, but it is difficult to estimate how many of these persons live 
within one kilometer from the coast. A minimal estimate for the human 
population at risk nowadays to a future event of the type we postulate here is 
~300,000 persons—figuring ~70 persons/km2 multiplied by the 4,090 km 
length of the Black Sea’s coastline. This minimal estimate is far too low; 
because coastal regions are always more densely populated than inland areas. 
We have only to think of coastal cities such as Odessa, Suchumi, Batum, 
Trabzon, Samsun, Zonguldak, Varna and Constantza. 

Shortly after the 11 September 1927 “Great Crimean Earthquake” gigantic 
fiery flares ranging from 20-500 m high and covering large areas were observed 
erupting from the Black Sea.19  Probably, these flames were caused only in part 
by the spontaneous combustion of hydrogen sulfide that had exsolved from 
below the halocline. Mostly, the flames were caused by methane eruptions 
triggered by the earthquake. Even in normal times dense bubble curtains, or 
plumes (also flares) of methane can attain altitudes of 200 m in the water 
column or even reach the surface where methane can inflame.  A “burning sea” 
is not unusual during thunderstorms over the Black Sea. Above many methane 
seeps the bottom waters must be (super-)saturated with methane. If there were a 
turnover, and these waters are no longer pressurized, methane will quickly 
exsolve. The methane will act as a carrier gas for the H2S that is dissolved in 
these same waters. Even out of water that is undersaturated, H2S will diffuse 
into the atmosphere when the water is splashed into the atmosphere,. 
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6. Use of H2S as a fuel? 

Macro-engineering experts have proposed a means of mitigating this 
environmental hazard.  Rustam Akhmedov, sometime during the early 1980s, 
first realized (in a slightly quixotic fashion) that H2S might become an 
economically valuable energy resource that is energetically only slightly 
inferior to widely harnessed natural gas extracted from subterranean petroleum 
deposits. Use of this aqueous H2S resource for energy production, as Akhmedov 
desires, will also remove an environmental hazard—any future Black Sea 
overturning—that just may be initiated sometime in the indefinite future by a 
small asteroid impact. An extraction scheme for the elimination of hydrogen 
sulfide from the Black Sea has been proposed by Cazacu20 and Cazacu and 
Iancu21,22. If the Black Sea’s hydrogen sulfide was efficiently mined and burnt 
in electricity-generating stations, then an impending ecological macro-problem 
could be mitigated and the six nations surrounding the Black Sea would have a 
vast energy resource! The extant H2S reservoir/resource of the Black Sea is 
estimated to be ~5.3 x 109 tons.  When burnt, ~1.56 x 1010 Joules is liberated 
per ton—but at the cost of creating two tons of unwanted/undesirable SO2. This 
calls for some viable industrial-scale use for this toxic byproduct if H2S is used 
for commercial energy production! Burning all the H2S resident in the Black 
Sea today (i.e., 5.3 x 109 tons) in a 100% efficient commercial electricity power 
plant would produce ~8.3 x 1019 Joules. Using H2S as a fuel will require the 
development of a new type of power plant. Deep-lying pipelines like the large-
diameter seawater intake pipeline in Hawaii, built by the Natural Energy 
Laboratory of Hawaii Authority23  can draw the gas-loaded seawater upwards 
(contained artificial upwelling) where degasifiers, compressors and H2S gas 
storage units will control the production and flow of a potentially useful 
flammable gas24. Most likely, degassing the deep waters will also release some 
methane, which could add to the energy production.  

7. Immobilization of metal-rich industrial wastes 

It has also been suggested to use the Black Sea as a georeactor25-27. The 
Black Sea is the world’s largest body of reducing, sulphide-rich waters. 
Suspended in these waters are very fine metal sulphide particles. If metal-rich 
sludges or metal-rich industrial effluents would be pumped into the deep waters 
of the Black Sea (below 200 m), these would be converted to metal sulphides 
and slowly settle to the bottom, where they would join a large amount of natural 
metal sulphides already present in the bottom muds. The reducing water body 
as well as the low-permeability mud itself will insure that reducing conditions 
will be maintained over geological periods, forming the modern equivalent of 
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metal-rich ”black shales".  The conditions under which black shales are 
deposited are aptly called “euxinic facies” after the Black Sea’s name in 
Antiquity. This identifies certain black shales, high in organic carbon, 
sometimes having concentrations of metal sulfides that make them even 
mineable. If such a scheme for the immobilization of toxic wastes rich in heavy 
metals is adopted, it may become a source of income for the countries 
surrounding the Black Sea, as they can levy a tax on the use of their natural 
resource. Although, compared to the amount of H2S dissolved in the Black Sea, 
the fraction that becomes fixed as metal sulfides will be minor, it will alleviate 
the dangers of a Black Sea turnover somewhat. 

8. Potential post-impact recovery problems 

In the foregoing we have sketched the potential dangers of the H2S and 
partially also methane rich waters of the Black Sea for the surrounding 
population.28 If this dangerous natural resource is used, for example for energy 
production, or as a chemical for the immobilization of hazardous metal waste 
streams, its potential danger may be slowly diminished. It is unlikely, however, 
that such measures, even if applied on a grand scale, will in the short term be 
sufficient to avert the dangers posed by a sudden release of the gases. The 
impact of a 100 meter asteroid in the Black Sea may cause a catastrophic 
overturn. This may result in a geographically large depopulated region—like 
that expected after detonation of a “neutron bomb”. That is, the infrastructure 
will remain relatively intact, but the inhabitants will be missing. It is difficult to 
imagine what this will mean for the eventual repopulation of the affected 
coastal zones. 
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Abstract. We consider the electroresistivity of metallic hydrogen within the 
framework of perturbation theory in electron-proton interaction. To this end we 
employ the Kubo linear response theory while using the two-time retarded 
Green functions method to calculate the relaxation time. The expressions for the 
second and third order contributions are calculated, which serve as a basis for 
the estimation of the sum of the series. To describe the electron subsystem the 
random phase approximation is used at that the exchange interactions and 
correlations are taken into account in a local field approximation. The structure 
of the proton subsystem is assumed to be determined by the Percus-Yevick 
equation with the effective hard sphere diameter being the only parameter of the 
theory in this case. The effective pair proton interaction is used to identify the 
effective hard sphere diameter as a function of the temperature and the density 
of the system. The behavior of the second and the third order contributions is 
investigated in a wide range of the temperature and the temperature. In the 
whole range the values of the parameters of the theory are closed to those 
indicating the limits of nearly free model applicability. 
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1. Introduction 

The interest to hydrogen can be partly explained by the fact that it is the most 
widely spread element in the universe. Hydrogen in metallic state contributes a 
major portion to the mass of the planets in the solar system. It is also the unique 
object from the theoretical point of view, as it is the only substance for which 
the exact electron-ion interaction is known. This allows to calculate the 
properties of the metallic hydrogen using the minimal number of 
approximations, and thus with the maximum reliability. 

However the fact that the Coulomb interaction is not weak and fast 
decreasing one complicates the theoretical investigations. The workaround 
developed in the electron gas theory is the random phase approximation, which 
corresponds to approximate summation of the perturbation theory series in 
coulombic electron-electron interaction.  

The possibility for the metallic phase of hydrogen to exist was predicted in 
19351. It was suggested that at high densities hydrogen should exhibit the 
transition from diatomic molecular state, with insulator properties, to an atomic 
state with metallic conductivity. The actual discovery of metallic hydrogen and 
the detailed investigation of conductivity as a function of the pressure and the 
temperature followed at 19962. In this study the molecular hydrogen in a liquid 
state was subjected to shock compression up to 1.80Mbar at the temperatures in 
the 2200-4400K range. The dielectric-metal transition was observed at the 
pressure 1.4Mbar and the temperature 3000K, at that the resistivity of metallic 
phase measured 500µΩcm. In the pressure and the temperature range 1.4-1.8 
Mbar and 3000-4400K the electroresistivity remained virtually unchanged. As a 
matter of fact the examined transition was of a metal-semiconductor type, as the 
band-gap did not vanish completely, but decreased from 15eV to 0.3eV, which 
is almost equal to the temperature of a sample. It should be noted that the earlier 
experimental and theoretical studies of the conjectured metallic state exist. In 
the work3 the electric conductivity of molecular hydrogen was measured at 
substantially lower pressure 0.1-0.2Mbar, the results followed the exponential 
law with the rate specific to semiconductors with the 12eV band-gap. The 
discovery of metallic hydrogen was first reported at 19784, the authors reported 
the discovery of metallic hydrogen at the pressure 2Mbar with the resistivity 
1000µΩcm. 

When the new substances are discovered, the examination of the 
equilibrium properties usually precedes the studies of transport phenomena. At 
present the research on the static properties of metallic hydrogen is carried out 
intensively5-10. Yet, the theoretical investigations of the electron transport 
phenomena in metallic hydrogen are far less advanced. For one, in the paper11 
the resistivity of metallic hydrogen was calculated in a wide range of the 
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temperature and the pressure, but using the fixed value of the packing fraction, 
typical for the liquid metals close to the melting point, and, what is more 
important, only the first order contribution of the perturbation series in electron-
proton interaction. As we show in the current paper it is this approximation 
which is responsible for almost an order of magnitude difference between the 
experimental and theoretical values. Of some interest is the computer modeling 
of the metallic hydrogen properties including the electroresistivity12. 
Unfortunately, the magnitude of the resistivity obtained from simulations 
differs from the experimental values by the order of magnitude as well. The 
distinctive feature of the treatises on static properties of metallic hydrogen is 
adoption of the nearly free electron model. Here we are going to employ this 
model for calculation of electroresistivity of metallic hydrogen. At that we 
assume that the hydrogen is in the true metallic state neglecting the band gap of 
0.3eV observed in experiments. This state can be realized either at a higher 
pressure, or at a higher temperature. We like to note that the Jupiter core with 
the radius equal to half the radius of the planet consists of hydrogen at the 
pressure 3-40Mbar and the temperature 10000-20000K. 

2. Hamiltonian  

We assume the hydrogen to be in disordered atomic state with all the electrons 
collectivized. In this case the Hamiltonian of the electron subsystem of metallic 
hydrogen can be taken in the form similar to that of the liquid simple metals 

                                       0 ieH H H= + .                                      (1) 

This model is applicable even in the presence of the molecular hydrogen along 
with the atomic one. Owing to its electroneitrality the scattering of electrons on 
the hydrogen molecules falls far short of the scattering on protons. Again, just 
like in the case of the liquid simple metals, the electron gas  is considered 
degenerated, and the ionic subsystem to be disordered and static one. Using the 
nearly free electrons approximation, the Hamiltonian of noninteracting electron 
gas can be written as 

0 kH aε += a∑ k k
k

,                                    (2) 

where are the operators of nucleation and annihilation of electrons with 
the wave vector k ,  

,a a+
k k

2 2 / 2k kε = h m                                                 (3) 

is the energy of a free electron and is its mass. m
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The Hamiltonian of the electron-proton interaction can be taken in line with 
the diffraction model of a metal, which incorporates the electron-electron 
interaction via screening of the electron-ion interaction 

1 ( ) ( ) ( )i e
ieH V W q ρ ρ−= −∑

q
q q .                          (4) 

Here V is the volume of the system,  

( ) ( ) / ( )W q V q qε= −                                          (5) 

is the screened potential energy of electron-proton interaction,  
2( ) 4 /V q e qπ= 2

q

                                             (6) 

is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb interaction,  

0( ) 1 [ ( ) ( )] ( )q V q U qε π= + +                                   (7) 

is the dielectric permittivity of the electron gas in the random phase 
approximation with taken into account the exchange interaction and 
correlations of electron in local field approximation,  

2 2 2( ) 2 /( )FU q e q kπ λ= − +                                     (8) 

is the potential energy of the exchange interaction and the correlations of the 
electron gas with 2λ ≈ 13,  is the Fermi wave vector,Fk       

2 2

0 2 2

1 4 2( ) ln
2 8 2

F F F

F F

mk k q k qq
k q k q

π
π

⎛ ⎞− +
= +⎜ ⎟

−⎝ ⎠h
                        (9) 

is the polarization function of a free electron gas,  

( )e a aρ +
+=∑ k k q

k
q                                           (10) 

is the Fourier transform of the density operator of the electron gas and 

( ) exp( )i
n

n
iρ = −∑q qR                               (11) 

is the Fourier transform of the density of ion subsystem with denoting the 
radius-vector of the n-th ion. 

nR

We like to stress that the metallic hydrogen is the only system with exactly 
known unscreened potential of the electron-ion interaction, which is the 
Coulomb law. This fact significantly simplifies the calculation of various 
properties of metallic hydrogen, as long as the problem of modeling the 
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electron-ion interaction, leading to introduction of additional fitting parameters, 
is avoided.  

Just like in the theory of many of the disordered simple metals, the ratio of 
the potential energy of the electron-ion interaction to the Fermi energy is the 
small parameter of the theory not for all values of the wave vector. This 
situation is illustrated on the figure 1. 

Figure 1. The small parameter of the theory. Two vertical lines denote the values of the wave 
vector equal to kF and 2kF correspondingly. These values correspond to σ=4a.u. and η=0.45. 

 

 
Figure 2. The small parameter of the theory. Two vertical lines denote the values of the wave 
vector equal to kF and 2kF correspondingly. These values correspond to σ=4a.u. and η=0.45. 

The actual small parameter of the theory is the product of the above 
mentioned ratio on the structure factor of the ion subsystem. From the figure 2 
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it can be seen that this parameter again can not be considered small for every 
value of the wave vector. 

Inasmuch as these values of the wave vector provide substantial 
contribution to the corresponding integrals, one can expect the perturbation 
series in this parameter of the theory to converge slowly. This circumstance 
does not allow us to restrict ourselves by only the first term of the perturbation 
series when calculating the resistivity. 

 
3. Resistivity 
 
The electroresistivity of well conducting disordered simple metals can be found 
using the well known Drude formula 

2

1mR
ne τ

= .                                       (12) 

Here n is the electron gas density and τ is the relaxation time for the 
electroconductivity process. We are going to exploit this formula to calculate 
the resistivity of metallic hydrogen as well. At that we will consider only the 
electron contribution to the resistivity. 

Within the framework of the linear response theory of Kubo and the method 
of two-time retarded Green functions13-15 the inverse relaxation time can be 
written in the form of the series in electron-proton interaction 

1

2
n

n

1τ τ
∞

− −

=

=∑ .                                      (13) 

The general term of this expansion is of the form 

1
1 1 1

,...,1

( )... ( ) ( ,..., ) ( ,..., )n n nn
n

N W W S
V

τ − = Γ∑
q q

q q q q q qn .              (14)    

Here 1( ,..., )nS q q is the n-particle structure factor of the ion subsystem, N is the 
number of ions in the system, 1( ,..., )nΓ q q  is the electron multipole for the 
electric conductivity process. 

The second order contribution to the inverse relaxation time for the 
disordered simple metals, first obtained by Ziman16, is well explored and reads 

2
1 2

2 3 3
0

( ) ( )
4

Fk

F

m W x S x x dx
vk

τ
π

− = ∫h
3 ,                       (15) 
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where v is the inverse proton number density. We now examine the third order 
contribution in more detail. It has the form 

1
3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 23

, ,1 2 3

( ) ( ) ( ) ( , , ) ( , , )N W W W S
V

τ − = Γ∑
q q q

q q q q q q q q q3
.          (16) 

For the noninteracting electron gas the electron multipole, obtained by using the 
kinetic equation and characterizing the electric conductivity, has the form 

( ) 2 1

2 3

2
1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 1 1

( )( , , ) ( )[1 ( )]
3 B

n n
mNk T
π δ ε ε

ε ε
−

Γ − − − = − −
−

k k

k k

k k k k k k k k k kh

 (17) 

where  is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. With some 
manipulation

( )n k
14,15 the third order contribution can be expressed as a principal 

value integral  
2

1
3 5 5 2

0

( )
24 F F

f km dk
k k k

τ
π

∞
− =

−∫h
.                                 (18) 

As long as the electron-electron interaction is exactly known, the major 
approximation we use is the geometric approximation for the 3-particle 
structure factor14-18  

1 2 3 1 2 3( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( )S S S S=q q q q q q .                             (19) 

As a consequence of this approximation we obtain the following expression for 
the function ( )f k  

2

0

1( ) (2 1) ( )n n
nF

f k n A
k k

∞

=

= +
+ ∑ B k ,                       (20) 

with 
2 2 2

3
2

0

2( ) ( )
2

Fk
F

n n
F

k qA W q S q P dqq
k

⎛ ⎞−
= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∫ ,                   (21) 

2 2 2

| |

( ) ( ) ( )
2

F

F

k k
F

n n
k k F

k k qB k W q S q P q
kk

+

−

⎛ ⎞+ −⎜=
⎜
⎝ ⎠

∫ dq⎟
⎟

,              (22) 

where is the Legendre polynomial of order n. ( )nP x
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4. The effective pairwise proton interaction 

The knowledge of the effective pair proton interaction is essential for 
estimation of the conductivity of metallic hydrogen. In the context of the 
current work it is a particularly valuable feature as the only parameter it 
depends on is the number density of the system. Since the effective pair 
interaction allows to calculate the effective hard sphere diameter for a given 
temperature, it enables us to determine the hard sphere diameter as a function of 
density and temperature. 

The expression for the effective pair potential is  known from the second 
order perturbation theory in electron-ion interaction and reads 

2
2

2
0

sin( )( ) ( )ef
e v qRV R Q q q dq
R qRπ

∞

= − ∫ ,                         (23) 

where 

2 ( )( ) ( )
2 1 ( ) (
v qQ q V q

V q q)
π

π
=

+
.                                  (24) 

The polarization function of electron gas with exchange interaction and 
correlations taken into account in a local field approximation can be written as 

0

0

( )( )
1 ( ) (

qq
V q q)
ππ

π
=

+
.                                          (25) 

This expression does not contain any fitting parameters characterizing the ion 
subsystem and depends only on the Fermi wave vector, i.e. on the number 
density of the system. The only approximation it involves is the random phase 
approximation for the electron subsystem with accounting for the exchange 
interaction and electron correlations in a local field approximation. Figure 3  
provides the plot of the effective pair ion interaction for a number density 
n=0.001 gm/cm3. 
Now we can introduce the effective hard sphere diameter as the minimum ion 
approach distance for a given temperature.  This distance can be found from 
equating the total energy of protons to zero at the closest approach 

( ) 3 / 2ef BV k Tσ = .                                          (26) 

Here the reference point for potential energy is the bottom of the potential well. 
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Figure 3. The effective pair interaction, n=0.001gm/cm3 

5. Results and discussion 

If for the structure factor of the ion subsystem we use the Percus-Yevick 
expression, then the resistivity depends on three parameters. Namely these are 
the hard sphere diameter, the packing fraction and the Fermi wave vector. 

Figure 4. The pair structure factor of the ion subsystem. Two vertical lines denote the values of the 
wave vector equal to kF and 2kF correspondingly. These values correspond to σ=4a.u. and 
η=0.45. 
If all the electrons are considered collectivized then the Fermi wave vector can 
be related to the number density through 3 / 3Fn k 2π= , while on the other hand 

. It is convenient to choose the hard sphere diameter as the 
independent parameter. Provided the temperature is known this parameter can 
be uniquely defined as well as we show in the previous section.  

3 / 6vη πσ=
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As long as liquid hydrogen exists in nature in a wide pressure and 
temperature range it is instructive to investigate the behavior of resistivity as a 
function of these parameters. 

First we consider the resistivity using only the first nonvanishing term of the 
perturbation series in electron-proton interaction. As illustrated in figure 5 the 
second order contribution decays as the density grows and increases as the 
temperature goes up. At the density 0.32mole/cm3 and the temperature 3000K, 
i.e under conditions corresponding to the transition to metallic state, the 
resistivity comprises 20µΩcm if all electrons are metallized.  

Figure 5. The resistivity of metallic hydrogen calculated using only the contribution of the second 
order in electron-proton  interaction. --- T=3000K, - - T=6000K, …T=12000K. 
 
This value is in the good agreement with the results obtained in work11 using 
the same approximation, as well as with the simulation data12. If we assume that 
only a part of the hydrogen changed to an atomic state, which corresponds to 
smaller electron gas densities, then the resistivity reaches the experimental 
value of 500µΩcm at the density 0.2mole/cm3. This corresponds approximately 
to 5% of the full amount of hydrogen transformed into atomic state. This result 
agrees with2 conjectured that only 5% of the hydrogen at the dielectric-metal 
transition is in the atomic state. 

The figure 6 represents the resistivity of metallic hydrogen with the higher 
order terms of perturbation theory taken into account. The third order 
contribution is not small which requires some approximation to estimate the 
sum of the perturbation theory series. Here we assume that those are the series 
with the geometric ratio equal to ratio of the third to the second order 
contributions. 
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Figure 6. The resisitivity of metallic hydrogen using the contributions of a higher order  in 
electron-proton interaction at the  temperature T=3000K.--- R2, -- R3, … R2/(1-R2/R3). 

 
When the hydrogen in atomic state makes up to 5% of the whole amount, 

the third order contribution comes up to only 20% of the second order 
contribution. As the density of the electron gas increases, which corresponds to 
increase of the atomic hydrogen fraction, both second and third order 
contributions decay, but the second order term decays faster. As a result, at the 
density 0.3mole/cm3 the second and the third order contributions become equal, 
and the series diverge. Close to this point the resistivity reaches experimentally 
observed value. At that it is in excess of 170µΩcm in the whole range, while 
despite the value of the second order contribution is rather small in the most 
part of the range. This raises an issue of applicability of the nearly free electron 
model used here. The validity criterion is the smallness of dimensionless 
parameter / Fγ ε τ= h . The figure 7 illustrates the dependence of this parameter 
on the density of the electron gas. It suggests that for the most of the densities it 
is but little less then one, and for the large densities it can exceed one. Thus, we 
have used the nearly free electron model close to its applicability limit. 

Another parameter which has an impact on the solution is the degree of 
degeneracy of the electron gas F/Bk Tα ε= . This parameter is small in the 
whole range and the electron gas is strongly degenerated. At the higher 
temperatures the validity of the nearly free electron model is impaired, which is 
illustrated on the figure 8.  
 An alternative description of the electron subsystem is the tight binding 
approximation, however the experimental values of the conductivity are out of 
the limits of its applicability as well. The experimentally observed resistivity  
500µΩcm was not the goal of this work, however the values obtained are  
reasonably close to it. 
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Figure 7. The density dependence of the nearly free electrons model applicability criterion and 
degeneracy parameter at the temperature T=3000K. 
 

Figure 8. The temperature and density dependence of the nearly free electrons  model applicability 
criterion.  ---T=3000K, - - T=6000K, … T=12000K 

 
Our theory do not incorporate two factors: the existence of the band gap in 

the energy spectrum of the electrons and the presence of the hydrogen in 
molecular state at the pressure 1.4Mbar and the temperature 3000K. The 
scattering of the conduction electrons on the hydrogen molecules can provide a 
noticeable contribution to the resistivity. The width of the band-gap decays 
quickly as the pressure (density) grows and its unlikely that it produces a 
considerable contribution to the resistivity at the pressures exceeding 3Mbar. 
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Abstract. Water is hypothesized to have a low temperature phase 
transition line which separates a high density water at high 
temperatures from a low density water at low temperatures. This 
negatively sloped first order liquid-liquid phase coexistence line 
terminates at a critical point known as the liquid-liquid critical 
point. This critical point is hypothesized to exist in a deeply 
supercooled region of the phase diagram of water. Recent 
experiments have given an indirect indication of this phase 
transition. Neutron scattering and NMR experiments on water 
confined in hydrophilic nanopores revealed that the dynamics of 
water changes from the dynamics of a high density liquid (non-
Arrhenius) at high temperatures to that of a low density liquid 
(Arrhenius) at low temperatures. Motivated by these experiments 
we investigated the TIP5P model of water. We find that the 
dynamic transition appears to be related to crossing the specific 
heat maxima line (Widom line) which emanates from the liquid-
liquid critical point. Moreover, we find that water not only 
undergoes a dynamical change but also structural changes on 
crossing the Widom line. The structure of the liquid changes from 
a high density liquid to a low density liquid. 

 

Keywords: liquid-liquid critical point, fragile-to-strong transition, 
supercooled water, TIP5P, Widom line. 
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1.    Introduction 

Water is the most abundant liquid on earth. This occupies almost 70 
percent of the earth's surface and 90 percent of our bodies by volume. It 
is not only the abundance of water and its importance in biology, 
atmospheric and engineering sciences that makes it interesting but rather a 
large set of its unusual properties that makes it unique among liquids. 
Response functions of water such as isobaric heat capacity, isothermal 
compressibility etc. seem to diverge as temperature is decreased1,2. These 
and many other unusual properties of water, also referred to as water 
anomalies, were hypothesized to be the consequence of a first order phase 
coexistence line between liquids of two different densities which may exist at 
low temperatures3, 4. This coexistence line terminates at a critical point 
which is located in the deep supercooled region of water known as the "no 
man's land" because it is difficult to do measurements on liquid water in 
this region as it freezes spontaneously (see Fig. 1). Recent experiments on 
confined water, where it was possible to avoid freezing of water by confining 
it to hydrophilic nanopores, indicated that there might be a possibility of a 
liquid-liquid critical point at low temperatures. Specifically it was found that 
the dynamics of water changes from non-Arrhenius to Arrehenius behavior 
upon cooling isobarically. Since non-Arrehenius behavior is a characteristic 
of high density liquid where the activation energy increases as the 
temperature decreases and Arrehenius behavior is a characteristic of a 
low density liquid where the activation energy is a constant, it was 
speculated that this dynamic transition was somehow associated with the 
liquid-liquid phase transition. In order to correctly interpret the interesting 
finding, we need to understand the behavior of the system in the vicinity 
of a critical point. 
By definition, in a first order phase transition, thermodynamic state 
functions such as density ρ and enthalpy H discontinuously change as we 
cool the system along a path crossing the equilibrium coexistence line [Fig. 
2(a), path β]. In a real experiment, this discontinuous change may not occur 
at the coexistence line since a substance can remain in a supercooled 
metastable phase until a limit of stability (a spinodal) is reached1 [Fig. 
2(b), path β]. 
If the system is cooled isobarically along a path above the liquid-gas critical 
pressure Pc [Fig. 2(a), path α], the state functions continuously change from 
the values characteristic of a high temperature phase (gas) to those 
characteristic of a low temperature phase (liquid). The thermodynamic 
response functions which are the derivatives of the state functions 
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Figure 1: Phase diagram of liquid water. The liquid-liquid critical point lies in the experimentally 
inaccessible "no man's land." Courtesy of O. Mishima. 

with respect to temperature [e.g., isobaric heat capacity CP = 
(дН/дТ)Р] have maxima at temperatures denoted by Tmax(P). Remarkably 
these maxima are still prominent far above the critical pressure5-8, and the 
values of the response functions at Tmax(P) (e.g., CP

max) diverge as the critical 
point is approached. The lines of the maxima for different response 
functions asymptotically approach one another as the critical point is 
approached, since all response functions become expressible in terms of the 
correlation length. This asymptotic line is sometimes called the Widom 
line, and is often regarded as an extension of the coexistence line into the 
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"one-phase regime" (Fig. 2). If the system is cooled at constant pressure 
P0, and P0 is not too far from the critical pressure Pc, then there are two 
classes of behavior possible. (i) If P0 > Pc [Fig. 2(b), path α] then 
experimentally-measured quantities will change dramatically but 
continuously in the vicinity of the Widom line (with huge fluctuations as 
measured by, e.g., CP). (ii) If P0 < Pc [Fig. 2(b), path β], experimentally-
measured quantities will change discontinuously if the coexistence line is 
actually seen. However, the coexistence line can be difficult to detect in 
a pure system due to metastability, and changes will occur only when the 
spinodal is approached where the gas phase is no longer stable. 
The changes in behavior may include not only static quantities like 
response functions5-8 but also dynamic quantities like diffusivity. In water, a 
significant change in dynamical properties has been suggested to take place 
in deeply supercooled states2,9-15. Unlike other network forming materials 16, 
water behaves as a fragile liquid in the experimentally accessible window2, 

17,18. Based on analogies with other network forming liquids and with the 
thermodynamic properties of the amorphous forms of water, it has been 
suggested that, at ambient pressure, liquid water should show a dynamic 
crossover from fragile behavior at high T to strong behavior at low T 14, 19-23. 
Using Adam-Gibbs theory24, the dynamic crossover in water was related to the 
CP

max line11, 12, 25. In this work, we interpret recent experiments on water9-11 as 
arising from the presence of the hypothesized liquid-liquid critical point, 
which gives rise to a Widom line and an associated fragility transition [Fig. 
2(c), path a ]. 
 
2.  Methods 

Using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations26, we study the TIP5P model 
of water which accurately represents water behavior at ambient conditions 
and has a liquid-liquid critical point. This model27 treats water as a multiple 
site rigid body, interacting via electrostatic site-site interactions 
complemented by a Lennard-Jones potential28. We evaluate the loci of 
maxima of the relevant response functions, compressibility and specific heat, 
which coincide close to the critical point and give rise to the Widom line. 
We find evidence that, for both potentials, the dynamic crossover occurs 
just when the Widom line is crossed. 
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic phase diagram for the critical region associated with a liquid-gas critical 
point. Shown are the two features displaying mathematical singularities, the critical point (closed 
circles) and the liquid-gas coexistence (bold dashed curve). (b) Same as (a) with the addition 
of the gas-liquid spinodal and the Widom line. Along the Widom line, thermodynamic response 
functions have extrema in their T dependence. The path α denotes a path along which the Widom 
line is crossed. Path β denotes a path meeting the coexistence line. (c) A hypothetical phase 
diagram for water of possible relevance to the recent neutron scattering experiments by Chen et al. 9, 

10 on confined water. The liquid-liquid coexistence, which has a negative sloped coexistence line, 
generates a Widom line which extends below the critical point, suggesting that water may exhibit a 
fragile-to-strong xs transition for P < Pc (path α), while no dynamic changes will occur above the 
critical point (path β).  [adapted from  Ref. 12] 
 
Our results for the TIP5P potential are based on MD simulations of a system 
of N = 512 molecules, carried out both in the NVT and NPT ensembles 
using the techniques described in 26,29. 
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3.  Results 

Figure 3 shows the relevant portion of the P — T phase diagram for 
the TIP5P model. A liquid-liquid critical point is observed29, 30, from which 
the Widom line develops. The coexistence curve is negatively sloped, so 
the Clapeyron equation implies that the high-temperature phase is a 
high-density liquid (HDL) and the low-temperature phase is a low-
density liquid (LDL). Fig. 4 shows the T dependence of the diffusion 
coefficient D, evaluated from the long time limit of the mean square 
displacement along isobars. The isobars crossing the Widom line (path α) 
show a crossover (i) from a non-Arrhenius behavior at high T [which can 
be fit by a power law function D ~ (T — ТMCT)γ] where TMCT is the crossover 
temperature predicted by the mode coupling theory31, (ii) to an Arrhenius 
behavior at low T [which can be described by D ~ exp(—Ea/T)]. The 
crossover between these two functional forms takes place at the Widom 
line.  

 

Figure 3: Relevant part of the phase diagram for the TIP5P potential, showing the liquid-liquid 
critical point C at Pc = 320 MPa and Tc = 217 K , the line of maximum of isobaric specific heat 
Cpmax and the line of maximum of isothermal compressibility KTmax.

Thus we see that the simulations for TIP5P water model support the 
connection between the Widom line and the dynamic fragility crossover. 
Crossing the Widom line, not only gives a dynamic crossover but also the 
structural changes where water goes from a less ordered, "high-density-
like" water at high temperatures to more ordered, "low-density-like" water at 
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low temperatures. In Fig. 5, we show the oxygen-oxygen pair correlation 
functions g(r) corresponding to two temperatures, one above the Widom line 
and another below the Widom line. Above the Widom line at T=250 K, 
water is less ordered as seen from the smaller first and second peaks of 
g(r), while below the Widom line at T=230 K, water is more ordered, 
reflected in the increase in the amplitude of the first and the second peaks of 
g(r). The area between the first and the second peak of g(r) decreases as the 
Widom line is crossed, suggesting that the number of bifurcated bonds 
decreases and hence fifth neighbors 

 
Figure 4: At high temperatures, D behaves like that of a non-Arrhenius liquid and can be fit 
by D ~ (T — TMCT)Γ (also shown in the inset) where TMCT = 231 K and γ = 1.90, while at low 
temperatures the dynamic behavior appears to change to that of a liquid where D is Arrhenius. 
 
(which is a feature of high density water) also decreases upon crossing the 
Widom line from the high temperature side to the low temperature side. 
Figure 6 shows the oxygen-oxygen structure factor of water on two sides of the 
Widom line at P=100MPa. The structure of the liquid on high temperature side 
of the Widom line is less tetrahedral compared to the structure of the liquid on 
the low temperature side of the Widom line. In Fig. 7, we show the 
corresponding hydrogen bonds formed by the water molecules with a 
hydrogen bond-length cut-off distance of 0.3 nm and angle width of 10 
degrees.
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Figure 5: Oxygen-oxygen pair correlation function above and below the Widom line at P=100 MPa. 
Above the Widom line, water is less ordered while upon crossing the Widom line, water becomes 
more ordered 

 
 
 
Figure 6: Structural changes on crossing the Widom line at P = 100 MPa. (a) Oxygen-oxygen 
structure factor S(q) above the Widom line (see Fig. 5). (b) Structure factor S(q) below the Widom 
line. Tetrahedrality of the water molecules increases dramatically upon crossing the Widom 
indicated by the a sharp increase in the first and second peaks of the structure  factor. 

For the temperature below the Widom line water is more structured locally 
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and hence more hydrogen bonds with a strict constraint of the hydrogen-
bond angle are formed compared to water above the Widom line 
temperature. 

 
Figure 7: Structural changes on crossing the Widom line at P = 100 MPa. (a) Hydrogen bonds 
below the Widom line (see Fig. 5).(b) Hydrogen bonds above the Widom line. Number of the 
hydrogen bonds with strict tetrahedral structures increases on crossing the Widom line upon 
cooling. 
 
4.  Discussion and summary 

Our findings are consistent with the possibility that the observed dynamic 
crossover along path a is related to the behavior of CP, suggesting that 
enthalpy or entropy fluctuations may have a strong influence on the dynamic 
properties15,32. Indeed, as the thermodynamic properties change from the 
high-temperature side of the Widom line to the low-temperature side, 
(∂S/∂T)p = CP/T > 0 implies that the entropy must decrease. The entropy 
decrease is most pronounced at the Widom line when CP = CP

max. Since the 
configurational part of the entropy, Sconf, makes the major contribution to S, 
we expect that Sconf  also decreases sharply on crossing the Widom line. 
  
  D changes from non-Arrhenius ("fragile") to Arrhenius ("strong") 
behavior, while the structural and thermodynamic properties change from 
those resembling HDL to those resembling LDL, due to the negative slope of 
the Widom line. 

In summary, our results are consistent with the experimental 
observation in confined water of (i) a fragility transition for P < Pc 9,10,11, 
and (ii) a peak in CP upon cooling water at atmospheric pressure33. Thus 
our work offers a plausible interpretation of the results of Ref.9-11 as 
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supporting the existence of a hypothesized liquid-liquid critical point. 
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Abstract. When subjected to a uniaxial pressure of 0.7 to 1.5 GPa, structures of 
hexagonal and cubic ices at a temperature below 140 K collapse and the ordered 
arrangement of molecules is lost. Another well-known (tetrahedrally bonded and 
open structure) crystal, SiO2, also collapses and become amorphous but at 25-30 
GPa and 300 K. This is known as pressure-induced amorphization of crystals. Here 
we report, (i) how the vibrational properties, e.g., molar volume V, limiting high 
frequency permittivity ε∞, ultrasonic sound velocity, and thermal conductivity κ 
change during the pressure-amorphization and, (ii) how the amorphized ice relaxes 
to a lower energy state on heating to 140 K, and becomes ultraviscous water of 
dielectric relaxation time of ~ 1 s at 1 GPa pressure. As the extent of amorphization 
increases on increasing the pressure to 1.5 GPa, V and κ irreversibly decrease and 
ε∞ and the ultrasound velocity increase. Amorphization begins at a lower pressure 
for micron-size ice crystals than for larger crystals. It also begins at a lower 
pressure at high temperatures of ice. At a fixed pressure and temperature, ice 
continues to amorphize up to a period of several days according to a stretched 
exponential kinetics and a pressure- and temperature-dependent rate constant. It is 
proposed that lattice faults, which are also produced during pressure-deformation of 
ice cause a distribution of the Born instability pressures, and the amorphization 
process becomes pressure- and time-dependent. Pressure-induced amorphization of 
ice at 77 K produces kinetically unstable high energy amorphs in the same manner 
as mechanical deformation of other crystals produces kinetically unstable, high 
energy amorphs which, on heating, become an ultraviscous liquid. But, in contrast, 
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the ice amorphs are denser than the parent ices, and bulkier than ice VI the stable 
phase, and ice XII the metastable phase.  

Keywords: Pressure-induced amorphization, amorphous and crystalline ices, thermal 
conductivity, dielectric spectroscopy, high pressure measurements. 

1. Introduction 

One of the most important exogenic effects on materials is that of pressure. The 
pressure may result from natural or man-made impact, from a shock wave 
generated by it, or from a sustained stress as in geological occurrences. Here we 
describe an unusual phenomenon of irreversible collapse of crystals under pressure, 
that also destroys their structural order. Historically, as early as 1963, Skinner and 
Fahey1 had reported that stishovite, a form of crystalline silica, becomes amorphous 
by the simple procedure of mechanical grinding, and others had reported similar 
observations for other crystals soon thereafter.2 In his compilation of the properties 
of silica, Primak3 had noted that under a shock pressure of more than 20 GPa, SiO2 
becomes amorphous.  In 1972, Brixner4 reported that Gd2(M2O4) crystals become 
amorphous when subjected to pressure. Since 1981, there have been a number of 
systematic studies of shear-induced mechanical amorphization of metal crystals in a 
high speed ball mill, in which crystals were subjected to high impact.5,6 Hemley, et 
al.7 reported that α-quartz and coesite crystals transform to amorphous solids at 25-
35 GPa and 300 K, indicating the thermoelastic instability of tetrahedral network 
structures at high compression. The amorphous state is recognized by the loss of 
sharp scattering features in their x-ray and neutron diffraction features, or as 
broadening of the peaks in the vibrational spectra. Briefly, collapse of a crystal’s 
structure has now been discovered in materials with covalent, ionic and hydrogen 
bonding and in metals. Some of further examples are: calcium silicate perovskite,8 
α-berlinite,9 α-quartz7,10 porous silicon,11 zeolites,12 various aluminophosphates and 
aluminosilicates, β-eucryptite (LiAlSiO4),13 ZrV2O7,14 ZrW2O8,15 TiP2O7,16 and 
most recently,17 natrolite (Na2 [Al2SiO3O10]·2H2O) and edingtonite  (Ba 

[Al2SiO3O10]·4H2O). The process of collapse of crystals under pressure and the 
consequent loss of characteristic x-ray diffraction features has been called pressure-
induced amorphization, and for several crystals it has been related to their negative 
coefficient of thermal expansion over a certain temperature range. Sharma and 
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Sikka18 and Greaves19 have reviewed some of the earlier studies on the subject. 
This exogenic effect is relevant to geological formations as a result of meteoritic 
impact. It is also relevant to plate tectonics, when friction between the continental 
plates produces an enormous stress, and which on sudden release produces shock 
waves in the earth’s crust. Most recently, the subject of pressure-amorphization has 
received attention in a different context: the manufacture of ceramic armour plates 
whose crystalline material becomes partly amorphous on impact and hence absorbs 
energy.  

One of the most discussed solids amongst the pressure collapsed states is one 
that was accidentally produced by uniaxially pressurizing a common solid, 
hexagonal ice, at 77 K in a piston cylinder apparatus to ~ 1.5 GPa. The tetrahedral 
(hydrogen) bonding in the ice’s open structure is much weaker than the covalent 
bonding in SiO2, and as a result, hexagonal ice at 77 K began to collapse under a 
relatively low pressure of  ~ 1 GPa. The density increased from 0.93 to 1.31 g cm-3 
at 77 K and 1 GPa and it transformed to an amorphous solid.20  The collapsed state 
has been called the high-density amorph. It has been thought that under pressure at 
77 K, hexagonal ice slowly melts irreversibly at ~ 1 GPa pressure, making it a first 
example of a slow crystal-liquid (thermodynamic) transformation upon isothermal 
pressurization. However, studies by Johari and Jones,21 who attempted to find 
similar amorphization by presumed melting of tetrahydrofuran ice clathrate at a 
much lower pressure of ~ 0.4 GPa, found no indication of such a collapse. They 
concluded that,  “ ..the collapse of crystalline order and of the hydrogen bonded 
structure under a uniaxial stress is a more likely cause of the pressure-induced 
amorphization than the proposed melting along the extrapolated phase boundary.”21  

 The high-density amorph has been recovered at ambient pressure at 77 K, and 
various properties of its recovered state have been studied at ambient pressure. Its 
structure has been determined from x-ray and neutron diffraction studies in the 
recovered state. The diffraction features, or the details of the structure factor 
obtained from studies by the same group and different groups have been found to 
differ significantly. In a discussion of the subject of multiplicity of high-density 
amorphs formed by pressure collapse,22 it has been concluded that lack of control of 
pressure, temperature and time conditions has led to such differences, and that there 
is no single high-density amorph of ice. Cubic ice also transforms to a high-density 
amorph but at somewhat different pressures.23,  24  

When the high-density amorph obtained by pressure-amorphizing hexagonal 
and cubic ices at 77 K is heated at a fixed pressure in the 0.1 MPa - 0.07 GPa range, 
it gradually, and irreversibly, expands on heating to a form known as low-density 
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amorph,25  which apparently has the same density as hexagonal and cubic ices. The 
temperature of this transformation also varies with the procedure used to amorphize 
hexagonal and cubic ices. Moreover, qualitative features of this transformation 
kinetics are debated. Thus not only the mechanism of pressure-amorphization, but 
also the structure and the behaviour of the pressure-amorphized ice have been 
debated. Johari26  has critically reviewed developments in this subject until the year 
2000. Gromnitskaya, et al.,27 have provided a review of the ultrasonic properties of 
the high-density and low- density amorphs, and of the changes in the properties of 
hexagonal ice during the amorphization. Debenedetti 28 has published a general 
review, “Supercooled and glassy water” in which pressure-amorphized ice has also 
been discussed. Andersson and Inaba29 have provided a detailed review of the 
changes in the thermal conductivity of the amorphized state and of crystalline ices. 
These reviews may be consulted for the advances made in the pressure-induced 
amorphization of ice. 

Loerting et al.30 discovered that pressure-amorphized ice becomes further ~ 5 % 
denser when heated from 77 K to 168 K at a fixed pressure in the range ~ 0.8 GPa 
to 1 GPa, and thereafter the still denser state can be recovered at 0.1 MPa and 77 K. 
This discovery has caused an ambiguity in the earlier interpretation of the 
properties of the pressure-amorphized ice when it was thought that there was only 
one high-density amorph and it was believed by various groups that this amorph 
had been produced by pressurizing to 1.5 GPa at 77 K in a short time. Since the 
pressure, temperature and time conditions in the earlier studies were not controlled, 
variation in the properties of the high-density amorphs formed could not be 
attributed to any one, or all these conditions. Here we describe studies of the 
formation of the high-density amorph by pressure collapse of cubic and hexagonal 
ices under precise conditions at the highest temperature of 130 K, by using 
extremely slow pressurization rates over a longer period of time.  In particular, we 
describe, (i) how a vibrational property, namely the thermal conductivity, κ, 
changes as hexagonal and cubic ice collapse under different pressure, temperature 
and time conditions and become amorphous, and, (ii) how heating of the amorph 
formed by collapse leads to an ultraviscous liquid. We also describe a mechanism 
for the pressure-collapse of the ices that produces a high-density amorph. It is based 
on the Born criteria for elastic instability, but, in our description, the lattice defects 
in the sample modify the instability conditions and produce a distribution of the 
collapse, or amorphization pressures. Since Loerting et al.’s30 plot of piston-
displacement against temperature (Fig. 1, Ref. 30) obtained by heating at 4- 6 
K/min shows that the transformation is halfway through the transformation to the 
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densest amorph at 130 K and 1.1 GPa, the slow pressurizing rate at 130 K used here 
produces the amorph that they had obtained by heating to higher temperatures. 

Properties of water and of its solid phases at high pressures are of general 
interest. These properties are also of much importance for cryobiology,31 
astrophysics, and geophysics of planets and of their satellites.32-36 There are 13 
known crystalline phases of ice.37 Many of these crystalline and amorphous phases 
are apparently present in large quantities in satellites and giant planets such as 
Europa, Callisto, and Ganeymede, as well as in the nuclei of comets and interstellar 
dust.32-36 As the focus of this NATO Advanced Workshop is on experimental 
aspects of exogenic effects, we have limited our discussion here to three aspects: (i) 
the experimentally observed changes in the properties during the pressure-induced 
amorphization of ice, (ii) the mechanism of the pressure-induced amorphization of 
ice and (iii) the recovery of normally unachievable ultraviscous water under 
pressure by an indirect route of pressure collapsing hexagonal ice. We propose that 
there is only one (ultimate) high-density amorph. It forms by thermally-activated 
relaxation at pressures near 1 GPa or by slow pressurization at high temperatures, 
and, like the mechanically amorphized crystals, the various structurally and 
kinetically different amorphs produced in earlier studies correspond to (nonergodic) 
states of different fictive temperatures at high pressures. Therefore, this article is 
based mainly on experimental studies performed since the last review in the year 
2000.26  Some of the aspects described here have been reported earlier.38 

2. Experimental Methods 

We have chosen to describe here measurements of three vibrational properties, (i) 
the volume, (ii) the limiting high frequency dielectric permittivity ε∞, i.e., the sum 
of the contribution to the dielectric permittivity from electronic and infrared 
polarization, and (iii) the thermal conductivity, κ. These properties were measured 
in real time during the course of pressure-amorphization at a fixed temperature, T, 
and at a fixed pressure, p, isothermally as a function of time. We have also chosen 
to describe measurements of a configurational property, namely, the dielectric 
relaxation time, by using a different technique and a separate set of experiments. It 
is conceivable that in the future, all three measurements can be performed 
simultaneously in a single experimental procedure. 

For thermal conductivity measurements, the principle underlying the hot-wire 
method was used. This principle and the method have been described in detail 
earlier.39 Briefly, the hot-wire sample cell for high pressure measurements of κ is 
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shown in Fig. 1 (A). The cell is made of Teflon, which is an ideal material for high-
pressure studies since it deforms easily under pressure and it is easy to machine. 
The hot-wire probes used in the investigation of the solids were Ni-wires of about 
40 mm long and 0.1 mm diameter, but Pt-wires have also been commonly used as 
probes. The reason for using Ni and Pt is that their electrical resistance varies 
relatively strongly with temperature. This makes wires of these two metals 
relatively well-suited in experiments such as ours in which the wire itself is used 
both as heater and temperature sensor.  Since the Teflon cell had to be small 
enough to occupy the limited space in the high pressure vessel, the wire was placed 
horizontally in a ring of constant radius within the Teflon cell. This method yields 
more accurate values than one that uses thin planar heaters, because planar heaters 
require a substrate for their physical support when the starting sample is a liquid, as 
is the case in our study. Since a part of the heat flux goes through the supporting 
substrate, the substrate decreases the signal associated with the sample. For 
accurate measurements with planar heaters, this correction needs to be made by 
using thermal properties of the planar heaters’ substrate as a function of p and T, 
which is often not the case.  

The Teflon cell was filled with  ~ 25 ml of tissue-culture grade pure water 
supplied by Sigma Chemicals, or by water purified by using Milli-Q® Ultrapure 
WaterSystems. The cell was sealed with a tightly fitting, 5 mm thick Teflon cover 
and the piston inserted. The assembled Teflon cell filled with water was mounted in 
a piston-cylinder type of pressure vessel of 45 mm internal diameter, as shown in 
Fig. 1(B), and the load was applied using a hydraulic press. In such measurements 
on a solid sample, a small pressure must be maintained to ensure good thermal 
contact between the wire and the sample. The pressure was determined from the 
load/area ratio with an empirical correction for friction which had been established 
by a calibration curve in which the resistance of a manganin wire was measured as 
a function of pressure during the pressure cycling. The inaccuracy in pressure is 
estimated as ± 40 MPa at 1 GPa and 298 K and, due to increased friction, ± 60 MPa 
at  40 K and 1 GPa. The temperature was varied by cooling or warming the entire 
pressure vessel by means of a closed cycle helium cryostat. To do so, the pressure 
vessel was contained inside a box under vacuum, in thermal contact with the 
cryostat’s head. The temperature of the sample was measured using a chromel-
alumel thermocouple which was placed inside the vessel. The inaccuracy in 
temperature is estimated as  ± 0.5 K. The apparatus used for the purpose has been 
described in detail elsewhere.40 Its drawing is shown in Fig. 1(B). 
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Figure 1.(A) The high pressure cell assembly for measuring the thermal conductivity and heat 
capacity. (B) The arrangement of the high pressure vessel showing the application of the uniaxial 
stress and arrangement that allows the use of helium cryostat in a massive assembly.  

To determine κ, the hot-wire probe embedded in the sample was heated by a 1.4 
s duration electric pulse of almost constant power, and the wire’s resistance was 
measured as a function of time. The temperature rise of the wire was calculated by 
using its electrical resistance-temperature relation, i.e., the wire working as both 
heater and sensor for the temperature rise. This method as well as other dynamic 
methods for measuring κ are based on solutions of the time-dependent equation for 
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heat conduction. The exact solution of the temperature rise ∆T of an infinitely long, 
infinitely conducting wire immersed in an infinitely large specimen is 41  
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where q is the constant heating power supplied per unit length of the wire, α = 
2ρCp/(ρwCw), β = κ t/(ρ Cp r 2), t is the time,  r  is the radius of the hot-wire, ρ and 
Cp are the density and specific heat capacity of the specimen, ρw and  Cw are the 
density and specific heat capacity of the hot-wire, J0 an J1 are Bessel functions of 
the first kind of zero and first order, and Y0 and Y1 are Bessel functions of the 
second kind of zero and first order.  Equation (1) was fitted to the data points, and κ  
was thus determined. For temperatures above 100 K, the inaccuracy in κ is 
estimated as ± 2%. As the sensitivity of the hot-wire (i.e., the temperature 
derivative of resistance) decreased with decrease in the temperature, the inaccuracy 
in the measured κ increased, and it became ± 4% at 40 K. The standard deviation in 
the measurements was found to be an order of magnitude smaller than the 
inaccuracy.  

The limiting high frequency permittivity was measured 21 by compressing 
hexagonal ice contained in a piston cylinder, concentric electrode dielectric cell 
made from Be-Cu alloy. This cell was used in the dielectric measurements of ice 
VI, where details may be found.42,  43

For dielectric spectroscopy study, two dielectric cells were used, one a parallel 
plate capacitor of nominally 139 pF air capacitance, and another a concentric 
electrode capacitor of 19 pF. The change in geometry of the latter up to a pressure 
of 1 GPa is insignificant when the pressure is hydrostatic.44 The capacitor was 
placed inside a Teflon container identical to the one used for the thermal 
conductivity and specific heat measurements, and the same pressure assembly was 
used, with the same pressure and temperature controls.40 Electrical leads of the 
dielectric cell were connected to a  Solartron 1260 impedance analyser. The 
dielectric spectra were measured in real time as the pressure and temperature of the 
sample was cycled at a very slow rate.  

The Teflon cell was filled with ca. 25 ml of pure water. The cell was sealed 
with a tightly fitting, 5 mm thick Teflon cover and the piston inserted. The whole 
assembly was placed in a vacuum chamber and load was applied. The pressure in 
the cell was determined from the ratio of load to area to which a correction for 
friction was applied. This correction had been previously established in a separate, 
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in situ, experiment by using the pressure dependence of the resistance of a 
manganin wire. As for the thermal conductivity measurements, the temperature was 
varied by using a built-in helium cryostat equipped with heater, and the 
temperature, and pressure on the sample, were computer-monitored continuously. 
The accuracy here was also ± 0.5 K for the temperature and ± 0.06 GPa for the 
pressure at 1 GPa. The high pressure vessel, containing water at ~ 0.04 GPa, was 
cooled from 298 K to about 100 K. Thereafter, its temperature was raised and 
stabilized at 115-130 K, which took a total of 10 h. The pressure was then raised at 
an average rate of 0.1 GPa/h. The heating rate was typically 15 K/h and cooling 
rate, 10 K/h, near 150 K. Thus, one set of experiments took a continuous period of 
several days. Measurements were also performed by using water doped with 1.7 
×10-4 mole fraction of KOH. The additional results of KOH doped pressure 
amorphized ice together with results of pure samples are useful for confirming the 
amorph’s relaxation behavior. This is particularly so because the KOH-doping has 
been found to decrease the dielectric relaxation time in hexagonal ice due “to the 
release of water molecules from the ice rules”,45 therefore, allowing also 
measurements of the relaxation time of hexagonal ice at a lower temperatures than 
that of pure hexagonal ice. As the results on hexagonal ice are less relevant here 
they are excluded. 

The temperature difference between the sample and the Teflon cell wall was 
also measured continuously in order to determine any rapid transformation to 
another crystalline or amorphous state. This measurement is equivalent to 
differential thermal analysis performed at a very slow heating rate. Because of the 
long duration of the experiments and slow rate of pressure and temperature changes 
the ice frequently crystallized rapidly during its pressurizing from 0.8 GPa to 1.1 
GPa, i.e., in the pressure-amorphization range. This has not been the case in the 
studies by other groups who have used ~ 10 times higher pressurization and cooling 
rates - in some studies raising the pressure from 0.1 MPa to 1.5 GPa in 5 min. For 
caution in studies that may use slow pressurization and slow heating and cooling 
rates in the future, we note that the failure rate in our amorphization experiments is 
high. On average, one in five experiments was successful in providing the required 
data.  
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. CHANGE IN THE VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES ON COLLAPSE OF ICE 
UNDER PRESSURE. 

During the course of the collapse of a crystal, topological rearrangement of atoms 
or molecules is forcibly altered by the pressure and the energy increases. If the 
change in the arrangement leads to total disorder, the collapsed solid appears 
amorphous in the x-ray and neutron diffraction spectra. However, if the change in 
the topological arrangement leads to nanometer size crystals of high pressure 
phases with a very large net surface area, the product formed after the collapse still 
appears amorphous to x-rays and neutrons. In either case, the collapse, occurring at 
low temperatures when the product is a rigid solid, produces a structure of fixed 
configuration like that of a nonergodic state, and therefore change in only those 
properties that are vibrational (non-relaxing) in origin can be observed during and 
after the collapse of a crystal’s structure. These are determined by measurements of 
the volume, the ultrasonic sound velocity, the magnitude of the infrared-red 
polarization and the thermal conductivity during the course of collapse of a crystal. 
(Mechanical deformation of crystals in a high-speed ball mill also amorphizes a 
crystal, to a solid amorph if vitrification temperature of the amorph is much lower 
than the ball-milling temperature, and to an ultraviscous liquid, as was found for 
aspirin,46 if it is higher.) Among those thermodynamic properties that arise from 
vibrational motions, the volume and the heat capacity are usually measured at 
different temperatures and pressures. We also recall that the pressure-collapse of 
hexagonal ice was accidentally discovered by Mishima et al.20 by detecting the 
volume change, when they measured the piston displacement during the uniaxial 
compression of hexagonal ice at 77 K,20 and found that a large decrease in its 
volume occurred. It should be noted that similar attempts for determining phase 
transformation of tetrahydrofuran ice clathrate at low temperatures had been made 
by Ross and Andersson a few years before but they did not study the volume 
change.47 The original plots by Mishima et al.20 had shown an inverted and broad 
sigmoid shape decrease in the piston displacement and an increase in the density 
and they stated that “…a new amorphous state of density of about 1.31 g cm-3 is 
produced by the transformation of ice Ih at 77 K and 10 kbar..”20 Mishima et al.20 
explained the pressure collapse as melting of ice under pressure and refreezing to a 
solid amorph at 77 K, but Johari and Jones21 argued that if the collapse of 
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hexagonal ice was caused by pressure-melting then tetrahydrofuran ice clathrate, 
whose melting point is more sensitive to pressure than that of hexagonal ice, should 
collapse at a much lower pressure of 0.3 GPa to 0.4 GPa. But experiments on the 
ice clathrate did not yield a sigmoid-shape displacement against pressure plot, nor 
could its pressure-collapsed solid be recovered at ambient pressure.  

Studies of pressure collapse of hexagonal ice were later performed by using 
samples prepared in three different ways,26 (i) by freezing water, which produced 
up to 0.5 mm size crystals, (ii) by transforming cubic ice to microcrystalline 
hexagonal ice, and (iii) by allowing the micron-size crystals of hexagonal ice 
formed from the cubic ice to grow to a relatively large size. The original plots of 
the piston displacement against pressure were of course obtained by Mishima et 
al.,20 but here in Fig. 2(A) we show the corresponding plots obtained by Johari.26 
The plots show that the mm-size crystals begin to collapse at ~ 1 GPa at 77 K and 
micron size crystals at ~ 0.7 GPa. This shows that the pressure needed to collapse 
the structure of ice decreases as the crystal size is decreased or as the ratio of 
surface to bulk energy is increased. He also reported26 that his crude attempt to 
collapse a 2 mm diameter 3 mm long single crystal of hexagonal ice at 77 K by 
raising the pressure to ~ 2 GPa did not succeed.  

Another vibrational property, namely, the limiting high-frequency 
permittivity, ε∞, which is measured under conditions when dipolar relaxational 
contribution is absent, also changes during the pressure collapse. The permittivity ε′ 
of hexagonal ice at 77 K measured at 1 kHz frequency has no relaxational 
contribution and the dielectric loss is less than 1x10-6.21 Its ε′ measured at 1 kHz 
frequency is therefore equal to its ε∞ at 77 K. Its plot against the pressure at 77 K is 
shown in Fig. 2(B). On compression of hexagonal ice at 77 K, ε′ (= ε∞) increases 
initially slowly from its value of 3.1. Near the onset of the pressure-collapse, it 
increases rapidly and then approaches a constant value of 3.4 in a sigmoid-shape 
manner. Decompression of the sample does not restore the original value and ε′ (= 
ε∞) of the pressure-amorphized solid remains 3.36.21 The increase in ε∞  from 3.14 
to 3.40 on pressure collapse is partly due to the increase in the square of the optical 
refractive index from 1.73 to 1.79, as the density increases from 0.93 g cm-3 to 1.17 
g cm-3. The remainder of the increase is attributed to the increase in the infrared 
contribution to ε∞. Accordingly, it was concluded that the frequency of translational 
vibrations in the pressure-collapsed solid is lower than in hexagonal ice and/or the 
absorptivity associated with these vibrations is higher. From that information, it 
was inferred21 that the near neighbor distance between the water molecules in the 
amorphous phase formed by the structural collapse should be greater than in 
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hexagonal ice.  This inference was confirmed from direct determination of the x-ray 
diffraction of the pressure amorphized solid by Bosio et al.48 In the absence of far-
infrared spectra studies during the pressure-collapse of ice, the information 
obtained from the ε∞ studies remains significant.   

 

 
Figure 2. Changes in the vibrational properties of hexagonal ice on increase in the pressure showing 
the collapse of amorphization of ice. (A) Volume decrease indicated as displacement of the piston in 
the pressure vessel containing hexagonal ice crystals of mm size and µm size at 77 K. Data taken from 
Ref. 26. (B) Increase in the limiting high frequency permittivity at 77 K. Data taken from Ref. 21. 
After pressure amorphization of hexagonal ice, decreasing the pressure to ambient does not restore the 
original values of volume, thermal conductivity or the limiting high-frequency permittivity. (C) 
Decrease in the thermal conductivity of hexagonal ice at 130 K. Data taken from Ref. 38. (D) The 
increase in the velocity of transverse sound wave at 77 K.  Data taken from Ref. 27. 
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Much of the progress in the pressure collapse and consequent amorphization of 
hexagonal ice have come from measurements of two properties. The first is the 
thermal conductivity, which has been studied by Andersson and coworkers.22, 24, 29, 

38, 49, 50 In their studies on hexagonal and cubic ices, thermal conductivity, κ, 
decreased on increase in the pressure in an inverted broad sigmoid shape manner, 
similar to the piston displacement or the volume of the ices. Moreover, studies 
performed at different temperatures also showed the same feature. A typical plot of 
κ  against pressure at 130 K is shown in Fig. 2(C). Its shape is remarkably similar 
to the plot of the volume (piston displacement) of hexagonal ice sample containing 
micrometer size crystals, and the two plots show about the same onset pressure of ~ 
0.8 GPa for the collapse of the structure. This indicates that the effect of increase in 
the temperature on the onset pressure for collapse is similar to the effect of decrease 
in the crystal size, or increase in the net surface (interfacial or grain-boundary) 
energy of the ice sample. This is a remarkable finding in that it suggests that 
thermal energy has a role qualitatively similar to the surface energy. We conclude 
that in terms of the high pressure needed, it is easier to collapse hexagonal ice by 
either decreasing the crystal size at 77 K or by increasing the temperature at which 
the pressure is raised.  

The second property that has led to an understanding of the pressure collapse of 
ice is ultrasound velocity. Brazhkin and coworker’s51-53 have measured these 
properties during the course of pressure collapse of hexagonal ice at different 
temperatures. These studies have been reviewed in details by Gromnitskaya et al.,27  
and it has been shown that the velocity of sound waves and shear modulus increase 
sharply as the hexagonal ice structure collapses, and the bulk modulus increases.27 
A typical plot of the (transverse) ultrasonic velocity against pressure read from 
Gromnitskaya et al.’s data 27 is shown in Fig. 2(D). Their studies have also provided 
information on how change in the temperature has an effect on the collapse-
pressure of hexagonal ice and the properties of the collapsed state.  

However, the ultrasound measurements did not show a sigmoid shape change 
over a certain pressure range. Instead, the shape of the plot showed a sharp change 
in the slope, thereby indicating that the pressure-collapse of hexagonal ice is 
initially very sharp, quite the opposite of the spread-out or broad shape plots 
observed in the volume, thermal conductivity and the high-frequency permittivity 
measurements. 
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Figure 3. Thermal conductivity of hexagonal ice at 115 K and 129 K and of cubic ice at 129 K is 
plotted against the pressure showing their respective amorphization ranges, and the thermal 
conductivity of the pressure-amorphized solid on lowering the pressure to ambient. The jog from the 
smooth sigmoid shape in the plot for 115 K near 0.9 GPa is caused by the inadvertent waiting at this 
pressure for an unknown period. The plots show that the onset pressure for amorphization decreases 
with increase in the temperature and is about 0.1 GPa lower for cubic ice at 129 K than for hexagonal 
ice. Data taken from Ref. 38.  

Hexagonal ice crystals are mechanically anisotropic, more easily deformable 
along the basal plane than along a plane normal to it.  It was considered that 
pressure collapse of its polycrystalline sample could be due to this anisotropy 
because mechanical anisotropy can cause a stress concentration at some grain 
junctions of the randomly oriented crystals. To investigate merits of this possibility, 
experiments were performed on mechanically isotropic cubic ice in order to 
determine whether or not it collapses at the same pressure as the anisotropic 
hexagonal ice and whether or not there is a similar effect of thermal energy on the 
pressure needed to collapse its structures. Johari et al.23 and later Mishima54 showed 
that cubic ice at 77 K and higher temperatures also collapses under pressure. This is 
clear evidence for the mechanical anisotropy not being the underlying reason for 
the collapse of hexagonal ice under pressure. Figure 3 shows some of the studies on 
hexagonal and cubic ice performed by using thermal conductivity measurements. 
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Here, κ of hexagonal ice measured at 115 K and at 129 K and of cubic ice 
measured at 129 K are plotted against the pressure. The plots show their respective 
ranges of pressure-collapse. Remarkably, the onset pressure for collapse of cubic 
ice at 129 K is ~ 0.1 GPa lower than that for hexagonal ice, the grain size in both 
cases remaining large. Moreover, this pressure for hexagonal ice decreases from 0.9 
GPa at 115 K to 0.8 GPa at 129 K, i.e., as thermal energy is increased, the onset 
pressure decreases. This is the opposite of the effect observed for vitrification of 
liquids because vitrification pressure increases as the temperature is increased. The 
bottom plot in Fig. 3 shows that κ of the pressure-collapsed solid decreases when 
the pressure is decreased, and that there is a further effect that appears as a jog for 
the 115 K plot at p near 0.9 GPa. This jog from the smooth, sigmoid-shape curve 
was caused by the inadvertent waiting at this pressure for an unknown period. Its 
occurrence is significant as it indicates that pressure-collapse continues 
isothermally at a fixed p, and it has led us to study the time-dependence of the 
pressure collapse of ice. 

Since pressure-collapse of ice has produced an amorphous solid state of water, 
we henceforth use the term pressure-induced amorphization instead of pressure-
collapse. 

3.2. TIME-, PRESSURE- AND TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENCE OF THE EXTENT OF 
AMORPHIZATION  

To study the time-dependence of pressure-induced amorphization of hexagonal ice, 
κ of  a sample was measured as its pressure was slowly raised to 0.8 GPa, which is 
a higher pressure than the onset pressure for amorphization, and kept at 0.8 GPa 
and 130 K. Its κ  was then measured continuously with time for 1 h. The results are 
shown in Fig. 4,  and are indicated by the arrow. After 1 h, the sample’s pressure 
was raised to 0.85 GPa and the measurements made for another 1 h. These data are 
also shown in Fig. 4 along the side of the arrow. Finally the pressure was slowly 
raised to completely amorphize the ice. Another sample was studied by 
continuously increasing the pressure at the same rate and its results are shown in 
Fig. 4 for comparison. It is evident that amorphization continues with time at a 
fixed T and p and that the amount amorphized in 1 h, as indicated by the vertical 
decrease in κ, is more at 0.85 GPa than at 0.8 GPa. Thus, once hexagonal ice has 
been brought to a pressure in the amorphization range and kept at that pressure 
isothermally, the amorphization process becomes time-dependent. This time 
dependence is an important aspect of the amorphization mechanism and, therefore, 
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it has been studied in detail, as described in the following: In experiments on 
hexagonal ice under pressure that lasted for several days, measurements of κ  were 
made continuously with time by keeping the ice at several, fixed p-T conditions. 
For example, in one experiment, hexagonal ice was kept at 0.8 GPa and 128 K and 
its κ was measured over a period of 110 ks (30.6 h). The measured value is plotted 
against time in Fig. 5(A).  It shows a much larger decrease in κ over time and the 
decrease itself seems to occur in an asymptotic manner, but with little indication of 
an approach to a limiting value in an experimentally convenient time. Further 
experiments were performed on hexagonal ice for other p-T conditions and for 
different time periods. The data obtained for six such conditions are shown in Figs. 
5(B) and 5(C). 

 
Figure 4. Thermal conductivity of hexagonal ice at ~ 130 K is plotted against the pressure. The 
vertical arrows during the course of crystallization are for fixed pressure conditions of 0.8 GPa and 
0.85 GPa  at which the sample was kept for 1 h after the pressure amorphization had begun. Data 
taken from Ref. 22. 

The time-dependence of κ  at these p-T conditions, as shown in Fig. 5, indicates 
one or several of the four following occurrences: (i) hexagonal ice crystallites in the 
polycrystalline sample transform at different rates by a mechanism that 
continuously changes the conditions required for their amorphization with time, (ii) 
the sample becomes a mixture of hexagonal ice and an amorph (of high density) 
already at its initial stages, (iii) all the ice sample has amorphized but the amorph is 
kinetically unstable and is tending toward a more stable state by relaxation, and (iv) 
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highly deformed crystallites or else a mixture of nanometer-size crystals of high 
pressure polymorphs have formed whose deformation or composition continuously 
changes with time. In occurrences (i) and (ii), the rate of approach to a stable state 
would be very small in the early period immediately after the onset of 
amorphization because the amount of amorph formed would be negligibly small. It 
would become significant only when most of the sample is amorphous. (Note that 
this latter effect appears to have produced amorphs with different x-ray and neutron 
diffraction and other features55 and it has, as discussed earlier, also led to further 
increase in density when an amorph that had been formed by pressurizing 
hexagonal ice at 77 K to 1.45 GPa was heated to 160 K at ~ 1 GPa.30) In their 
physical manifestation, occurrence (iii) and (iv) are analogous to structural 
relaxation of the state obtained by mechanical amorphization of crystals in the high 
speed ball milling process, to structural relaxation of a glass formed by 
hyperquenching the melt, or to structural relaxation of an amorphous solid made by 
vapour-deposition. All the three states have high energy and high fictive 
temperatures. They become denser spontaneously with time, as their states 
approach asymptotically an amorphous structure of lower energy and lower fictive 
temperature. In the plots in Fig. 5(B), κ  also decreases with time asymptotically 
towards a limiting value. From these plots, it is evident that κ of the sample as well 
as the rate of the asymptotic decrease in κ with time vary with the p-T conditions.  

The manner in which κ decreases with time at a given p-T condition is more 
clearly expressed by normalizing the κ(t) values for each set of measurements 
given in Fig. 5(B) by the initial value κ(0), and then plotting it against the time. 
Figure 5(C) shows the plots of these normalized, [κ(t)/κ(0)]p,T, values. It is evident 
that [κ(t)/κ(0)]p,T  decreases with time, and tends toward [κ (∞)/κ(0)]p,T, that is 
different for different p-T  conditions. The plots in Fig. 5(C) also indicate that [κ 

(t)/κ(0)]p,T  values at a given time differ even when the p-T conditions are almost 
the same, as for the plots at 0.86 GPa and 130 K and 0.85 GPa and 129 K. This 
finding means that the amorphization rate differs even when p-T conditions are 
closely similar. Moreover, the plot for 0.85 GPa and 129 K and that for 0.88 GPa 
and 127 K cross over, thus showing that there is a time reached at which 
[κ(t)/κ(0)]p,T  is the same for different p-T conditions, although the rate of decrease 
in [κ(t)/κ(0)]p,T  with time differs. Clearly, a given value of κ of the sample can be 
reached by different p-T-t paths. Altogether these findings indicate that the initial 
conditions of the ice sample determine the rate of its amorphization and that the 
degree of amorphization or the κ value reached at a given p, T and t is determined 
by more variables than have so far been considered in these studies. 
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Figure 5. (A). Thermal conductivity of partially amorphized state of hexagonal ice at 0.8 GPa and 128 
K. The line is calculated from stretched exponential relation given here. Data are taken from Ref. 
49.(B) Thermal conductivity of several samples plotted against time. Data are taken from Ref. 49. (C) 
Normalized values of the measured thermal conductivity with respect to the initial (zero time) value of 
the samples kept at different pressures and temperatures are plotted against time. The pressure and 
temperature conditions are as labelled. Data are taken from Ref. 38.  

 
The asymptotic nature of the decrease in thermal conductivity with time at 0.8 

GPa and 128 K seen in Fig. 5(A) can be described by a stretched exponential 
relation, 
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βτκκκκ )/(exp[)]()0([)()( 0tt −∞−+∞=  (2) 

where κ (0) is the value of κ at the instant when the fixed pressure experiment at 0.8 
GPa was begun, κ (∞) the limiting long time value of κ, and τ0  the characteristic 
amorphization time. The fit of Eq. (2) to the data is shown by the smooth lines in 
Fig. 5(A). The normalized value of the same data is plotted against logarithmic 
time in Fig. 6(A), where the fit is also shown. The values obtained from these fits 
are: κ (0) = 3 W m-1 K-1, κ (∞) = 1.8 W m-1K-1, τ0 = 90.9 ks (1500 min) and β = 0.6. 
From these parameters we calculate that, at 0.8 GPa and 128 K, it would take 120 h 
to reach an amorph whose κ value is within 5% of the κ (∞) value of 1.8 W m-1K-1.  
Moreover, the plot in Fig. 5(A) shows that at 0.8 GPa and 128 K, κ of the amorph 
formed would not decrease to the same value as that of the amorph formed at 1.15 
GPa and 129 K in the plot of Fig. 3. To elaborate, κ of the amorph formed at 1.15 
GPa and 129 K is ~ 0.7 W m-1K-1 (Fig. 3), but κ(∞) of an amorph formed at 0.8 
GPa and 128 K is 1.8 W m-1K-1, i.e., 1.1 W m-1 K-1 higher. Therefore it would seem 
that either the amorph formed after keeping for a formally infinite time at 0.8 GPa 
and 128 K would be different from that formed at 1.15 GPa and 129 K, or Eq. (2) 
does not apply for the entire transformation. In view of the finding that, (i) κ further 
increases on heating the amorph formed at 1 GPa,22 which may be only negligibly 
due to any densification because increase in κ on heating  is an amorph's normal 
behaviour, and the density increase that occurs on heating the amorph formed by 
pressurizing hexagonal ice at 77 K  from 77 K to 165 K at a fixed p in the 0.8 GPa -
1.1 GPa range30 has already occurred here during slow pressurization at 129 K, and 
(ii) this denser amorph in its recovered state at ambient pressure has different x-ray 
diffraction features (see Ref. 38 for discussion), we conclude that the final state of 
an amorph formed on pressurizing hexagonal ice depends upon the p-T conditions.  

Generally speaking, Eq. (2) has been fitted to the relaxation spectra in 
molecular relaxation studies, to the enthalpy and volume changes in structural 
relaxation studies, and to the extent of transformation in chemical reaction kinetics. 
In all these studies, the quantity β  has been found to be less than 1. In dielectric 
and mechanical relaxations and in calorimetric structural relaxation studies, it has 
been interpreted in terms of a broad distribution of relaxation times56-59 and 
attributed to possible microscopic heterogeneity in the liquids and solids,60, 61 and in 
chemical reaction kinetics, it has been interpreted in terms of a diffusion-controlled 
kinetics, dispersive kinetics, or a distribution of the reaction rate constants. This 
latter idea was provided and developed by Plonka.62 According to Plonka,62 the 
dispersive kinetics of such (transformation) reactions, means that homogenization 
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(in a viscous liquid and solid) does not occur over the time scale of the 
transformation. Consequently, a molecular level heterogeneity of the reactants and 
products develops within the bulk of a sample on the transformation time scale. An 
extension of Plonka’s theory62 to the amorphization process of hexagonal ice would 
mean that molecular level regions of the amorph and hexagonal ice exist in the bulk 
of the sample over the transformation time scale.  

The decrease in κ  with time for a given p-T condition may be expressed in 
terms of the extent of the pressure-induced amorphization, αamorph. This extent can 
be determined by using the κ (0), κ (t) and κ (∞) values. Here, the extent of 
amorphization may be calculated for the four cases given above, i.e., (i) by 
assuming that the sample is a mixture of hexagonal ice and an amorph of κ (∞) of ~ 
1.8 W m-1K-1 at 129 K and 0.8 GPa, (ii) by assuming that the sample is a mixture of 
hexagonal ice and an amorph of κ(∞) of  ~ 0.7 W m-1 K-1 at 129 K and 0.8 GPa, (iii) 
by assuming that the sample is an amorph tending towards a more stable, still 
amorphous state of κ (∞) of ~ 1.8 W m-1K-1 at 129 K and 0.8 GPa, and (iv) by 
assuming that the amorph is either highly deformed crystallites of hexagonal ice 
and/or a mixture of nanometer size crystals of high-pressure phases. This may be 
done by using a single equation, 

αamorph(t) = 
Tp

t
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The calculated value of αamorph for both, κ (∞) of ~ 1.8 W m-1K-1 at 129 K and 0.8 
GPa κ (∞) of  ~ 0.7 W m-1 K-1 at 129 K and 0.8 GPa is plotted against the 
logarithmic time in Fig. 6(B). (Note that the plot calculated by assuming that the 
sample is a mixture of hexagonal ice and an amorph of κ (∞) of  ~ 0.7 W m-1 K-1 
does not reach a long time limiting value of 1 because the sample remains a 
mixture of an amorph and ice at that time.) This plot has an extended sigmoid 
shape. Although we can obtain only part of this shape from our data, it resembles 
the shape of the plots usually obtained for slow crystallization, phase 
transformation, chemical reactions and structural relaxation processes. 

Techniques such as infrared and Raman spectroscopy in real time, which may 
help quantitatively resolve how hexagonal ice amorphizes under pressure, have not 
so far been used. In the absence of such data, we continue our discussion of the 
pressure-induced amorphization on the premise that there are, as given here earlier, 
at least four conditions in which the solid during its continuous amorphization say 
at 0.8 GPa and 129 K may exist:   
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Figure 6. (A). The normalized value of thermal conductivity measured during the amorphization of 
hexagonal ice at 0.8 GPa and 128 K is plotted against logarithmic time. κ0 is the value at the beginning 
of the measurements. (B) The degree of amorphization of the ice at 0.8 GPa and 128 K, calculated 
from Eq. (3) is plotted against the time on a logarithmic scale: For the solid line κ∞ is  assumed to be 
1.8 W m-1 K-1, and for dashed line κ∞ is assumed to be 0.7 W m-1 K-1. The dotted lines correspond to 
extrapolations by using Eq. (2). The plot was calculated by assuming that the sample is a mixture of 
crystalline and amorphous ice and the amorphs κ(∞) of  ~ 0.7 W m-1 K-1 does not reach a long time 
limiting value because the sample remains a mixture of ice and amorph at that time. Data taken from 
Ref. 38. 

(i) The solid is a mixture of hexagonal ice and a certain unknown amount of the 
amorph whose κ (∞) is ~ 1.8 W m-1K-1.   
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(ii) The solid is a mixture of hexagonal ice and a certain unknown amount of an 
amorph whose κ (∞) is ~ 0.7 W m-1K-1. 

(iii) The solid is entirely an amorph that gradually transforms to its own κ (∞) value 
of  ~ 1.8 W m-1K-1 at 0.8 GPa and 129 K.  

(iv) The solid consists of highly deformed hexagonal ice crystals, or else is a 
mixture of nanometer-size crystals of high pressure polymorphs whose 
deformation or composition continuously changes with time. In its physical 
manifestation, it slowly relaxes to a lower energy amorphous solid. This is 
analogous to structural relaxation of a mechanically amorphized crystal in the 
high speed ball milling process or else to structural relaxation of a 
hyperquenched glass. Both procedures produce a solid of high fictive 
temperature and high energy, which spontaneously densify with time toward a 
state of lower fictive temperature and lower energy. 
Hemley et al.63  have reported that marked changes in the texture of their ice 

sample occured as the pressure was increased in their diamond anvil high pressure 
cell that contained the hexagonal ice. Also extensive fracturing of the sample 
occurred at ~ 0.5 GPa and the sample became turbid by the time the pressure 
reached ~ 1 GPa, with a new phase appearing along the fracture faults.63 This 
indicates possible existence of ice and a texturally different amorph together at least 
up to a pressure of ~ 1 GPa. Salzmann et al.64 had found that x-ray diffraction 
spectra of the recovered sample at ambient pressure and 77 K contained distinctive 
features of both the amorph and hexagonal ice, thus implying that the state of the 
sample may be a mixture of the ice and the amorph, as in (i) and (ii) above, and 
ignoring the possibility that some of the ice could have also formed during the 
handling of the samples.  

The state described in (iii) above requires that all hexagonal ice samples 
amorphize abruptly. But no study of ice has shown that complete amorphization 
occurs abruptly. It also seems inconceivable that near the onset of amorphization, 
the hexagonal ice and the amorph would have the same thermal conductivity, 
thereby preventing us from detecting any possible abrupt amorphization. (Note that 
in one dilatometric study of a sample of 1-1.5 mm thick hexagonal ice at 77 K, 
amorphization apparently occurred65 first slowly and then abruptly, reaching 
completion at ~1.06 GPa.65 But we now know that when the sample is kept at a 
fixed pressure, that is far above the onset pressure, for a short period, the plot of the 
piston displacement against pressure in the amorphization range of both hexagonal 
and cubic ices would be vertical. This vertical plot can be mistaken as an indication 
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of a relatively abrupt decrease in the volume. For example, the jog in the plot of 
κ at 115 K in Fig. 3, or the vertical decrease in κ in Fig. 4 here could have been 
mistaken as an indication of abrupt amorphization. It is worth noting that the rate of 
pressurization in the earlier study65 had not been controlled, and an unknown period 
of time was allowed between pressure-increase steps, and this could lead to a 
feature similar to the one seen in Fig. 4. Therefore, we do not consider (iii) above 
as reliable occurrence. The possibility then remains that the ice crystals begin to 
deform and/or to recrystallize to nanometer size crystals of high pressure phases at 
a certain pressure as mentioned in (iv) above, and that this occurrence is followed 
by the relaxation of the structure with time to an amorphous phase at 0.8 GPa and 
129 K. The structural relaxation may occur via a series of sequentially lower, 
denser states of thermal conductivity until the final state whose characteristic κ is ~ 
1.8 W m-1 K-1 has been reached.   

3.3. MECHANISM OF PRESSURE-INDUCED AMORPHIZATION  

Pressure amorphization was first seen as pressure melting at 77 K at p near 1 GPa 
by using a nonlinearly extrapolated hexagonal ice-water equilibrium phase 
boundary line in the p-T plane. But this view has since been abandoned. Therefore, 
we consider whether an alternative mechanism based on Lindemann theory can be 
consistent with the above-given findings on pressure-induced amorphization of ice. 
It is recognized that calculations based on the Lindemann melting theory apply to 
an ideal single crystal without point defects or lattice faults, and this is not true for 
pressure-amorphization of a polycrystalline sample which contains point defects, 
dislocations and a large grain-boundary area. As mentioned earlier here, 
compression of a ~ 2 mm diameter and ~ 3 mm long single crystal of hexagonal ice 
embedded in ~ 5 mm thick-wall indium cup at 77 K had showed no volume 
decrease up to ~ 2 GPa,26 thereby suggesting that a single crystal did not collapse in 
the same way as polycrystalline ice did. Moreover, Lindemann melting is 
instantaneous, not time-dependent with pressure- and temperature-dependent 
kinetics observed for pressure-induced amorphization. Therefore, we consider other 
manners of melting that are peculiar to a polycrystalline sample. For example, it is 
also known that arrangement of molecules and atoms at the grain-boundaries in a 
polycrystalline sample is liquid-like, and significant premelting occurs at the three-
grain and four-grain junctions when a polycrystalline sample with submicron size 
crystallites is heated in the temperature range far below its bulk melting point.66  In 
this incipient process, the melt and solid remain at thermodynamic equilibrium as 
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the change in the solid-liquid interfacial energy compensates for the change in the 
bulk energy. It is also known that the surface layer of ice crystals is disordered or 
water-like.67 The amount of water present contained in the grain boundaries and 
grain junctions of micron size grains in polycrystalline hexagonal ice at ambient 
pressure has been determined from both  experiments68 and calculations.66 This 
amount is expected to change at high pressures, because the relative ratio of the 
surface energy to bulk energy changes. The pressure-induced amorphization of 
polycrystalline ice itself has been carried out by uniaxial loading, at a rate of 
usually ~ 0.1- 0.2 GPa/min in most experiments. In this process, ice crystals 
plastically deform anisotropically, converting the uniaxial load to a hydrostatic 
pressure presumably within less than 30 seconds at 77 K. In this process, ice 
crystallites reorient, the sample recrystallizes, new grain-boundaries form and the 
population of the three- and four-grain junctions changes, as would occur for any 
polycrystalline sample. This in turn would continuously change the incipient 
melting conditions at the grain junctions and grain boundaries. Although it is still 
the process of melting, it differs from the Lindemann melting. 

It has been occasionally suggested that pressure-induced amorphization of ice is 
due to compaction via the filling of interstitial voids. Details of the arguments are 
given earlier.38  We consider the consequences of our above-described findings of 
the amorphization kinetics in developing a mechanism for pressure-induced 
amorphization. Born69 had mathematically described the conditions for the loss of 
stability of an ideal crystal lattice, i.e., of a perfect single crystal. According to his 
theory, a crystal lattice becomes mechanically unstable when increase in the 
hydrostatic pressure softens the transverse acoustic phonon modes and the elastic 
modulus decreases. The collapse occurs homogeneously throughout the crystal 
lattice, and its pressure is determined by the manner in which the elastic constants 
change on compression. Born had considered the lattice stability violation 
conditions in relevance to transformation of one crystal form to another, and not for 
transformation of a crystal to a disordered structure, which was not known at the 
time. But his theory has been used to calculate,70 in a quasi- harmonic 
approximation, the mechanical collapse pressure of an ideal ice single crystal at 
different temperatures. This, however, may not be relevant to polycrystalline ice, 
which contains grain boundaries and three-and four-grain junctions in which 
impurities segregate, and its individual crystals contain point defects, impurities, 
and dislocations. Moreover, the state of the crystals in a polycrystalline mass 
changes as uniaxial loading plastically deforms ice, causes its crystal grains to 
reorient, dislocations population to increase and the dislocations to move. All of 
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these features, that are characteristic of a sample, are expected to alter the Born 
instability (or stability violation) pressure and would cause the extent of 
amorphization to depend upon the time, temperature and pressure, and to a small 
degree on the sample itself. It has also been found that dislocations in a single 
crystal of ice have an extended noncrystalline core,71 which would alter the 
conditions of pressure-amorphization. Thus it may seem that pressure-induced 
amorphization of ice also involves two mechanistically distinct processes: (i) 
incipient melting at the inter-granular regions in a polycrystalline sample and (ii) 
increase in the population of dislocation cores containing disordered arrangements 
of water molecules in the crystallites.  

In a mechanical collapse resulting from the Born stability violation in a crystal, 
lattice faults would lower the collapse pressure, because these faults store energy 
and in most cases lower the crystal's density from that of an ideal lattice. More 
importantly, a variation in the population of the lattice faults would cause different 
crystallites in the sample to collapse at different pressures. Thus one would expect a 
distribution of the Born instability pressures (of different crystallites) in a 
polycrystalline sample, which would broaden the pressure range for the mechanical 
collapse of the sample. Thus even at a very slow compression rate, full 
amorphization would be reached only after the pressure is of a magnitude high 
enough to collapse the near ideal ice crystal of the highest Born instability pressure. 
(The situation may be seen as analogous to a multi-component crystalline 
composite, in which each component would collapses at its own characteristic 
pressure.) If this occurred then ice would coexist with the amorph at formally 
infinite annealing time, because its κ(∞) of 1.8 W m-1 K-1 at 0.8 GPa and 128 K is 
higher than κ of 0.7 W m-1 K-1 for the amorph formed at 1.15 GPa at 129 K. This 
means that the final state achieved would remain a mixture of  (stronger) hexagonal 
ice crystallites that did not collapse at 0.8 GPa and 128 K and the amorph that 
formed by the collapse of (weaker) ice crystallites. This would also explain the 
observation that the onset pressure of amorphization decreases with decrease in the 
crystal grain-size in the sample.26  

Electrostatic interactions in the structure of crystalline ices have been found to 
be co-operative in nature,72, 73 with the consequence that  breaking of some H-bonds 
weakens the strength of the others. Thus breaking of some H-bonds as a result of 
structural collapse would weaken the neighboring H-bonds in the ice crystal. If that 
were to occur, pressure-induced amorphization of ice would become easier, i.e., 
after part the structure has collapsed, further collapse would require a smaller 
increase in pressure. But the stretched sigmoid shape plots of volume, thermal 
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conductivity and high frequency permittivity against pressure show that this 
weakening effect is inconsequential. Therefore, the regions of collapse would seem 
to be small enough not to cause a sudden and rapidly increasing collapse of the 
whole crystal. Thus although the Born criterion for crystal stability may remain 
valid for the mechanical collapse of ice, the features of amorphization of hexagonal 
ice are altered by a distribution of the mechanical collapse pressure in a 
polycrystalline mass. Nevertheless, the time dependent pressure-amorphization of 
hexagonal ice at a given  p-T condition  may be reconciled with Born’s stability 
criterion if occurrence of another molecular process that changes the crystallite's 
microstructure is included. This mechanism would continuously alter, with time, 
the distribution of the collapse pressure at a given p-T condition.  On the basis of 
our knowledge of plastic deformation of crystals and their recrystallization, we 
suggest that this process would be diffusion of defects, redistribution of impurities 
and dislocations and partial melting. 

We conclude that the amorphization pressure, the pressure-range for complete 
amorphization, and the characteristic amorphization time, τ0, at a given p-T 
condition are determined by at least four effects: (i) the rate of plastic deformation 
of crystallites and their recrystallization under a uniaxial stress, (ii) the 
concentration of lattice faults in the crystallites, (iii) the Born instability pressure of 
the crystallites and the distribution of this pressure, (iv) the redistribution of 
impurities and dislocations and partial melting during the period of amorphization, 
and (v) the pressurizing rate. It is conceivable that in Johari’s earlier experiment 
mentioned in Ref. 26, a single crystal of hexagonal ice did not amorphize because 
the Born instability pressure for a single crystal is much higher than for 
polycrystalline samples, and this pressure was not reached in his experiment.26 On 
the opposite end, it is conceivable that crystals of ice approaching several 
nanometers in size may amorphize at a  pressure as low as 0.1 GPa. This may be 
tested by an experiment.   

We should mention another mechanism that has been proposed for pressure-
induced amorphization of crystals. Sikka74 has proposed that the development of 
steric constraints leads to amorphization of crystals under pressure. But this 
mechanism does not account for the observation that pressure-induced 
amorphization of hexagonal ice is time-dependent, with a well-defined kinetics 
with a distribution of times. 
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3.4. PATH-DEPENDENT STRUCTURE AND THERMODYNAMIC STATE OF THE 
AMORPH. 

An open structure, such as that of hexagonal ice and cubic ice lattice may also 
gradually elastically distort to a fixed limit determined by the p-T conditions of the 
sample. Therefore, we consider whether different p-T conditions for amorphization 
produce the same amorph or produce different amorphs each with a distinct x-ray 
diffraction and physical property. A difference between the x-ray diffraction 
features has been found in a number of studies and this has been discussed 
previously.22 Reasons for the difference between the various amorphs have been 
envisaged in terms of a multiplicity of energy minima, each energy minimum 
corresponding to a certain structure of the high density amorphs formed at a certain 
p-T condition,55 but all minima (like a set of closely-spaced corrugations) are inside 
a shallow energy minima that represents the energy and the structure of the high-
density amorph. But studies of the amorphs produced at a single temperature of 77 
K and the same pressure of ~ 1.5 GPa have shown different x-ray diffraction 
features after subtracting the diffraction lines from contaminant hexagonal ice and 
other ices. Also, recent studies have suggested that there may be a continuity of 
amorphs ranging from the low-density amorph (density 0.92 - 0.94 g cm-3 at 0.1 
MPa and 77 K) to the so-called very high density amorph30 (density 1.25 g cm-3 at 
0.1 MPa and 77K), and the amorph formed at 77 K is just one of the state that is 
intermediate in this continuity of amorphs. In this sense, an amorph of κ (∞) of ~ 
1.8 W m-1 K-1 formed at 0.8 GPa and 129 K would also be one of the state in this 
continuity of amorphs. The differences in the various amorphs may be partly due to 
the intrinsic nature of the sample in which transformation has occurred to only a 
limited extent and partly due to the insufficient time allowed for the sluggish 
transformation to reach completion. 

Analysis of the density, ρ, and ultrasonic velocity, vtrans, data of the amorph 
obtained by pressure amorphization have been useful in determining whether or not 
thermodynamically identical states are formed by using different pressure and 
temperature paths.75 Briefly, ρ and vtrans of HDA at 1.6 GPa at different 
temperatures are available within an accuracy of 1% for ρ  and 2% for vtrans, in Fig. 
2 of Ref. 27. At 1.6 GPa and 77 K, the ρ  values of the amorph are spread over 0.05 
g cm-3 range, from 1.33 to 1.38 g cm-3 and the vtrans values over 0.07 km s-1 range, 
from 2.21 to 2.28 km s-1. This spread is beyond the quoted error of the measured 
data. This spread means that the pressure-temperature path for making the amorph 
determines its ρ and vtrans at 1.6 GPa and 77 K. We also note that in Fig. 1 of Ref. 
27, hexagonal ice had sharply transformed to the amorph at ~ 1.06 GPa at 77 K and 
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at ~ 0.85 GPa at 125 K. Thereafter, the amorph had been pressurized up to 1.65 
GPa at 77 K, and to 1.57 GPa at 125 K.27 Since the ρ (and vtrans) values for the 
amorph are not at the same T, it would seem that the data cannot be used for 
determining whether or not ρ (and vtrans) is only a function of state, i.e., ρ (and vtrans) 
is independent of the p-T path by which a given state has been reached. But we can 
still use these data by recasting a thermodynamic test as follows: At a given 
pressure, a property u of a solid cannot be the same at two temperatures, or 
alternatively, at a given temperature, u of a solid cannot be the same at two 
pressures. (Otherwise, there would be two values of (du/dT) at the same p and u, or 
two values of (du/dp) at the same T and u.) Graphically speaking, this means that 
the plots of u against p at different T should not cross. (Note that ρ for water is the 
same at 275 K and 279 K, and such plots still do not cross.) 

But the plot of ρ for the amorph at 77 K against the pressure in Fig. 1, Ref. 27 
approaches the plot of ρ for the amorph at 125 K from below and crosses it at ~1.3 
GPa where ρ  = 1.33 g cm-3. There is a similar crossing of the plots at vtrans = 2.15 
km s-1, and at a pressure higher than 1.3 GPa. Thereafter, ρ and vtrans at 77 K remain 
higher than ρ and vtrans at 125 K. From these plots in Fig. 1, Ref. 27, we determined 
two quantities, ∆V = (V amorph,77 K - Vamorph,125 K) and ∆vtrans = (vtrans, amorph,77 K - vtrans 

amorph,125 K) at several pressures above 1.2 GPa and provided their respective values 
in Table I, Ref. 75. These calculations showed that, instead of remaining positive at 
all pressures, ∆V and ∆vtrans for the amorph became negative as P was increased. 
This also means that compressibility of the amorph at 77 K is higher than that at 
110 K, which is unusual because compressibility of a solid decreases as the 
temperature is decreased. For details Ref. 75 may be consulted. 

We conclude that the density of the solid produced at low temperatures by rapid 
increase in pressure is a function of the pressure-temperature path. This is so, even 
if our recently found time-dependence of thermal conductivity during the 
amorphization of hexagonal ice is ignored. Temperature, time and pressurizing rate 
have an effect on the measured properties. Loerting et al.30 recently discovered that 
the amorph formed at 77 K densifies by ~ 5 % when heated to 160 K at a pressure 
higher than  0.8 GPa, and we have found that the amorphization process is time-
dependent. The temperature-pressure conditions for amorphization of hexagonal ice 
in earlier studies had varied in the experiments performed by different groups, as 
well as in the experiments performed by the same group, and therefore the amorphs 
they had studied are now seen to be different solids out of a multiplicity of 
amorphous solids that lie in the density range of 0.93 g cm-3 and 1.25 g cm-3 at 0.1 
MPa and 77 K.38 As pointed out earlier,22  this difference has been evident from 
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slight differences in the structure factor of the high density amorphs, and in the 
kinetics of their transformation to a state of low density on heating at ambient 
pressure.75-78 This structural difference is also evident from our recent 
(unpublished) Cp  measurements which show that Cp at 130 K and 0.1 MPa of the 
amorph made by collapsing hexagonal ice at 130 K is 4 % higher than Cp of the 
amorph made by collapsing hexagonal ice at 77 K.  

3.5. DIELECTRIC RELAXATION OF THE AMORPH AND CONVERSION TO 
ULTRAVISCOUS WATER 

In most of the earlier studies, hexagonal ice was pressure-amorphized at ~ 77 K, 
usually by raising the pressure from 0.1 MPa to 1.5 GPa in a duration of 5 – 20 
min. When this solid was heated at a fixed pressure of ~ 0.8 GPa or higher from 77 
K to 160 K, it further densified by ~ 5 % (~ 13 mm3/250 mm3 read from Fig. 3, 
Ref. 30) in a time-dependent manner. Almost 90% of this densification occurred on 
reaching 150 K temperature at a heating rate of  ~ 5 K/min. (Fig. 3 in Ref. 30.) As 
mentioned earlier here, pressure-induced  amorphization of hexagonal ice in our 
studies was performed at a fixed temperature of 130 K, and the pressurizing rate 
was 80 times slower than the rate used in the earlier studies. Also, the sample was 
heated much more slowly, over a period 20-times longer than in the earlier studies. 
Therefore, the pressure-amorphized state at 1.2 GPa and 130 K obtained here was 
almost fully densified and an amorph which was the same or similar to that 
obtained by Loerting et al.30 was produced.  

For dielectric spectroscopy studies, the pressure on the amorph at 130 K was 
slowly decreased from 1.2 GPa to 1 GPa and its dielectric relaxation spectra at 130 
K was measured in the 0.5 Hz – 1 MHz showed. The spectra showed no relaxation 
peak and only the high frequency part of the peak was observed.79 The sample at a 
fixed pressure of 1 GPa was then heated and its permittivity and loss, ε ′ and ε ′′, 
spectra recorded continuously with time and temperature. As the temperature was 
increased, the data showed indication of the ε ′′-peak’s shift to higher frequencies 
and ultimately in our spectral range and a corresponding shift occurred in the 
dielectric permittivity, ε ′, spectra.   Finally, a relaxation peak appeared in our 
spectral range at a temperature above 140 K. On further heating, particularly 
beyond 150 K, the relaxation peak height of both the pure and the KOH-doped 
samples began to decrease with time. This indicated a decrease in the orientational 
polarization, as the sample had begun to crystallize on heating to a temperature 
above ~150 K. A simultaneously recorded temperature difference between the 
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sample and the Teflon vessel showed a small, slowly growing exothermic effect 
which reached a local maximum at ~ 150 K. This confirmed that slow 
crystallization had begun and which accelerated at T > 150 K. It has been found 
already that on slow heating at a pressure of ~ 1 GPa, the fully dense pressure-
amorphized state crystallizes at T near 165 K.80  Typical spectra of  ε ′ and ε ′′ for 
the pure and KOH-doped amorphized-ice at 1 GPa are shown in Fig. 7. 

 
Figure 7. The dielectric permittivity and loss spectra for pure amorph and KOH-doped amorph at 1 
GPa at at 150.8 K and 148.7 K, and its analysis in terms of the Cole-Cole symmetrical distribution of 
relaxation times. For the KOH-doped sample, the measured values were converted to ε’ and ε” by 
using the cell constant, Cg  = C∞ (KOH-doped water)/ε∞ (pure water) at 130 K. The best fit parameters 
of the Cole-Cole function are: α  = 0.29 and ε0 = 164, ε∞ = 6.4, and τ CC = 0.044 s. The corresponding 
data for pure water at 150 .8 K are:  α  = 0.30 and ε0 = 132, ε∞ = 6.4, and τ CC  = 0.022 s. Data taken 
from Ref. 79. 

As shown in Fig. 7, the spectra are best described by a symmetrical distribution 
of relaxation times function given by the Cole and Cole,81ε*(ω) = ε∞ +(ε0 - 
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ε∞)/[1+(iωτ)1-α], where ω (= 2πf) is the angular frequency and τ is the characteristic 
relaxation time. (Note that this type of distribution has been found for water also in 
the range 273-323 K.82, 83 For a detailed discussion see Ref. 79.) The τ value was 
calculated from the reciprocal of the peak frequency in the ε ′′ spectrum, i.e., τ = 
(2π fpeak)-1. This is plotted against the temperature in Fig. 8.  At 150 K, τ  is 30 ± 5 
ms for both pure and KOH-doped VHDA. This shows that this amount of doping 
has no discernible effect on τ of the amorph at 1 GPa, although it has a very large 
effect on the relaxation of time of hexagonal ice.45 This finding is consistent with 
the general observation that the relaxation time of water is not greatly affected by 
the addition of small amounts of electrolytes. 

 
Figure 8. The relaxation time of pure and KOH-doped amorph at 1 GPa plotted against the 
temperature. The line is the best fit of the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann equation, lnτ = - 9.81 + [204.0/(T 
– 118.2 K)]. Data taken from Ref. 79. Insert is the phase diagram of the ices. The temperature-
pressure region in which amorphization studies of hexagonal ice have been performed are indicated. 
The path that leads to an ultravisous liquid state is shown by arrows. The path from the liquid water to 
ultraviscous state shown by the dashed line requires supercooling at 1 GPa. This path has not been 
experimentally achieved. 
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Reorientational and translational diffusion motions of H2O molecules in liquid 
water with tetrahedral bonding require that hydrogen bond break and then reform 
with a new neighbour or the same neighbour. The reorientational and translational 
motions are concomitant, and it has been found that the dielectric relaxation time, 
the self-diffusion time, and the structural relaxation time, the last determined from 
the Tg endotherm, are of the same order of magnitude for hyperquenched glassy 
water and for the annealed vapour-deposited amorphous solid water at 136 K.84, 85 
These relaxation times have been estimated as ~ 35 s at 136 K. 84, 85 A short 
extrapolation of the plot in Fig. 8 yields the dielectric relaxation time for water as ~ 
1 s at 140 K and 1 GPa. This small value of τ shows that the state of the amorph is 
likely to be ultraviscous water at 1 GPa and 140 K, because τ for an amorphous 
solid is much greater than 1 ks.  

Since the temperature dependence of the reorientational and translational 
motions determines the vitrification temperature, Tg, of a supercooled liquid (or the 
glass-softening temperature on heating a vitreous solid), this means that Tg for 
water at 1 GPa is below 140 K. Also, as for most ultraviscous liquids, water at 1 
GPa crystallizes in its ultraviscous state and not in the rigid glassy state. Based on 
the dielectric relaxation studies, we conclude that water at 1 GPa is in a metastable 
equilibrium state at temperatures above 140 K. This state could be achieved if 
water at 1 GPa could be supercooled through its ice VI phase boundary to ~ 140 K. 
Here of course this state has been achieved via an irreversible path of pressure 
amorphization of hexagonal ice. This is illustrated in the insert of Fig. 8.  

3.6. THERMODYNAMICS AND KINETICS OF PRESSURE-COLLAPSED AMORPH 
AND OF ULTRAVISCOUS WATER 

It is known that in contrast to glasses, which are formed by supercooling a melt, 
amorphous solids can be formed by using a variety of different techniques; (i) 
vapour-deposition on a cold substrate,86 (ii) rapid evaporation of a solution, (iii) 
chemical reaction that leaves a solid product, (iv) electrodeposition and (v) 
mechanical deformation of crystals in a high speed ball-mill. Some of these 
techniques are used in technology. These amorphous solids are in a much higher 
energy state and, on raising the temperature, they rapidly relax structurally to a 
lower energy, but still amorphous state.86 Further heating slowly mechanically 
softens the solid and it ultimately becomes an ultraviscous liquid. The ultraviscous 
liquid may crystallize rapidly and in some cases may not show the characteristic 
glass-softening endotherm.86 This may also occur as a result of crystal nucleation in 
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local regions of molecular mobility when heat is released during the exothermic 
structural relaxation.85 The thermodynamic path along which these changes occur is 
irreversible. Nevertheless, the path is unidirectionally cyclic in as much as the 
finally obtained state can be converted to the original states of vapour, solution, 
chemical reactants, crystal etc., and the amorph can be reproduced.  

In contrast, a glass or a vitrified solid is formed only by cooling a liquid at a 
fixed pressure or by compressing a liquid at a fixed temperature. It is often a 
process that can be cycled by heating the glass and cooling the melt, and it is seen 
to be a reversible process, although the cooling path in a temperature plane differs 
from the heating path, as structural relaxation occurs during the time taken to cool 
the liquid or heat the glass. In those cases when a liquid cannot be supercooled by 
usual methods, the glass has to be formed by hyperquenching the liquid, i.e., by 
cooling at a rate higher than 105 K s-1, as in the case of water.87 The glass thus 
obtained has a high fictive temperature, Tf, than a glass formed by normal cooling 
of a liquid, say at 0.1 K s-1. With time, the hyperquenched glass structurally relaxes 
to a lower energy state of lower Tf, at a rate that increases with increase in the 
temperature. (For a discussion of the subject, see for example Ref. 58.)  

When such a glass is heated, its energy and Tf decrease. After the state has 
crossed the equilibrium liquid line in the temperature plane for a certain heating 
rate, the energy and Tf increase, the glass softens and becomes an ultraviscous 
liquid. If the liquid crystallizes rapidly, the glass-softening may be immediately 
followed by crystallization and may not be observed if crystal nuclei form as a 
result of the heat released during structural relaxation.85 For a material that does not 
crystallize in the ultraviscous state, this process is illustrated in Fig. 9(A). 

We propose that in terms of its high energy, the pressure-collapsed state of 
hexagonal and cubic ices is qualitatively similar to the amorphous state formed by 
mechanical deformation of crystals, to the glassy state formed by hyperquenching 
of a liquid, or to the amorphous state formed by vapour-deposition. As illustrated in 
Fig. 9 (A), the deformed amorphous state obtained by mechanical deformation of 
crystals has high internal energy and, as in mechanical amorphization of metal 
crystals, the self diffusion rate in the deformed state is much faster than in the 
normal state. The remarkable difference between a mechanically amorphized 
crystal and the amorph formed by pressure collapse of hexagonal and cubic ices is 
that the mechanically amorphized state of crystals is bulkier than the parent 
crystals, and the amorph formed by pressure-collapse of ice is denser than the 
parent crystal. But it should be borne in mind that this amorph is denser with 
respect to hexagonal and cubic ices, which do not survive at a pressure higher than  
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Figure 9. (A) An illustration for the formation of high energy amorphs of high fictive temperatures by 
mechanical deformation, and/or by rapid cooling. The spontaneous structural relaxation in a heating 
rate dependent manner to a low fictive temperature, low energy state and then glass transition. In this 
case the ultraviscous liquid does not crystallize. The segments of the plots are marked. (B) Pressure 
collapse of hexagonal ice, its structural relaxation to a denser, low thermal conductivity solid with 
time and on heating, its gradual transformation to an ultraviscous liquid which crystallizes to ice XII 
on fast heating and finally to ice VI.   

0.8 GPa, and not denser with respect to ice VI which is the stable crystal phase at 
these pressures. Therefore a comparison of the density of the amorph needs to be 
made with respect to the density of ice VI, which is the stable phase at the collapse 
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pressures of the hexagonal ice. In earlier discussion of the properties of the amorph 
at ambient pressure and 77 K, this aspect has been unfortunately overlooked. It 
remains to be seen whether an amorph can be produced by mechanical deformation 
of ice VI at 1 GPa, or else produced by mechanical deformation of recovered ice VI 
at ambient pressure and 77 K by using a high speed ball mill in the same manner as 
ordinary crystals.88 

To illustrate the pressure-induced amorphization of hexagonal and cubic ices, 
the   structural relaxation of the solid on heating, and the conversion of the relaxed 
state to ultraviscous water, we have plotted the molar volume against the 
temperature of these various states in Fig. 9 (B). Hexagonal and cubic ices have 
molar volume of ~ 18.1 ml mol-1 and they collapse to a solid of molar volume 13.8 
ml mol-1 at ~ 1 GPa at 77 K, and to 13.75 ml mol-1 volume at 125 K. The collapsed 
state becomes denser on heating according to a temperature-dependent rate, and 
after the equilibrium line has been crossed on heating the volume increases. Further 
heating transforms it to ultraviscous water whose dielectric relaxation time is ~ 1 s 
at 140 K. On further heating to 150-160 K range, the liquid may crystallize to ice 
XII, which exists in the 0.7-1.5 GPa and 158-212 K range, but also the resulting 
phase may depend upon the heating rate.89, 90 Ice XII can be thermally cycled at 1 
GPa pressure along the path shown by the oppositely pointing arrows. (Note that 
crystallization has been found to occur also to mixtures of ice VI and XII80 and 
mixtures of ice IV and XII,89 and therefore there is some ambiguity of 
crystallization in this metastable state). On heating, ice XII transforms to the stable 
phase ice VI90  at 1 GPa as is indicated in Fig. 9(B). Ice VI can be heated at 1 GPa 
and it melts to water at a temperature slightly above 300 K. Studies of the liquid-ice 
VI phase boundary have shown that liquid water does not supercool through the ice 
VI stability region and water at 1 GPa in the 300- 140 K range is unstable. Its 
ultraviscous state can be obtained via the pressure-collapse route of hexagonal ice 
shown in Fig. 8 insert. 

4. Concluding Remarks 

As an exogenic effect, high pressure has been long known to reversibly transform 
one crystal form to another form at an equilibrium phase boundary. But recent 
studies have shown that high pressure also has a prominent role in transforming a 
crystal permanently to an amorphous solid. This is most easily observed for crystals 
with open structures that float on their melt. Hexagonal and cubic ices collapse 
under less than 1 GPa pressure, with a rate that varies with the temperature, crystal 
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size and pressure. The pressurizing rate, the temperature and the period of sustained 
pressure all have an effect on the amorphous state formed by the collapse of ice. 
The pressure required to collapse hexagonal ice becomes less as the temperature is 
increased. This is the opposite of the effect observed for vitrification of liquids − 
vitrification pressure increases as the temperature is increased. This pressure is 
lower for cubic ice than for hexagonal ice and it is also lower when the ice crystal 
size is in the micron range. It seems that the higher the thermal energy, or else the 
higher the surface energy, of a sample, the lower is the pressure that ultimately 
amorphizes it. Thus for a given amorphization pressure there is a thermal energy 
equivalence for the surface energy.  

The kinetics of pressure collapse and amorphization shows a distribution of 
rates instead of a single rate and this distribution is expressed in terms of the 
stretched exponential parameter. The width of the pressure range over which the 
structural collapse occurs, the time-dependence, and the temperature-, and pressure-
dependences of structure collapse, can be reconciled with Born’s theory of 
mechanical collapse by transverse phonons softening, only if the effects of lattice 
faults (point defects, dislocations) and of internal surfaces are included. A single 
crystal of hexagonal ice may require a much higher pressure for structural collapse 
than has been used for polycrystalline samples. It is also conceivable that crystals 
of ice approaching several tens of nanometers may amorphize at a much lower 
pressure. As the nanometer size crystals would be difficult to distinguish from the 
amorph by x-ray diffraction, volume and thermal conductivity changes on increase 
in pressure would need to be used. Such effects may be observable for other 
crystals. 

Pressure-collapsed crystals are in a high-energy state and in this state they are 
analogous to mechanically-amorphized crystals and the amorphs that are produced 
by vapour-deposition. After their spontaneous relaxation at a relatively high 
temperature, they become analogous to the hyperquenched glassy state and show a 
glass-softening range and temperature. The pressure-collapsed state of hexagonal 
ice at 1 GPa structurally relaxes rapidly on heating. During this occurrence, its 
density increases and thermal conductivity decreases and the solid become 
ultraviscous water at 140 K. On further heating the ultraviscous water crystallizes 
to the denser state of ice XII89, 90 and then to ice VI,90 or to a mixture of ice XII and 
VI80  or of ice XII and ice IV. 89  Thus at 1 GPa, the amorph is bulkier than ice VI, 
its stable crystal phase. It is conceivable that ice VI may become mechanically 
amorphized in a high-speed ball mill, in the same manner as ordinary crystals do, 
either at 1 GPa at temperatures below 130 K, or in the recovered state at ambient 
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pressure and 77 K. The ultraviscous state of water at 1 GPa, which is difficult to 
obtain by supercooling water at 1 GPa, can be obtained via the pressure collapse of 
hexagonal ice.  

Finally, it should be noted that in a recent high resolution x-ray scattering study 
of the amorph formed by pressurizing hexagonal ice at 77 K to 1.8 GPa, it has been 
found that the amorph shows crystal-like inelastic response, i.e., “Despite the 
apparent structural disorder of HDA, its dynamic response appears crystal-like with 
a close resemblance to ice IX pointing an intriguing high degree of short range 
order.”91 But from the phonon dispersion data obtained from an inelastic neutron 
diffraction study of single crystal of ice at 140 K hydrostatically compressed to 
0.55 GPa by using fluid nitrogen as pressure transmitting medium,92 it has been 
concluded that already at 0.50 GPa pressure, “They reveal a pronounced softening 
of various low-energy modes, in particular, those of the transverse acoustic phonon 
branch in the [100] direction and polarization in the hexagonal plane.”92 This has 
been used to suggest that the lattice instability already at 0.5 GPa leads to 
amorphization of ice under pressure. In another development, negative thermal 
expansion of inorganic crystals has been considered as a requirement for their 
pressure collapse and to infer that such crystals would amorphize under pressure.13, 

15 Strassle et al.92 have used the negative expansion coefficient of hexagonal ice at 
low temperatures to determine its Born instability pressure as ~ 2.5 GPa, meaning 
that a single crystal of ice may amorphize at a pressure higher than 2.5 GPa. This 
pressure is higher than that observed here, and consistent with the finding that a 
single crystal of ice did not amorphize at a hydrostatic pressure of ~ 2 GPa.26 
Nevertheless, it is important to examine whether the dissolved nitrogen in ice in 
those experiments in which fluid nitrogen has been used as pressure transmitting 
medium,92 has an effect on the phonon dispersion data. Dissolved nitrogen at 
ambient pressure has been known to decrease the dielectrically measured molecular 
reorientation time of hexagonal ice by several orders of magnitude,93 and it is not 
certain whether it also has an effect on the temperature at which the expansion 
coefficient of pure ice is negative.  
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Abstract. Coupling between order parameters is ubiquitous in soft matter. Such a 
coupling produces a variety of complex phases with unique properties that can be 
used in new emerging technologies. As examples, I discuss coupled ordering in 
thermotropic and lyotropic liquid crystals, in near-critical polymer solutions, and in 
an amphiphilic system (”building artificial membranes”). At meso and nano-scales, 
coupling between different order parameter is associated with competition between 
different correlation lengths and results in coupled dynamics of fluctuations. These 
phenomena are expected in a broad range of soft-matter materials such as polymer 
solutions, microemulsions, and lyotropic liquid crystals, wherever phase separation 
couples with a mesoscopic structure. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The concept of the order parameter was introduced by Landau about 70 years ago1. 
The order parameter, ϕ , is a “density-like” thermodynamic variable that 
characterizes a degree of ordering in condensed matter. It is absent in the 
disordered phase and emerges in the ordered phase at the phase-transition point, 
breaking the symmetry of the disordered phase. 
 A starting point to consider a phase transition is the Landau expansion 
(also known as the Landau-Ginzburg functional) of local free-energy density in 
powers of the order parameter and its gradients2: 
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                        (1) 2 3 4 2
0( ) ... ...f A B C cϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ= − + + + ∇ +

 
The order parameter can be a scalar (density, concentration, or entropy) – to 
describe phase separation in fluids and solids as well as order-disorder transitions 
in binary alloys3. It can be a tensor – to characterize liquid-crystalline nematic 
ordering4 – or an n-component vector (n =1, 2, or 3) for ferromagnetics and 
ferroelectrics, superfluids and superconductors5. Like superconductors, liquid-
crystalline smectic-A and smectic-C phases are described by a two-component 
vector order parameter (n=2)4; while a long polymer chain in good solvent can be 
formally described by a “zero-component” vector order parameter (n=0) 6. In the 
Landau theory of phase transitions, which is essentially a mean-field 
approximation, the difference between scalar, tensor, or vector order parameters 
manifests itself only in the existence or absence of odd (asymmetric) terms and in a 
particular form of gradient terms (for the sake of simplicity, the order parameter is 
represented in expansion (1) by its amplitude and the gradient term corresponds to 
an isotropic case).  
 Various phase-transition scenarios are possible, depending on 
behavior of the coefficients in expansion (1). The coefficient A is proportional to 
the inverse susceptibility, ( ) 1 2A a T T * f / 2χ ϕ−= − ∝ = ∂ ∂ . Vanishing A at 
T=T* defines spinodal (T* is the temperature of stability limit for the disordered 
phase). A critical point (second-order transition) is defined by the conditions A=0 
and B=0 ( if ϕ  is a vector). When B>0 or/and C<0, the transition is first 
order. The conditions A=0, B=0, and C=0 define a tricritical point that separates 
second-order transitions and first-order transitions. In all these cases the coefficient 
c0 is assumed to be positive. Physically, it means that inhomogeneities in the order 
parameter are not favorable. If c0 becomes negative, such inhomogeneities may 
become thermodynamically stable. The conditions A=0, B=0, and c0=0 define a so-
called “the Lifshitz point” that separates homogeneous and locally heterogeneous 
states. 

0B ≡

In soft-matter materials, such as complex fluids, there are always more than one 
order parameters. These different order parameters may couple (interact). Such 
coupling can 
1. change stability limit, enhancing phase separation, and changing the 
temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility A. 
2. produce a cubic term (B>0), thus making the transition to be first order. 
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3. change the sign of C, thus producing tricriticality and also driving the 
transition to first order. 
4. change the sign of c0 and produce a modulated (microheterogeneous) phase. 
It must be noted that the Landau theory is a mean-field approximation, which 
assumes the order-parameter fluctuations, represented by the gradient term in 
expansion (1), do not affect macroscopic thermodynamic properties. 
Dimensionality of the system plays no role either. However, it is well know that in 
many systems the order-parameter fluctuations strongly affect the macroscopic 
properties in the critical region3. The effects of fluctuations strongly depend on the 
space dimension and on the nature of the order parameter. Even in the framework 
of Landau theory the correlation length of fluctuations ξ  diverges when , 

being defined as , while the macroscopic properties remain 
unaffected. For more accurate description, the analytical Landau model of phase 
transitions is to be replaced by non-analytical scaling theory

0A =

( )1 2
0

/c / Aξ =

7. A microscopic 
foundation of the scaling phenomenology is renormalization-group theory of 
critical fluctuations7,8. Nevertheless, the classical Landau treatment of phase 
transitions is a useful first approximation as it always gives a physically transparent 
guidance on a variety of phase behavior in complex fluids. Below I present a few 
characteristic examples of classical coupling between different order parameters, 
qualitatively explained by Landau theory. 
 
2. Coupling between orientational and translational ordering in liquid crystals 
 
In thermotropic liquid crystals the free-energy depends of coupling between 
orientational (nematic) tensor order parameter Q and translational smectic-A vector 
order parameter ψ  (one-dimensional density wave in the three-dimensional space). 
In lowest approximation 
 

                                   2
N S( , ) ( ) ( ) ...f Q f Q f Qψ ψ λ ψ= + + +                   (2) 

 
The terms N ( )f Q  and ( )Sf ψ  represent the contributions from the nematic and 

smectic subsystems, respectively, while the term 2Qλ ψ  represents the coupling 
between these two subsystems. The terms N ( )f Q  and S( )f Q  can then be 
expended in powers of the order parameters similar to Eq. (1). 
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 The coupling constant λ is proportional to the slope of the nematic-
smectic-A (NA) transition line in T-Q coordinates and thus can be obtain 
experimentally. The coupling term can be eliminated by a Legendre transformation 
and renormalization of the coefficients in Eq. (2) so that an effective free-energy 
functional, ˆ ( )f ψ , will depend only on the smectic order parameter:  

                                       (3) 2 4 6ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ...f A C Eψ ψ ψ ψ= + +
with 
 

( ) ( )
2

*
NA NA *

NI NI

2ˆ ˆ( ) ,  ,  A a T T C C
a T T

λλ= − = −
−

               (4) 

where *
NAT  and *

NIT  are the temperatures of stability limit of the isotropic (when 
N is stable) and nematic (when A is stable) phases, respectively. As one can see 
from Eqs. (4), the coefficient  can change its sign upon increase of the 

orientational susceptibility, 

Ĉ

( ) 1
NI
*T T

−
∝ − , when the gap between smectic A and 

isotropic phases becomes small enough. When ˆ 0C = , a tricritical point emerges 
on the NA transition line, separating second-order and first-order NA transitions. 
This effect was first predicted by McMillan9 and de Gennes10 and later confirmed 
experimentally (see3). 
 Another, more subtle, feature of NA transition is a coupling between 
fluctuations of nematic director and smectic order parameter. Such a coupling 
generates a non-trivial cubic term in the free-energy expansion and makes the 
transition always first order. This effect, known as the Halperin-Lubensky-Ma 
(HLM) effect11, is usually very small and cannot be easily detected in experiments. 
However, in the vicinity of the Landau-McMillan-de Gennes tricritical point, 
defined by the condition ˆ 0C =  in expansion (3), the HLM effect becomes 
detectable and has been confirmed by accurate measurements of the transition 
latent heat and of the speed of phase front propagation12 . 
 In the isotropic phase of liquid-crystalline materials with a narrow nematic 
gap, close to the weakly first-order nematic-isotropic (NI) transition, a coupling 
between strong orientational fluctuations and translational smectic fluctuations 
causes an enhancement in the pretransitional orientational susceptibility. This 
effect has been detected by light scattering on fluctuations of anisotropy in the 
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isotropic phase3. The inverse light-scattering intensity, which, in this particular 
case, is proportional to the inverse susceptibility NIA A=  in Eq. (1), shows 
increasing deviations from the “Curie-Weiss” linear law 
( ) in the isotropic phase, when the nematic range 

decreases and the smectic phase becomes closer to NI transition. 
(1

NI NI NI
*A a T Tχ − ∝ = − )

 
 A simple example of coupling between a scalar order parameter (molar 
concentration x) and a nematic tensor order parameter Q is liquid-liquid phase 
separation in non-ideal solutions of non-mesogenic substances in thermotropic 
nematic liquid crystals3. 
 The lowest-order coupling term in the free energy is , where the 
coupling constant

2Q xλ

NAdT / dxλ ∝ . This coupling renormalizes the constant 

 in the nematic-isotropic free energy expansion such that the effective 
coefficient  

NIC C=

 

            
( )

2

NI NI
c

2Ĉ C
a T T

λ
= −

−
,                                         (5) 

 
where is the “bare” critical temperature of liquid-liquid separation without 

account for the coupling. Upon cooling, the sign of  can change. Large 

negative values of  mean enhancing the phase separation, since the transition 
becomes strongly first-order, despite a small value of B, and the two-phase region 
becomes wider. Phase diagrams for solution of a thermotropic liquid crystal 4-n-
butyl-4’-methoxyazoxybenzene (BMOAB) in various alcohols are shown in Fig. 1. 

cT

NIĈ

NIĈ
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I

Figure 1. Phase diagrams of BMOAB-alcohol solutions3. I indicates the
nematic region, N+I the two-phase region. Clearing temperatures (the la
phase disappears): 1  propanol, 2  isopentanol, 3  n-butanol, 4  n-pentanol, 5
the last droplet of the isotropic phase disappears (shown for BMOAB
solutions of BMOAB in propanol, isopentanol, and n-butanol two isotropic
clearing-temperature curve for BMOAB-n-pentanol solution is very flat, 
phase separation. 

 
 

3. Self-assembling in aqueous solutions of a two-tail amphip
 
It is well known that amphiphilic molecules (with polar “h
“tails”) in aqueous solutions usually are self-assembling, formi
an interesting phenomenon in aqueous solutions of didodecy
bromide (DDAB)13. Each amphiphilic molecule of DDAB h
tails, so that DDAB molecules spontaneously form in
hydrocarbons and nano-size spherical vesicles in dilute 
However, in aqueous solutions at the DDAB concentration o

 

N+
N

I
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the spherical vesicles are self-assembling into a multilayer “onion-like” structure 
shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 

Figure 2. Micrographs of a replica from the 8·10-4 mol/liter DDAB aqueous solution obtained by 
freeze-fracturing electron microscopy13]. The distance between the layers is about 100 nm. The layer 
thickness and the size of individual vesicle (seen in the upper left corner of the micrograph) is about 
20 nm. 

 
 It is also remarkable that at the same DDAB concentration, the interfacial 
tension between water and a hydrocarbon (n-octane) almost vanishes, becoming 
less that 0.1 mN/m, suggesting that the formation of the multilayer structure may 
be accompanied by water-oil interface instability. One way to approach this 
problem theoretically is to apply the mesoscopic Landau-Ginzburg functional 
given by Eq. (1) and consider a Lifshitz-point mechanism14. At the presence of 
amphiphilic molecules the coefficient that characterizes a response of the free 
energy to the emergence of inhomogeneities may vanish, then changing its sign, 
and thus next-order gradient terms are to be added. For simplicity, consider a one-
dimensional (z-coordinate) case with 

0c

0B = 15. In lowest approximation 

              

22 2
2 4 0

0 2( )
2
dd df A C c

dz dz
ϕ ϕϕ ϕ ϕ

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞= + + + ⎜⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

⎟ ,                    (6)  
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where the order parameter ϕ  is the difference between amphiphile concentration 
in the aqueous and “oil” phases. In the range of 0 0  0  0c , A , ϕ> > =  or, 

when . The condition ( 1 2 0  2 /A , A / Cϕ< = ± − ) 0A =  at  defines a 
critical line of oil-water phase separation softened by amphiphile. The Lifshitz 
point is defined by two conditions, 

0 0c >

0A =  and 0 0c = . In the range of negative , 
a modulated phase becomes stable. If one approximates the modulation of the order 
parameter by a sinusoid 

0c

15, 
 

( ) 0coszϕ ϕ= qz ,                                                    (7) 
    

where q is the wave number of modulation, and takes into account that 
2 4cos 1 2  cos 3 8qz / , qz /= = , the free energy obtained by integration of Eq. 

(6) over volume V becomes 
 

 ( ) 2
0

B

1 1 3
2 8

F ˆ 4
0f dV A q C

k T V
ϕ ϕ= = +∫ ,                        (8) 

  
where . At negative , ( ) ( )2

0 0 2Â q A c q d / q= + + 4
0c ( )Â q  has minimum at 

, the equilibrium wave number of modulation. At the 

Lifshitz point , meaning that the distance between lamellae becomes 
infinite. By minimizing Eq. (8) with respect to 

( )1 2
0 0 0

/q q c / d= ≡ −

0 0q =

0ϕ , one obtains the equilibrium 

amplitude of modulation ( )( )1 2
0 02 3

/
Â q / Cϕ = ± − , where 

 defines the line of second-order transitions between 

the homogeneous and modulated phases. Finally, the equation for the line of first-
order transitions between the two-phase region and the modulated phase is found 
by equalizing the free energies of the two-phase region, 

( ) ( )2
0 0 02Â q A c / d= − = 0

2
B 4F / k T A / C= − , and 

the free energy of the modulated phase, : 2
B 3ˆF / k T A / C= −
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2
0

0

1
6 2

cA
d

= −
−

.                                              (9) 

 
The phase diagram with a Lifshitz point is schematically shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. Schematic phase diagram of surfactant solution forming a modulated phase. The Lifshitz 
point (LP) separates the critical line of liquid-liquid phase separation (on the left) and the first order 
phase separation (lower curve on the right). The transition between the homogeneous disordered 
phase and the modulated phase is second order. 

 
4. Competition of mesoscales in near-critical polymer solutions 
 
What happens if a solution of long monodisperse polymer chains, characterized by 
the degree of polymerization N, radius of gyration gR , and polymer volume 
fraction φ , is cooled down to the critical point of liquid-liquid demixing? A 
schematic phase diagram of such a system is shown in Fig. 4. 
The critical locus of liquid-liquid separation, shown in Fig. 4 by the thick curve, is 
terminated at the theta point ( 0T , φ= Θ = , experimentally defined as the limiting 

 point of phase separation in infinite dilution). There are two approaches 
to describe the nature of the theta point. The first approach, commonly known to 
N → ∞
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physical chemists, based on the definition given by Flory17: two leading virial 
coefficients in a virial expansion of the osmotic pressure Π , the first and the 
second , simultaneously vanish at the theta point. The virial expansion reads: 

1A

2A
 

2 30
1 2 3

B

v A A A ...
k T

φ φ φΠ
= + + +                                    (10) 

 
Figure 4. Schematic theta-point phase diagram16. The dotted vertical lines indicate the paths of our 
light-scattering experiments. 
 

  
with  and 1 1A /= N ( )2 1 2 BA ( / ) w / k T= − , where w is the Flory interaction 

parameter and is the solvent molecular volume. While vanishing  means the 
possibility of phase separation at infinite dilution,  sign change separates a 
“good-solvent” state (above theta temperature, ) and a poor-solvent” state 
(below theta temperature, 

0v 1A

2A

2 0A >

2 0A < ) Thus the theta temperature is defined as 
 (“theta-solvent” state). B2T w /= Θ ≡ k
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 Another approach is based on the renormalization-group theory of phase 
transitions. It was pioneered by de Gennes18 and further developed by Duplantier 19. 
According to the theory, the theta point is a tricritical point, which separates the 
states of critical-like self-avoiding-walk singularities at T  (vertical “λ-line” at > Θ

0φ =  in Fig.4) and first-order phase separation at T < Θ . At T = Θ  an “infinite” 
polymer chain exhibits random-walk behavior. Below the theta temperature the 
system is phase separated and the polymer chain entirely collapses into one phase 
(the dashed curve in Fig. 4)  This collapse of the infinite polymer chain is 
accompanied by the emergence of a finite polymer volume fraction in this phase 
and thus can be regarded as first-order transition. A "vector-like" ordering scaling 
field , conjugated to a "vector-like" order parameter ψ, is zero along the lambda 
line but becomes non-zero below the theta temperature and everywhere else at 
finite degrees of polymerization N. Neither the scaling field  nor the order 
parameter ψ are experimentally observable. The amplitude of the polymer order 
parameter| is proportional to the concentration of polymer-chain endpoints, so that 
the polymer volume fraction

1h

1h

2φ ψ∝ , and thus vanishes along the lambda line. The 
correlation length associated with the polymer order parameter is proportional to 
the radius of gyration which diverges in the limit of infinite degree of 
polymerization. The locus of critical phase-separation points is a nonzero-  
critical ("wing") line originating from the tricritical point. The order parameter for 
the fluid-fluid phase separation, associated with the polymer volume fraction

1h

φ , 
and the polymer-chain order parameter ψ belong to different classes of universality. 
Tricriticality emerges as a result of a coupling between these two order parameters 
and in three dimensions exhibits mean-field behavior with small logarithmic 
corrections19. 
 The appropriate field-dependent thermodynamic potential to describe 
theta-point tricriticality is the osmotic pressure, which can be represented by a 
Landau expansion in powers of the polymer order parameter16: 
 

 2 4 60
1

B

1v h C D ...
k T N

ψ ψ ψ ψΠ ⎛ ⎞= − + + +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

.                     (11) 

The field  is found by minimization of Π with respect to 1h ψ  and then is to be 
substituted into Eq. (11). By comparing the result and Eq. (10), one can conclude 
that  vanishes at the theta-point, as required by tricriticality. 2C A∝
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 The next question to be answered is how to describe crossover from 
fluctuation-dominated critical behavior of liquid-liquid separation at finite degrees 
of polymerization (in the vicinity of the “wing” critical line) to the theta-point 
mean-field tricritical behavior in the limit of infinite degree of polymerization. In 
other words, “the thing is to successfully marry the second virial coefficient and 
scaling theory”20. The criticality of fluid phase separation and tricriticality at the 
theta point are described by different order parameters belonging to different 
classes of universality. Correspondingly, there exist two different mesoscopic 
correlation lengths, characterizing the “size” of the order-parameter fluctuations. 
Upon approaching the critical point of phase separation, the correlation length of 
concentration fluctuations eventually becomes so large that it exceeds the radius of 
gyration making the polymer chain almost irrelevant. However, upon increase in 
degree of polymerization, the range of phase-separation criticality shrinks, yielding 
the theta-point tricriticality. Accurate light-scattering studies16 performed on 
polystyrene-cyclohexane solutions unambiguously show that the crossover line, 
which separates criticality and tricriticality, is defined by the condition 

g 3R /ξ ≅  (Fig. 5). 
 

 
Figure 5. Inverse mesoscale lengths as a function of N−1/2 16. Circles are inverse correlation lengths ξ× at 
the crossover temperature; × are theoretically calculated inverse screening length ξD multiplied by 1.54; 
+ are inverse normalized radii of gyration Rg/√3 from21 The solid curve represents a theory that includes 
logarithmic corrections. 
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Interestingly, the crossover absolute temperatures appear to be always very close to 
temperatures of limiting  phase separation in infinite dilution shown in 
Fig. 4 by the dashed line. 

N → ∞

 
5. Dynamics of coupled fluctuations and “avoided crossing” in soft matter  
 
Recently, a strong coupling between diffusive relaxation of concentration 
fluctuations and viscoelastic relaxation has been found in a near-critical high-
molecular-weight polymer solution22,23. This coupling results in the emergence of 
two experimentally observable (“effective”) modes (Fig. 6). Two original soft 
modes (diffusive and viscoelastic) are associated with relaxation of two order 
parameters, each belonging to a different universality class in dynamics. The 
coupling occurs when these two original modes should cross but they do not. Near 
the point, where they should cross, the modes mix and, while avoiding crossing, 
they change their character. Neither of these observable modes is the original 
diffusion mode nor the original viscoelastic mode. From the behavior of coupled 
dynamic modes we are able to deduce a molecular-weight dependence of the 
viscoelastic parameters. One may call this procedure “fluctuation microrheology” 
as an alternative to traditional microrheology: instead of tracing Brownian particles 
in a viscoelastic medium, one can couple slow critical fluctuations, spontaneously 
generated in the system, with viscoelasticity. “Avoided crossing” can also be 
observed in the isotropic phase of an aqueous solution of cromolyn 24. Cromolyn is 
a representative of lyotropic chromonic liquid crystals with elongated rods formed 
by self-assembled aggregates of disc-like molecules. Upon cooling, the cromolyn 
solution forms a nematic phase with a preferable orientation of the anisotropic 
aggregates. Close to the isotropic-nematic transition, the near-critical fluctuations 
of anisotropy are coupled with concentration fluctuations. “Avoided crossing” is 
observed even in simple binary fluids near the vapor-liquid critical point 25, where 
the diffusive relaxation of concentration fluctuations is coupled with the diffusive 
relaxation of entropy fluctuations. A similar effect has been observed in polymer 
solutions subjected to shear 26. Ubiquity of “avoided crossing” extends beyond 
condensed matter: the conceptually similar “Landau-Zener effect” describes 
coupled quantum oscillators 27. We expect the “avoided crossing” to be found in a 
broad range of soft-matter materials such as polyelectrolytes, microemulsions, and 
lyotropic liquid crystals, wherever concentration fluctuations couple with self-
assembling and mesoscopic structure. 
The avoided crossing in cromolyn solutions was not as conclusive as that in 
polymer solutions, since large polydispersity of the elongated aggregates 
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makes the dynamic modes too broad. To obtain a clear picture of coupling 
between the diffusion mode and orientational relaxation, a study of nematic 
thermotropic liquid crystals in molecular solvents where the emergence of 
the nematic ordering is accompanied by near-critical phase separation, is 
needed. No such studies have been performed so far. A good candidate for 
such an experiment would be solutions BMOAB, discussed in Section 3, in 
n-pentanol and pentanol isomers. BMOB is a very well studied nematic 
liquid crystal, chemically stable and pure, with well established molecular 
anisotropy.  
 

 

τ−

τ+

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6. Avoided crossing of two dynamic modes in a critical polystyrene-cyclohexane solution 
(molecular weight 11.4 million) as a function of the reduced temperature distance to the critical 

temperature of phase separation, ( )c /T T T−=ε , detected by dynamic light scattering 23 at the 

scattering angle 30°. 
 
(a) Decay-time (τ ) probability distribution H(τ ) extracted from the experimental dynamic correlation 
functions. 
(b)  Projection of the decay-time distribution on an ε-τ plane. The solid curves represent the theoretical 
relaxation times of the effective “slow” (τ+) and “fast” (τ−) modes. The long-dashed curve represents 
the uncoupled critical diffusion time. The short-dashed curve represents the uncoupled viscoelastic 
relaxation time. 
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6. Conclusion 
 
Coupling between order parameter at mesoscales generates a rich variety of new 
phenomena both in statics and dynamics. Mesoscopically, such a coupling is 
associated with competition of characteristic correlation lengths which belong to 
different interacting order parameters. New experiments, especially on liquid 
crystalline and biomolecular systems are highly desirable. 
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Abstract.  Many-molecule relaxation dynamics manifest themselves as general 
properties of the structural α-relaxation of glass-forming liquids independent of 
chemical composition and physical structure. An example is the Kohlrausch 
stretched exponential correlation function, φ(t)=exp[-(t/τα)1-n], where 0≤n<1 is a 
convenient measure of the dispersion of the α-relaxation and the extent of the 
many-molecule relaxation dynamics.  Plenty of the other general properties are 
shown to be either governed by n or correlated with n, and these empirical facts 
collectively indicate the importance of many-molecule relaxation dynamics. 
Practically all standard theories and models of glass transition have not taken 
many-molecule relaxation dynamics adequately into consideration and it is 
unsurprising that they cannot explain some of the general properties. 
Furthermore, they only address the structural α-relaxation without considering 
the universal Johari-Goldstein secondary relaxation and the role it plays as the 
precursor of the many-molecule relaxation dynamics. Experiments have shown 
that the Johari-Goldstein relaxation has properties that mimic the α-relaxation, 
Its relaxation time τJG bears a general relation to τα, which is governed by n. 
These general properties of the Johari-Goldstein relaxation indicate its 
fundamental importance, which is not recognized or considered in all standard 
theories and models. Thus, we conclude that all standard theories and models of 
glass transition are inadequate. 
 
Keywords: Glass transition, glasses, structural relaxation, Johari-Goldstein relaxation, 
Coupling Model 
 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
The glass transition is a general phenomenon found in many different kinds of 
materials including inorganic substances with widely different chemical 
compositions, organic small molecules, synthetic polymers, side chain liquid 
crystalline polymers, metallic compounds, plastic crystals, pharmaceuticals, and 
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some biomaterials. Upon decreasing temperature T or increasing pressure P, the 
structural α-relaxation time, τα, of a non-crystallizing liquid or the associated 
transport coefficients can change by many orders of magnitude. Eventually the 
material will vitrify; that is τα becomes so long that the system cannot attain an 
equilibrium configuration in the available time. This marked decrease in 
mobility has led others to construct theories of glass transition based 
concomitant changes of conjugate thermodynamic variables such as free 
volume and configurational entropy. Each of these theories was considered by 
the original author or authors as an adequate solution of the glass transition 
problem, and this claim was upheld by others who apply such theories. For 
example, free volume model is often used and considered adequate to address 
glass transition of amorphous polymers by workers in polymer viscoelasticity 
as evidenced by the standard textbooks on this subject1. The model of Adam 
and Gibbs2 also advocate that configurational entropy and its change with 
temperature are sufficient to explain the glass transition problem. The main 
objective of these theories is to explain the rapid change of τα with temperature, 
but not the many other properties of τα. This is no fault of the originators of 
these theories because the many other properties of τα were found in subsequent 
years by novel or improved experimental techniques3,4. Nevertheless, this is 
obviously an inadequacy of these standard theories. 

In spite of this optimism and even allowing the possibility that both free 
volume and configurational entropy contribute, these theories have not 
completely solved the glass transition problem. Firstly, these theories address 
only the α-relaxation but not the processes that have transpired before it, which 
include caging of the molecules5 and the universal Johari-Goldstein secondary 
relaxation5-13. These processes are universal and have properties indicating that 
they bear some relations to the α-relaxation and likely play some fundamental 
role in glass transition. Before jumping into explaining the change of τα with 
temperature, like the free volume and configurational entropy models, one 
should recognize that a more fundamental problem is to explain the evolution of 
dynamics from short times to the long time α-relaxation at constant 
temperature. Secondly, the conventional theories do not addressed many well 
established and general properties of the α-relaxation and its relaxation time 
τα.3,4,14 Several of these general properties either is correlated with or governed 
by the width of the dispersion of the α-relaxation, or equivalently the fractional 
exponent n in the Kohlrausch function15, 
 

1( ) exp[ ( / ) ], 0 1nt t αφ τ −= − ≤ <n ,         (1) 
 
used to describe the correlation function of the α-relaxation3,4. The standard 
theories in their original forms did not consider the dispersion of the α-
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relaxation, and occasionally was considered in some elaborations of the theories 
by others. However, the α-dispersion was derived as a separate consequence 
independent of τα, usually with further assumptions. The purported α-
dispersion bears no fundamental relationship to the value of τα or its properties. 
Thus, the conventional theories and their embellished versions cannot explain 
many key experimental facts about the α-relaxation. Such theories cannot be 
viable or considered as satisfactory solution of the glass transition problem. 
Nevertheless, their legitimacy is maintained to present days. Others continue to 
provide additional experimental data to further substantiate their limited 
predictions, even though glaring contradictions to other experimental facts 
remain. 

The conventional theories explain the temperature dependence of τα above 
Tg in terms of the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse (VFTH)2 equation or the 
equivalent Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF)1 equation. Even this explanation is 
inadequate. In most glass-formers, τα has an Arrhenius temperature dependence 
at high temperatures T>TA when τα becomes short, a VFTH dependence in the 
range TA>T>TB, and a different VFTH dependence at lower temperatures within 
the range TB>T>Tg.16,17 The three temperatures regimes are marked by some 
characteristics involving the width of the dispersion of the α-relaxation or n.18,19  
 One may suspect that the cause of the inadequacy of conventional theories is 
the neglect to include some fundamental physics. There is no doubt that (free) 
volume and/or (configurational) entropy do determine molecular mobility and 
are essential. However, these thermodynamic quantities by themselves are not 
sufficient, and as we shall show that they were applied in the wrong place in the 
standard theories. The purpose of this paper is to use experimental facts as 
guides to identify the missing physics necessary for a fully successful and 
rigorous theory to be constructed in the future. Meanwhile, a schematic 
approach capturing the essential physics is proposed to pave the way for 
someone to finally solve the glass transition problem. 
 
2. Many-molecule relaxation dynamics 
 
The entire problem of glass transition is composed of at least three parts: (1) the 
evolution of dynamics from processes at short times to the terminal structural 
α-relaxation at constant T and P; (2) the many-molecule relaxation dynamics of 
the structural α-relaxation at constant T and P; and (3) the changes of all 
processes including the α-relaxation and its relaxation time τα with changes of 
T and P. From this breakdown of the problem into three parts, it is clear that the 
conventional theories only attack the third part of the problem and just the α-
relaxation and τα. Actually the first two parts belong to a broader problem of 
relaxation and diffusion in many systems with nontrivial interactions between 
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the relaxing units. The relaxing or diffusing units are not necessarily molecules. 
Glass-forming liquids are just special cases. No wonder that some dynamic 
properties are shared by all these systems.20-23 Thus, I submit that “many-
molecule relaxation dynamics” is a suitable nomenclature for the first two parts 
of the problem. The broader problem of many-body relaxation dynamics is 
difficult to solve because of the nontrivial interactions between the relaxing 
units, many-body considerations are necessary in an irreversible process. It is 
interesting to relate this problem to Einstein’s solution of Brownian motion in 
1905, particularly because 2005 marks the centenary of the three important 
papers that Einstein published in 1905, one of which is on Brownian motion24. 
While the particles undergoing Brownian motion in Einstein’s problem have no 
interactions with each other, this is not true in the complex systems of interest 
nowadays including the glass-forming substances. The introduction of 
interactions into Einstein’s problem has made the many-body diffusion problem 
difficult to solve for the last 100 years. The same can be said of Debye’s 
solution of rotational diffusion of a dipolar molecule in a solvent. The presence 
of intermolecular interaction again makes the reorientation relaxation of 
molecules in glass-forming substances an unsolved problem.  

One may be aware that the many-molecule relaxation caused by 
intermolecular interaction is important in considering the α-relaxation and the 
glass transition. However, the dilemma is the absence of an established method 
to treat many-body relaxation. Naturally, this important factor of dynamics was 
put aside or deemphasized by most, if not all, architects of the conventional 
theories of the glass transition. Conventional treatments have oversimplified the 
many-body problem by descriptions based on the thermodynamic quantities 
such as free volume and configurational entropy. It is not surprising that the 
thermodynamic descriptions cannot fully capture the dynamics of diffusion and 
relaxation of glass-formers and many-body interacting systems in general. Even 
density fluctuation treated as mean field in the mode coupling theory is not a 
full treatment of many-body relaxation as evidenced by the limitations in the 
description of the dynamics beyond caging or below its critical temperature Tc. 
Considerations of energy landscape in configurational space also have 
oversimplified the problem. Certainly the only approach to relaxation in 
interacting system that guarantees the essential many-body physics of the 
relaxation dynamics will not be lost is one that starts from the Hamiltonian 
level, with the interaction potential taken into account on a fundamental basis. 
This is an enormously difficult task because it is already difficult to treat a 
irreversible process at a Hamiltonian level, and now on top of it many-body 
interactions have to be included into the theoretical treatment. This task seems 
unavoidable if a rigorous solution of the problems is required. The best 
substitute for a solution at this time is molecular dynamics simulation, which is 
however only a computer experiment. Interactions in most amorphous materials 
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such as van der Waals glass-forming liquids, vitreous ionic conductors, 
polymers and etc. involve potentials (e.g. Lennard-Jones and screened 
Coulomb) that are highly anharmonic or “nonintegrable”. In classical 
mechanics, such anharmonic interactions cause chaos (i.e., nonlinear 
Hamiltonian dynamics)25 in the phase space of the system. Unfortunately, at 
present no one knows how to apply nonlinear Hamiltonian dynamics to solve 
the many-body relaxation problem in real materials. Only simple analogous 
models have yielded results26-30. 

We have indicated that many-molecule relaxations are central in considering 
the structural α-relaxation and the glass transition. This is intuitively obvious 
because of the presence of intermolecular interactions between the molecular 
units. There is much experimental evidence for them and some examples are 
given here. Many-molecule relaxation is responsible for the observed 
dynamically heterogeneous character of the relaxation, (i.e., existence of faster 
and slower relaxing molecular units which exchange roles with times of the 
order of τα)31-33 and the correlation function often observed to have the 
Kohlrausch stretched exponential form (Eq.1). Here the nonexponentiality 
parameter, n, a positive fraction of unity, is a convenient measure of the degree 
of the many-molecule relaxation. Fourier transform of φ(t) gives the dispersion 
of the α-relaxation in the frequency domain, and n prescribes the shape and the 
width of the α-dispersion in the frequency domain. Nuclear magnetic resonance 
experiments have shown that n correlates with the length-scale of the dynamic 
heterogeneity of the α-relaxation34. Also, broadband dielectric relaxation 
measurements of many glass-formers from different classes have shown that n 
determines the properties of fundamental processes seen at shorter times than 
the α-relaxation, including the universal Johari-Goldstein secondary 
relaxation5,10,11,13,35 and the nearly constant loss when the molecules are still 
caged5,35,36. Hence, n is legitimately the parameter that characterizes many-
molecule relaxation. Even without solving the many-molecule relaxation 
problem, n can be used as a surrogate of the many-molecule relaxation. 
Evidence of the importance of many-molecule relaxation on glass transition can 
be gleaned from the control that n (or equivalently the dispersion of the α-
relaxation) has on various experimental properties of relaxation related to glass 
transition3,4, 5,10,11,13,35-37. 
 There is a good deal of experimental evidence that the dynamic properties of 
the α-relaxation and its relaxation time τα in bulk glass-formers are governed 
by or correlated with the dispersion of the α-relaxation. The most recent and 
definitive experimental evidence comes from broadband dielectric relaxation 
measurements of many polymeric and non-polymeric glass-formers at various 
temperatures and pressures14. A general experimental fact has been discovered 
in glass-formers: for a given material at a fixed value of τα, the dispersion of the 
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α-relaxation is constant, independent of thermodynamic conditions (T and P)14. 
In other words, the shape of the structural α-relaxation function depends only 
on the relaxation time τα. Some representative data of small molecule and 
polymeric glass-formers are shown in Figures (1) and (2) respectively. This 
general property is seen also by other experimental techniques including photon 
correlation spectroscopy and dynamic specific heat spectroscopy, although 
dielectric relaxation is widely used because of its advantage of broad frequency 
range and ease in applying pressure up to a few GPa. 

Conventional theories of the glass transition, including the well-known free 
volume and configurational entropy models, explain the glass transition by 
invoking some quantity (but not n or the α-dispersion) that governs the 
structural relaxation time. The α-dispersion is either not addressed, or derived 
as a separate consequence independent of τα. The α-dispersion bears no 
fundamental relationship to the value of τα or its properties. Thus, the 
conventional theories are inconsistent with experiments. 

Not only does τα uniquely define the dispersion, as shown herein, but also 
many properties of τα are governed by the dispersion or the fractional exponent 
n. Examples of these properties are described in several papers and 
reviews4,20,21. Here we mention a few in the following: 

(i) In quasielastic neutron scattering experiments, at constant T, the 
dependence of τα on the scattering vector Q is given by Q-2/(1-n). This is to be 
contrasted with the Q-2-dependence of Brownian motion of non-interacting 
bodies. 

(ii) The separation, [log(τα)–log(τJG)], of τα from the Johari-Goldstein 
secondary relaxation time τJG at a fixed value of τα correlates with n. Not only 
is the Johari-Goldstein relaxation universal, but also this correlation is obeyed 
in small molecular, polymeric38, plastic crystalline39, and metallic40,41, glass-
formers. 

(iii) The observed cross-over of the temperature dependence of τα from one 
Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse (VFTH) equation to another16,17, coincident 
with the apparent onset of bifurcation of τJG from τα, and the onset of 
decoupling of translation diffusion from viscosity, at some temperature TB 
above Tg are all related to the small values of n at temperatures above TB and 
the latter’s more rapid increase with decreasing temperature below TB.18,42  

(iv) The ratio of the two values of τα at Tg given by the two VFTH equations 
used to fit τα at temperatures above and below TB increases with increasing 
n.42   

 (v) The steepness or “fragility” index m correlates with n for glass-formers 
belonging to the same family.4,43 
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Figure 1. Dielectric loss data at various combinations of temperature and pressure as indicated to 
demonstrate the invariance of the dispersion of the α-relaxation at constant α-loss peak frequency 
να or equivalently at constant α-relaxation time τα for: 
 a) Cresolphthalein-dimethylether (KDE). 
 b) Propylene carbonate (PC), (loss normalized to the value of the maximum of the α-loss peak).  
c) chlorinated biphenyl (PCB62);  
d) diisobutyl phthalate (DiBP)  
e) Dielectric loss of dipropyleneglycol dibenzoate (DPGDB). Loss normalized to the value of the 
maximum of the α-loss peak. The d.c. conductivity contribution has been subtracted. Red 
triangles are isothermal measurements at T=253 K and P=48, 72, 94, 115, 142, 163 MPa (from 
right to left). Black symbols are isobaric measurements done at P=0.1 MPa and T= 244, 240, 
236.7, 233, 229, 226 K (from right to left). The spectrum at T=226 K has been shifted along x-
axis by multiplying frequency by a factor 1.3.  
f) Dielectric loss of benzoyn isobutylether (BIBE) at different T and P. The d.c. conductivity 
contribution has been subtracted. Spectra obtained at higher P are normalized to the value of the 
maximum of the loss peak obtained at the same frequency at atmospheric pressure. From right to 
left: black lines are atmospheric pressure data at T= 271 (a), 263 (b), 253 (c), 240 (d), 236 (e), 
230 (f), 228 (g), 226 (h), 223 (i), 220.5 (j), 218 (k) K. Symbol are high pressure data: T=278.5 K 
and P=32 (a), 65 (b), 118 (c), 204 (d), 225 (e), 320 (h), 370 (j), 396 (k) MPa, T=288.2 K and 
P=350 (f), 370 (g), 423 (i), 450 (j) MPa, T=298 K and P=330 (d), 467 (h) MPa. 
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 (vi) The systematic increase of n with change in chemical structure that 
increase the intermolecular interaction or constraints44. 

(vii) For polymers, there is also the correlation of the degree of 
thermorheological complexity of the viscoelastic spectrum with n, as 
exemplified by polystyrene and polyisobutylene45,46. 
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Figure 2. Dielectric loss data at various combinations of temperature and pressure 

as indicated to demonstrate the invariance of the dispersion of the α-relaxation at 
constant α-loss peak frequency να or equivalently at constant α-relaxation time τα for: 
a) poly(vinylacetate) (PVAc); b) poly(methyltolylsiloxane) (PMTS). c) poly(phenyl 
glycidyl ether)-co-formaldehyde (PPGE); d) poly(oxybutylene) (POB).  In all cases 
spectra obtained at higher P are normalized to the value of the maximum of the loss 
peak obtained at the same frequency at atmospheric pressure. 
 

From the discussion above, it is clear that there is a plethora of experimental 
evidence showing the importance of the α-relaxation dispersion or n in 
determining the properties of various dynamics of glass transition. In stark 
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contrast, there is hardly any well-known conventional theory of the glass 
transition that makes the α-relaxation dispersion play such a decisive role. 
Since the α-relaxation dispersion (or n) is just the manifestation of the many-
molecule relaxation, this unfortunate situation is due to the inability of anyone 
to solve the many-molecule relaxation problem. Nevertheless, this important 
aspect of glass transition should be universally recognized and taken into 
consideration in future work, particularly of a theoretical nature. Otherwise the 
research will go on and on in circles in the future, and closure of the problem 
will never be reached. This comment applies as well to other fields of relaxation 
in interacting systems. An example is ionic conductivity relaxation in glasses, 
crystals and melts, where experiments have shown that the dispersion or n 
governs the ion dynamics35,47,48 but not often taken into account in theories 
proposed. 

 
 

3. THE JOHARI-GOLDSTEIN SECONDARY RELAXATION 
 

A complete theory of glass transition must be able to describe all the processes 
starting from short times when all molecules are caged and the evolution of the 
many-molecule relaxation with time culminating in the α-relaxation at a 
constant temperature. Moreover, the dependences of all these processes on 
temperature and pressure have to be accounted for in order to consider the glass 
transition. Although the structural α-relaxation defines the glass transition and 
is the most prominent feature in the relaxation spectrum, it originates from 
relaxation of individual molecules. At sufficiently short times, the many-
molecule relaxation is reduced to isolated local motions independent of each 
other, which correspond to the primitive relaxation of the Coupling 
Model5,10,11,13,14,26-31,48-50. On increasing time, more molecules participate and 
their motion can no longer be independent because of intermolecular 
interaction/constraints. Many-molecule heterogeneous dynamics take over and 
the number of participating molecules increases with time. The final stage is the 
terminal α-relaxation having correlation function given by Eq.(1) and the 
maximum number of participating molecules (or length-scale) determined by 
the intermolecular interaction/ constraints at the temperature and pressure of the 
glass-former. The primitive relaxation, acting as the initiator of the evolving 
many-molecule dynamics, should be seen as part of the faster processes in the 
relaxation spectrum, which is traditionally called the secondary relaxation. For 
the purpose of correctly identifying with the primitive relaxation, the secondary 
relaxations coming from an isolated part of the molecule are excluded, because 
the primitive relaxation by definition involves essentially the entire molecule11. 
Those secondary relaxation which involves the motion essentially of the entire 
molecule, or the entire repeat unit in the case of a polymer, is called the Johari-
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Goldstein (JG) secondary relaxation to honor their important discovery of the 
existence of secondary relaxation in rigid molecular glass-formers having no 
intramolecular degree of freedom6-9. More will be said in Section 5 on the 
remarkable good correspondence between the primitive relaxation time and the 
JG relaxation time found in many glass-formers. 

The relaxation time of the JG secondary relaxations, τJG, also have dynamic 
properties similar to or correlated with that of the α-relaxation timeτα.5,8,11-13,51-

59
.  Examples include the dependence of τJG on pressure and physical aging, 

non-Arrhenius temperature dependence of τβ  at temperatures above Tg, and the 
correlation of the ratio τα/τJG with the width of the α-relaxation or n for 
different glass-formers at constant any τα.5,10,11 . The last correlation continues 
to hold when mixing with another glass-former54-59, or increasing the number of 
covalent bonds by polymerization or crosslinking58. The relaxation strength, 
∆εβ, of the JG relaxation is found to change on heating through the glass 
transition temperature in a similar manner as the changes observed in the 
enthalpy H, entropy S, and volume V. The derivative of ∆εβ with respect to 
temperature, d∆εβ/dT, is raised from lower values at temperatures below Tg to 
higher values at temperatures above Tg, mimicking the same behavior of the 
specific heat Cp and the expansion coefficient, which are the derivatives dH/dT 
and dV/dT respectively8. For some glass-formers that have weak JG relaxation 
in the glassy state such as salol, its strength ∆εβ can be enhanced by rapid 
quenching, and this indicates that the JG relaxation is sensitive to the 
thermodynamic state of the glass. These characteristics are also used to 
distinguish them from other secondary relaxations of lesser importance11. In the 
last few decades, experiments have repeatedly found the existence of the JG 
relaxation in all kinds of glass-formers, small molecular5-11, polymeric38, plastic 
crystalline39, metallic40,41, inorganic oxide60 glass-formers and ionic conducting 
salts61. Thus, from their universal occurrence and general properties, the JG 
secondary relaxation is a fundamental process of the many-molecule relaxation 
leading to the α-relaxation, and cannot be ignored in any serious theoretical 
effort to solve the glass transition problem. Remarkably, in all standard theories 
or models of the glass transition, the JG relaxation either does not enter into the 
consideration or, if considered, it bears no relation or has no correlation with 
the α-relaxation. If this practice continues in the future, there is not much hope 
that the problem of many-molecule relaxation and the glass transition problem 
will have any chance of being solved. 

 
4. MORE COMPLICATED SYSTEMS 

 
Glass-forming materials are useful and applications often go beyond the neat 
material in the bulk state. For examples, mixtures of two glass-formers can give 
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more desirable properties, and size reduced to nanometer scale has 
technological applications such as ultrathin polymer films in the fabrication of 
electronic devices. These systems are more complicated than a neat glass-
forming material in the bulk state. Nevertheless, progress in research on glass 
transition in these more complicated systems necessarily has to be based on a 
theory of neat and bulk glass-formers, and problems will arise if the theory is a 
conventional one that has not taken into account the many-molecule dynamics 
properly. Two examples are given here. 
 The first example is the problem of the glass transition of each component in 
a binary mixture of two glass-former, polymeric or nonpolymeric. The presence 
of two different kinds of molecules makes the consideration of the dynamics of 
each component leading to glass transition more complicated. Most theories of 
mixtures/blends are constructed by identifying some new feature of mixtures, 
such as concentration fluctuations62,63 and “self-concentration” if the component 
is a polymer64, and incorporating this feature into a conventional theory of the 
glass transition of a neat glass-former (e.g., the free volume model in the case 
of polymers). We have shown that such the conventional theories have limited 
validity and are already unacceptable as solution of the problem of glass 
transition in neat glass-formers. Thus, there is no reason to expect that these 
theories of binary mixtures based on it62-64 will fare well as shown65. If the 
concentration of one component is small, the problem is reduced to the 
dynamics of a probe molecule in a host. Concentration fluctuation is absent and 
the theory of mixtures, based solely on this feature, has nothing to say on the 
probe dynamics. ”Self-concentration” is irrelevant for binary mixture of non-
polymeric glass-formers, and the theory based solely on this feature64 becomes 
inapplicable65. However, the component dynamics of binary mixtures of non-
polymeric glass-formers as seen by experiments are no different than if the 
components are polymers, as far as glass transition is concerned. 
 The glass transition of materials in nanoconfinement including polymer thin 
films is another problem more complicated that that of the bulk materials due to 
finite size effect and the presence of surfaces and interfaces. Again, in this field, 
the tendency of researchers is to employ conventional theories of glass 
transition of bulk materials, incorporate some new elements into it, and 
generate a theory of glass transition for nanoconfined materials. We can expect 
limited success of such theories. In fact, in a comprehensive review of 
experiments and theory66, it was concluded that “…the existing theories of Tg 
are unable to explain the range of behaviours seen at the nanometer size scale, 
in part because the glass transition phenomenon itself is not fully understood.”  
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5. A SCHEME TO GUIDE THE SEARCH FOR A SOLUTION 
 

We have pointed out that many-molecule relaxation is the problem impeding 
progress. Experiments have shown that the dispersion of the α-relaxation (or n) 
and the J-G relaxation are the vestige of the many-molecule relaxations. They 
should play a prominent role in any successful approach even if it is short of 
being the final solution. This requirement is fulfilled in the Coupling Model 
(CM)5,10-13,20,26-31,49,50. The CM is neither a solution of the full many-molecule 
relaxation problem nor is a complete theory of glass transition. Nevertheless, 
the CM recognizes the importance of many-molecule relaxation, and the role of 
its surrogates, i.e., the primitive or the JG-relaxation and n or the dispersion of 
the α-relaxation. In the CM there is a relation between the structural α-
relaxation time τα and the primitive relaxation time τ0 via the parameter n that 
characterizes the α-dispersion, e.g., 

 
1/(1 )

0[ ]n
ctατ τ n− −=            (2).  

 
By means of this CM relation, the α-dispersion (or n) governs the properties of 
the structural α-relaxation and hence helps to explain them. This feat of the CM 
has been demonstrated in the past in connection with the dynamic properties of 
bulk glass-formers49 and the viscoelasticity of bulk polymers46,49. Good 
correspondence between the theoretically calculated τ0 and the experimental τJG 
has been found in many glass-formers, τJG(T,P) ≈τ0(T,P), and hence JG-
relaxation has been taken into account in the CM5,10-13,53-59. The features of the 
CM mentioned above can be summarized by one equation: 
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0( , ) [ ( , )] [ ( , )]n n n
c c JGT P t T P t T Pατ τ τ− − −= ≈ n−

      (3) 
  

Although the dependences of τα and τ0 (or τJG) on T and P are not given or 
derived in the CM, this relation between τα and τJG is obeyed in all glass-
formers tested so far. This fact lead us to conclude59,13 that the T and P 
dependences of τα are not original but originate from that of τJG or τ0. The 
stronger T- and P-dependences of τα compared with that of τ0 or τJG is merely 
the consequence of the many-molecule dynamics in α-relaxation, which 
amplifies the dependences of τ0 or τJG by the superlinear power, 1/(1-n), in the 
equation, corresponding to a longer length scale. A schematic theory of the 
glass transition that includes many-molecule dynamics and the influence of the 
thermodynamic variables T and P has been constructed based on this 
observation59. This scheme should be useful as guide for others in constructing 
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a rigorous theory of many-molecule relaxation and glass transition hopefully in 
the near future. 

The concepts that free volume and configurational entropy determines 
molecular mobility would be better served if applied to the primitive or the JG 
relaxation. The Adam-Gibbs model2 was originally designed to describe the α-
relaxation. Several assumptions were made in the AG theory. The first one is 
that the transitions of the cooperative regions involve the z* molecules 
surmounting simultaneously the individual potential energy barriers, ∆µ, 
hindering their cooperative rearrangement, which is a temperature independent 
constant. This assumption enabled AG to write τα(T) as τα(T)=τ∞exp(z*∆µ/kT).                                           
AG further assumed that the configurational entropy associated with the 
cooperative rearrangement of the z* molecules, sc*, is temperature independent. 
With the second assumption, AG expressed z* in terms of the molar 
configurational entropy Sc of the macroscopic sample as z*(T)=NAsc*/Sc(T) 
where NA is Avogadro’s number. The experimentally deduced z*(T) increases 
monotonically with decreasing temperature from a value of 2 at T=TB to z*(Tg) 
at T=Tg.67,68. However, z*(Tg) is not large. For example, it is less than 5 for 
ortho-terphenyl67, for glycerol it is 3.2,68 and for tri-α-naphthal benzene it is 
2.4,68 which contradict the much larger number of molecules involved in the α-
relaxation near and above Tg as deduced by NMR measurement69. On the other 
hand, the small z*(T) deduced is more like that of local motions that are 
forerunners of the α-relaxation and closely related to the primitive relaxation or 
the JG relaxation. Thus, it seems that the configurational entropy theory of AG, 
if valid, is actually more appropriate for the processes transpired at shorter 
times than the α-relaxation with the Kohlrausch correlation function. There is 
another piece of evidence to support this statement from the expression for the 
α-relaxation time of the AG theory, 

 
( ) exp( / ) exp( / )c cT s kTS Cατ τ µ τ∗

∞ ∞= ∆ = cTS ,                 (3) 

which predicts a linear relation between logτα and (TSc)-1 at temperatures above 
Tg. However, deviation from the linear relation between logτexp and (TSc)-1 was 
found in many glass-formers at higher temperatures starting somewhere in the 
vicinity of TB. The extent of the breakdown is larger for liquids that have larger 
value of n at Tg. For details and references see Ref.(70). Recall that TB is where 
the temperature dependence of τα crosses over from on VFTH relation to 
another, and TB separates the regime of small n (for T>TB) and regime of larger 
n (for T>TB). It has been shown that τ0 calculated from the Eq.(3) can be 
described by a single VFTH equation over the entire temperature range19, 
indicating the crossover of temperature dependence of τα at TB is due to the 
change of n across TB. More importantly for the present discussion, there is now 
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a linear relation between logτ0 and  (TSc)-1 at all temperatures above Tg. This is 
another indication that the AG theory is more appropriate for the primitive 
processes acting as forerunners of the terminal Kohlrausch α-relaxation. The 
expression on the right-hand-side of Eq.(3) stands for τ0 or τJG. Then the CM 
equation (2) takes it to τα. The proposed new configuration entropy model gives 
the following expression for τα, 
 

 
1/(1 )( ) [ exp( / )]n

c cT t C TSατ τ n− −
∞=         (4) 

 
 In free volume are defined differently by different authors, but invariably all 
free volume theories relate free volumeto the α-relaxation. In the free volume 
theory of molecular transport as derived by Cohen and Turnbull71, τα is given 
by  

 
*exp( / )f fC V Vατ γ=            (5) 

 
where Vf =(V-Vocc) is the mean specific free volume, and Vf* is the minimum 
specific free volume required for the occurrence of the α-process. Another 
relation, 
 

*exp( / )fh fhC V Vατ γ=            (6) 
 
is obtained72 by replacing the specific free volume quantities in Eq.(5) by the 
specific hole free volume quantities, Vfh and Vfh*, calculated from the Simha-
Somcynsky equation of state73. Eq.6 predicts a linear relation between logτα and 
1/Vfh. However this is not accord with experimental data. On the other hand, 
logτJG varies linearly with 1/Vfh, indicating that the specific hole free volume is 
a better description of the mobility of the JG or the primitive relaxation. The 
viscosity η was found not following Equation (4) either74. However, as is 
frequently observed, Equation (5) well describes the transport of small 
molecules75 in polymers. This is understandable because small molecule motion 
in a polymer is similar to the local JG relaxation of the host polymer.   

Free volume deduced from positronium annihilation lifetime spectroscopy 
measurements have been successfully reinterpreted as for the primitive 
processes or the JG relaxation. The results will be published elsewhere76. 
 Dielectric relaxation data taken at different combinations of T and P have 
shown that τJG(T,P) of unresolved JG relaxation (manifested as the excess wing, 
see Figs.1a)-1d) or resolved JG relaxation (see Figs.1e) and 1f) is also constant 
as long as τα(T,P) is kept constant. This fact means that the quantities τα(T,P) 
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and τJG(T,P) are simultaneous constants, and tc is independent of T and P. 
Hence the remaining quantity in Eq.(2), n, also has to be independent of T and 
P. Since n characterizes the α-dispersion, the required constancy of n explains 
why the α-dispersion is invariant to changes of T and P as seen in Figs.1a-1e 
and Figs.2a-2d.  
 The CM has been applied to the more complicated systems including the 
component dynamics of mixtures, and glass-formers in nanoconfinement 
discussed here before. For mixtures, it has explained the component dynamics 
of non-polymeric and polymeric mixtures, and the limiting case of probe 
dynamics65,77. As mentioned before, the ratio τα/τJG of a component was 
observed to increase with its most probable n in mixtures54-57, as predicted by 
the CM. When the concentration of that component is low such that broadening 
of the α-relaxation by concentration fluctuation is negligible, n can be 
determined from the fit to the α-relaxation by Eq.(1), and this prediction of the 
ratio τα/τJG becomes exact54, and is verified by experiment78. This is one of the 
features of component dynamics that other theories62-64 cannot address. For 
dynamics of glass-formers in nanoconfinement or ultrathin polymer films, the 
CM can explain the range of behaviors seen at the nanometer size scale79-81. 
 
6. Epilogue 
 
I have used principally experimental data and presumably logical deductions to 
show that all standard theories of glass transition in their present forms are 
inadequate because some essential pieces of physics is either totally missing or 
not adequately taken into consideration. The missing physics are the many-
molecule relaxation dynamics of the structural α-relaxation and the forerunning 
processes that includes the universal Johari-Goldstein relaxation. It is the 
evolution of the forerunners with time that eventually leads to the terminal α-
relaxation with a correlation function described by the Kohlrausch stretched 
exponential function. The width of the dispersion of the Kohlrausch function or 
the exponent, n, is a measure of the extent of the many-molecule involvement 
in the α-relaxation. The best indication of many-molecule relaxation is the fact 
that properties of the α-relaxation and its relaxation time τα are either correlated 
with or governed by n. The plethora of experimental evidence also points to the 
fundamental role played by the Johari-Goldstein relaxation as the precursor of 
the many-molecule relaxation dynamics, and is the process where free volume 
and configurational entropy first enter into affecting molecular mobility. A 
general relation exists between the Johari-Goldstein relaxation time τJG and τα, 
and it is also governed by n. This empirical relation further indicates the 
connection between the Johari-Goldstein relaxation to the α-relaxation. Without 
revision to incorporate these essential elements, the standard theories will 
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continue to be incomplete, mislead the uninformed, and hinder progress in the 
solution of glass transition as a basic research problem. This current situation 
also has an ill effect on progress and development in many other areas of 
science and technology where the glass transition is fundamental in the 
undertanding of even more complex processes involved in these disciplines. 
These areas include current research in pharmaceuticals, nanometer technology, 
food science, biomolecular materials, and life sciences, as well as traditional 
areas such as polymer viscoelasticity. Without a correct theory of glass 
transition to describe the local segmental relaxation, the basic problems of 
polymer viscoelasticity45 cannot be resolved.   
 The Coupling Model (CM) does not solve the many-molecule relaxation 
dynamics problem either. Nevertheless, it recognizes at the outset50 the 
importance of the many-molecule interactions and correlations in the α-
relaxation. It has the primitive relaxation as the precursor of the many-molecule 
α-relaxation processes, and a relation that shows that its primitive relaxation 
time τ0 in conjunction with n determine the α-relaxation time τα. Thus, in 
particular, n or the width of the dispersion of the α-relaxation time either 
correlates with or governs τα and its properties, as indicated by experiments. 
The relation clearly shows that τ0 is where temperature, pressure, free volume 
and configurational entropy first enter. The dependences of τ0 on these 
thermodynamic variables are magnified in τα by the participation in α-
relaxation of many more molecules. The relation also allows τ0 to be calculated 
from the parameters n and τα of the experimentally observed α-relaxation. One 
of the remarkable recent achievements of the CM is that, for many glass-
formers of various kinds, the calculated τ0 is approximately the same as the 
characteristic Johari-Goldstein relaxation time τJG obtained from experiment. 
Thus, the CM is consistent in all respects with the experimental facts. A 
schematic solution of the glass transition problem based on it is offered to pave 
the way for someone to generate a rigorous theory hopefully in the near future.         
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Abstract. The complex structure–property relationships in the disordered 
systems under normal and exogenic conditions can be understood after 
characterizing the spatial arrangement of constituents. Here, an integral 
approach including the relevant experimental technique, phenomenological and 
theoretical analyses as well as atomistic modeling is presented. Application of 
such a combined approach is demonstrated for the cases of glycerol and 
propylene glycol.  

Keywords: free volume; positron annihilation; free volume models; atomistic modeling 

1. Introduction   

Many important condensed materials are characterized by the irregular spatial 
arrangements of the particles‘ constituents. Understanding the complex 
structural – property relationships in such systems under normal and exogenic 
conditions needs as complete as possible a characterization of the irregular sites 
of the matrix. At present, the relevant experimental technique is positron 
annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS). In order to utilize fully the 
characterization potential of this method there is required a complete 
understanding of the universal as well as the specific features of the PALS 
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response of a given material. To solve this complex task requires a combined 
approach including phenomenological analyses of the PALS response using the 
thermodynamic and dynamic data, its appropriate theoretical treatments, i.e., 
free volume analyses (FVA) and theoretical and atomistic modeling approaches 
consisting in appropriate free volume models of liquid state or molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulation followed by the cavity analysis (CAVA), 
respectively.The individual aspects of this combined approach will be presented 
together with application on two model systems.  

2.Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy 

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS)  is based on the unique 
annihilation behavior of ortho-positronium (o-Ps)1-5 being very sensitive 
indicator of the local regions of lowered electron density in  condensed matrix 
such as vacancies in the ordered (crystal) systems or the so-called free volume 
holes in the disordered (amorphous or semicrystalline) ones.  
   When a positron, e+, from the positron source 22Na enters the condensed 
system it loses its kinetic energy very quickly under forming a positron 
radiation track which contains the ionized entities such as electrons, e-, and 
cations of constituents, M+ and the excited species. The large  majority of these 
ionized species are immediately neutralized by their mutual recombinations 
within the positron track but some of electrons can escape it and be 
preferentially trapped in the local positively charged regions of the matrix. The 
electrons from track and the trapped electrons can capture the original or next 
entering positron at forming a neutral bound positron-electron particle, the so-
called positronium (Ps). Depending on the mutual spin orientation of positron 
and electron in Ps, two distinct states differing in the respective lifetimes, τ , 
can arise. Singlet with antiparalel spins: para-positronium (p-Ps) has a typical 
lifetime, τ1 ≅ 0.12 ns being almost independent on temperature. On the other 
hand, a triplet state with parallel spins forms the  ortho-positronium (o-Ps) 
which is more stable with a typical lifetime,τ3 , ranging from ~ 0.6 – 5 ns in 
normal organic substances. This specific form of Ps annihilates by an 
interaction of the positron with some electron from the surrounding medium 
with antiparallel spin in the so-called pick-off decay mechanism being  
temperature dependent. Finally, in addition to the above-mentioned bounded 
forms of positron, the unbounded “free“ positron can survive in the matrix with 
a typical lifetime, τ2 ≅ 0.3 - 0.4ns which annihilate by an interaction with some 
electron in the matrix. 
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2.1 TYPICAL PALS RESPONSE, ITS PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS AND 
CORRELATIONS 

Figure 1 shows the typical o-Ps responses of two small molecular glass-
formers: glycerol (GL) HO-CH2-CH(OH)-CH2-OH 6 and 1,2-propylene  glycol 
(PG) HO-CH2-CH(OH)-CH3

7. In both the chemical compounds, the o-Ps 
lifetime, τ3, as a function of temperature exhibits four regions of different 
thermal behavior depicted as regions I, II, III and IV. Linear analyses of these 
regions define the characteristic PALS temperatures in the liquid state: Tg

PALS, 
TL

b1 and TL
b2 8. In the case of GL: Tg

PALS = 189K, TL
b1 = 241K and TL

b2 ≅ 290K, 
while for PG: Tg

PALS = 172K, TL
b1 = 220K and TL

b2 ≅ 265K.  
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Figure 1. The o-Ps lifetime, τ3, as a function of temperature for glycerol (GL) and propylene 
glycol (PG) 

 
    The first pronounced change in slope on τ3 – T plot takes place near  the 
corresponding quasi-static glass to liquid transition temperatures, Tg

THERM as 
obtained by classical macroscopic thermodynamic techniques such as 
dilatometry9,10 as well as to the dynamic glass temperatures, Tg

DYN, being 
commonly defined as the temperature at which the mean relaxation time of the 
primary α relaxation reaches some arbitrary value, e.g., τα = 100s11,12. These 
findings mean that the expansion behavior of the localized free volume regions 
detectable via the annihilation of the o-Ps probe is closely related to the 
expansion behavior of the macroscopic volume as well as to the cooperative 
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dynamics which is believed to be responsible for the most characteristic 
dynamic process, i.e., the primary α relaxation.    
     In the glassy state region I up to Tg

PALS, GL and PG are characterized by the 
relatively low o-Ps lifetimes, whereby the values of τ3 for GL are systematically 
smaller then those for PG over the whole temperature range investigated. By 
comparing GL and PG with small molecular systems of van der Waals type as 
studied by us such as meta-tricresyl phosphate (m-TCP)5 or diethyl phthalate 
(DEP)13 it indicates that both the systems are relatively effectively packed ones. 
This appears to be consistent with the hydrogen-bonding nature of both the 
systems, whereby the lower values for GL may be attributed to the higher 
density of hydroxyl groups capable to form more intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds compared to PG. Anyway, the presence of H-bonding leads to the more 
compact and stiffer microstructure of GL matrix with respect to the PG one as 
well as to some typical van der Waals substances such as m-TCP and DEP 5,13. 
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Figure 2.    Compilation of the primary α relaxation times for propylene glycol (PG) together 
with the characteristic PALS temperatures (Tg , TL

b1 and TL
b2 ) and the DS temperature  TB

SCH 
showing empirical correlation between TL

b2 and TB
SCH                                   

In the liquid state above Tg
PALS, the two further bend effects are evident in 

Figure 1: i) a slight change in slope in strongly cold liquid at TL
b1 = 1.275 Tg

PALS  

for GL and TL
b1 = 1.28Tg

PALS for PG which defines mild crossover between 
regions II and III and finally ii) a large change in slope in weakly cold liquid at 
higher temperatures to a quasi-plateau level at TL

b2 = 1.53Tg
PALS  for GL and 

TL
b2 = 1.54 Tg

PALS for PG defining drastic crossover between regions III and IV. 
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First, we analyse the former of the mentionned effects. Figure 2 represents 
a compilation of the mean relaxation time of the primary α process, τα , as 
a function of temperature for PG as obtained from several dielectric relaxation 
studies in the literature. As can be seen, at TL

b1 the mean dielectric relaxation 
time of the primary α process reaches just the value of 10-6 s, now being 
depicted as Tα(-6). Similar situation can be found also for further glass-forming 
systems. Figure 3 demonstrates such an empirical correlation between the TL

b1’s 
values and the characteristic DS temperature Tα(-6) for a series of small 
molecular as well as polymer glass-formers. This finding suggests that a change 
in the expansion behavior of  the localized free volume regions at around 1.2 - 
1.3 Tg

PALS seems to reflect some universal feature of glass-forming liquids 
which occurs when the mean α  relaxation time reaches just a microsecond 
level.  
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Figure 3.   The empirical correlation between the first characteristic PALS temperature, TL

b1, and 
the temperature, Tα(-6) , at which the primary α relaxation time, τa , reaches just 10-6s for a series 
of small molecular and polymer glass-formers. 

Explanation of this feature in the o-Ps response is the subject of a 
continuing interest. The two possible-not necessary excluding-explanations 
based on either structural or dynamical hypothesis have recently been suggested 
by us5. Here, we discuss the latter possibility consisting in the influence of some 
more rapid local mobility, generally named as secondary relaxations, on a 
redistribution of the free volume hole population. Figure 4 presents the 
temperature dependences of  relaxation time for both the primary α relaxation 
and the secondary β process for glycerol. Their values were obtained by a 
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spectral deconvolution of the dielectric spectra in terms of the Cole – Davidson 
(CD) function for the α process and the Cole - Cole (CC) function for the β 
one14. In particular, the closseness between the o-Ps lifetime, τ3, and the mean 
secondary β relaxation time, τβ , at temperature 253K quite close to TL

b1 = 241K 
suggests that the local rapid β relaxators might contribute to the effective free 
volume distribution accesible for o-Ps probe. According to the general length – 
frequency principle of the dynamic events15, presumably smaller free volume 
holes requesting the smaller amplitude local motion might be eliminated from 
detection by an o-Ps probe. This elimination may result into the dominance of 
the larger free volume holes above TL

b1
16.   
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Figure 4.  Relationship between the o-Ps lifetime, τ3 , and the secondary βJG relaxation time, τβ 
for GL.  
     On increasing further the temperature, a dramatic discontinuity on τ3 - T plot 
occurs, at 1.53 Tg

PALS in GL and 1.54 Tg
PALS in PG, characterized by a crossover 

from the steeply increasing linear trend in the weakly cold liquid to a quasi - 
plateau level in the warm liquid. The onset of the plateau effect correlates with 
several dynamic features of the primary α process as observed in dielectric 
spectroscopy studies17,18. First, Figure 5 presents the so-called Stickel’s plot for 
DS data on GL taken from Ref. 17. Here, the two linear regions indicate a 
crossover between the two different motional regimes at the so-called Stickel 
temperature, TB

ST = 287K. Similar type of analysis for PG gives TB
ST = 270 K17. 

In both the cases, good coincidence between the onset of plateau region at TL
b2 

and this characteristic DS temperature can be found for GL  (Ref. 6) and PG. 
Secondly, Figure 6 shows the so-called Schönhals’ plot for the relaxation 
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strength of the α process for PG, ∆εα , vs. logarithm of the α relaxation time, 
log τα

18. Evidently, a dramatic change at the characteristic DS temperature, 
TB

SCH = 268K can be found being in the vicinity of the TL
b2 = 265K. Good 
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Figure 5 Stickel’s plot for the primary α relaxation time, τα for GL demonstrating the change in   
the dynamical regime at the characteristic DS (Stickel) temperature, TB

ST  correlating with the 
characteristic PALS temperature TL

b2 . 

agreement between TB
ST and TB

SCH for GL and PG and its correlation with the 
dramatic change in the PALS response at TL

b2 indicates the common origin of 
these significant changes in the relaxation time,τα ,the relaxation strength, ∆εα, 
and the o-Ps lifetime,τ3. This feature will be addressed further below.  
    Finally, in addition to the above-mentioned coincidence between the 
characteristic PALS and DS temperatures reflecting the changes in both the 
annihilation and relaxation quantities, more direct relationship between the 
corresponding time scales of both the methods exists. In other words, a 
comparison of the τ3 value at the onset of the quasi-plateau region in Figure 1 
with the mean relaxation times of the α process, τα , from Figure 2 for PG 
confirms our so far findings of the equality between both the time parameters 
for other small molecular and polymer systems8. The same has already been 
found to be valid for GL6. This fact indicates very close relationship between 
the progressively fluctuating matrix via the less cooperative α dynamics and the 
mean lifetime of the o-Ps probe8 at the relatively higher temperatures, and at 
higher macroscopic volumes, V(T), and then, at higher static empty free 
volumes Vf

e(T) = V(T) - VW, where VW is the van der Waals volume of the 
molecules. The continuously 
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Figure 6  Schönhals’ plot for the primary α relaxation time, τα , for PG showing the change in the 
α relaxation strength at the characteristic DS (Schönhals) temperature, TB

SCH correlating with the 
characteristic PALS temperature TL

b2. 

increasing macroscopic volume of the system is accompanied by a continuously 
increasing empty free volume and the  still less cooperative α process 
characterized by the more intense cage reorganization. Both these aspects 
together result into a quasi-plateau feature in the PALS response above TL

b2 , 
where o-Ps seems to be formed and localized in the sufficiently long living 
dynamic free volume holes only. 

2.2 FREE VOLUME INTERPRETATION OF THE O-PS RESPONSE USING 
SEMIEMPIRICAL MODELS 

The o-Ps response can be transformed into free volume information by means 
of existing physically plausible models which address two basic aspects of free 
volume characterization of any disordered material, i.e., free volume hole size, 
Vh, and free volume hole fraction, fh .The former quantity is obtained using 
a standard quantum-mechanical model of o-Ps in a spherical hole which 
provides the following relationship between the o-Ps lifetime, τ3, and the free 
volume hole radius, Rh

19: 
1
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where τ3,0 is 0.5ns and ∆R is the thickness of electron layer about hole obtained 
as a calibration parameter from fitting the observed o-Ps lifetimes to known 
vacancy or free volume hole sizes in molecular crystals or zeolites. In fact, the 
form of free volume entities is not strictly spherical because of the non-
spherical form of constituent’s particles so that the standard model is used 
usually in the sense of a volume equivalent spherical hole size Vh = (4π/3)Rh

3. 
Other geometrical forms of holes such as ellipsoid, cuboid and cylinder have 
been considered20. However, as it was recently shown some parameters derived 
from PALS such as the free volume fraction are not strongly influenced by the 
choice of the free volume hole geometry21.  
   The mean free volume hole sizes in GL and PG at the above-mentioned 
characteristic temperatures are summarized in Table I. In the glassy state as 
well as in the supercooled liquid one below the second liquid PALS 
temperature, TL

b2 , the mean hole sizes represent a part of the van der Waals 
volume of the corresponding molecules, while above TL

b2 , the corresponding 
mean hole sizes overcome the own molecular size apparently in consistency 
with the low viscosity normal liquid character of the systems. 
 

TABLE 1. The mean free volume hole characterization of GL and PG according to Eq.1 
at the characteristic PALS temperatures. 

 
System PALS

gT  hV  W
h VV L

b1T  hV  W
h VV L

b2T  hV  W
h VV  

 K Å - K Å - K Å - 
GL 189 20 0.23 241 47 0.54 290 105 1.2 
PG 172 30 0.38 220 61 0.78 265 165 2.1 
 

 

3. Extended free volume (EFV) model and its relationship to the free 
volume data from PALS 

Some microscopic models based on free volume concept can be tested by using 
the above-mentioned free volume information. Here, we present an application 
of the extended free volume (EVF) model formulated by Cohen – Grest22. 
Briefly, this microscopic model of the liquid state accounts for a liquid as being 
formed by solid-like and liquid-like cells, only the latter ones contain a free 
volume. Using the percolation ideas, the specific mean free volume within the 
liquid-like clusters is given by the four-parameter equation: 
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0f 'C'A TTTTTv                                 (2) 

where A’= (vmlne/B), and B, C’ and T0
CG are material – dependent coefficients; 

here vm is the molecular volume and T0
CG represents the temperature at which 

percolated liquid cluster should occur.  
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Figure 7 Application of the EFV model on the free volume data for glycerol. 

Figure 7 shows the result of fitting Eq. 2 to the mean free volume hole sizes 
being identified with vf from the EFV model. As can be seen, the EFV model is 
able to describe the free volume hole data over the whole range of the 
equilibrated supercooled liquid from the high temperature limit at TL

b2 down to 
Tg

PALS. Interestingly, the characteristic temperature of the EVF model, T0
CG, is 

quite close to the first characteristic PALS temperature. In particular, for GL we 
find T0

CG(PALS)  = 249±9K close to TL
b = 241K and for PG T0

CG(PALS) = 
237±7K not too distant from TL

b1 = 220K. According to the EFV model, this 
coincidence of the temperature parameters could be interpreted as the 
occurrence of the free volume percolation at around TL

b1 being responsible for 
the steeper slope in slightly supercooled liquid. However, the situation is not so 
simple as it will be discussed below.  
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Figure 8. Application of the EFV model on the primary α relaxation data for glycerol 

4. Atomistic modeling of free volume microstructure of supercooled 
liquids 

The significance of free volume information, as obtained from the FVA of the 
o-Ps response can be evaluated by means of atomistic modeling. In general, this 
approach consists in a combination of the generation of disordered systems by 
using, e.g., molecular dynamics (MD) simulation followed by an appropriate 
free volume analysis of the generated microstructures. Here, we demonstrate 
such an atomistic modeling approach for both the model systems. The first step 
of modeling has been performed by detailed MD simulations by means of the 
ORAC program . The next step consists in sampling of the free space between 
the molecular bodies in the simulated microstructures by inserting the rigid 
probe of a given geometry and size and the volume integration of the inserted 
probes. In the case of our cavity analysis (CAVA) program , the o-Ps probe is 
modeled by the hard

23

24

 sphere of diameter 1.06 Å and the molecular bodies, 
formed by atoms with van der Waals radii employed, represent the matrix 
particles. The CAVA code provides a set of the cavity parameters which can be 
compared with the free volume hole characteristics derived from the above-
mentioned free volume analysis (FVA).      
   The results of our MD plus CAVA investigations for GL are presented in Ref. 
24 and for PG here. Figure 9 compares the calculated volume from our very 
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extended MD simulations of GL and PG with the experimental macroscopic 
volume from dilatometry (DIL)9,10 in terms of the volume of simulation box 
containing the sufficient amount of molecules. In general, satisfactory 
agreement between both the macroscopic volume quantities can be found, 
especially at higher temperatures.  
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Figure 9.   The simulated (points) and experimental (lines) box volumes of 300 molecules for  
glycerol (GL) and propylene glycol (PG). 

   In particular, for GL the relative difference between the simulated volume 
data and the measured ones reaches 0.3 % at higher temperature regions and 1.4 
% at lower ones. Evidently, the larger deviations for the lower temperature 
regions are connected with the effectively very high cooling rate in MD 
simulation25 and the associated easier onset of the glass transition phenomenon. 
The onset of deviations defines the simulated glass transition temperature, Tg

MD, 
which can be related to the experimental glass transition temperature, Tg, from 
dilatometry via fragility, mg, by the following Donth relation15: 

c

DIL
gg

g

g

logφ∆

−
−=

TT
m
T

                                         (3) 

where ∆log  Φc is the difference between the simulated and experimental 
cooling rates. Table II summarizes the the dilatometric, Tg

DIL, the estimated, Tg, 
and the simulated, Tg

MD, glass transition temperatures for both the systems. 
Good agreement between the estimated and simulated values indicates that 
a linear approximation for cooling rate dependence of glass temperature is valid 
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even for the 14 orders of magnitude change in Φc , so that the simulated 
microstructures should correspond to the real physical ones as obtained with 
very rapid cooling. 
 

TABLE 2. The experimental, Tg DIL, estimated, Tg
* , and simulated, Tg

MD, glass 
temperatures for GL and PG according to Eq.3 for  ∆ log Φc = 14. The mg values from 
Beiner, M. (2001) J.Non-Cryst.Solids 279,126. 

 
System DIL

gT  mg *
gT  DIL

gT  
 K - K K 
GL 189 49 240 250 
PG 172 48 220 230 
 

The obtained static microstructures of GL and PG have been analysed by 
using the CAVA program24. On the basis of determination of the sizes 
and the number of the individual cavities Figure 10a and 10b show for 
the case of GL and PG a comparison between the mean free volume hole, 
Vh , from Eq. 1 and the mean cavity volume,Vcav, as calculated from the 
following equation26: 
 

          ∑∑=
cavmaxcav,

mincav,

icav,icav,cav

N

i

V

V
NVV                           (4)  

As can be seen, the mean cavity volumes are smaller than the mean free volume 
ones over the whole temperature range predominantly due to a large amount of 
he small cavities sampled by very small o-Ps probe (Vo-Ps = 0.64Å3). Having on 
mind that the simulated microstructures are the static ones while PALS is 
performed on the fluctuating matrix, we introduce within the framework of 
general length scale - frequency principle15 the dynamic aspect via a concept of 
the limiting cavity size.24 This is expressed by a set of curves for different 
Vcav,lim’s. As the result, a good agreement for the equilibrated liquid above TL

b1 
between both the mean free volume quantities is achieved with Vcav,lim ≈ 20 -
30Å3. The physical backround for this concept accounts for a possible blocking 
effect of some small scale mobility on a part of the total free volume 
distribution. Experimental support for this concept in terms of the secondary β 
relaxation has been reported for GL elsewhere16. In fact, from Figure 4 it 
follows that the time scale of the β process above 250K is shorter than the mean 
o-Ps lifetime so that a part of the free volume hole population is fluctuating too 
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rapidly to be accessible for the o-Ps probe localization. The finding about the 
size of Vcav,lim is consistent with other estimations as obtained by other ways27.  
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Figure 10. Mean cavity volumes, calculated from equation 4 for several cases of Vlim, together 
with the experimental mean hole volumes (points) from PALS for GL (a) and PG (b). 

 
    Figure 11 presents the integral volume distributions of all the cavities at 
several temperatures in PG. Two qualitatively different temperature regions can 
be distinguished. At lower temperatures below 260K, a continuously increasing 
integral distribution is observed which changes into a discontinuous bimodal 
one in the higher temperature region above 270K.The detailed visual inspection 
of the static cavity configurations reveals an increasing contribution of the 
larger cavities which results into the fully percolated cavities over the whole 
simulation box. This is evident from the temperature evolution of three-
dimensional cavity microstructures in GL Figure 12. Interestingly, the the 
presence of percolated cavity phenomenon from our MD + CAVA approach in 
between 260 and 270K is commensurable with the characteristic PALS 
temperature of the onset of the plateau region at TL

b2 = 265K as well as with the 
characteristic DS temperatures TB

ST and TB
SCH as mentioned above.   Moreover, 

the equality between τ3 ≡ τα at TL
b2 ≅ TB’s is observed – Figure 2 – so that for T  

<  TL
b2 the τ3 < τα relationship is valid, while for T  > TL

b2 the τ3  > τα 
relationship is found.  All these facts allow us to formulate a concept of the 
dynamic free volume facility, i.e., the presence of the static fully percolated 
cavity volume facilitates for a qualitative change in the primary α relaxation. 
Thus, according to our proposal, the crossover effects in PALS and DS data 
result from the mutual interplay between the increasing empty free space 
between particles with the progressively increasing appearance of percolating 
cavities and the associated intense cooperative rearrangements of particle 
constituents of the matrix.  
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Figure 11. Integral cavity distribution in PG for a series of temperatures exhibiting the change to 
the bimodal cavity distribution in between 250K and 270K  coinciding with TL

b2. 
 

 

5. Crossover phenomenon from a viewpoint of  the present microscopic 
models and atomistic modeling   

Finally, it is of interest to compare the explanations of the crossover 
phenomenon in the primary α relaxation properties at TB proposed so far with 
the results of our atomistic modeling studies on GL and PG. Several 
interpretations of this important aspect of the supercooled liquid dynamics in 
terms of various microscopic models have been offered in the literature. They 
are based either on a coincidence between the crossover temperature, TB, and a  
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Figure 12. Temperature evolution of th GL. Yellow color 
indicates the presence of the perc ole simulation box. 

certain characteristic temperature corresponding  the specific microscopic 
model or on the ability to mary α relaxation via the 
preceeding simple dependent relaxation, 

dy aspect of the cooperative α dynamics. The 
former group is represented by two cases: i) the characteristic free volume 
temperature, T0

CG, from the extended free volume (EFV) model22 at which the 
onset of the free volume percolation should take place or ii) the critical 
temperature, Tc

MCT, of the mode coupling theory (MCT)28 where a critical 
slowing down of the  α process should occur.   
    As for the EFV model, the relaxation time is expressed in the following 
form22 :  

          

 
300K 320K 

Vcav

e cavity microstructure in 3D space for 
olated cavity volume over the wh

 to
describe the cooperative pri

r process the so-caled primitive, i.e. in
-boafter extraction of many
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A, B and C are materials coefficients and T0
CG is the tempera

 a continuity of the liquid-like cells is attained. The closeness betwe

as been 

0

+ 0Tlog

where 
hich

ture at 
en the w

crossover temperature at TB ≅ 1.2Tg from DS data and the characteristic 
temperature T0

CG(DS) from application of Eq.5 on the DS data h
observed for a series of six van der Waals systems29. Consequently, the 
crossover at TB is interpreted as the  result of free volume percolation leading to 
the change in the primary or α dynamics. Very recently, one of us has 

STdemonstrated for the case of DEP a good coincidence between TB  from DS 
and TL

b1 from PALS with the T0
CG value determined not only from DS data 

alone T0
CG(DS) but also from the free volume ones from PALS T0

CG(PALS)13 . 
On the other hand, as mentioned above, the EFV model can describe the PALS 
data of GL and PG with a reasonable coincidence between T CG(PALS) and the 
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first bend temperature TL
b1, but not between T0

CG(PALS) and the second 
characteristic PALS temperature TL

b2 ≅ TB as indicated by atomistic modeling. 

count for both the free volume and the relaxation data simultaneously, 
with the same T0

CG(PALS) = T0
CG(DS) parameter as predicted by the EFV 

mo act, the T0
CG(DS) values  for GL (Figure 8)  and PG (not shown) are 

178.5±7K or 162±6K, being close to the respective T ’s, are not consistent with 

 the evidencies that the primitive process 

Moreover, for our hydrogen-bonded liquids GL and PG  Eqs.2 and 5 are not 
able to ac

del22. In f
g

the above-mentioned T0
CG(PALS) ones: 249±9K and 237±7K, respectively. 

Thus, the unability to describe both PALS and DS data simultaneously as well 
as the discrepancy with the results of atomistic modeling allow us to conclude 
that the EFV model appears to be irrelevant for strongly hydrogen-bonded 
glass-forming liquids such as GL and PG, at least. On the other hand, the 
validity of the EFV model for slightly hydrogen-bonded and van der Waals‘ 
systems remains to be further tested.  
   Regarding the interpretation within the mode coupling theory (I-MCT), 
althought TB ≈ Tc is often observed30,31, the predicted divergency of the α 
relaxation time is not actually observed so that the ideal version of MCT needs 
some modification. The extended mode coupling theory (E-MCT) when applied 
on a few van der Waals systems such as ortho-terphenyl, gives Tc(I-MCT) ≅ 
Tc(E-MCT)32 so that TB ≈ Tc(I-MCT) should imply an onset of the  thermally 
activated dynamics.Very recent I-MCT analysis of GL provided Tc=288K31 in 
agreement with the above-mentioned coincidence: TB

ST≅TB
SCH≅TL

b2 as well as 
close to the onset temperature of the percolated free volume from our MD and 
CAVA approach. Unfortunately, the E-MCT has not been applied so far on our 
more complicated hydrogen-bonded model systems so that the range of its 
validity remains unknown. 
   Finally, the latter class is represented by the coupling model (CM) of Ngai et 
al.33. For a series of five van der Waals liquids, the crossover at TB

ST is 
explained in terms of the large change in the heterogeneous character of the 
primary dynamics via the change in the strength of the intermolecular 
cooperativity on the preceeding primitive relaxation process from strongly 
cooperative process below TB to less cooperative one at higher temperatures34. 
In the last years, a growing amount of
may be identified with the secondary Johari-Goldstein β process has 
appeared35,36.The original set of the five compounds does not include strongly 
intermolecularly hydrogen-bonded systems34. In the case of GL, the closeness 
of the β relaxation time, τβ, as obtained from a deconvolution of the DS spectra, 
with the primitive relaxation time, τ0 , calculated from the primary α relaxation 
time, τα, via  τ0 = tc

n.τα
1-n, where n is a measure of cooperativity connected with 

the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) exponent, βKWW, by relation n = 1- 
βKWW  as well as the mutual merging of α and β processes at around 300K, 
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close to TL
b2 = 290K,37 seem to suggest some important change in the 

microstructure of the GL matrix, which may change the character of the α 
dynamics. This quasi-microscopic CM explanation together with the fact of the 
equality of the  α relaxation time, τα , and the mean o-Ps lifetime, τ3 , appears to 

w Je
e Ortho-Positronium 

Probe from Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy and its Relationships to the 
Dynamics of  Glass-Forming Systems in ARW NATO Series: 

Nonlinear Dielectric Phenomena in Complex Liquids,Kluwer, Acad.Publ., 

.  Bartoš,J., Šauša,O., Bandžuch,P., Zrubcová,J., Krištiak,J. (2002) J.Non-Cryst.Solids 
417. 

9.   ovacs, A. (1963) Adv. Polym.Sci. 3, 394.  

be qualitatively consistent with our MD and CAVA results. Thus, the onset of 
the fully percolated static free volume in the MD microstructures close to TL

b2 
might imply some significant influence on the character of the cooperative α 
dynamics. As mentioned above, one possibility may be that the transition to the 
percolated free volume facilitates the crossover from a strongly cooperative 
mobility below TB

ST to a slightly cooperative one above TB
ST together with a 

full diminishing the more local β process just above TB
ST.     
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Abstract. All polymers exhibit a breakdown of time-temperature 
superpositioning in the softening zone, where both local and global chain 
modes contribute to the measured dynamic response. This differing behavior of 
the two modes is also seen in the volume and pressure dependences of the 
respective relaxation times. Nevertheless, the superposition of local segmental 
and global chain modes can be achieved by  expressing the relaxation times as a 
function of the product of temperature, T, times specific volume, V, with the 
latter raised to a constant γ. Moreover, the value of γ is the same for the two 
modes. These experimental facts reveal that the relative contribution of 
temperature and volume is the same for the two modes, although their response 
to either variable differs; that is, while having the same functional form, the 
combined effect of T and V on the respective modes is different. 

Keywords: segmental relaxation, structural relaxation, chain modes, global motion 

1. Breakdown of Time-Temperature-Pressure Superpositioning 

It has been known for at least 40 years that polymers are thermorheologically 
complex1,2. This breakdown of time-temperature superpositioning transpires not 
only in mechanical measurements, but is also apparent in dielectric spectra3 and  
 
 
______ 
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 NMR4. Ironically, one of the most dramatic manifestations of the phenomenon 
is observed in a polyisobutylene NBS standard5. Measurements in the 1950’s on 
this very sample in laboratories around the world were instrumental in the 
development and acceptance of the idea of time-temperature superpositioning 
in polymers6. The thermorheological complexity of polymers is most evident in 
the transition zone, where the local modes change more strongly with 
temperature than do the chain modes. At temperatures sufficiently above above 
Tg, the respective T-dependences become parallel. This is seen in data on 
atactic-polypropylene in Fig. 1, obtained using several different spectroscopies. 
 

The different response to pressure of the two modes is seen in dielectric 
measurements at elevated pressure, as first shown by Floudas and coworkers7,8., 
wherein the local segmental motion has a larger activation volume. When 
combined T- and P-dependences are converted to V-dependences, the results 
are the same – a stronger variation of the segmental mode in comparison to the 
chain modes. This is illustrated in Figure 2 for polyoxybutylene9. 

 
Figure 1. Segmental relaxation times (hollow symbols) and shift factors for the terminal 
(chain) relaxation times (solid symbols) for atactic polypropylene measured by various 
spectroscopies. 
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One interesting aspect of this universal behavior of polymers is the 
absence of its recognition in most textbooks of polymers science. Commonly, 
ostensibly satisfactory master curves are shown for polystyrene or another 
polymer, along with a description of the time-temperature superposition 
principle. However, invariably there is no mention of the failure of t-T 
superpositioning whenever local and global modes both contribute (e.g., in the 
glass transition zone). This error likely arises from expectations drawn from 
theory. Both the Rouse10 and reptation11 models of polymer dynamics express 
the chain relaxation times with expressions whose only T-dependence is the 
ratio ζ/T. ζ is the local, monomeric friction coefficient, which is identified with 
the friction coefficient describing local segmental motions.  

 

 
Figure 2. Segmental (crosses) and normal mode (circles) dielectric relaxation times for 
polyoxybutylene versus the specific volume. The τ for the segmental process have been shifted 
vertically to superpose at long times with the global relaxation times.  

The fallacy of master curves that span the viscoelastic spectrum from 
the glassy zone to the terminal flow regime is demonstrated in Figure 3, 
showing an ostensibly accurate master curve for high molecular weight 
1,4-polyisoprene. Due to the paucity of data points in the transition zone, 
the various isotherms appear to superpose. However, as seen in the inset, 
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there is a marked change in the shape of the loss tangent in the transition 

zone, revealing the thermorheological complexity. 

 
Figure 3. Master curve of the mechanical storage and loss moduli for 1,4-polyisoprene (Mw=500 
kg/mol). The inset shows the loss tangent in the transition zone, where thermorheological 
complexity is evident.  

 

2. Scaling of Relaxation Times 

 
 
The local segmental relaxation times of polymers (and correspondingly the 
structural or α-relaxation times of molecular liquids) superpose when plotted 
versus TVγ, where γ is a material constant12, ,13 14. The scaling exponent γ is 
usually determined empirically by shifting τ measured under isothermal and/or 
isobaric conditions. It can also be calculated from PVT measurements using the 
relation γ=-T/ατ, where ατ is the volume expansion coefficient at constant τ. 
With some assumptions γ ~ γG

15,16, where γG is the Grüneisen parameter 
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quantifying the anharmonicity of the vibrational motions. This TVγ scaling is 
illustrated in Figure 4 for polyoxybutylene17. 

 
Figure 4. Dielectric relaxation times for the local segmental (squares) and normal mode (circles
processes in polyoxybutylene as a function of the product TVγ with γ=2.65.. Vertical shifting o
the former to superpose at long times evidences the differing dependences on the scaled data.  

The successful TVγ scaling of local segmental relaxation times raises the 
question of the behavior of the global motions: Do the relaxation times for the 
chain modes scale in the same fashion, and if so, what is the value of the scaling 
exponent? For polymers having a dipole moment parallel to the chain, these 
global dynamics are reflected in the dielectric normal mode, which is sensitive 
to the chain end-to-end vector. Included in Fig. 4 are the normal mode 
relaxation times measured for the polyoxybutylene. Note that these do indeed 
superimpose when plotted versus TVγ; moreover, the value of γ is the same for 
both relaxation modes. This surprising result appears to be generally valid, 
having been found as well for polypropylene glycol and 1,4-polyisoprene14,18. 
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3. Reconciling the Dynamics of the Local and Global Modes 

The fact that the segmental and chain modes, which have different T, P, and V 
dependences, both superimpose when expressed as a function of the TVγ using 
the same value of γ deserves further consideration. In Fig. 4 the segmental 
relaxations times have been shifted vertically to superimpose at longer τ with 
the normal mode relaxation times. It is seen for polyoxybutylene (and also for 
polypropylene glycol and 1,4-polyisoprene14,18) that there is a larger change in 
the segmental dynamics with change in TVγ than in the chain dynamics. This 
greater TVγ-sensitivity mirrors the former’s stronger T, P, and V-dependences. 

Since the exponent γ reflects the contribution of volume relative to that 
from temperature to the dynamics, we can conclude that the relative effect of 
these two variables is the same for the two relaxation modes. However, this 
does not mean that the combined effect of V and T are the same; clearly, 
changes in T and V exert a stronger influence on the segmental dynamics. It is 
only that the apportionment of τ variations to V and T is the same for segmental 
relaxation as for the chain motions.  

While the relaxation times for the local and the chain modeds are 
functions of the same variable TVγ with the same γ, the functions per se are not 
the same. What can be said about the nature of the respective functions? 
According to the coupling model19, ,20 21, measured properties such as the 
relaxation times for local segmental and chain motions are related to a primitive 
friction coefficient, ζ0 (primitive in that it is strictly non-cooperative 
intermolecularly). The characteristics of this primitive process, which serves as 
a precursor to the glass transition, suggests identification with the Johari-
Goldstein secondary relaxation22. The friction factor underlying the motions in 
dense phase are related to ζ0 by the fundamental equation of the coupling 
model, 1/

0~ βζ ζ , where β is the Kohlrausch exponent describing the breadth of 
the relaxation function. This breadth is larger for local segmental motion than 
for the chain dynamics (since intermolecular cooperativity is stronger for the 
former).; thus, any T,P, or V dependences of ζ0 are amplified nonlinearly to a 
greater degree for the local segmental modes. This accounts for the stronger 
dependences on these variables of the local segmental relaxation times.  

Implicit in this discussion is that ζ0 must be a function of TVγ. This 
follows from the experimental fact that τ is a function of TVγ, provided β is 
constant over the range of τ under consideration. 
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4. Summary 

The global dynamics is less sensitive to thermodynamic variables such as 
temperature, pressure, and volume than is the local segmental dynamics. 
This is a consequence of their different friction factors. Nevertheless, 
relaxation times for both processes can be superimposed when plotted as a 
function of TVγ, where the material constant γ is the same two modes. These 
seemingly contradictory results can be understood through consideration of 
the underlying, non-cooperative dynamics, which is expected to conform to 
the same TVγ scaling. This non-cooperative motion, which can be identified 
with the Johari-Goldstein relaxation, can be quantitatively related to the 
measured dynamic properties through application of the coupling model.  
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Abstract- From new results for the equation of state of dibutylphthalate in 
combination with previously reported dielectric relaxation data, an analysis of 
the volume contribution to the dynamics was carried out for this fragile glass-
former (m =84). We find that the ratio of the isochoric and isobaric fragilities 
equals 0.75, the largest found to date for any molecular van der Waals liquids, 
reflecting a strong temperature effect, consistent with the large fragility. The 
relaxation times superpose when plotted versus temperature times the specific 
volume raised to the 3.2 power. This is a somewhat larger value of the exponent 
than expected based on the fragility of DBP. The implication is that for 
molecular glass-formers, the classical Lennard-Jones repulsive potential may 
represent the limit for fragile liquids.

P

Keywords: glass transition, pressure dependence, structural relaxation. 

 

1. Introduction 

Although the art of glass-making dates to ancient times and glasses are part of  
everyday life, efforts to understand the phenomenon at the molecular level continue 
unabated. The most spectacular change, and thus a primary focus of research, is the 
dramatic slowing down (by more than 14 decades) of molecular motions in a liquid 
during vitrification, which transpires without change in molecular arrangement and only 
modest (a few percent) changes in thermodynamic parameters such as T and V. The 
lack of any signature of the glass transition means that without a temporal reference, the 
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molecular motions of a glass cannot be differentiated from those of the corresponding 
supercooled liquid. In light of this, much of the effort to understand the glass transition 
is devoted to finding correlations of the dynamics with other physical properties. 
In here we report some new data for dibutylphthalate (DBP) and briefly review some 
results from the study of small molecular glass formers under high pressure.  

2. Fragility and scaling 

A popular metric for classifying the structural dynamics is the parameter m, 
referred to as the steepness index or the fragility1,2

    ( )
( )
log

g
g T T

x
m

T T
=

∂
=

∂
    (1) 

Here Tg is the glass transition temperature, often defined as τ(Tg)=100s, and x can be the 
viscosity or a relaxation time τ, with the latter measured by dielectric spectroscopy, 
photon correlation, neutron scattering, Brillouin scattering or other experimental 
techniques. The fragility varies among small molecules and polymers in the range 35 ≤ 
m ≤ 214,3, , , ,4 5 6 7 indicating the drastic differences in dynamics among different materials. 
The fragility has been shown to depend on pressure, generally decreasing with 
increasing pressure,8 apart for cases in which hydrogen bonds are presents. Using the 
equation of state (EOS) it is possible to calculate the fragility for isochoric conditions 
(mV). The ratio of mV with the (more usual) isobaric fragility determined at atmospheric 
pressure (mP) gives a direct measure of the relative importance of volume to the 
dynamics at atmospheric pressure. If τ is a unique function of volume, then mV=0 (no 
change of τ at constant V); conversely, mV=mP if τ depends only on T. Of course, it 
follows that 0 V Pm m≤ ≤ . 
The isochoric fragility mV can be determined from mP using the relation9,10  
   ( )1P V Pm m Tγα= + g

    (2) 

where αP is the isobaric volume expansion coefficient and γ is a material constant, 
obtained from the scaling relation 
   ( ) ( ),T V TV γτ = ℑ     (3) 

The superposition of relaxation times when expressed as a function of TVγ has been 
verified for many glass-formers from dielectric relaxation and other measurements.9-17

 

3. Results for DBP 

For the case of DBP using published dielectric relaxation times18 and new data on the 
EOS it is possible to determine the volume dependence of the relaxation time (fig.1)  
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Figure 1. Dielectric relaxation time for DBP versus specific volume. The τ data are from 
reference 18. 
 
and the relative importance of temperature and volume for the dynamics.  From Fig.1 it 
is evident that the dynamics of DBP is far from being a unique function of V. The 
relative dependence on T and V is also in this case well represented by the scaling 
(eq.(3)). In figure 1, the τ(T,V) data fall all in a master curve when plotted versus the 
scaling variable TVγ for γ=3.2. The value of γ is the smallest value found so far for small 
molecular glass formers without hydrogen bonds. 
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Figure 2.  Dielectric relaxation times at P=0.1MPa (atmospheric pressure) and 3 fixed 
temperatures for DBP versus the product TVγ.  
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From the data at atmospheric pressure, we determined the isochoric fragility 
mP=83.8 and Tg=177.4K. Knowing the isobaric fragility and the isobaric expansion 
coefficient αP=5.78×10-4C-1, using equation (2) it is possible to calculate the ratio of the 
isobaric and isochoric fragility mV/mP=0.75 and the isochoric fragility, mV= 63.1. The 
large ratio mV/mP indicates that temperature plays a more important role than volume in 
the dynamics. For small molecule glass formers without hydrogen bonds the values of 
mV/mP have been found in the range 0.38 0.64V Pm m≤ ≤ ;19 therefore, the value found 
for DBP is larger than any other found so far. This unusually large value of the ratio 
mV/mP correlates well with the rather small value of γ.  
From data on various materials, including molecular and polymeric glass-formers, a 
correlation was found between mV and mP: mP=(33±4)+(0.92±0.05)mV [20,21]. An 
important consequence of this correlation is that large mP is associated with large ratios 
of mV/mP; thus, temperature exerts a stronger relative effect on more fragile materials. 

In figure 3 we report the isobaric versus isochoric fragility for 34 materials 
including DBP. The results or DBP seems to agree with the general correlation found 
previously however, the value of mP is smaller than that observed for other materials 
having comparable mV (or larger mV for comparable mP). 
Finally we tested the correlation between the parameter γ and the isochoric fragility, by 
plotting (fig.4) γ versus the inverse isochoric fragility for DBP and comparing with the 
values found previously for other molecular glass formers. While in general mV 
decreases with increasing γ, DHIQ and PC are outliers.  
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Figure 3.  Isobaric fragility mP (at atmospheric pressure) vs isochoric fragility mV for 33 
materials (in order of increasing mV)[20] 
 
The implication is that for molecular glass-formers, γ~4 is a lower limit, rather than 
γ=0. This result deserves further investigation on other fragile liquids. 
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The dependence of the relaxation time for DBP on volume and temperature 
shows some interesting features distinguishing it from other materials. The high 
isobaric fragility is associated with a high isochoric fragility; however, the value of mV 
is somewhat higher than expected from the correlation between mV and mP established 
for most glass-formers (solid line in fig.4). This implies that volume has a less 
important role than expected for this fragile material. The importance of volume is also 
reflected in the value of γ, which is large in comparison to the scaling exponents found 
for comparably fragile materials (i.e., polymers and associated liquids [19]). But there is 
an important difference: for polymers, the small values of γ is due to the large fraction 
of intramolecular bonds, which are insensitive to pressure, thus minimizing the effect of 
V [22]. On the other hand, for a simple molecule like DBP, the small magnitude of γ  
reflects directly the nature of the intermolecular interactions. 

The idea of using eq(3) to analyze relaxation times arose from the notion that 
for local dynamics, the intermolecular potential could be approximated by an inverse 
repulsive power law.13,23 Such a potential is most appropriate for spherically symmetric 
molecules with a dominant repulsive part, with the scaling exponent γ then interpreted 
in terms of the exponent 3γ of the inverse power law potential. Certainly, molecular 
glass-formers lacking hydrogen bonds most closely approximate this ideal case. We 
find in figure 5 that the limiting value of γ approaches the value for the classical 
Lennard-Jones potential, 3γ = 12. 
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Figure 4. Parameter γ vs the inverse isochoric fragility for 12 amorphous materials. The small-
molecule glass-formers (in order of increasing mV) are: PCB62, BMMPC, BMPC, PCB54, 
PCB42, KDE, salol, PDE, OTP, PC, DBP and DHIQ. The dashed line is a linear fit of all data 
including polymers [ref. 20], while the solid line is a guide to the eye for the behavior of 
molecular glass-formers.  
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4. Summary 

From PVT measurements on DBP in combination with previously published dielectric 
relaxation times, the relative contributions of temperature and volume (density) to the 
T-dependence of the structural relaxation dynamics were quantified. The ratio of the 
isochoric and isobaric activation enthalpies = 0.75, which is the highest value of mV/mP 
found to date for molecular glass-formers absent hydrogen bonding. Since DBP is not 
the most fragile molecular glass-former, this large value is somewhat at odds with the 
observation that a large mV/mP ratio corresponds to large mP (or large mV is associated 
with large mP). The value of mV, however, is somewhat larger than expected from the 
general correlation between mV and mP. This means that volume plays a less significant 
role than expected from correlations of these quantities.   

The relaxation times are found to superpose onto a master curve when plotted 
as a function of TV3.2. This exponent is larger than anticipated from the assumption that 
γ is inversely proportional to mV (dotted line in fig.5). The suggestion is that for 
molecular glass-formers, γ tends to a limiting value ~4 for large mV; further work is 
needed to confirm this. Assuming the exponent γ reflects the nature of the 
intermolecular repulsive potential, this limiting value of the exponent corresponds to the 
repulsive term in the classical Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential. Smaller values of γ have 
been found but only for polymers and hydrogen-bonded liquids.    
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Abstract. Dielectric relaxation measurements have been performed to study 
effect of the molecular structure on the primary and secondary relaxations in 
two materials with very similar structure: diisooctyl phthalate (DIOP) and 
diisooctyl maleate (DIOM). The dielectric spectra were measured over ten 
decades of frequency and a broad range of temperature. The results show that 
the temperature dependence of the α - relaxation times cannot be described by a 
single Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann equation and  the temperature dependence of 
the β - relaxation times in the glassy state obey the Arrhenius law with different 
activation energies, i.e. EA/k= 4231 K and EA/k=2917 K for DIOP and DIOM, 
respectively. Moreover, third relaxation process visible as an excess wing of the 
high frequency part of the α loss peak was identified in dielectric spectra of 
DIOM. 
 
  Keywords: Glass transition, dielectric spectroscopy, high pressures. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

It is well known fact that almost every liquid can be supercooled or 
suppressed below melting point avoiding crystallization. However rate of 
cooling or pressurizing required to form glassy state depend strongly on the 
molecular structure of a material. Even within family of substances with small 
differences in the structure very pronounced differences in relaxation and 
transport properties are often observed.  Consequently, it means that not only 
thermodynamic variables but also structure and molecular weight are important 
in understanding molecular dynamics of the liquids. This situation is clearly 
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visible in many different classes of materials: polyalcohols1,2, polymers3, ,4 5, 
liquid crystals6. 

Very recently, the influence of the molecular structure difference on 
molecular dynamics was also examined in phthalates. This class of materials is 
particularly interesting because it includes a large number of representatives 
exhibiting various relaxation processes. Moreover phthalates are usually good 
glass-formers, i.e. they can be easily supercooled or superpressed7. Due to the 
fact that these materials posses strong permanent dipole moment it makes them 
very convenient systems for broadband dielectric measurements8.  

The slowest and the most prominent relaxation process observed in the 
dielectric spectra of supercooled phthalates is the α process. This process is 
associated with the relaxation of the liquid structure and is observed as 
asymmetric and broad peak in relaxation spectra, moving with decreasing 
temperature or increasing pressure toward lower frequencies. Temperature 
dependence of the α – relaxation times is often described by the Vogel – 
Fulcher – Tamman (VFT) relation: 

       exp
0

0

TT
DT
−

= ∞ττ     (1) 

where D is strength parameter and T0 is identified with the temperature of the 
ideal glass transition. 
The shape of the α process is usually described by the Kohlrausch-Williams-
Watts (KWW) fractional exponential function, φ(t)=exp[-(t/τα)1-n], used to fit 
the dielectric loss peak by the one sided Fourier transform, 

∫
∞

−∆=
0

)/)(sin()(" dtdtdt φωεωε                (2)  

As the main relaxation process moves to the lower frequencies, next relaxation 
process emerges few decades above the maximum of the α relaxation. This 
relaxation is called secondary or β process. It appears in the vicinity of the 
glass transition (about 1.2Tg). The relaxation peak of the β process has broad 
and symmetric shape, and its relaxation strength is relatively small in 
comparison to the α – process. The temperature dependence of the β – 
relaxation times under Tg obeys the Arrhenius law: 

                              ( )TkE Bexp0ττ β =                          (3) 
However, very recently Dyre and Olsen claimed that the temperature 

dependence of the β – relaxation times of tri-propylene glycol exhibit the 
minimum in the vicinity of the glass transition. Their observation was 
confirmed by measurements under high pressure9,10.  

Although temperature dependence of the secondary relaxation times in 
various glass formers obey the same pattern of behavior below Tg (i.e. the 
Arrhenius law) the molecular mechanisms underlying this process can be 
different for various glasses. In some materials the specific motion of some part 
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of the molecules contributes to the secondary relaxation, thus, it has 
intramolecular character. In other, the β process is due to the local motion of 
essentially the entire molecule 11 . Such type of secondary relaxation has 
intermolecular character and was recently classified as the Johari-Goldstein (JG) 
relaxation. In addition it was shown that there is also quite large number of 
materials which have more than one secondary process. In some cases they can 
be identified in dielectric spectra only under specific thermodynamic conditions 
(e.g. at elevated pressure or after aging)12. 

Above mentioned types of secondary processes exist in phthalates and 
they physical properties strongly depend on the molecular structure. For 
example, both JG and the non-JG type of β relaxation are observed in dioctyl 
phthalate (DOP) whereas only non-JG relaxation can be identified in isomer of 
DOP, i.e. in diisooctyl phthalate (DIOP). On the other hand, in DOP the 
minimum of the temperature dependence of the non-JG – relaxation times is 
observed and in DIOP minimum does not exist 13 . Activation energy and 
strength of the non-JG relaxation process is also markedly different in these two 
materials although temperature behavior of the primary relaxations is almost the 
same. In order to deeper our knowledge about the vitrification process it is also 
important to study more thoroughly connection between changes in structure of 
the molecules and behavior of relaxation processes. 

The main goal of this paper is to compare some features of the α and β 
relaxation in two structurally similar materials Diisooctyl Phthalate and 
Diisooctyl Maleate (DIOM). They have the same alkyl chains whereas there is 
no phenyl ring in DIOM (see structure in Fig. 2). 

 
2. Experimental 

Diisooctyl phthalate (99.5%) was supplied by Aldrich Chemicals and used 
as purchased. DIOM was synthesized in Institute of Chemistry, University of 
Silesia. The molecular structures of both samples are displayed in inset to Fig. 
2. From temperature dependence of the α-relaxation we have determined the 
Tg(τα=100s) which is equal to  191K and 171K for DIOP and DIOM, 
respectively. 

The temperature-dependent dielectric measurements were carried out using 
the experimental set-up made by Novocontrol GmbH. This system was 
equipped with a Novo-Control GMBH Alpha dielectric spectrometer (10-2-107 

Hz) and Agilent 4291B impedance analyzer (106-1.8×109 Hz) for measurement 
of the complex dielectric permittivity ( ) ( ) ( )ωεωεωε '''* i−= . The sample was 
placed in a parallel plate cell (diameter 15 mm, gap 0.05 mm – Alpha, diameter 
5 mm, gap 0.1 mm - Agilent). The temperature was controlled using a nitrogen-
gas cryostat, with temperature stabilization better than 0.1 K. 
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3. Results and discussion 

Representative dielectric loss spectra of DIOM at various temperatures 
from 123 up to 312 K are shown in Fig. 1. At higher temperatures, only the α 
relaxation peak and dc conductivity are observed. As temperature is decreased, 
the β relaxation peak starts to emerge in dielectric spectra.    

Figure 2 shows the dielectric loss for DIOP measured at T = 223K, 
208K and 196K as well as spectra for DIOM at T = 206K, 191K and 179K. In 
Fig. 2 we compare spectra with almost the same α – relaxation time. In addition 
the data have been scaled with the α relaxation peak amplitude of DIOM in 
order to facilitate comparisons of the loss processes. Although shapes of the α 
processes are the same for both liquids it is clearly visible that there is a large 
variation of the relative position and strength of the secondary processes. In 
DIOP relative distance between the two relaxations is smaller than in DIOM, 
however, amplitude of β peak is much greater. It is similar behavior as in the 
case of DOP. In addition we also observe marked difference in temperature 
behavior of the α - relaxation times between DIOM and DIOP. 
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Figure 1. The selected dielectric loss spectra for DIOM at different temperatures. 
 

To determine the temperature dependence of the relaxation time for each 
processes, we analyzed the spectra using a Cole-Cole14 relaxation function to 
describe the secondary peak, and a Havriliak-Negami15 function for the primary 
relaxation. At lower temperatures, where only the high-frequency side of the α 
peak is present in dielectric spectra, a power law function ( ) was used γ

αε −∝ f"
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to describe the α relaxation. The relaxation times for both processes, determined 
from the frequency of the peak maximum (τ=1/2πfmax), are presented in Fig. 3. 
At first sight it is visible that the temperature dependence of the secondary 
relaxation times starts to deviate from simple Arrhenius behavior in the vicinity 
of Tg for DIOP and DIOM. 
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Figure 2. A comparison of the dielectric loss spectra obtained from isobaric measurements for 
DIOP and DIOM. The data for DIOP was slightly vertically shifted to achieve superimposition. 
The chemical structures of studied substances are depicted. 
 

Since both glass temperatures and temperature dependences of the 
relaxation times are different for both materials (see Table 1) we present data 
from main part of Fig 3 in the lower inset as Tg-normalized Arrhenius plot. It is 
a common approach to classify the temperature behavior of α-relaxation times, 
especially to quantifying the degree of departure from the Arrhenius 
dependence. This classification scheme has been proposed by Angel18, who also 
proposed term “fragility plot”. According to “fragility” classification, strong 
materials are those having a nearly Arrhenius dependence of relaxation times 
on Tg/T plot, whereas for fragile materials relaxation times strongly depend on 
the normalized temperature variable. Quantitatively, fragility is expressed by 
steepness index m = dlogτ(Tg)/d(Tg/T))p. In the case of examined materials 
fragility of DIOM is smaller than DIOP (mDIOM<mDIOP) although both liquids 
can be classified as the “fragile materials”. It is also visible that temperature 
dependences of the secondary relaxation times below Tg are slightly different. 
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They were parameterized by Arrhenius law (3). Estimated activation energy EA 
for DIOP is, greater than for DIOM (see Table 1).    
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Figure 3. Arrhenius plot of the α- and β- relaxation times for DIOM (solid points) and DIOP 
(empty points) (solid and dashed lines and curves represent fit by the VFT and activation law). 
Lower inset present the same data rescaled to glass temperature Tg. Upper inset show Stickel plot 
of the data. 

 
Analyzing the behavior of the α – relaxation times it turned out that the 

temperature dependence of τα cannot be described by means of only one VFT 
law (1) in the whole temperature range.  Systematic deviations of the 
temperature dependence of relaxation times from the VFT behavior are 
observed at T>1.37Tg and T>1.51Tg for DIOP and DIOM, respectively. By use 
of a model-independent derivative operator introduced by Stickel and 
coworkers 19  ( )( ) ( )[ ] 2

1
/1000/log −= TddT τφ  we find that the high-temperature 

region of the temperature dependence of the α – relaxation times is described by 
a second VFT law (see upper inset in Fig. 3). The transition between these 
different temperatures dependencies (point of intersection of two straight lines 
with finite slope on the Stickel plot, obtained from the VFT1 and VFT2) defines 
a crossover temperature TB>Tg. From analysis of the relaxation data for 
different glassforming liquids Novikov and Sokolov20 noted that relaxation time 
at TB is almost a universal constant, equal 10-6.5±0.5 s. However, there are a 
number of materials, for which the relaxation time corresponding to the change 
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of dynamics is significantly different from 10-6.5±0.5s21. It is worth to emphasize 
that in propylene carbonate temperature and pressure behavior of α – relaxation 
times, in combination with PVT data, reveal that the change in dynamics 
occurring above Tg arises when the liquid acquire a given degree of mobility 
(reflected in the given value of relaxation time), independent of the particular 
combination of T, P and V22. In the case of studied herein materials we found 
that the temperatures TB are nearly the same. 

Due to a better separation of α and β processes as well as lower 
amplitude of the secondary relaxation in DIOM we also analyze dielectric loss 
spectra to check if the excess wing (EW observed previously in DOP) can be 
revealed in this material. Excess wing is manifested as an extra contribution on 
the high-frequency side of the α relaxation peak. The origin of the EW is one of 
the most disputed aspects of the glass transition dynamics. Early works 
considered the EW to be an inherent part of the main relaxation. On the other 
hand, in some liquids the EW can be transformed into a flank of a nascent peak 
by physical aging23, ,24  or by high pressure25. Such results indicate that the EW 
may be a submerged relaxation process..  

A theoretical tool for prediction the JG relaxation times τJG comes from 
the coupling model (CM) by Ngai . According to this model the JG relaxation 
time can be calculated as  

(4),                                                                          1 nn
cJG t −= αττ  

where tc (≈2ps for molecular liquids) is a crossover time from primitive to 
cooperative relaxation and (1-n= βKWW) is the KWW stretch exponent. The CM 
provides particularly interesting results in the case of liquids revealing the EW 
in the dielectric loss spectra. It turns out that the value of predicted τJG 
correspond to the frequency range of the EW26. This finding supports the notion 
that the EW is a JG relaxation but hardly to observe as separate peak due to 
overlap of the close laying α peak.  

Four representative dielectric loss spectra are shown in inset of the 
Fig.4, one measured at  Tg and other three at lower temperatures. In the figure 4 
the KWW fit, with βKWW = 0.62 is also depicted (solid line). From the spectra 
depicted in the inset no EW is clearly evident. However, some deviation from 
the KWW power law can be noted in the high frequency flank of the α process. 
In the main part of the figure we show a master curve, constructed by shifting 
along the abscissa the three lower temperature spectra. In this representation the 
data provides a strong suggestion of the presence of an excess wing. Moreover, 
the JG relaxation time (indicated by arrow) which was calculated by equation (4) 
for the estimated value of βKWW lies in the area of the EW. 
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Figure 4. Dielectric loss spectra for DIOM at the four indicated temperatures in the vicinity of Tg 
after shifting in frequency to superimpose the high frequency flank of the main relaxation. The 
solid curve is a KWW function with 1-β =0.38. In the inset are showed the same spectra  before 
superpositioning. 
 
From these results, we conclude that the EW in DIOM could be a submerged 
JG peak. On the other hand, the fact that the EW cannot be identified in the 
dielectric loss spectra of DIOP can be a consequence of the proximity between 
α and β peaks. 

TABLE 1. The values of the characteristic parameters for studied compounds. 

Name of material Tg [K] TB [K] log τ(TB) m EA/k [K] 
DIOP 191 261 -7.91 69 4231±25

DIOM 171 257.8 -8.26 65 2917±50

 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

We analyzed the relaxation dynamics in materials with similar 
molecular structure. They have the same alkyl chains whereas there is no 
phenyl ring in DIOM. The difference in the structure influences on glass 
transition temperature, fragility, activation energy of the β – relaxation times, 
the position and the amplitude of the β peak. On the other hand, the difference 
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in the structure of studied molecules does not influence the shape parameters of 
the primary relaxation process. Absence of the phenyl ring in DIOM molecule 
causes better separation between α and β peaks and lowering of amplitude of 
the secondary peak. Moreover, changes into the molecular structure enables the 
observation of the excess wing on the high frequency shoulder of the primary 
relaxation peak in the vicinity of Tg. Based on the CM we estimated position of 
the JG relaxation times which lies in the area of the EW. It suggests that the 
EW could be a submerged JG - relaxation peak.  
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Abstract. Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) studies for a remarkable 
temperature range (230 K) in a supercooled orientationally disordered phase 
given rise to an orientational glass have been performed in mixed crystal 
formed between NPG ((CH3)2C(CH2OH)2) and NPA ((CH3)3C(CH2OH)) 
compounds. The α-relaxation slows down and the width of the dielectric 
spectra becomes broader with decreasing temperature without any additional 
relaxation process, making easy the fitting procedure of the relaxation loss 
spectra. The existence of three dynamic domains is made evident: For the high-
temperature region the relaxation time obeys an Arrhenius behaviour, while 
when decreasing temperature two crossover temperatures define the 
temperature intervals for which two different VFT regimes are clearly visible. 
The shape parameters α and α·β according to the fit of HN function have been 
determined. Approaching Tg, the common feature of many structural glass-
forming materials (decrease of the shape parameters with temperature) is found, 
indicating the strong deviation from the Debye behaviour. Both parameters 
seem to reach the claimed universal value of 0.5. 
According to MCT theory, the temperature dependence of the relaxation time 
seems to validate the general trend given by the MCT equation. But a fine-
tuning reveals the existence of three different regimes governed by 3 different 
exponents γ. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
1.1.   GLASS TRANSITION AND STRUCTURAL GLASSES 
 
By cooling a liquid fast enough to prevent crystallization; it could result in a 
supercooled metastable liquid in which the material retains its local structure. 
Subsequent cooling ultimately forces the system to freeze-in a disordered state 
to become a nonequilibrium state in a thermodynamic sense which corresponds 
to the nonergodic state of the ergodic liquid; such a nonergodic state is related 
to a system for which some property is time-dependent and is often referred to 
as structural glass (SG) or liquid glass. This state and, more particularly, the 
microscopic description of the precursor cooperative mechanisms which 
originate at the high-temperature domain in the low time-scale (picoseconds to 
nanoseconds), i.e., far above the glass transition temperature Tg, for which the 
time-scale is assumed to be around 100 s, is an old and unresolved question in 
the field of condensed matter of physics 1,2.  

The dynamics describing the liquid, the supercooled liquid and the 
structural glass involves generally a characteristic bimodal distribution of 
relaxation time, as shown by means of dielectric spectroscopy. The low-
frequency peak originates from the collective or correlated dynamics of the α-
process involving many molecules. The high-frequency peak is attributed to 
localized diffusion and is commonly referred as the Johari-Goldstein relaxation3 

or β-process and it has been shown that these secondary relaxation exists even 
in many rigid molecular glassformers without any intramolecular degree of 
freedom. It is now commonly suspected, mainly from many theoretical and 
numerical results, the potential role of the Johari-Goldstein relaxation (non-
cooperative process) on the cooperative α-process, responsible of the 
vitrification 4-18.  

Nevertheless, a different point of view has been also proposed in which 
the β-process is the noncooperative motion and the α process the cooperative 
motion of a group of atoms 19-23. 
 
 
1.2.   ORIENTATIONAL GLASSES 
 
An open question is the extent to which the loss of periodicity when going from 
an ideal crystal to a true structural glass, controls the microscopic dynamics and 
gives rise to the variety of phenomena characteristic of glasses. To shed some 
light onto these aspects, particularly concerning the issue of how orientational 
and translational disorder can control the dynamics of the vitrification process, 
the study of systems displaying exclusively one type of disorder should be 
considered as the simplest way.  
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There is a kind of molecular materials for which reorientational motions 
of the molecules in solid crystalline state could occur. The molecules forming 
such materials are usually globular in shape, a fact that provides little steric 
hindrance for reorientationl freedom. These compounds are known as plastic 
crystals as well as Orientational Disordered Crystals (ODIC for short) and the 
solid state or phase which presents this orientational disorder can be denoted as 
an OD-state. For such an state, the molecular centres of mass display long-
range translational order, but the molecules are dynamically disordered in 
orientation.  

The OD-state can be supercooled fast enough to prevent phase 
transformations to the low-temperature ordered crystalline state, resulting in a 
supercooled metastable OD-state in which the material retains the characteristic 
orientational disorder and the regular lattice of the stable OD-state. In the same 
way as for structural glasses, subsequent cooling ultimately forces the system to 
freeze-in an orientational disordered state as well as crystalline state which was 
referred to as a glassy state24 or as an orientational glass (OG) 25 since only the 
orientational degrees of freedom are frozen-in. ODIC are often considered as 
model systems for structural glass formers and much simpler to treat in 
theoretical and simulation approaches to the glassy state.  

From a dynamic point of view, the dielectric spectra are dominated by the 
α-relaxation process like in structural glasses. Because of the presence of a 
long-range translational order, such orientationally disordered crystals offer the 
possibility of a fully analytical treatment for a number of static and dynamical 
properties also considered as being characteristic of the glassy state, such as the 
softening of the elastic constants due to orientational disorder, the frequency 
dependence of the sound velocity and the well-known anomalies in the 
dielectric behaviour seen in most glasses26.  

The ideal material to be studied would appear when for the same 
molecular system different phases can show glassy behaviour, in a close 
temperature domain, one phase retaining the long-range translational order and 
the other not.  Unfortunately, there is only a limited number of experimental 
studies in orientational glasses which can be supercooled without special 
experimental conditions giving rise to different glassy states emerging from the 
supercooled liquid (structural glass) or from the supercooled orientationally 
disordered phase (orientational glass), the ethanol being one of the best 
examples27-39. 
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Figure 1. Relaxation time of α-, β- and γ-processes in an Arrhenius plot. The solid line 
corresponds to the VFT-fitting of the α-relaxation data in phase I (open circles and solid-grey 
circles) and the dotted-line corresponds to the Brands’ VFT-fitting according to Brand et al. 44. 
The dot–dashed and dashed lines are fits of β-relaxation data (solid triangles) and γ-relaxation 
data (solid diamonds), respectively, both in phase II, according to Arrhenius behaviour. The inset 
shows the typical dielectric loss spectra measured in supercooled phase I (A) and in phase II (B) 
at 183.15 K (from Puertas et al.41). 
 
 

Unfortunately, there are only a few experimental papers until now that 
report results concerning the α and β processes in ODICs. Phase I of 
Cyclooctanol40-46 is a typical representative of orientationally disordered phases 
showing the occurrence of both processes, in addition to a γ process. These 
secondary relaxation phenomena have been attributed to the different 
conformations of the molecular three-dimensional-shapes of the C-octagon and 
to the equatorial and axial conformations of the OH-group, much faster than the 
conformational changes of the C-octagon. Moreover, cyclooctanol displays a 
low-temperature phase (phase II) for which β and γ processes are also present, 
providing then a unique possibility to “follow” such processes for a large 
temperature domain (see Figure 1).  In comparison with earlier works on 
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cyclooctanol42-46, the recently published by Puertas et al.41 provides additional 
data in the temperature gap 205–240 K for the supercooled phase I and, the 
most important, new data relating to the primary β-like process in phase II, 
which is followed for the whole temperature range of existence as a stable or 
possibly supercooled state. 
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Figure 2. (a) Specific-heat as a function of temperature for the orientational glass phase (OG), 
orientationally disordered supercooled phase (ODm), orientationally disordered phase (OD) and 
liquid phase. (b) Breakdown of the slope of the simple cubic lattice parameter as a function of 
temperature at the glass transition. Both figures are for cyclooctanol. 
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Figure 3. α-Relaxation dielectric loss peak of phase I of cycloheptanol for several temperatures. 
The lower inset shows the dielectric loss of phase II after annealing at 233 K of the spectra shown 
in the inset at the top. The lines are fits using CD-function (from Puertas et al.48). 
 

 
The use of different experimental techniques in the analysis of the 

glass transition, as calorimetry and X-ray powder diffraction could 
provide close glass transition temperatures, but in both cases, it was not 
possible to bypass the concomitant irreversible transition from the 
supercooled OD phase to the low-temperature ordered phase. Figure 2 
reveals such a transition by using the aforementioned techniques. 

Another well-known representative of a molecular compound displaying 
orientationatinally disordered phases is cycloheptanol as firstly demonstrated by 
Adachi et al. 45. This compound shows two orientationally disordered phases (I 
and II) and the dielectric relaxation phenomena have been well analysed.46,48  
Figure 3 shows some characteristic dielectric loss spectra of the complex 
dielectric permittivity corresponding to the α -relaxation peaks in phases I and 
II. For phase II, dielectric spectra were obtained after annealing the sample (in 
which coexistence of phase I and II was present) for 24 h. 

The relaxation time as a function of temperature for both phases I and II 
(empty circles and full diamonds, respectively) obtained from CD-fits, are 
shown as an Arrhenius plot in Figure 4. The behaviour of the α-relaxation time 
of phase I against temperature (Figure 4) seems to be well described by means 
of the phenomenological Vogel–Fulcher–Tamann (VFT) law 
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Figure 4. α-Relaxation time for phases I (empty circles) and II (full diamonds) of cycloheptanol 
in an Arrhenius plot. The lines correspond to the VFT-fitting of the α-relaxation data in phase I 
and to the Arrhenius fitting for phase II.  The inset shows the typical Angell’s plot for the α-
relaxation in phases I and II with the fragility index (from Puertas et al.48). 
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1.3.   MIXED CRYSTALS 
 

In spite of the studies performed on these cyclic molecules two 
experimental problems, concomitant with the way to obtain the orientational 
glass appear. On the one hand, a fast cooling should be performed in order to 
reach the non-equilibrium glass state from the ergodic orientationally 
disordered phase. On the second hand, after heating from the orientationally 
disordered supercooled phase once the glass transition has taken place, the 
irreversible phase transition to the stable phase (the low-temperature phase) 
appears, making impossible to study, with continuity the dynamical properties, 
as the relaxation time associated to the different processes, or related 
thermodynamic properties, as specific-heat or volume.  These problems, which 
many times do not appear on the studies of the structural glasses, can be 
bypassed by the use of mixed crystals. Hence, it has been shown for 
cyclooctanol-cycloheptanol, which are known to form continuous solid 
solutions in the orientationally disordered phase that mixed crystals can be 
supercooled with any cooling rate and that the supercooled OD phase does not 
transform to the low-temperature ordered phase. 49

Some other mixed crystals giving rise to orientational glasses have 
studied till now. This is the case of (C2F6 )1-X (CCIF3 )X, although in this case 
the Tg/T range was relatively narrow (0.85-0-95).50,51 Related mixed crystals 
are (CF4 )0.46 (CClF3 )0.54.52 Cyano-adamantane, one of the most typical 
molecular compounds providing orientational glass  mixed with adamantane 
also gives mixed crystals which have been the focus of many experimental 
studies.43,53-61 In particular, these molecular crystals are really appreciated 
because good quality single crystals can be obtained and quenched without 
damage, enable then the analysis of many structural properties.62-65 

Among the examples of OD mixed crystals, those formed between the 
tetrahedral molecules neopentylalcohol (NPA), (CH3)3C(CH2OH), and 
neopentylglycol (NPG), (CH3)2C(CH2OH)2, represent a continuous series for 
which the properties can be studied easily from an experimental point of view.  

The structural and thermodynamic properties of pure compounds NPA 
and NPG are well known and the readers are addressed to references.66-69  

Mixed crystals between any of these pure compounds and related tetrahedral 
molecules have also been the focus of many works.70-76 For the special case of 
mixed crystals ([(CH3)3C(CH2OH)]1-X [(CH3)2C(CH2OH)2]X, the existence of a 
isomorphism relationship between the OD phase of pure compounds and the 
appearance of the orientational glass state for mixed crystals with X at least up to 
0.5, has been also reported in previous works77-79. 

This chapter is devoted to the analysis of (CH3)3C(CH2OH)]0.70 
[(CH3)2C(CH2OH)2]0.30 mixed crystal, with special attention to the dynamics of 
the relaxation phenomenon appearing as a consequence of the molecular 
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orientational disorder.  Although the detail of many of the experimental results 
will be published elsewhere, we will focus our interest on the enormous 
possibilities of these kinds of materials for the study of the dynamics of 
orientationally disordered phase which can be easily obtained with almost any 
experimental restriction.  
 
2.   Experimental 
 
Some previous results obtained by means of Modulated Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (MDSC) as well as X-ray powder diffraction will be recalled in 
order to introduced the different experimental ways the orientational glass 
corresponding to the NPA0.70 NPG0.30 mixed crystal could be obtained. Readers 
are addressed to references () to find additional details of the techniques as well 
as for the results.  

The pure compounds were supplied by Aldrich Chemicals (with 99% 
purity)a nd were submitted to a purification process consisting of growing 
crystals from vacuum sublimation at 313 and 343 K for NPA and NPG, 
respectively. Mixed crystals were prepared from the melt of the pure materials 
in the selected molar composition by slow cooling to room temperature. 

The main results described here concern dielectric relaxation technique. 
Broad-band dielectric spectroscopy measurements at normal pressure were 
performed by means of  an Alpha impedance analyzer (10-3–107 Hz) from 
Novocontrol and with a coaxial line reflectometer (Agilent 4291B impedance 
analyzer) from 106-1.8·109 Hz on the same planar cell consisting of two gold-
plated brass electrodes -diameter 50 mm- separated by two 50 mm silica 
spacers making a plane capacitor. The sample was held in a cryostat, the 
temperature being controlled by a System Quatro from Novocontrol using a 
heated nitrogen gas stream with temperature stabilization better than ±0.1 K. 
 
 
3.   Results 
 
3.1.   PURE COMPOUNDS 
 
The main features at ordinary pressure are sketched in this section. Figure 5 
shows the lattice parameter of the OD fcc phase or NPA as a function of 
temperature after the sample, contained in a Lindemann capillary, was 
quenching into liquid nitrogen. The change of the slope is enhanced by 
calculation of the derivative of the volume, which accounts for the thermal 
expansion coefficient. The breakdown of such a coefficient evidences the glass 
transition at Tg. It should be noticed that soon after the transition from the 
orientational glass to the supercooled OD phase, the sample transforms to the 
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low-temperature (monoclinic) phase making impossible to follow the 
temperature evolution.  
 

As far as dielectric measurements, Figure 6 displays some dielectric loss 
spectra at several temperatures corresponding to the stable temperature domain 
of the OD fcc phase. For this kind of measurements it was impossible to obtain 
the OG by supercooling the OD phase.  

Similar dielectric measurements concerning the NPG were obtained and 
all the efforts to reach the OG by quenching the OD stable phase were not 
successful. Thus only a narrow temperature domain of the OD fcc phase could 
be measured. 
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Figure 5. Lattice parameter (a(Å)) and volume expansivity (α(K-1)) as a function 
of temperature for NPA. 
 
 

The relaxation time as a function of the reciprocal temperature 
normalised by the glass-transition temperature, Angell plot, is depicted in 
Figure 7. The α-relaxation time were fitted according to the empirical Vogel–
Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) law (see Eq.(1)), one of the most used 80-82. This VFT 
law, which is known to fit the relaxation time as the temperature approaches Tg 
as a consequence of the enhanced co-operative motions, gives rise to a strong 
consistency with the experimental data. In the present case it should be noticed 
that Tg temperature for both compounds were obtained by superimposing 
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τ(Tg)=100 s, which in the case of NPA agrees quite well with the transition 
temperature measured by means X-ray powder diffraction.  
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Figure 6. The frequency dependence of the dielectric loss ε’’ for NPA at different temperatures in 
the OD fcc phase (left panel) and relaxation time as a function of the reciprocal temperature 
(from López et al.69).  
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Figure 7. Angell plot for the α-relaxation of NPA and NPG pure compounds. 
3. 2.  MIXED CRYSTALS: THERMODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR 
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The equilibrium phase diagram of the two-component system NPA+NPG is 
sketched in Figure 8 together with the glass-transition temperatures (obtained 
by means MDSC) as a function of the molar composition.  
 

As revealed by Figure 8, glass-transition varies linearly with composition. 
In addition, it should be noticed that Tg for NPG, which was obtained by 
extrapolation of the relaxation time as a function of temperature by more than 6 
decades is close to the linear behaviour evidenced  by the mixed crystals with 
mole composition lower than 0.5. 
 
 
3.3.  NPA0.70NPG0.30 MIXED CRYSTAL 
 
In this section evidence is provided that at lowest temperatures the quenched 
NPA1-XNPGX  mixed crystals exhibit a glassy state. We focus on discussing 
mixed crystal with x = 0.30 which have been studied most thoroughly.  

Figure 10 shows the α-relaxation throught the liquid state at 363 K, until 
the orientational glass down to 130 K (well below the glass transition 
temperature, 161 K), which progressively slows down and the width becomes 
broader with decreasing temperature. It can be also seen that any additional 
relaxation process appears in the temperature domain studied. This fact makes 
easy the fitting procedure of the relaxation loss spectra.  

Figure 11 shows the dependences of the α-relaxation times on 
temperature at ordinary pressure. The temperature dependence of the α-
relaxation time is often described by more than one Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann 
equation as Figure 11 evidences. Such a experimental fact is conveniently 
brought out by the method proposed by Stickel et al. 83-86. The method 
transforms the VFT relaxation time dependence into a linear dependence on the 
reciprocal temperature by defining a new function: 
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Figure 8. Equilibrium phase diagram for the NPA+NPG two-component system together with the 
glass-transition temperatures as determined from specific-heat measurements, except for pure 
compounds for which they were obtained from dielectric measurements by superimposing 
τ(Tg)=100 s. Full symbols were obtained by scanning calorimetry.78,79
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Figure 9. Specific-heat measurements as a function of temperature for some NPA1-XNPGX mixed 
crystals (from Salud et al. 78). 
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Figure 10. The frequency dependence of the dielectric loss ε’’ for NPA0.70NPG0.30  mixed crystal 
at different temperatures from 363 K (liquid state) down to 130 K. Measurements were performed 
every 2 K on slow cooling.  
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Figure 11. The Arrhenius plot of dielectric relaxation time. Black solid curve shows the single 
VFT fit results function. The dotted and dashed-dotted curves portray the Cohen-Grest function, 
based on low- and high- temperature data respectively. Fitted parameters, according to relations 
(1) and (4) are given in the Figure. 
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Figure 12 clearly evidences the existence of three dynamic domains. For 
the high-temperature region the relaxation time obeys an Arrhenius behaviour. 
When decreasing temperature two crossover temperatures, T2= 227 K and T1= 
186 K define the temperature intervals for which two different VFT regimes are 
clear visible. Although the most common equation to describe the temperature 
dependence of τ is the VFT aforementioned, different approaches have been 
considered in the past. One way is the use of the Cohen-Grest function87-90 
which treats the supercooled dynamics considering diffusion to be governed by 
the free-volume 
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This Eq.(4) contains 4 adjustable parameters and thus, two fewer 

adjustable parameters that it would be required by using the fitting procedure of 
two VFT equations. Nevertheless Figure 11 evidences that Cohen-Grest 
function cannot account for the temperature dependence of τ for the whole 
temperature domain and, at least, the high-temperature interval, which shows an 
Arrhenius behaviour (see Figure 11) should be put apart.  
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Figure 12. Stickel-plot of the temperature dependence of dielectric relaxation time. The sloped 
lines reveals regions described by two different VFT functions (eq. 1) while the non-sloped lines 
indicates the Arrhenius behaviour (eq. 2). 
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As usual, dielectric losses were found to be asymmetrically broadened 
with respect to simple Debye behaviour and were fitted according to the 
empirical Havriliak-Negami equation 91, for which the complex dielectric 
permittivity is given by: 

 

[ ]βαπτ
εεε

)2(1
*

i+

∆
+= ∞                      (5) 

 
where ∞ε stands for the dielectric high-frequency limit, ∞−=∆ εεε s for the 
dielectric strength, α and α·β parameters determine the low- and high-
frequency spectral shape and τ is the relaxation time.  

The relaxation strength as a function of the relaxation time as determined 
from the fit of the HN function is shown in figure 13. According to the Onsager 
equation,92 the strength should be proportional to the inverse of the temperature, 
i.e. to the relaxation time in log scale. The deviation indicates the existence of a 
co-operative behaviour that discards the possibility of the molecules rotating as 
free dipoles.  

The shape parameters α and α β which characterize the low- and high- 
frequency wind of the dielectric loss have been also determined from the fit of 
HN function (the α and αβ parameters are plotted in figure 14). The former is 
close to 1 in the high-temperature domain (close to T2 crossover temperature), 
which means, as observed in other OD compounds, that the Cole–Davison (CD) 
function can accurately describe the non-Debye relaxation process. The 
temperature independent behaviour of β in the high-temperature region is in 
agreement with the mode coupling theory (MCT93) for which the independent 
behaviour is predicted at temperatures above crossover. At a temperature close 
to the onset of the mentioned co-operative effects, it is no longer possible to fit 
accurately the dielectric loss by using the CD function. Approaching the glass 
transition temperature, the common feature of many structural glass-forming 
materials, i.e. a decrease of the shape parameters with temperature, is found, 
indicating the strong deviation from the Debye behaviour. In addition, at 
temperature close to Tg, both parameters seem to reach the claimed universal 
value of 0.5. 

Experimental works covering very a wide relaxation time range have 
indicated the existence of, at least, two relaxation temperature domains of the 
α-relaxation process. The temperature where qualitative changes in the 
dynamics occur is the crossover temperature Tc.94 This temperature has been 
determined through the analysis of the temperature variations of the relaxation 
time in spite of the non-existence of a critical behaviour for the relaxation time 
itself.84 Nevertheless, values of Tc around 1.15–1.2 Tg are reported mainly for 
glass-forming liquids that, according to the Angell classification, are generally 
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fragile glasses. Analyses of strong network glass formers (like B2O3) has 
evidenced the existence of this dynamical transition at a temperature well above 
the glass-transition temperature (Tc = 1.5 Tg).95,96 Then, it is interesting to 
investigate whether the Tc temperature defined in the MCT scenario93,97 can be 
determined for materials displaying non-far-from-Arrhenius behaviour, i.e. 
strong orientational glasses from the Angell classification like the molecular  
compound studied in this work. 98,99
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Figure 13. Dielectric strength as a function of inverse temperature as determined from the fit of 
the Havriliak–Negami function for the molecular mixed crystal NPA0.7NPG0.3. Vertical dashed 
lines reveal 3 dynamic regimes although crossover temperatures are slightly shifted when 
compared to those determined by the Stickel-plot.84 

 
According to MCT theory, the temperature dependence of the relaxation 

time can be written by means of a power law with three parameters: 
 

γτ −−= )( xTTA           (6) 
 
Figure 15a, which shows the α-relaxation time as a function of T-TX, 

seems to validate the general trend given by the MCT equation. Nevertheless, a 
fine-tuning (Figure 15b) reveals the existence of three different regimes 
governed by 3 different exponents γ. As far as the values of the γ exponents it 
can be observed that they are relatively high and exponents of this magnitude 
have no theoretical interpretation according to the MCT. In addition, it has been 
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demonstrated that for values near to 12, the equations (6) and (1) are 
mathematically equivalent. In spite of this possible unphysical meaning for the 
γ exponents it is remarkable the closeness of the temperatures at which the “γ-
regime” change with those of Figures 12 and 13. 
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Figure 14. Evolution of the low- and high-frequency shape parameters, α and αβ, with  

 
To end with this section, we have also investigated the validity of the 

Debye

oaching the glass 
transi

temperature as determined from the fit of the Havriliak–Negami function for the molecular mixed 
crystal NPA0.7NPG0.3. Rectangle indicates the transition-region in which the relaxation spectra go 
from CD (α=1) to HN. 

-Stokes-Einstein equation,85,100 which establishes στs=const with s=1. 
Figure 16 shows the relation between conductivity and the relaxation time for 
the temperature domain of 200-250 K. It evidences that such a relation falls 
down not only at temperatures lower than the crossover temperatures previously 
determined, but also in the high-temperature domain. In addition, the fractional 
DSE relation (DSE relation with s coefficients lower than 1) gives two s 
coefficients, the change being at a temperature around 220 K. 

As found in many systems with high viscosity on appr
tion, the DSE law breakdowns at temperature close to the crossover 

temperature. In the present case, the question arises: Why the decoupling 
between viscosity and conductivity, in fact, the relaxation time, appears at such 
relatively high temperatures? In other words, the relaxation becomes (at least) 
bimodal in such way that the different modes of transport have a different time-
scale. 
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Figure 15. (a) The log – log plot showing the possible validity of the MCT “critical” like 

behavior ( ) γτ −−∝ XTT , with γ= 9.8 and TX = 148 K. (b) The derivative of the log – log 
MCT plot given in (a). It confirms the validity of the MCT “critical-like relation” but reveals 
existence of three different regimes, with different values of the power exponent γ. The crossover 
temperatures agree well with temperatures indicated in Fig. 13 and Fig. 12. 
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Figure 16.- Conductivity (σ) vs α-relaxation times (τ) on a log-log scale. Vertical dashed line 
indicates the transition from one fractional Debye-Stokes-Einstein regime to another. 
 
 
4.   Conclusions 
 
The relaxation dynamics of the mixed crystal NPA0.7NPG0.3 has been studied in 
detail in the orientationally disordered stable state as well as in its supercooled 
state. It is dominated by the appearance of primary α-relaxation process and 
indications of fast secondary relaxations were not detected in the whole 
temperature range. The parameters characterizing the α-relaxation in terms of 
temperature have shown that some crossovers appear. For the high-temperature 
region the relaxation time obeys an Arrhenius behaviour, while when 
decreasing temperature two crossover temperatures define the temperature 
intervals for which two different Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann regimes are clearly 
visible. 

As for as the shape parameters α and β according to the fits of Havriliak-
Negami function have been determined. Approaching the glass transition 
temperature, the common feature of many structural glass-forming materials 
(decrease of the shape parameters with temperature) is found, indicating the 
strong deviation from the Debye behaviour. Both parameters seem to reach the 
claimed universal value of 0.5. Cole–Davison function can accurately describe 
the non-Debye relaxation process. The temperature independent behaviour of β 
in the high-temperature region is in agreement with the mode coupling theory 
(MCT) for which the independent behaviour is predicted at temperatures above 
crossover. 
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The analysis according to the MCT scenario seems to validate the general 
trend given by the MCT equation. Nevertheless, a fine-tuning reveals the 
existence of three different regimes governed by 3 different exponents γ. The 
magnitude of the exponents is relatively high and  theoretical interpretation 
according to the MCT seems to be difficult. In spite of this possible unphysical 
meaning for the γ exponents it is remarkable the closeness of the temperatures 
at which the “γ-regimes” change with those crossover temperatures found by 
means of the VFT fits. 

The validity of the fractional Debye-Stokes-Einstein equation has also 
been investigated. Two regimes for such a relation have been found, making 
evident the existence of a crossover temperature for the decoupling between 
viscosity and conductivity. 
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Abstract: The evolution of dielectric relaxation times in rod-like liquid 
crystalline n-octylcyanobiphenyl (8CB) and n-octyloxycynobiphenyl (8OCB) is 
discussed. The linearized derivative-based analysis of data made it possible to 
identify dynamic crossovers linked to different Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) 
equations. It is noteworthy that in the isotropic phase the dynamics can also be 
well portrayed by the critical-like relation but within the mode-coupling theory 
(MCT) for 8CB and the dynamical scaling model (DSM) for 8OCB. For both 
compounds the evolution of relaxation times in the Smectic A phase seems to 
follow the DSM description. Results obtained clearly indicate the dominant 
influence of heterogeneities on glassy dynamics in both liquid crystalline 
compounds.  
 
Key Words: glassy dynamics, complex liquid, liquid crystals, dielectric relaxation 
 
 Despite decades of studies the complex dynamics of vitrifying liquids 
remains a puzzling phenomenon. Hence, studies in experimental model-systems 
which made it possible to reduce the complexity associated with canonical glass 
formers, namely low molecular supercooled liquids and polymers, may be of 
particular importance.1-3 This idea has proved its significance in studies on 
colloidal liquids4, enabling strong restrictions of orientational degrees of 
freedom or on orientationally disordered glassy crystals (ODIC)5-8 where the 
translational freezing is coupled to the orientational disorder. To the category of 
experimental model-systems can be encountered rod-like compounds which on 
cooling usually firstly freeze in partially ordered liquid crystalline 
mesophases.9-13 The mode coupling theory (MCT) analysis of a fluid composed 
of hard ellipsoids of revolution, which mime rod-like nematic liquid crystals 
(NLC), pointed out several significant model-features of such systems, namely 
(i) the glassy dynamics in the isotropic phase (ii) the significance of ordered 
heterogeneities in the fluidlike (isotropic) surrounding (iii) the unique 
appearance of two mode coupling, ergodic - non-ergodic crossovers,  linked to 
subsequent orientational and translational freezing.9,10 These feature obtained 
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surprisingly fair confirmation in state-of-the-art broad-band-dielectric 
spectroscopy (BDS)11,13 and optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect 
(OHD OKE)12 studies on several isotropic rod-like NLC. Probably the most 
comprehensive investigations were carried solely out for n-
pentylcyanobiphenyl (5CB) - the prominent member of n-cyanobiphenyls 
(nCB) homologous series.  
 This contribution presents BDS based studies of dynamics in two liquid 
crystalline (LC) compounds, with slightly different structure and the same, 
isotropic (I) – nematic (N) – smectic A (SmA) – solid (S), polymorphism. This 
made it possible to discuss the hypothetically glassy dynamics in the isotropic 
phase and LC mesophases as well to test the possible influence of the structure.  
Results present were obtained using the Novocontrol BDS 80 spectrometers 
with the Quattro temperature unit, at present probably the best and the most 
standard broad frequency range impedance analyzer.2 Studies have been carried 
in n-octylcyanobiphenyl (8CB) and n-octyloxycyanobiphenyl (8OCB), liquid 
crystalline compounds with a similar polymorphism, namely:14

8CB: Solid – (288.8 K) – Smectic A – (304.3 K) – Nematic –(312.6 K) – 
Isotropic liquid  
8OCB: Solid – (317 K) – Smectic A – (340 K) – Nematic –(353.1 K) – Isotropic 
liquid. For the S-SmA transition usually KT SmAS 322≈−

14 is usually reported, 
hence the tested sample was slightly supercooled.  
Both compounds are characterized by the same, large permanent dipole 
moment parallel to the long axis of the molecule. It is associated with the same 
“ ” group.NC ≡ 14 Structures of 8CB and 8OCB are shown in Figs. 1 and 4, 
respectively. Both compounds were obtained due to the courtesy of R. 
Dąbrowski and K. Czupryński from Technical Military University (Warsaw, 
Poland). They were carefully purified to reach the electric conductivity value as 
low as possible. All samples were degassed prior to measurements. This paper 
focuses on the evolution of dielectric relaxation times on cooling in 8CB and 
8OCB. Relaxation times where determined from peak frequencies ( ) of 

loss curves via condition 
peakf

peakfπτ 21= .2 The evolution of relaxations times in 
subsequent mesophases of 8CB is presented in Fig. 1. The clearly non-
Arrhenius behavior in the isotropic phase terminates at the slightly 
discontinuous I-N transition. There is no manifestation of a discontinuity when 
passing the N-SmA. For the I-N transition the orientational freezing occurs and 
for the N-SmA this is supplemented by the one-dimensional translational 
ordering. The behavior in the nematic phase is anomalous, in comparison to the 
pattern occurring in the isotropic phase. This can be related to the 
predominantly parallel, in respect to the direction of the measurement electric 
field, orientation of rod like molecules. In the SmA mesophase the artifacts 
linked to orientation of rod –like molecules ceases to be significant.14 At first 
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sight the evolution of relaxation times on 8CB seems to be weakly non-
Arrhenius in the isotropic phase and almost Arrhenius in the SmA phase. 
However, recently it was pointed out that the unequivocal characterization of 
the underlying evolution of relaxation times can be obtained using the 
supplemented derivative-based, linearized transformation of data.15 For the 
Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann relation1, 2, this yields:15  
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where the temperature  is associated with the estimation of the ideal glass 
transition and the strength coefficient D

0T

T can be considered as the 
measure of fragility for the given temperature domain,  is the 
apparent, temperature dependent, activation enthalpy.  

aH

Consequently the plot ( ) 21
'
−

aH  vs. T1  should create a linear dependence in 
the region of validity of the VFT dependence with parameters ABT =0  and 

ABDT /1= .15 It is noteworthy that similar analysis was introduced by Stickel et 
al.16,17 a decade ago via the formal plot ( )Tdd 1log10τ  vs. T1 , although it was 
solely used for detecting the temperature or pressure of dynamic crossovers 
between dynamical domains described by the different VFT equations.2, 3, 15 

For the high temperature, isotropic phase one also may consider the 
validity of the basic prediction of the MCT, namely the critical-like description 
of the primary relaxation time.  For canonical supercooled liquids such behavior 
remains valid up to ca. 20 K above the singular temperature. Including the 
derivative–based transformation of data this yields:15
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Consequently the plot ( ) ( )( ) ( )[ ] BTATdTdTTHT a +== 1ln2'2 τ  should give a 
linear dependence in a region of validity of relation (3) or any similar critical-
like relation. A simply linear regression yields parameters  BATX =  and 

1−= Bg , i.e. they are determined from ( ) 0'2 =THT a  condition and the slope of 

a line.15 The advantage of the analysis employing the derivative-based 
linearized transformation of data via relations (2) or (4) results from the fact 
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that they precisely indicate domains of validity of relations (1) or (3). Next the 
linear regression fits yield the unequivocal set of relevant parameters for 
relations (1) or (2). The final fit via relation (1) or (3) is then reduced to 
prefactors. Results for such an analysis is presented in Figs. 2  and 3. 
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Fig. 1  The Arrhenius plot of the evolution of dielectric relaxation times in isotropic and liquid 
crystalline 8CB. The solid curve is plotted via the VFT relation (1) with parameters taken from 
the linearized, derivative based analysis given in Fig. 2: 6.2=TD  and KT 2180 = . The fit 

yielded  for the prefactor. The glass temperature from the condition psVFT 7.240 =τ
( ) sTg 100=τ  yields  KTg 238=

It is clear visible that experimental data are well portrayed via the VFT relation 
in the isotropic phase.  The obtained value of the fragility strength coefficient 

 is typical for the so-called fragile glass formers.TD 2,3 For KTT IN 5+<  the 
fragility becomes enormous and the value of  approaches the I-N transition 
(!). As indicated in ref. (

0T
13), for the isotropic 5CB this unusual behavior can be 

associated with the appearance of bond ordering, prenematic fluctuations 
appearing due to the weakly discontinuous character of the I-N transition. 
Values  and  where next substituted into the VFT relation to 
create the solid curve portraying 

6.2=TD KT 2180 =
( )T1τ  data in the isotropic phase in Fig. 1. 

Noteworthy is the validity of the Arrhenius type description in the SmA phase. 
In the derivative plot in Fig. 2 such behavior is manifested as the horizontal 
line. Results presented in Fig. 3 shows that the same data in the isotropic phase 
can be also well portrayed by the critical-like relation (3). The obtained value of 
the power exponent g  is in fair agreement with values usually obtained for the 
MCT high temperature behavior in canonical, glass forming liquids. However, 
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for canonical glass formers the derivative-based analysis has been only recently 
applied.15 Noteworthy is the relatively strong distortion, from this behavior for 

. KTT IN 2+<
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Fig. 2  The linearized, derivative-based transformation of dielectric relaxation data from 
focused on the validity of the VFT relation in the description of dynamics in 8CB (see relations 
(1) and (2). All parameters given in the Figure were determined from the linear regression 
analysis as discussed below relation (2) and derived in ref. (15).  
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Fig. 3  The linearized, derivative-based transformation of dielectric relaxation data from 
focused on the validity of the critical-like relation (3) in the description of dynamics in 8CB (see 
relations (3) and (4). All parameters given in the Figure were determined from the linear 
regression analysis as discussed below relation (4) and derived in ref. (15). Note that 

, in fair agreement with the “magic” universal time-scale (see refs. (( ) 7
1 103.1 −×≈XVFT Tτ 20,21)).  
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Surprisingly, there is a clear manifestation of the critical-like dependence (3) 
for the SmA phase in Fig. 3, but with the value of the exponent  and the 
temperature  definitively beyond predictions of the MCT. It is noteworthy 
that the latter is located well below the hypothetical glass transition 
temperature, determined from the VFT dependence determined for the isotropic 
phase via the condition

g

XT

( ) sTgVFT 100=τ 1, 2. In the opinion of the authors the set 
parameters obtained for the SmA phase may indicate the possibility of the 
validity of the dynamical scaling model (DSM) developed to portray dynamics 
of vitrifying liquids.17,18 The DSM assumes the appearance of cooperative 
domains, despite the lack of the clear phase transition in canonical vitrifying 
liquids. These domains of the cooperative motion are characterized by the 
correlation length ( ) ( )[ ] νξξ −−= CC TTTT 0  with 23=ν  and the resulted 
cooperative relaxation time:17,18    

    ( )
z

C

C
T

TTT
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ττ
−
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⎞
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⎝

⎛ −
= 0     (5) 

 where 9== zνφ  and 6=z  is the dynamic exponent.  
The critical temperature of divergence related to cooperative regions is 
suggested to be hidden below . The DSM critical-like description was 
claimed to be valid below the caging temperature 

gT

CAC TTT 8.13.1 << .17,18  The 
analysis of ( )Tτ  data in various glass forming polymers indicated that relation 
(6) fairly well describe experimental data with 125.8 −=zν .17,18 For supercooled 
liquids 2011−=zν  empiric exponent was suggested. This non-universality was 
explained as the influence of the low temperature activation processes, which 
introduces ( kTElowexp )  multiplicator.17, 18  
Figures 4 – 6 parallels the above discussion but for 8OCB, an NLC compound 
with the structure from slightly different than 8CB. The main difference 
between Fig. 1 (8CB) and Fig. 4 (8OCB) seems to be the validity of the 
Arrhenius description already in the isotropic phase for 8OCB. This conclusion 
clearly confirms the linearized derivative-based transformation presented in 
Fig. 5. However, distortions from such a description start already at 

, what can be hardly visible at the basic plot of experimental data 
in Fig. 4. In the immediate vicinity of  the dynamics is definitively non-
Arrhenius. In this domain it can be portrayed by the VFT dependence but with 
the enormously small values of the fragility strength coefficient , i.e. 
extremely large fragility, and the value of  approaching .   

KTT IN 10+≈

INT

TD

0T INT
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Fig. 4  The Arrhenius plot of the evolution of dielectric relaxation times in isotropic and liquid 
crystalline 8OCB. The solid curves indicate the Arrhenius temperature behavior.  
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Fig. 5  The linearized, derivative-based transformation of dielectric relaxation data from 
focused on the validity of the VFT relation in the description of dynamics in 8OCB (see relations 
(1) and (2). All parameters given in the Figure were determined from the linear regression 
analysis as discussed below relation (2) and derived in ref. (15). The horizontal line points out 
Arrhenius domains 
For SmA phase the derivative plot in Fig. 5 shows the horizontal line, pointing 
out the validity of the Arrhenius description, similarly as for 8CB. The 
surprising behavior revealed the linearized derivative analysis presented in 
Fig.6. It is visible that both for the Isotropic and the SmA phase the evolution of 
relaxation times can also be well portrayed by the critical-like dependence, with  
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Fig. 6  The linearized, derivative-based transformation of dielectric relaxation data from 
focused on the validity of the critical-like relation (3) in the description of dynamics in 8OCB 
(see relations (3) and (4). All parameters given in the Figure were determined from the linear 
regression analysis as discussed below relation (4) and derived in ref. (15) 
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Fig. 7  The evolution of Havriliak-Negami1,2 form parameters describing the low- and the 
high- frequency wings of dielectric loss curves in 8CB. 
 the same value of the exponent 13.8 ±=g  and the singular temperature 

. It is noteworthy that for the isotropic phase such behavior is 2164 ±= KTX
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valid only for . This may suggest that in 8CB and 8OCB the 
DSM type description may be applied for both domains. 
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Fig. 8  The evolution of Havriliak-Negami1,2 form parameters describing the low- and the 
high- frequency wings of dielectric loss curves in 8OCB.   
 Figures 7 and 8 supplement the above discussion by the 
temperature evolution of the distribution of relaxation times. Both for 8CB and 
8OCB the permanent broadening of loss dielectric on cooling in the isotropic 
liquid phase occurs, although this process seems to be dominated by the high-
frequency part. In 8CB a small broadening for the low-frequency wing in the 
immediate vicinity of  also takes place. In liquid crystalline mesophases the 
distribution of relaxation times continuously narrows, i.e. it approaches the 
single relaxation time Debye pattern on cooling (!).  

INT

 Concluding, results presented above made the comparison of the 
evolution of dielectric relaxation times in all mesophases of 8CB and 8OCB 
possible. The support from the linearized derivative-based analysis revealed 
subtle features of the dynamics, in practice impossible to detect by the direct fit 
of ( )Tτ  data. The behavior observed for the isotropic 8CB seems to be similar 
to the one noted in isotropic 5CB13. Hence one may expect that such pattern 
may be common for all members of the n-cyanobiphenyls (nCB) homologous 
series. Both compounds tested in this paper exhibit a similar polymorphism. In 
both compounds the evolution of relaxation times in the SmA phase seems to 
follow the critical-like DSM description.  The behavior in the isotropic phase i 
can be well portrayed by the critical-like dependence (3). However, the 
obtained set of parameters indicate the validity of the MCT description for 8CB 
and to the DSM description for 8OCB. Surprisingly, for 8OCB the DSM-based 
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critical-like behavior in the isotropic phase continuous in the SmA mesophase. 
The distribution of relaxation times seems to follow a similar pattern in 8CB 
and 8OCB.  Noteworthy is the fact that the form coefficient 21→=− abn  on 

. Such value was recommended as the universal one for glass forming 
liquid near .

INTT →

gT 19 The isotropic phase in 8CB and 8OCB is definitively well 

above . However, on approaching  the parameterization via the VFT 
dependence indicates the abnormal decrease of  and the shift of the fictive 
“ideal glass” or alternatively VFT temperature  towards . Consequently, 
one may define a set of fictive  temperatures, located near . Results 
presented above shows that the dynamics of isotropic and mesophasic rod-like 
liquid crystalline compounds can be portrayed using the same dependences as 
glass forming supercooled liquids or polymers. However, they also show a set 
of specific features which locates LC rod-like compounds beyond the canonical 
“glassy pattern”, despite some theoretical expectations. Undoubtedly, results 
presented above point out the important role of heterogeneities on dynamics. 
The worth recalling feature of results presented above is the influence of a 
relatively small change in structure of compounds on dynamics. The 
comparison of 8CB and 8OCB structures indicates that the length of both rod-
like compounds is different. However, this factor cannot be directly responsible 
for differences in dynamics noted above. This conclusion supports similar 
patterns of dynamics in 8CB (see above) and 5CB (see ref.

gT INT

TD

0T INT

gT INT

13), compounds with 
different length of the molecule. In the opinion of the authors one of possible 
reasons for differences in dynamics bewteen 8CB and 8OCB may be the 
different degree of intermolecular coupling14 for both compounds.   
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Abstract: Relaxation dynamics in glass-forming mixture of liquid crystals (E7) 
is studied by means of dielectric spectroscopy in the frequency range from 
10-2Hz up to 109Hz and over the temperature range from 200K to 373K. We 
analyzed both the shape of relaxation spectra and temperature dependencies of 
relaxation times in isotropic, nematic and glassy state. Striking relaxation 
behavior is observed in nematic phase. The dominant relaxation process 
exhibits nearly Debye form that depends on temperature in clearly the non-
Arrhenius fashion. The dielectric spectra also show second distingue relaxation 
process which is related to α-relaxation. Additionally, we carried out the 
measurements of mechanical relaxation. As a result it was found that 
mechanical relaxation times correspond to dielectric α-relaxation times. 

Keywords: glass transition, dielectric relaxation spectroscopy, liquid crystals, 
molecular dynamics 

1. Introduction 

Dielectric spectroscopy is one of the most efficient methods for exploring the 
basic properties of glass-forming liquids. This method allows one to carry out 
very accurate measurements of dipolar relaxation in extremely broad frequency 
range. Dipolar relaxation of glass-formers in the frequency domain at given 
temperature manifests in the non-Debye spectral shape of the absorption peak. 
Regarding the temperature evolution of relaxation times, usually non-
______ 
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Arrhenius, slowing-down of dynamics with decreasing temperature or 
increasing pressure is observed. Despite great theoretical and experimental 
efforts there are still no final conclusions concerning molecular mechanism 
responsible for these phenomena but the state of the art applications of 
broadband dielectric spectroscopy and other modern techniques causes that 
glass-forming liquids are probably the best learn complex liquids/soft matter 
system. Hence, the question may be put forward of the range of universality of 
the result obtained in glass-forming liquids for other complex liquids. This 
paper deals with dielectric absorption studies in a nematic liquid crystalline 
material starting from the isotropic liquid down, in a very broad range of 
temperatures. There is large number of dielectric spectroscopy investigations in 
nematogens, but none of them is carried out consequently as in glass-forming 
liquids, to the best of authors’ knowledge1,2. Existing results suggest that one 
should expect a Debye absorption curve in the isotropic liquid and Debye or 
almost Debye curve in the nematic phase1-6. The appearance of the single-time 
description of relaxation of rod like molecules in the nematic and in the 
isotropic phase agrees with generally accepted mean field description of the 
isotropic (Landau - de Gennes model)1,2,7 and the nematic (Maier-Saupe model) 
phases1,2,7-9. Nevertheless, recently a significant break in this simple picture was 
made. Actually, in the isotropic phase, the limited validity of the mean field 
description and essential advantages of recently proposed models seems to be 
doubtless10-18. Considering the temperature evolution of relaxation times 
situation is even more puzzling. The majority of experimental results point to 
the validity of the Arrhenius behavior, in agreement with mean field 
description1-6. These results give a simple possibility for determining the 
activation energy, a significant parameter both from the basic (theoretical) and 
practical point of view4-6. However, the experimental situation is far from 
clearness because there are also results giving the evidence for the Vogel-
Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) type behavior1,19-23.  

This paper presents the results of broadband dielectric studies in four 
component mixture E7 composed of rod-like nematogens, with permanent 
dipole moments positioned along the long axis of a molecule. This is a well-
known mixture of great practical importance due the very large extent of the 
nematic phase, a feature essential also in our studies. Moreover, this is the 
eutectic mixture with a single, well defined, clearing temperature TI-N=334K. 
Our studies cover range of almost 200K, revealing the glass-forming properties 
of E7 and the existence of the new low-temperature phase below 230K. The 
application of "glassy" methodology showed essential similarities with 
"ordinary" glass-forming liquids. 
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2. Experimental 

E7 samples were obtained from Merck and were used as received. The 
chemical structures of the constituent liquid crystal (E7) are depicted in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. The chemical structure of the constituent E7. The arrows indicate the dipole moments. 

The temperature-dependent dielectric measurements were performed using 
the experimental set-up by Novocontrol GmbH. This system was equipped with 
Alpha high resolution dielectric analyzer, the impedance analyzer HP4191A 
and temperature controller Quattro v.4.0. In the frequency range from 10-2 to 
107Hz we measured the complex permittivity: ε*(ω)=ε´(ω) - iε´´(ω) by means 
of Alpha high resolution dielectric analyzer. For this kind of measurements, flat 
parallel capacitor (diameter 10mm, thickness 0.07mm) was used. For 
measurements between 106 and 109 Hz a coaxial arrangement with the sample 
capacitor (diameter 6mm, thickness 0.05mm) mounted as part of the inner 
conductor was used. In both cases value of AC voltage applied to the capacitor 
was equal to 1V. Temperature was controlled using a nitrogen-gas cryostat and 
the temperature stability of the sample was better than 0.1K. 

Dynamic mechanical measurements have been performed by means of the 
Rheometrics RMS 800 mechanical spectrometer. Shear deformation has been 
applied under condition of controlled deformation amplitude, always remaining 
in the range of the linear viscoelastic response of studied samples. Frequency 
dependencies of the storage (G′) and loss (G′′) shear modulus have been 
measured at various temperatures. Geometry of parallel plates has been used 
with plate diameters of 6mm and the gap between plates (sample thickness) was 
about 1mm. Experiments have been performed under dry nitrogen atmosphere. 

Frequency dependencies of G′ and G′′ measured within the frequency range 
of 0.1-100rad/s. at various temperatures have been used to construct master 
curves representing a broad range frequency dependence of these quantities. 
Only shifts along the frequency scale have been performed. This procedure 
provided a temperature dependence of shift factors ( ( )Talog  vs. T). The 
relaxation time corresponding to the transition between the Newtonian flow 
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range at low frequencies and the glassy range at high frequencies at the 
reference temperature has been determined as ( ) crefT ωτ 1= , where ωc is the 
frequency at which the G′ and G′′ dependencies cross each other. Relaxation 
times at other temperatures are given by Tref aTT log)()( +=ττ . 

The DSC measurements were performed on a Mettler 30 calorimeter. A 
liquid nitrogen system allows cooling experiments. The DSC cell was purged 
with 50ml/min of nitrogen. Different rates (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10K/min) were used in 
the temperature range from 173K to 373K. The method consists of first cooling 
the sample followed by several heating and cooling ramps. At least two 
independently prepared samples with a weight of 10mg were used for each rate.  

The DSC curve of the eutectic mixture E7 for the rate 10K/min (Fig. 2) 
shows two distinct transitions: a glass transition at Tg=211.8K and an 
endothermic peak at T=334K. The last one results from the nematic-isotropic 
transition. Thermograms corresponding to rates lower than 10K/min exhibit the 
same two transitions. No further thermal event occurred in the temperature 
range between Tg and the nematic-isotropic transition. In particular, E7 does not 
present any crystalline state which would yield to a more complicated phase 
behavior. 
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Figure 2. DSC thermogram of the eutectic mixture of the liquid crystals E7 for the second heating 
(a) and second cooling (b) ramp. The applied rate was 10K/min. The inset exhibits the 
dependence of the glass transition as a function of the heating rate. 

The inset represents the dependence of the glass transition as a function of 
the applied heating rate. Data analysis was carried out on the second heating 
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ramp. In the given temperature range, the glass transition temperature increases 
linearly with the heating rate. The dotted line indicates the linear extrapolation 
to zero-heating rate yielding a Tg value of 209K. 

3. Results and discussion 

The presentation of our experimental results we begin with discussion of 
dielectric spectra measured in temperature range from 200K to 373K. All 
spectra have been collected during heating process, after rapid cooling of 
sample below glass transition temperature. As one can see in Fig. 3 the 
relaxation data cover eleven decades of frequency from 10-2 up to 109 Hz. 
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Figure 3. The dielectric loss spectra for E7 at different temperatures for a wide frequency range. 
At indicated temperatures the significant change of amplitude of primary relaxation occurs. 

The magnitude of the main relaxation process changes enormously at two 
temperatures indicated in Fig. 3. At temperature TI-N = 333K the isotropic-
nematic transition takes place. This dramatic increase of amplitude in ε´´(f) is 
related to the appearance of a high degree of order with respect to the direction 
of the molecular axes. In nematic phase one can observe three relaxation 
modes. The most prominent relaxation process, which we will call primary 
relaxation, has its origin in 180° rotation of the molecules (5CB, 7CB, 8OCB) 
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around their molecular short axes. This process is dielectrically active basically 
owing to a strong permanent dipole moment (5Debye) provided by the cyano 
group parallel to the long molecular axis. The second process, feebly visible at 
lower frequencies most likely corresponds also to 180° rotation of molecular 
axis of 5CT. It is worth noting that Zeller24 observed analogous low frequency 
relaxation arising from 5CT in two component mixture of 5CT and 5CB. Third 
peak occurring at higher frequencies will be assigned as α-process. In 
accordance to Z. Z. Zhong25 α-peak is thought to be coupled to few modes with 
longitudinal and transverse components of the dipole moment with major 
contribution being from the rotation of the transverse dipole moments about 
their long axis. As it will be demonstrated later, this process is related to 
viscoelastic properties of E7. Additionally, all relaxation spectra exhibit an 
upgoing trend in ε´´ at lowest frequencies. This part of spectrum, which has 
been shown in Fig. 3 as a dashed line follow a strict 1/f dependencies. It proves 
that dc-conductivity process due to presence of the mobile charged carriers is 
also observed. In vicinity of the glass transition, approximately 20K above the 
Tg, the magnitude of primary relaxation process again decrease. This change 
seems to be more distinct in comparison to isotropic-nematic transition. The 
same behavior of ε´´(f) at T = 230K was also reported by Zhong25. 
Unfortunately, there is no clear explanation why such dramatic drop of 
amplitude of primary relaxation occurs. One can expect that this behavior is a 
manifestation of transition to new phase. However neither investigation by 
differential scanning calorimetry or structural measurements provide clear 
evidence for any transition in vicinity of T=230K. Therefore, further studies 
which help to resolve this problem are required. 

In Fig. 4 a number of dielectric spectra measured near the Tg are shifted 
horizontally to the corresponding spectrum at a reference temperature. It shows 
that primary and the α process overlap, forming single asymmetrical peak at 
glass transition temperature. 

Significant differences in nematic supramolecular organization can be 
caused by applying a bias voltage to capacitor plates. Therefore, it is of interest 
to check the influence of the change in ordering extent on relaxation 
phenomena. To this end we carried out following experiment. The mixture was 
cooled from isotropic to glassy state with the same cooling rate as previously. 
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Figure 4. The normalized dielectric loss curve obtained by shifting loss curves measured at 
lowest temperatures 
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Figure 5. The effect of the bias voltage on the dielectric loss spectra (dotted lines). The solid lines 
represent loss spectra measured in the sample that was not treated with bias voltage. 
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During the cooling process, the constant value of bias voltage U = 30V was 
applied to the capacitor plates. When the temperature of T = 203K was achieved 
the bias voltage was switched off. Then, the dielectric spectra were recorded 
during the heating process with the bias voltage switched off. The results of 
these experiments are presented in Fig. 5. 

The dielectric loss spectra of E7 obtained in the above experiment (dotted 
lines) are compared with the spectra (solid lines) without the bias voltage as 
shown in Fig. 3. Our observation regarding this comparison can be summarized 
as follows: Firstly, intensity of peaks corresponding to the primary relaxation, 
which were measured close to Tg, are considerably higher for sample treated 
with the constant dc-voltage. At higher temperatures, above T = 230K, this 
difference in principle vanish. As a consequence, the change of magnitude of 
primary relaxation in vicinity of T = 240K is now less distinct. Secondly, 
intensity of α-relaxation process is clearly abated. Thirdly, the value of dc-
conductivity, σ, decreased by about one order of magnitude. However, there is 
no effect of the bias voltage on relaxation times. It may mean that the change of 
ordering extent created by bias voltage does not influence the dynamic 
properties of the studied system. 
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Figure 6. The temperature dependence of different relaxation processes determined from 
dielectric (closed symbols) and mechanical measurements (open symbols). The solid lines 
represent fits by means of the VFT law. The dashed line is a fit using the Arrhenius form. 

In order to determine the corresponding relaxation times we analyzed the 
dielectric data using the Havriliak-Negami relaxation function. As three 
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relaxation processes were generally observed in nematic phase, therefore, the 
experimental data are fitted by superposition of three relaxation function. In the 
fitting procedure, the term describing dc-conductivity: σ/ω was also included. 
However, analysis of dielectric spectra in isotropic phase was carried out by 
means of single HN function. Determined from fitting procedure the relaxation 
times for primary and α- relaxation processes are depicted in Fig 6. 

As a measure of relaxation rate is used of inverse of frequency at which 
relaxation peak shows a maximum: τ=1/2πfmax. The temperature dependence of 
relaxation time associated with the primary relaxation exhibits two regimes. In 
isotropic state the logτ obey the activated temperature dependence according to 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=

RT
Eexp0ττ  (1) 

Thus, the motion of molecules is determined principally by the energy 
required for a rotation. The apparent activation energy E and the pre-
exponential factor τ0 equal to 34J/mol and 1.41×10-14s, respectively. In the 
nematic state, the relaxation data refuse to follow the Arrhenius law Eq. (1). 
Similarly, as it is observed in glass-forming liquids, the apparent activation 
energy of primary relaxation tends to increase significantly while approaching 
the glass transition. In this case, temperature dependence of logτ can be well 
reproduced by Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann law: 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
−

=
0

0
0 exp

TT
DT

ττ  (2) 

By fitting Eq. (2) to the experimental data the following values of 
parameters were found: D = 6.51, T0 = 169, log(τ0) = -10.7. 

It is worth noting that the nematic–isotropic transition manifests itself in a 
discontinuity in logτ. However, “the second transition” which is visible in form 
decline of intensity of ε´´(f) at temperature T=240K (see Fig. 3) has no at all 
influence on form of temperature dependence of the relaxation time. In other 
words, there is no clear evidence such transition in behavior of τ(T). In Fig. 6 
the relaxation time associated with the α-relaxation that can also be 
parameterized using VFT law is also displayed. The variation in the relaxation 
time that occurs with variation in temperature is larger for the α-process than 
the primary relaxation. At the glass transition temperature, the value of 
relaxation times for both processes should be approximately the same. As a 
consequence, only one relaxation peak is observed at Tg (see Fig. 4).  

It is well know that dielectric α-relaxation times in glass formers are usually 
closely related to viscosity. The question arises immediately which relaxation 
process detected in E7 from dielectric measurements is indeed related to 
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viscosity. To this end we carried out mechanical relaxation measurements. The 
temperature-frequency measurements of the dynamic shear modulus G provide 
temperature dependence relaxation time, which are simply related to viscosity 
by Maxwell equation. 

Comparison of the mechanical and the dielectric (α-process) relaxation data 
is presented in the inset in Fig. 6. The mechanical relaxation rate is found to 
change with temperature according to the VFT law and is closely related to 
dielectric α process.  

Direct comparison of the dielectric and mechanical spectra is presented in 
Fig. 7. The frequency dependencies of the storage (G´) and loss (G´´) moduli 
exhibit only one relaxation process which corresponds to the α-mode observed 
in dielectric spectrum of M´´. 
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Figure 7. Top panel: the frequency dependencies of M´ and M´´. Bottom panel: the frequency 
dependencies of G´ and G´´ (master curve). 

Note that we transformed the dielectric data to modulus representation using 
simple equation: ε*=1/M*. It results from fact that homogenous representation 
has to be chosen to get a correct result when the data obtained from different 
spectroscopic techniques are compared. 
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Finally, we also analyzed temperature behavior of dc-conductivity,σ, in 
nematic phase. Figure 8 shows the plot of σ against T. 
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Figure 8. The temperature dependence of the relaxation times corresponding to dc-relaxation 
process. The solid line represents a fit to the VFT law. 

One noteworthy feature is the strong curvature of σ(T) in the activation plot. 
Therefore, activation form (eq. 1) is inadequate to describe this dependence. 
However, we found a satisfactory description of σ(T) using again the VFT law. 
In this sense, the temperature dependence of σ behaves in analogous way as all 
others relaxation processes observed in E7 in the nematic phase. 

 
Now, we return to discussion on the primary relaxation. Apart from the 

relaxation time, the important quantities are the shape parameters: m=α and 
n=αβ which characterize the non-exponentiality of the relaxation. Additionally, 
these two parameters are shown to be uniquely related to distribution of 
relaxation times. The temperature behavior of m and n is plotted in Fig. 9. For 
comparison, the results for sample treated with bias voltage were also included. 

In Fig. 9 one can distinguish three characteristic regions associated with 
peculiar behavior of shape parameters. In isotropic liquid non-Debye relaxation 
is observed. The value of n decrease approximately in linear way with 
decreasing temperature whereas m has almost constant value equals to unity. In 
nematic phase, the primary relaxation process exhibit quasi-Debye behavior 
which occurs in extraordinary broad temperature range from 333K up to about 
230K. Below T = 230K the systematic broadening of this process is observed 
by approaching to glass transition. As a consequence the primary relaxation 
process has close to Tg clearly non-Debye character. Taking into account the 
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correlation between non-exponentiality and deviation from Arrhenius behavior 
which were established for glass formers, above result seems to be obvious. 
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Figure 9. The shape parameters of dominated relaxation process obtained from fitting process of 
the HN relaxation function to the data in Fig. 1. 

4. Conclusions 

Using broadband dielectric spectroscopy we studied dynamics in glass-forming 
liquid crystal mixture E7. These studies were carried out in different phases of 
E7: isotropic liquid, nematic phase and glassy state. In isotropic liquid, the 
single non-Debye relaxation peak obeying the Arrhenius law is observed. 
Relaxation behavior in nematic phase is rather complex. The dominant 
relaxation process in nematic phase features the quasi-Debye behavior. 
However, the temperature dependence of relaxation time for this process is 
found to be well reproduced by the phenomenological Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann 
equation. Second relaxation process observed in nematic state is associated to 
the α-relaxation which takes place in all glass-forming liquids. On approaching 
to glassy state both relaxation overlap to each other forming one relaxation 
mode at Tg. 

The isotropic-nematic transition in E7 can be easily recognized basing on 
behavior both ε´´(f) and τ(T) dependencies. In case of relaxation times, this 
transition features by discontinuity in τ(TI-N) whereas ε´´(f) shows significant 
change in magnitude of ε´´(f) at TI-N. Analogous changes in amplitude of ε´´(f) 
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also takes places at temperature, approximately, 30K above Tg. Unfortunately 
we did not find evidence of any phase transition at this temperature from both 
DSC and structural measurements.  

By applying bias voltage to plates of capacitors one can change extend of 
ordering in E7. We found distingue effect of bias voltage on magnitude of ε´´(f) 
in vicinity glass transition temperature (below Tg + 30K). It was noted that bias 
voltage increases amplitude of ε´´(f) obscuring the “transition” at Tg + 30K. 
Therefore, one can expect that this transition is related to change of molecules 
orientation. 

We have also performed mechanical relaxation measurements on 
approaching to glass transition temperature. As a result it was found that 
mechanical relaxation times correspond to dielectric α-relaxation times. 
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Abstract:  Key results associated with nonlinear dielectric effect (NDE) studies 
in liquids are recalled. Particular attention is paid to advantages and 
disadvantages of basic experimental implementations. Subsequently, the first 
ever results for the novel, frequency selective, NDE technique are presented. 
They are based on measurements in p-(n-decyloxy)benzylidene-p-amino-(2-
butyl)cinnamate) (abb. DOBAMBC), a ferroelectric liquid crystalline compound, near 
the SmA – SmC* transition. This effect is compared with the NDE behavior in the 
isotropic phase on DOBAMBC.  
 
Key Words: Nonlinear dielectric spectroscopy, chiral liquid crystalline compound, 
pretransitional behavior, strong electric field 
 
 Nonlinear dielectric effect (NDE) describes changes of dielectric 
permittivity due to the application of a strong electric field, namely:1-6  

  ( ) ( ) ( )
22

0
E

EE
E

ENDE →−
=

∆
=

εεε    (1) 

where ε  and  are dielectric permittivities in a strong and in a weak 
electric fields, respectively 

Eε

 The first successful NDE measurements in liquids were carried out by Herweg1 
more than 8 decades ago, namely in diethyl ether he noted the negative sign of 
NDE. Herweg1 and Debye2 associated the obtained NDE value with the 
orientation of non-interacting or weakly interacting permanent dipole moments 
in a strong electric field. Subsequently, basing on the extension of the Langevin 
– Debye series, as shown in Fig.1, they derived the fundamental relation:1-3  

   ( ) Ss
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NNDE ''
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,

45 ∞−= εεµ   (2) 

where  is the number of molecules in a unit volume, N µ  is for the 
permanent dipole moment, ( )∞εε ,'

sf  denote the local field factor,  is 1≈SR
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the nonlinear dipole-dipole correlation factor,  denote the static 
dielectric permittivity and its infinite frequency counterpart.  
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Fig. 1  The behavior of dielectric polarization when increasing the intensity of a strong electric 
field. The value of NDE is determined by the difference of slopes of the dashed and the solid 
line.1-3  
 
A decade later Piekara found that in nitrobenzene a positive sign of NDE may 
occur.4 These results are recalled in Fig. 2, which presents measurements 
isothermic and concentrational behavior in a series of solutions composed of a 
dipolar component and a non-dipolar solvent. The original studies of Piekara3 ,4 
carried out in nitrobenzene – carbon tetrachloride mixture, are mimed by the 
authors measurements in nitrobenzene – hexene mixture. The structure of 
hexene parallels the structure of hexane what can be important when discussing 
NDE behavior in nitrobenzene – hexane mixture of limited miscibility, also 
presented in Fig. 2. For nitrobenzene – hexene and o-nitrotoluene – CCl4  
mixtures the negative sign of NDE is positive for mixtures dominated by pure 
dipolar compounds. For dissolved dipolar components or for nitropropane 
mixtures the NDE value is positive occurs in the whole range of concentrations. 
Its value follows relation (1), which predicts the linear dependence of N.  
To explain the positive NDE in almost pure nitrobenzene Piekara3,4 suggested 
that for nitrobenzene the intermolecular coupling leading to the “scissor-like” 
arrangement of permanent dipole moments linked to nitrobenzene molecules 
may occur. Under a strong electric field the effective dipole moment of such bi-
molecular associates increases, leading to the positive sign of NDE .3,4
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Fig. 2  Isothermal behavior of NDE in selected solutions composed of a dipolar component and 
a non-dipolar solvent (hexene, hexane, carbon tetrachloride). For the mixture nitrobenzene – 
hexane studies were carried out just above the critical consolute temperature ( ).  CT o

C 5.19=
Curves in the figure are guides for eyes.  
 
Piekara applied the same reasoning for explaining the anomalous increase 
towards positive values near the critical concentration of nitrobenzene – hexane 
mixture.5 However, only in the early nineties it was shown that that the latter 
effect is related solely to the anisotropic deformation of pretransitional 
fluctuations under strong electric field. Subsequently, the validity of the 
following relation was shown:7  
   TV

MNDE χ2∆∝     (3) 

 where 
V

M 2∆  is the mean square of the local order parameter and Tχ  is 

the susceptibility (compressibility).  
In the homogeneous phase of binary critical mixtures ( ) β22

CV
TTM −∝∆ , 

where 325.0≈β  is the order parameter critical exponent and , 
where 

( ) γχ −−∝ CT TT
2.1≈γ  is the critical exponent of susceptibility related.7  denotes here 

the critical consolute temperature. In subsequent years this description was 
extended for the isotropic phase of nematic liquid crystals. In this case: 

CT

0
2 εε ∆∆=∆ fV

M , where fε∆  and 0ε∆  anisotropies of the perfectly ordered 

sample for the given frequency f and for the static limit; ( ) γ
χ

−∗−∝ TTT , where 
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1≈γ  within the mean field approximation.  denotes here the temperature of 
the extrapolated continuous phase transition.

∗T
7-9   

 Although, the history of NDE studies in liquids is nine decades long, 
the number of reliable experimental results is still very limited.3, 9 This can be 
linked to enormous technical problems and the lack of commercial units for 
assembling measurements set-ups without very advanced technical 
background.6,9 In the opinion of the authors important are also experimental 
artifacts hardly, if at all, mentioned in experimental reports so far. Probably the 
latter factor is responsible for the fact that strongly different NDE vales are 
reported for the same liquid, as one can concluded from data presented in ref. 
[3]. This fact shows that the knowledge of experimental solutions is an 
important factor for the critical analysis of NDE based results. To approach this 
issue a short discussion of NDE experimental techniques available so far is 
presented below. Next, the implementation of the novel technique of NDE 
measurements in ferroelectric liquid crystal DOBAMBC are shown given.  
 Generally, there are two principles for NDE measurements.6 For the 
first one, a single strong electric field is used. In this case the detection of NDE 
is associated with charge-related distortions of the input signal. The spectrum of 
this signal should be perfectly well known and included into the output signal 
analysis. There are two inherent technical restrictions for the single-field NDE 
(SF NDE) method. Firstly, the product amplitudefrequency ×  for the excitation 
(input) signal has to be limited. Secondly, the rise of the frequency of the 
electric field causes also the significant increase of the conductivity. This factor 
limits reliable results to kHzfstrong 100< . Consequently, the application of the 
SF NDE technique is limited to samples characterized by a very small electric 
conductivity and as large as possible values of . In practice this can be 
reached only for ferroelectric liquid crystals

Eε∆
10-14 or some polymer films15. The 

application of very high voltage input signals can significantly increase the 
output signal from which the value of  is calculated. Hence, measurements 
associated with a strong enough intensities of the electric field can facilitate the 
reliable estimation of . However, the high voltage input signal has to be 
separated from the end-module which registers the output signal. The separator 
also should not introduce any distortions of the signal. In practice for the SF 
NDE only voltages of the signal allowed by the manufactor of the end-module, 
usually 20 V – 40 V, are applied.

Eε∆

Eε∆

9-15 Hence, the desired high intensities of the 
electric field are reached by placing the tested sample in the capacitor with 
micrometer gap – usually  mmd µµ 505 −= .9-15  However, such extreme 
conditions may introduce a set of parasitic artifacts, namely: (i) surface related 
effects,  particularly significant for anisotropic molecules                    (ii) 
electrostriction based deformations9,16 (iii) ionic-related heating: always 
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significant in liquids, particularly under the long-standing action of the strong 
electric field 3 (iv) dust and gas impurities: they can results in an enormous 
“false” NDE.  For the SF NDE technique they are possible to detect only via 
the model-based analysis of the full set of data.   
All these artifacts are in practice absent for the second, dual-field NDE (DF 
NDE) principle of measurements. In this case changes of dielectric permittivity 
induced by a strong electric field are monitored via the radio-frequency weak, 
measuring field and the shift of the electric capacitance  is registered. The 
strong electric field is applied here in the form of DC pulses, usually lasting few 
milliseconds. For the DF NDE method gas bubbles or dust impurities induce 
the unphysical deformation of the output signal. Similar deformation causes 
undesired ionic related heating. Hence these artifacts can be detected “on line”, 
immediately after their appearing. For the DF NDE method the measurement 
capacitor is most often placed in a resonant circuit of a generator.  

EC∆

HV Pulse Booster Timing controller

LF sine wave 
generatorHV Amplifier

Calibrating
device

Front end module

RS 232

GPIB

Modulation domain analyzer

Main computer

Sample
RF signal

Synchro

Calibration control

 
 
Fig. 3  The scheme for the dual field, single-generator and modulation domain nonlinear 
dielectric spectrometer.  
In this case the shift of the resonant frequency ( ) ( 0=−=∆ EfEff E )

−− Vm

, 

proportional to  and hence  is detected. The DF NDE technique 
enables measurements even extremely small (10 )

EC∆ Eε∆
2219 3,9 values of the NDE. 

The desired high sensitivity and selectivity are inherent features for this 
implementation of NDE measurements. In fact for DF NDE much smaller 
intensities of the strong electric field are needed than for SF NDE. Moreover, 
there are no inherent problems associated with the separation between the high 
voltage source and the measurement end-module. Consequently, for DF NDE 
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method, measurement capacitors with a bulk gap, ranging from  to ,  
can be applied.  

mm2.0 mm2

Until recently the basic idea of DF NDE measurements was based on the two-
generators superheterodyne principle.3,9 Unfortunately, the superheterodyne 
based apparatus suffered from enormous problems associated with grounding 
due to the inherently “scattered” design. It is worth recalling that for a typical 
capacitance of the measurement capacitor pFCmeas 10050. ÷= , the strong 
electric field related changes are extremely small, namely: . The 
fundamental problem for all NDE techniques was also the calibration of the 
output signal. In the opinion of the authors only the recently proposed  reed-
switch calibration unit proposed solves this problem.

fFC E −=∆ 5

17 In ref. [6] the novel idea 
for the DF NDE apparatus, for which all problems encountered above seems to 
be absent was proposed. This is the single generator design from which the 
digitized signal is directly transferred the modulation domain analyzer (MDA-
the registration end-module). The MDA is the equipment which appeared only 
recently due to its application in mobile telephones companies. The MDA 
extents possibilities of classical oscilloscopes, making measurements in the 
frequency-time domain possible.  
In this contribution we present the novel extension of the single-generator DF 
NDE  method for which the strong electric field can be additionally applied in 
the form of sine wave train (pulses). The design of such an apparatus is shown 
in Fig. 3. All results presented below were obtained using the apparatus 
presented in Fig. 3, for MHzfweak 3=  and . The sample was 
placed in flat parallel capacitor made from Invar, with 0.5 mm gap.  

VU peakpeak
weak 1=−

Studies presented were carried out for in p-(n-decyloxy)benzylidene-p-amino-
(2-butyl)cinnamate) (abb. DOBAMBC), the chiral ferrolectric liquid crystalline 
(FLC) compound which structure and the phase sequence is presented in Fig. 4.  
One may expect that for the sine wave pulses the selective NDE excitation 
associated with the frequency  may occur. Moreover, for the AC pulse 
the ionic related heating effects have less important than for DC pulse of a 
strong electric field applied so far.  

strongf

 
Fig. 4 The ferroelectric liquid crystalline (FLC) molecule of p-(n-decyloxy) benzylidene-p-
amino-(2-butyl)cinnamate) (abb. DOBAMBC), its polymorphism and polarity. The letter I is for 
the isotropic liquid, X is for the solid phase. The other letters are for Smectic mesophase. The 
polymorphism appearing on cooling and heating is given.18
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Fig. 5 presents the “classical” DC pulse and the novel sine-wave pulse (AC) 
excitation.   
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Fig. 4  Forms of high voltage pulses applied in NDE studies in this paper.  
   
The large nonlinear dielectric response can be expected here in the SmA phase 
of DOBAMC near the transition to the ferroelectric SmC* phase due to the 
softening of tilt fluctuations. In such a case the free energy density with the tilt 
angle θ  and polarization P  as order parameters is given by:12 

( ) PEPCPPPcbTTff −Ω−−++++−+= ∗ 2242642
0 2

1
4
1

2
1

6
1

4
1

2
1 θθη

χ
θθθ (4) 

where  is the nonsingular part of , 0f f χ  is dielectric susceptibility, C  
and  are coupling constants,  is related to the continuous phase 
transition temperature. The constant  is positive for the continuous 
transition and negative for the discontinuous transition. The other constants 
should be positive.  

Ω 0T
b

By minimizing the above relation in respect to θ  and P , and by assuming that 

in a strong electric field  and  and finally by 

recalling the fact the n-the order component of dielectric permittivity 

( ) ∑
∞

=
=

1n

n
nEaEθ ( ) ∑

∞

=
=

1n

n
nEbEP
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nn
n ED ∂∂=ε , where D denotes the dielectric displacement, one can obtain near 

the continuous phase transition, one can obtain12

   ( ) ...44

44
3

∗−
−=

TTa

bC χε    (5) 

where 3ε  is the nonlinear dielectric response. When comparing relations (1) 
and (3) the prefactor 31  should be introduced 

The validity of the above relation was shown for a variety of FLC using the SF 
NDE method.12-14 In Fig. 6 we present the first ever results of frequency 
selective DF NDE (further abbreviated as FS NDE) using the double field, 
single generator and modulation domain analysis principle presented above. 
The strong electric field was applied in the form of sine-wave pulses (up to 

) which induced changes of dielectric permittivity in the SmA 
phase, next sampled by the measuring radio-frequency field. The obtained FS 
NDE responses in the SmA phase of DOBAMBC are shown in Fig. 6.  
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Fig. 6  Basic results for the frequency selective NDE studies in SmA phase of DOBAMBC, on 
approaching SmC* ferroelectric mesophase. Insets show nonlinear dielectric responses associated 
with sine-wave pulsed of different frequencies, given in presented plots. 
For lower frequencies, ca. Hzfstrong 30< , the FS NDE response has a positive 
sign. For  the detected values are negative and 
approximately constant. By the analogy to the broad band dielectric 
spectroscopy (BDS)

Hzfstrong 700150 <<

3 studies  we will subsequently recall this region as the 
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“static domain”. For  the FS NDE response do not appear.  
Taking into account relation (3) one may conclude that NDE should detect 
mainly multi-molecular nano- and meso-structures, contrary to BDS which is 
coupled mainly to the single molecule response. Hence, one may expect that for 

 such structures, probably pretransitional fluctuations, are not 
able to follow the excitation induced by a strong electric field. This factor may 
be considered as the reason that NDE relaxation time is  slower than the one 
obtained from BDS tests. Fig. 6 also presents the form of FS NDE responses for 
different values of .  
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Fig. 7  The NDE response induced by the DC pulse of a strong electric field in the vicinity of 
the SmA – SmC* transition. Solid curved are portrayed via the stretched exponential functions  

( ) ( )[ ]( )x
NLtNDEtNDE τ−−= ∞ exp1  or ( ) ( )[ ]x

NLtNDEtNDE τ−= ∞ exp , t denotes the 

elapse time and NLτ  is the nonlinear dielectric relaxation time;  is for the saturated NDE 
value. Significant parameters are given in the Figure. 

∞NDE

The decay after switching-off the strong electric field seems to present, within 
the limit of the experimental error, only for lower frequencies. It is noteworthy 
that for any tested frequency  the decay was always described by a single 
exponential, function i.e. it was of the Debye-type. The DC strong electric field 
excitation resulted in the non-Debye decay, as shown in Fig. 7. 

strongf
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Fig. 8  Results of the frequency selective NDE studies in SmA mesophase of DOBAMBC in 
the stationary nonlinear domain.  
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Fig. 9  The stationary NDE response in the isotropic phase of DOBAMBC, on approaching the 
Isotropic – Smectic A transition. The response is associated with DC pulse excitation.  
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Fig. 8 presents the temperature evolution of the FS NDE stationary response 
within the aforementioned “nonlinear static” domain. It is noteworthy, that the 
value of NDE follows the power like dependence described by the power 
function:  

   ( ) ( ) 41∗−
+=

TT

AconstTNDE NDE    (6) 

where  is the NDE amplitude and  within the limit of the 
experimental error coincides with SmA – SmC* phase transition what 
suggest the continuous nature of the transition. 

NDEA ∗T

The obtained dependence poorly coincides with relation. Moreover, 
( ) 0=∗TNDE . Origins of such behavior, probably associated with the frequency 

selective nature of measurements and with the sampling frequency (3 MHz), are 
not clear for the authors. Fig. 9 presents the pretransitional behavior in the 
isotropic phase of DOBAMBC. This result recalls preliminary measurements 
from ref.[20] carried out yet by means of the superheterodyne DF NDE method 
and in more narrow range of temperatures. The obtained anomaly can be fairly 
well portrayed by relation (3) as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 9. Noteworthy 
is the first ever precise estimation of the discontinuity of the I-SmA transition 
for an FLC chiral compound. We would like also stress the negative sign of the 
NDE amplitude, which is beyond predictions of mean-field models for the 
isotropic. However, this can be explained basing on relation (3) and the 
structure of chiral molecules, as indicated in ref. [19] for the case of  I-N* 
transition in chiral isopentylcyanobiphenyl.  
 Concluding, this paper recalls the basic issues related to fundamental of 
nonlinear dielectric effect measurements, which can be considered as the 
natural extension of Broad Band Dielectric Spectroscopy studies. In this paper 
we present the first ever application of the frequency-selective NDE, the 
“nonlinear” dielectric method enabling a selective excitation of multi-molecular 
structures, for instance pretransitional fluctuations. This was illustrated via 
preliminary tests in the classical ferroelectric liquid crystalline compound 
DOBABMBC. The noteworthy result of this paper is the negative sign of the 
NDE pretransitional anomaly both in the isotropic liquid phase and in the SmA 
mesophase. It is worth recalling here that it was claimed that the only source of 
the negative sign of NDE is the orientational effect via relation (2). This paper 
and ref. [19] show that this may be also the case of pretransitional anomalies in 
chiral liquid crystalline compounds.   
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Abstract. Results of preliminary broadband dielectric spectroscopy studies in a 
wide range of  temperatures and pressures range for a mixture of rodlike liquid 
crystalline 4-cyano-4-pentylalkylbiphenyl (5CB) and hydrophilic silica spheres 
(Aerosil 300) are shown. Pretransitional anomaly, observed previously in the 
bulk 5CB, has been found. Temperature dynamics of the mixture was 
investigated with via the DC conductivity σ, coupled to the reorientational 
relaxation. The derivative based analysis of electric conductivity showed a clear 
non-Arrhenius dynamics and indicated the anomalous increase of the fragility 
strength coefficient on approaching the isotropic – nematic transition. Pressure 
investigations of the solidification from the nematic phase showed the increase 
of the transition temperature on pressuring but with unusual increasing of 
dTNS/dP coefficient.   
 
Keywords: Liquid crystals, complex dynamics, random constraints, high pressures 
 
1. Introduction 

 
The vast majority of studies on liquid crystals (LC) is related to bulk 

materials. Only recently results associated with the effect of confinement in 
restricted geometries appeared.1-15 Nematic rod-like liquid crystals in restricted 
geometries are interesting because they are an example of an extremely 
complex model system. Moreover, surface interactions and orientational 
ordering can be investigated in details. Such studies also enable a better insight 
into cooperative phenomena, associated with the correlation length ξ strongly 
increasing with decreasing temperature. In the last years many efforts have been 
devoted to prove the existence of such a characteristic length scale by confining 
complex liquids to geometries of the order expected for ξ.1-15  For instance, 
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close to the glass transition temperature, ξ can be indirectly estimated to be in 
the range of a few nanometers1. The key idea of such studies is associated with 
the assumption that by confining a liquid in pore with a nanometer size one can 
reduce or remove intermolecular constraints linked to cooperativity. The 
dynamics of liquids in the confined geometry are found to speed up compared 
to the bulk sample at the same temperature. 2-11 However, for a selected matrix 
the relaxation dynamics showed a drastic increase of the relaxation rate. In 
liquid crystalline materials situation is even more interesting than in simple 
liquids because due to the complex sequence of phase transition coupled with 
the glass-like dynamics. Confined systems have a high surface-to-volume ratio, 
hence it is important to exploit this feature in experiments that are sensitive to 
physical behavior near the surface. Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) is 
one of fundamental research tools used to examining the influence of restricted 
geometry on dynamics in liquids. It is worth recalling that BDS made it 
possible to investigate an extraordinary wide range of frequencies. BDS studies 
on alkylcynobiphenyl rod like liquid crystalline compounds (nCB) dispersed in 
porous matrices revealed slow relaxation processes absent in studies on bulk 
samples.2 It was shown by Hourrin and coworkers3 in BDS studies on mixtures 
of nCB and hydrophilic silica spheres (aerosil)  that the nematic – isotropic 
phase transition temperature TIN decreases with increasing silica concentration. 
The dominant relaxation process, which pertains the rotation of molecules 
around the short axis, is showed to follow an Arrhenius–like behavior in the 
nematic phase away from the TIN temperature. In the vicinity of TIN, the 
effective relaxation times decrease more gradually with increasing aerosil 
concentration, toward the isotropic phase value. It was suggested that this 
process is due to hindered rotation of the molecules located within surface 
layers. 3 

In this contribution, we report preliminary results BDS studies on liquid 
crystalline 4-cyano-4-pentylalkylbiphenyl (5CB) perturbed by the dispersion of 
3% of aerosil 300.  The broad applications of 5CB, its simple rod-like structure 
with the longitudinal permanent dipole moment and the convenient phase 
transition temperature, namely TIN ≈ 35.2 oC and TNS ≈ 12 oC (“S” is for the 
solid state) made from 5CB probably the most “classical” LC compound tested 
so far. 16,17 For the first time studies were carried out both as a function of 
temperature and pressure. It is important to stress that the temperature shift 
influence mainly the activation energy whereas pressure is coupled to 
densification. 

 
2.  Experimental 

The sample of 5CB was synthesized in the Military Technical 
Univesrity (Warsaw, Poland) by the group of R. Dąbrowski. As the randomized 
admixture, the hydrophilic aerosil type 300 was used. It was obtained due to 
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courtessy of the Degussa Corp. It consists of 70-Å-diameter SiO2 spheres with 
hydroxyl group covering the surface.  

The temperature-dependent dielectric measurements were carried out 
using the Novocontrol Alfa impedance analyzer supported by the Quattro 
temperature control unit. The sample was placed in a parallel plate cell 
(diameter 20 mm, gap 0.1 mm). The temperature was controlled using a 
nitrogen-gas cryostat, with temperature stabilization better than 0.1 K. 

For pressure measurements the setup applied in our previous tests was 
used. It consists of a pressure chamber purchased from Unipress, Poland. As a 
pressure source, the Nova Swiss generator was used. Pressure was measured 
using Nova Swiss tensometric pressure meter with resolution 0.1 MPa. To 
stabilize the temperature a jacket fed from Julabo HD 45S thermostat with 
external circulation surrounded the chamber. The sample was placed in a 
measurement capacitor designed in our lab. It has unique features: only 0.3 cm3 
of the tested sample is needed, the sample is in contact only with Teflon, Invar, 
and quartz, and the pressure can be both decreased and increased without a risk 
of contamination from the pressurized liquid (silicone oil). The capacitor was 
placed within the pressure chamber and pressure was transmitted to the sample 
by the deformation of 50 mm Teflon film.  

3.  Results and discussion 
Figure 1 present real (ε’) and imaginary (ε’’) parts dielectric permittivity in 3% 
mixture of Aerosil 300 and 5CB. Measurements were conducted in the wide 
temperature range (80C … -100 oC). Noteworthy is the shift of the isotropic – 
nematic temperature down to TIN = 25.5 oC. In bulk n-cyanobipphenyls the 
anomalous decrease of the static dielectric permittivity in the isotropic phase on 
approaching TIN occurs. It can be portrayed by the relation:16,17 

( ) ( ) ( ) α
εε

−
−+−+=

1**'*, TTATTaT ,                      (1) 
where ε’(T) was measured for f =10 kHz (the static domain). The exponent α ≈ 
0.5 is the specific heat exponent; T* denotes the extrapolated temperature of 
hypothetical continuous transition.  
The analogy with the specific heat behavior is better visible when considering 
the derivative, namely:16,17 

                      ( ) ( αε −
−+∝ *

'

TTconst
dT

Td ) ,                               (2)

  In fact this dependence often enables more reliable fitting that eq. (1), 
due to the significant reduction of the number of parameters. Relations (1) and 
(2) can be considered as the consequence of the dominant influence of 
prenematic fluctuations on the isotropic phase.   It reflects the cancellation of 
permanent dipole moments ordered in an antiparallel way within prenematic 
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fluctuations. Consequently, the static dielectric permittivity of fluctuations is 
smaller than the one for the isotropic surrounding.         
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Figure 1. The frequency dependence of dielectric permittivity ε’ and loss ε” for 5CB – 3% of 
Aerosil mixture at different temperatures 
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of dielectric permittivity measured at 10 kHz for bulk 5CB 
(open) and mixture with Aerosil (solid). Curves are parameterized by relation (1). 
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Figure 5.    Derivative analysis of the data presented in Figure 4. 
 
Hence, ε’(T) has to decrease in the vicinity of  TI-N, where the volume occupied 
by fluctuation strongly increases. Values of  T* in bulk 5CB and for the mixture 
are strongly different, namely 35 oC and 23.5 oC, respectively. It is interesting 
that with addition of hydrophilic silica spheres increases the discontinuity of the 
phase transition, namely ∆T = TIN – T* increases up to ca. 2.1oC. The increase 
of ∆T and the decrease of the strength of the prenematic effect in 5CB - Aerosil 
mixture, comparing to the bulk 5CB, can be connected with (partial) damping 
of prenematic fluctuations in isotropic phase by dispersed in Aerosil particles.  
Because of crystallization, reorientational relaxation processes observed as 
peaks in dielectric loss spectra in 5CB – aerosil mixture are observed only in 
limited frequency range (see Fig.1). In consequence relaxation dynamics 
described by the relaxation times, calculated from the frequency of the peak 
maximum (τ=1/2πfmax) cannot be analyzed in the whole temperature range. 
However, it was is well known that τ and and the DC conductivity (σ) are often 
co-related via  Debye – Stokes - Einstein (DSE) relation, namely:18-20 

 
           .const=στ                             (3) 

 
Fortunately, the same situation was observed in 5CB. It means that relaxation 
dynamics of 5CB with addition of aerosil can be examined even in if relaxation 
times  cannot be detected, basing on measurements of σ. Effects of such an 
analysis for 5CB – aerosil mixture are resented in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. The Arrhenius plot of the electric conductivity in the mixture of 5Cb and aerosil. The 
solid curve is for the VFT relation based on parameters obtained in the derivative plot in Fig. 5 
for the high temperature domain. 
 
The derivative based analysis of the same data in Fig. 5 revealed a clear non-
Arrhenius behavior which can be described by a sequence of the Vogel-
Fulcher-Tammann dependences, namely: 18-20 
 

 ( ) ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−

=
0

0
0 exp

TT
TDT TVFTττ      (4) 

where DT is the fragility strength coefficient and T0 is the extrapolated glass 
temperature.  
It was shown recently that the derivative based transformation can indicate 
domains of the validity of VFT relations and deliver DT and T0 parameters, 
namely: 17, 20 
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where  is the apparent activation enthalpy and aH ABT =0  and . ABDT /1=
The solid curve in Fig. 4 is based on the parameters obtained in this way. 
Noteworthy is the shift of  towards higher temperatures and the 
extraordinary decrease of  on approaching the I-N transition. Such behavior 
resembles the one observed in bulk 5CB. It is noteworthy that none of dynamic 
crossover temperature, i.e. shifting from the one to another VFT domain, cannot 

0T

TD
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be linked to the magic time scale 0.1 s suggested by Novikov and Sokolov  for 
glassy liquids. 21  
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Figure 5. The derivative transformation plot of the data presented in Figure 4. The linear 
regression analysis applied for the following domains yields VFT parameters given in the Figure. 
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Figure 6. Temperature and pressure dependences of dielectric permittivity measured at 10 kHz 
for mixture of 5CB with Aerosil. Arrows indicated temperatures of crystallization. 
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We would like to recall the similarity of the derivative analysis presented in Fig. 
5 to the formal transformation of data ( )( ) ( )[ ] 2

1
/1000/log −= TddT τφ  introduced by 

Stickel et al. 22  to detect the “magic” dynamic crossover. 
Rough pressure measurements on the 5CB – aerosil mixture was conducted in 
pressure range up to 380 MPa. Isothermal and isobaric dependences the 
dielectric permittivities, measured at frequency 10 kHz are presented in the 
Figure 6. For the reasons of brevity data for different pressures and 
temperatures are separated by factor 2. It is visible that with increasing pressure, 
temperatures of crystallization Tcryst. also increases but it is difficult to identify 
TIN at elevated pressure because of not enough density of measured data points. 
Pressure dependence of Tcryst is showed in Figure 7.  From the figure it is 
obvious that pressure dependence of crystallization temperature is nonlinear. 
Particularly noteworthy is the fact, hardly observed in the bulk that the value of 
dTcryst/dP increases with rising pressure.  
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Figure 4.  Pressured dependence of  the solidification from the nematic phase of the 5CB - 

Aerosil mixture. Solid curve is a guide for the eyes. 
 
4. Conclusions 

We have investigated the effect of silica aerosil dispersion on nematic 
liquid crystal 5CB using broadband dielectric spectroscopy. The isotropic – 
nematic transition temperature is lowered by the aerosil admixture, in 
comparison with the bulk sample. We obtained the first ever evidence for the 
pretransitional anomaly of the static dielectric permittivity in a constrained 
nematic isotropic liquid crystalline compound. It is described by the same 
power exponent  α, as in the bulk sample. However, the “constraint” seems to 
induce the increase of the discontinuity of I-N transition. We would like also to 
stress the non-Arrhenius dynamics coupled with a strong deviation from the 
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Debye-Stokes-Einstein dependence. The application of pressure increase phase 
transition temperatures both in the bulk and in the constrained samples. For the 
latter the makes it possible to compensate the influence of randomization. 
Consequently, in this was it is possible to estimate the negative pressure 
equivalent of the given randomized admixture.  
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Abstract. The annihilation of defect is studied theoretically in liquid crystals (LCs). 
We consider the annihilation of point disclinations in nematic and line edge 
dislocations in smectic A LC phase, respectively. We stress qualitative similarities 
in these processes. The whole annihilation regime is taken into account, consisting 
of the pre-collision, collision and post-collision stage. 

Keywords: liquid crystals; edge dislocations; point disclinations; annihilation 

1.  Introduction 

The physics of topological defects1 attracts scientists for years. They appear in 
phases that are reached via a continuous symmetry breaking phase transition. 
Because this phenomenon is very common in nature, defects are found in many 
(often completely different) physical systems. Note that the first theory on the 
origin of topological defects was made in cosmology2.  
     Due to their essentially topological basis the physics of defects exhibits many 
universalities1,3. Therefore it is adequate to find a system in which some universal 
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features of defects can be studied relatively easily. For this purpose various liquid 
crystal (LC) phases4,5 are very convenient by virtue of their fluidity, softness, optic 
anisotropy, and diversity of phases and structures. They can exhibit point and line 
defects in orientational ordering. In addition smectic phases exhibit also line defects 
in translational ordering.  The defects in LCs are also called dislocations and 
disclinations, referring to the local non-unique description of orientational and 
translational hydrodynamic ordering fields, respectively. These fields are 
commonly represented by the nematic director field  nv in the nematic phase and the 
smectic layer phase field φ  in the smectic phase4.  
    In general defects are sources of relatively strong local elastic distortions. The 
local ordering at the defect site is consequently significantly different in 
comparison to the bulk ordering. This region of apparently different ordering is 
referred to as the core of defect. Its characteristic linear size is roughly given by the 
relevant order parameter correlation length ξ. The correct description of the core 
structure requires introduction of additional6-8 order parameter fields. Their 
appearance mathematically removes the singularity at a defect site, which appear in 
the description solely using the relevant hydrodynamic field. The core structure of 
most common defects in LCs is rather well known, at least from theoretical point of 
view5-11.  
    Because defects are energetically costly, systems tend to minimize their number 
what is most often enabled by annihilation of defects.  In this contribution we make 
a comparative theoretically study of this process in the nematic and smectic A LC 
phase. We stress qualitative similarities between the annihilation of nematic point12 
and smectic A edge line13 defects. The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 we 
present the models we used. The nematic point defects are described in the semi-
microscopic description. The dynamics is governed by the molecular Brownian 
dynamics. The smectic dislocations are studied with time dependent Landau-
Ginzburg continuum type approach. The geometry of the problem is also presented. 
In Sec.3 we compare simulation results obtained in the nematic and smectic phase. 
In the last section we summarize the results. 

2. Theoretical background 

In the following we present the models that we used to describe annihilation of 
defects in the nematic and smectic A (SmA) phase and the geometries of the 
problem. We use different models in order to stress the universality of the 
phenomenon.  
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2.1 NEMATIC POINT DEFECTS 

2.1.1. Model 

In the nematic phase we use the semi-microscopic Lebwohl-Lasher model14. The 
pairwise interaction gij between a pair of rod-like LC molecules at ir

v  and , 
oriented along unit vectors  and

j ir r r= + ∆v v v

inv jnv , is expressed as14

( 2

6ij i j
J )g n n
r

= − ⋅
∆

v v
,                                                                                  (1) 

where J is a positive interaction constant. The molecule in our simulation 
corresponds in reality to a small cluster of real molecules. The average orientation 
of jnv over a few simulation cycles roughly corresponds to the nematic director 
field  in the continuum picture. The extent of fluctuation about this orientation 
yields nematic ordering fields. For example, the nematic uniaxial order parameter S 
at  is roughly given by 

nv

ir r=v v ( )23 1
2 iS n n 2= ⋅ −v v , where <...> describes the averaging 

over the simulation cycles and the first neighbors.  
     The interaction energy of the whole sample is calculated as the sum of all pair 
interactions in the sample. In the simulation we restrict the interaction volume to a 
sphere of radius 2a0, where a0 stands for the characteristic length of the cubic lattice. 
The number of molecules in simulation ranges between 104 and 106.  
    A local orientation of the i-th molecule in the laboratory coordinate system (x,y,z) 
is parameterized as 

( )sin cos ,sin sin ,cosin θ φ θ φ θ=v .                                    (2) 

The angles and ( ,r tθ θ= v ) ( ),r tφ φ= v  are dynamic variables of the model. The 
rotational dynamics of the system is followed using the Brownian molecular 
dynamics15,16. At each time interval t∆  (one sweep) the molecular orientation at the 
i-th site in the local Cartesian frame (x’,y’,z’) is updated obeying the equations 
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Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and D the rotational 
diffusion constant. The z’-axis of the local frame is directed along the long 
molecular axis of the i-th molecule. The angles ( ')x

iϑ and ( ')y
iϑ correspond to small 

rotations about x’ and y’ axes. The gradient of the potential for these two rotations 
is calculated numerically. The quantities ( ')

,
x

r iϑ and ( ')
,
y

r iϑ  are stochastic variables 
obeying the Gaussian distribution. The probabilities are centered 
at and the widths ( ') ( ')

, , 0x y
r i r iϑ ϑ= = ( ') ( ')

, ,
x y

r i r iϑ ϑ∆ = ∆ of the distribution are proportional 
to T .  

2.1.2. Geometry 

 
We study annihilation of nematic hedgehog and anti-hedgehog within the 
cylindrical tube of radius R. The pair of these defects within the geometry of the 
problem is schematically depicted in Fig. 1a.  At the tube surface we enforce strong 
homeotropic anchoring (i.e., the orientation of LC molecules is set along the 
surface normal). At the ends of tubes periodic boundary conditions are imposed. 
We enforce the defects by using the known analytic ansatz for their structures in the 

 representationnv 17.  
 

 
a)  

b) 

Figure 1. Schematic presentations of pairs of defects. (a) A nematic anti-hedgehog (left) and 
hedgehog (right) point defect within a cylindrical confinement. (b) A pair of SmA edge dislocations. 
The smectic layers are stacked along the z-direction of the Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z).    
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2.2. SMECTIC EDGE DISLOCATIONS 

2.2.1. Model 
 
Contrary to the nematic case, we describe the ordering in the SmA phase at the 
continuum level. The orientational ordering is defined by the nematic director field 

. The positional ordering is given by the smectic density wave nv ie φψ η= . The 
translational order parameter η measures the extent of smectic layering and the 
phase factor φ determines the layer position. In terms of these fields we express the 
smectic A free energy density contribution f as 

( ) ( ) 22 4 2
0f C n q C nα ψ β ψ ψ ψ⊥= + + ⋅∇ − + ×∇v .                     (4) 

Here α and β are the material constants. The compressibility elastic constant C  
tends to form an uniform density wave with the interlayer distance d0=2π/q0. The 
bending elastic constant C⊥ tends to lock nv  along the smectic layer normal. 
     To study dynamics we use the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau model. The 
corresponding dynamic equation reads 

*

f
t
ψ δγ

δψ
∂

= −
∂

.                                                   (5) 

Here γ stands for the effective smectic viscosity constant and the symbol δ marks 
the functional derivative. This model18 has been labeled by Halperin and 
Hohenberg as Model A. Model A usually describes systems in which there is no 
interaction between order parameter dynamics and classical hydrodynamics. 
    The scaled smectic order parameter can be expressed as 

( )0 0i q z u iq zie e eφψ η η −= = = Ψ , where far from the defect u represents the 
conventional layer displacement field4. All singular contributions giving 
information about defect structure are contained in Ψ . In order to circumvent 
problems with the definition of the phase φ  where the order parameter is small 
inside the defect cores, we parameterize the “bare” order parameter in terms of its 
real and imaginary components as 

0iq ze Aψ − iBΨ = = + .                                            (6) 
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In the problem we limit to the case where the variational fields depend only on the 
x and z coordinates. We also neglect spatial variations in nv , which is strictly 
aligned along the z-axis. 

2.2.2. Geometry 

We monitor the annihilation of edge dislocation in the same SmA layer in the bulk 
sample. The layer configuration and the geometry is shown in Fig. 1b. We initially 
impose a pair of edge dislocations using the analytical ansatz derived in the 
continuum classical description4 in terms of the displacement field u. The SmA 
layers are stacked along the z-axis, and the line defects run along the y-axis. Note 
that within this model the faced edge dislocations in the same SmA layer do not 
interact, what contradicts experimental observations19.  

3. Results 

Our simulations start with a pair defects. We henceforth label the nematic case with 
i) and the smectic with ii). The defects are well separated with respect to the i) 
nematic correlation length ξn and ii) smectic correlation length ξs , respectively. 
After a relatively short time, equal to a few i) nematic order parameter relaxation 
time τn and ii) smectic order parameter relaxation time τs, the defects locally attain 
quasi equilibrium profiles. These are presented in Figs. 2. Note that the nematic 
»point« defects adopt the ring-like structure, in accordance with the continuum type 
predictions8,20. In our simulation the points belonging to the ring (full lines in Fig. 
2a) correspond to the largest connected local distortions in nematic ordering within 
the core of defect. On the contrary, in the case of smectic A edge dislocations the 
smectic ordering is melted (i.e., η=0) exactly at the defect origin, see Fig. 2b. The 
core structure η(x,z) profile of well separated defects is cylindrically symmetric. For 
a general case we characterize the core structure with the sizes ξx and ξz. They 
measure the core radius along the x and z-axis, respectively. They are defined as the 
distances from the defect origin to the point, where the order parameter equals ηb/2. 
Here ηb stands for the smectic order parameter in the bulk phase.     
     In order to reduce elastic distortions of the system the defects approach. We 
refer to this stage as the pre-collision regime. Then the defects collide and 
annihilate. Finally, during the post-collision regime the equilibrium structures are 
gradually established. In the i) nematic phase the equilibrium structure corresponds 
to the so-called escaped director profile, shown in Fig. 3. In this defectless state the 
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nematic director field structure is radial at the tube wall. On approaching the 
symmetry axis  gradually »escapes« along a chosen symmetry axis direction. nv

 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 2. Core structure of defects. (a) The nematic “point” defects broaden into a ring like structures. With dotted 
lines we indicate the characteristic orientational ordering surrounding the anti-hedgehog (left) and hedgehog 
(right). Below we indicate the (x,y) cross-sections through the defects. (b) The core structure of the SmA edge 
dislocation. For well separated defects the η(x,z) profile around the dislocation exhibits cylindrically symmetric 
profile.   

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The escaped radial nematic structure. 

 
     In the pre-collision regime the separation d between defects decreases with time. 
When d ξ≈ , the cores of defects are negligible influenced by the mutual attraction 
field. Here i) ξ=ξn  and ii) ξ=ξs  in the nematic and SmA phase, respectively. 
Consequently the defects can be treated to a good approximation as i) »point«-like 
and ii) »line«-like objects interacting via the relevant hydrodynamic field i.e., i) n  v
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and ii) φ. We refer to this case as the early pre-collision regime. The late pre-
collision regime follows, where the cores become apparently influenced by the 
inter-defect attraction. The cores become prolonged along the effective attraction 
field direction, what is shown in i) Fig. 4a and ii) Fig. 4b. Representative 
hydrodynamic field structures are shown in i) Fig. 5a and ii) Fig. 6a. In the smectic 
case the order parameter contours are also superimposed, marking the lines with the 
same value of η.   
 

 
 
 

a) 
 

b)  
Figure 3. The average ring radius as a function of time. At a given time the radia of hedgehog and 
anti-hedgehog are comparable. (b) The characteristic radia ξx and ξz  of the edge dislocation core 
structure along the x and z axis. Prior the collision the value of  ξx strongly increases. 1

sτ γ α −≈  

    
     The dynamics of defects in the pre-collision regime can be well fitted with the 
power law dependence 

( )0 1
C

t
td d

χ
= − .                                                  (7) 
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a) 

 
b) 

Figure 5. Qualitatively different annihilation stages of the annihilation of nematic point defects in the 
(x,z) plane. (a) Early pre-collision and (b) late pre-collision regime. 

 
Here d0 stands for the initial separation of defects, tc, ensures the time needed for 
defects to collide, and χ is the characteristic coefficient. 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 6 Smectic layer profile with contour plot of η(x,z) superimposed at different stages during the annihilation 
process. Contours correspond to η/ηb=0.95,0.8,0.6,0.4,0.2,0.05. (a) d=5 ξs , (b) d=0. 

 
    In the nematic case (Fig. 7a) the value of χ slowly changes as a function of d due 
to the surface induced inter-defect interaction screening. Namely, for the cylindrical 
confinement the inter-defect interaction becomes negligible for d>2R. In this case 
the immediate environment of defects is dominantly influenced by the surface 
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anchoring condition. For close enough defects, where the effect of confinement is 
negligible, we find χ ≈ 0.5.  
    In the smectic case (Fig. 7b), in which we consider the annihilation in bulk, we 
obtain χ ≈ 0.5 for all values of d. We obtain slight deviation from the behaviour 
given by Eq. (7) at the initial simulation stage. This anomaly appears because our 
initially imposed structure slightly differs from the quasi-equilibrium profile that 
would be realized at a given value of d0 in a “natural” way.   
 

 
 
 
 

a) 
 

b) 

Figure 4. d=d(t) dependence, (a) nematic point defects, (b) smectic edge dislocations. 

  
   In the collision, shown in i) Fig. 5b and ii) Fig. 6b, the defects merge to the extent 
that they become indistinguishable. At this event the defectless structure is formed. 
In the nematic case two rings, characterizing the defects, touch and merge into the 
single loop. The newly formed loop does not carry topological charge, and we 
therefore refer to it as the chargeless ring. In general this ring is twisted, because 
the relative orientation of well-separated defects is not correlated.  
     In the post-collision regime the equilibrium structure is gradually established. In 
it the relevant order parameter attains spatially homogeneous profile. The 
corresponding hydrodynamic field is given by i) the escaped radial profile of  and 
ii)

nv

0q zφ = . We distinguish between the early and late regimes. Early regime is 
characterized by apparent local variation of the relevant order parameter field. In i) 
the nematic case this is related to the untwisting and shrinking of the chargeless 
ring, shown in Fig. 8. In ii) the smectic case in the early postcollision regime the 
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order parameter profile at the collision site exponentially (with the characteristic 
time 1.5τ≈ ) approaches the quasi-equilibrium ( )rη v  profile, fingerprinting the 
momentary ( )rφ v  pattern. In the late postcollision regime the equilibrium profile is 
approached as 1( )b Ct tη η −− ∝ − . 
 

 
Figure 5. The time dependence of the chargeless ring size ξz in the post-collision regime. In the early 
regime the ring gradually shrinks and finally disappears. 

 
    In the late post-collision regime the relevant order parameter is already 
essentially spatially homogeneous. Further relaxation towards the equilibrium is 
thus dominated by dynamic changes in the relevant hydrodynamic field.       

4. Conclusions 

We study theoretically the annihilation of defects in the nematic and SmA phase. In 
the nematic phase we consider a pair consisting of a hedgehog and anti-hedgehog 
“point” defect within a cylindrical tube. The semi-microscopic description is used 
where the rod-like nematic molecules interact via the Lebwohl-Lasher pairwise 
interaction. The kinetics is studies by means of molecular Brownian dynamics, 
which enables us to access macroscopic time scales. In the smectic phase we study 
a pair of edge dislocations in the same smectic layer using the time dependent 
Landau-Ginzburg continuum model. Thus we study the annihilation of defects in 
the orientational and translational degree of ordering using completely different 
approaches. Despite this we observe striking similarities in the dynamic behaviour. 
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      The annihilation consists of the pre-collision and post-collision stages. In the 
early pre-collision stage the defects can be viewed as point or line-like objects. 
They possess inherent core structures and interact via the hydrodynamic field. In 
the nematic (smectic) case this field corresponds to the nematic director (the 
smectic phase φ or, equivalently, the displacement) field, respectively. The core 
structure of defects is dominantly determined by the relevant order parameter. In 
the late pre-collision stage the inter-defect interaction affects the cores of defects. 
On approaching each other the cores become progressively prolonged along the 
direction of attraction. In the collision the defects merge and become 
undistinguishable. The defectless structure is formed which then gradually decays 
in the post-collision stage towards the equilibrium profile. The early and late post-
collision stages are dominated by the relevant order parameter and hydrodynamic 
field dynamics, respectively. 
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Abstract: We extend the theory for surface modes at the nematic-isotropic 
interface1,2,3,4 to study comparatively two systems: nematic--non-nematic and 
polymer-nematic mixtures. We employ the dynamical generalization of the 
Landau-de Gennes model for the orientational (non-conserved) order 
parameter, coupled with the Cahn-Hilliard equation for concentration 
(conserved parameter), and include hydrodynamic degrees of freedom. The 
theory uses generalized forms of the Landau-de Gennes and Doi free energy 
densities to include the coupling between the concentration of the non-
nematogen and polymer fluids and the orientational order parameter. Two 
representative phase diagrams are shown. The method of matched asymptotic 
expansions is used to obtain a generalized dispersion relation. Further analysis 
is made in particular cases. Orientational order parameter relaxation dominates 
in the short wavelength limit, while in the long wavelength limit, the viscous 
damping processes become important. There is an intermediate region 
(depending on the temperature) in which the interaction between conserved 
parameter dynamics and hydrodynamics is important. 
Keywords: liquid crystal, polymer, mixture, orientational order parameter, conserved 
parameter, dynamics, dispersion relation 

1. Introduction 

Most liquid crystals used in technological applications, such as electro-optical 
devices5, are mixtures. Often we have to consider inhomogeneous mixtures 
between thermotropic nematogen and a non-nematogen or a polymer. The 
dynamics of such materials involves treating not only the orientational order but 
also the concentration of non-nematogen or polymer, respectively. However, in 
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a dynamical theory these two coupled variables have a different status. 
Orientational order is a non-conserved order parameter and normally relaxes 
diffusively. By contrast, concentration is a conserved order parameter, and 
relaxes through an induced current. The coupling of a conserved order 
parameter to a non-conserved order parameter, even when the latter is in some 
sense the driving  force in the system, thus has profound effects on the 
dynamics. A subset of these effects is the subject of this paper. 

In these systems, a biphasic region between the isotropic and the nematic 
phases appears below the nematic-isotropic transition temperature of the pure 
nematogen. When the system is thermally quenched from the stable isotropic 
phase into the biphasic region, fluctuations of concentration and of orientational 
order occur, and isotropic or nematic droplets can appear. By whatever early 
stage process, e.g. nucleation or spinodal decomposition, interfaces soon form. 

In this paper, we analyze the problem of damping of capillary waves at 
these interfaces. For mixtures, the physics involves coupling time-dependent 
Ginzburg-Landau and Cahn-Hilliard equations6 with hydrodynamic degrees of 
freedom. To study the nematic--non-nematic mixture, we use a generalized 
form of Landau-de Gennes  free energy density3 to include the coupling 
between the concentration of the non-nematic fluid and the orientational order 
parameter. In the case of polymer-nematic mixture, a generalized form of Doi  
free energy density7 is used, with a different coupling term between 
concentration and orientational order parameter4. 

The unperturbed or base state of the system is a planar isotropic nematic-
isotropic interface in equilibrium. Due to thermal fluctuations, small amplitude 
monochromatic waves develop at the interface. We use a stability analysis of 
the equations to obtain their dispersion relation. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the free 
energies of a non-uniform nematogen--non-nematogen mixture as well as of a 
polymer-nematic mixture systems. We present the static phase diagrams and 
derive the interfacial tension between coexisting phases. In Sec. 3, we give the 
governing equations. We then present in Sect. 4 the dispersion relations 
corresponding to the two regions defined by the typical lengths in the problem. 
The general dispersion relation and numerical results are presented in Sec. 5. In  
Sec. 6 we draw some conclusions and present directions for future work. 

2. Free energy 

A thermotropic nematic--non-nematic and a polymer-nematic mixture are 
characterized by a conserved parameter and a non-conserved parameter. The 
conserved parameter is the concentration NNc /1= of the non-nematic or 
polymer components, respectively, where  is the number of molecules of 1N
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non-nematic (polymer) component and  is the total number of molecules. 
The scalar non-conserved parameter is the orientational nematic order 
parameter

N

8S, which has the value 0 in the isotropic liquid and 1 in a fully 
oriented nematic phase. 

Within the mesoscopic approach, the free energy functional is given by 
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where  and are phenomenological coefficients and is the elastic 
constant. 
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2.1. NEMATIC—NON-NEMATIC MIXTURE SYSTEM 
For a nematic--non-nematic mixture the bulk free energy density f(c,S) is given 
by 
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where is the Boltzmann constant, Bk T  is the absolute temperature, 
TkU B/0=χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter related to isotropic 

interaction between unlike molecular species9. 
The second parenthesis in (2) is the Landau-de Gennes free energy density 

which governs the isotropic-nematic phase transition. The coupling between c 
and S results from microscopic considerations3 .For a pure nematogen, (c=0), 
the free energy describes a weakly first order nematic-isotropic phase transition. 
For the two phases, nematic (S,24/2* aCBTTT NI +== nem = B/6C) and 

isotropic (Siso =0) coexist in equilibrium. is the undercooling limit 
temperature of the isotropic phase. 

*T

 
2.2. POLYMER-NEMATIC MIXTURE SYSTEM 
Analogues, for a polymer-nematic mixture the bulk free energy density f(c,S) 
consists of the same two parts7 as in (2) 
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where is the number of segments of the polymer, is the axes ratio of the 
mesogenic molecules, 

pn ln
)1( cnU l −= ν  and TkU Ba /=ν  parameterizes the 

orientation dependent (Maier-Saupe) interactions between the mesogen 
molecules7. The second parenthesis is now the Doi7,10 free energy density which 
governs the isotropic-nematic phase transition. 

For a pure nematogen, the free energy describes a weakly first order 
nematic-isotropic phase transition. For U=UNI=2.7, the two phases, nematic 
(Snem=0.49)  and isotropic (Siso=0)  coexist in equilibrium. 

2.3. PHASE DIAGRAMS 

The calculation of static phase diagrams requires only the bulk free energy 
density. We now non-dimensionalize the free energy. For the nematic--non-
nematic mixture, the orientational order parameter is normalized with respect to 
its value at the transition nemSSS /= , using the reduced temperature 

 The dimensionless free energy )./()( ** TTTT NI −−=τ
density is now 0/ fff = , where Omitting the bar notation, 
the non-dimensional free energy density becomes: 

.24/ 334
0 CBf =

],2))[(1()]1(ln)1ln()1[(),( 432 SSSccccccccScf +−+−+−++−−Γ= λτχ    (4) 

where 0  and  Now, for a pure nematogen the 
phase transition temperature is 

/VfTNkB=Γ ./24 2* BaCT=λ
1=NIτ and the corresponding value of the 

nematic orientational order parameter is .1=nemS  
Similar, in the case of polymer-nematic mixture, the dimensionless free 

energy density has the following form: 
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Now, for a pure nematogen, the phase transition temperature is .1=NIτ  
The equilibrium conditions can be written as: 
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where )()0,(),(),( isoiso cccfScfScg −−−=∆ µ is the difference in Gibbs 
free energy density between the twophases and ccf iso ∂∂= /)0,(µ is the 
chemical potential. 

The corresponding phase diagrams are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. The solid 
curves refer to the binodal and the dotted lines shows the hidden first order 
nematic-isotropic transition, where the isotropic and nematic branches of the 
Gibbs free energy density are equal. The dashed-dotted lines are the spinodals. 
Figure 1 shows the phase diagram for nematic--non-nematic mixture for 

,1===Γ χλ  while the corresponding phase diagram for polymer-nematic 
mixture is plotted in Fig. 2. for ,10,2 == pl nn and .5/ =νχ For 
temperatures below ),1( =NINIT τ  there exists a two-phase coexistence region 
between an isotropic and a nematic phase (I+N). 
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Figure 1. Phase diagram for nematic--non-nematic binary mixture. The solid curve refers to the 
binodal, the dotted line shows the hidden nematic-isotropic phase transition, and the dashed-
dotted line is the spinodal. 1===Γ χλ  

On decreasing the temperature (note that the undercooling limit temperature 
for isotropic phase  in the pure nematogen corresponds to ) the 
biphasic region broadens. Within the biphasic region, there are two different 
metastable regions: an isotropic metastable (Im) and a nematic metastable (Nm) 
region, as well as an unstable region of the nematic (Nu). In both phase 
diagrams we can distinguish two different regions. Near 

*T 0* =τ

1=τ , the 
concentration jump at the transition is very small, so that the important effect 
results from the non-conserved order parameter variation. On decreasing 
temperature, the concentration jump at the transition is larger and the variation 
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of the conserved parameter becomes important. This effect is more important 
for nematic--non-nematic system then for polymer-nematic mixture, with the 
consequences on interfacial tension as well on the dynamics. 
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Figure 2. Phase diagram for polymer-nematic binary mixture. The solid curve refers to the 
binodal, the dotted line shows the hidden nematic-isotropic phase transition, and the dashed-
dotted line is the spinodal.  5/,10,2 === νχpl nn

2.4. INTERFACIAL TENSION 

We consider a planar nematic-isotropic interface in equilibrium and take the z- 
axis perpendicular to the interface. The interfacial tension, defined as the 
difference, per unit area of the interface, between the free energy of the system 
and that of the two phases if each were uniform and isolated, can be written 

∫
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The corresponding interfacial tensions γ  between the isotropic and nematic 
phases, for both systems, are plotted in Figure 3.  Sγ  is the interfacial tension 
of an isotropic-nematic interface of the pure nematogen at 1== NIττ . Again 
the  two regions can be distinguished. Near 1=τ , the interfacial tension is 
very close to that of a pure nematic. On decreasing temperature, the 
concentration jump at the transition is larger and its influence on the interfacial 
tension becomes important. Due to the fact that the coupling term induces a 
larger difference in concentration in nematic--non-nematic system that in 
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polymer-nematic mixture, the interfacial tension in the first system increases 
more rapidly with decreasing temperature. 
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Figure 3. Interfacial tension between the isotropic and nematic phases plotted against the reduced 
temperature. The 

solid curve refers to the nematic--non-nematic mixture and the dashed line corresponds to the 
polymer-nematic mixture. 
 
3. Equations of motion 
The equations of motion for an isothermal, incompressible fluid can be written 
as follows11,12,13: 
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where ρ  is the density, p is the pressure, cΓ is transport coefficient assume to 
be constant, and α is the rotational viscosity of nematogen.  

The three typical lengths of the problem are as follows: 
(i) The first length is related to the order parameter itself. It strongly varies 

across the interface over a typical distance known as the microscopic 
correlation length  that for 5CB has the value 5*102/1

0
2 )/( fSKl SS = -6cm. 

This length gives the typical width of the order parameter profile within the 
interface. 
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(ii) The second microscopic length is related to the concentration variation 
inside the interface that for 5CB has the value 3*102/1

0 )/( fKl cc = -5.cm. 
(iii) The third (macroscopic) length is associated with the flow induced by 

the motion of the interface and can be defined as: . For 5CB, it has 
the value 1cm. This length separates the inertial from the viscous regimes; the 
corresponding value of the Reynolds number is unity

ργηη /2=l

2. In the following, we 
shall use  as unit time, which is the typical relaxation time of a 
perturbation of size l  and for 5CB has the value 10s. 

23 / ργηη =t
η

In the following, the ratio  will constitute the 
small parameter of the theory. 

510// −≅== ηηε llll cS

Measuring length in unit of η  and time in unit of ηt , and considering a two 
dimensional flow with horinzontal and vertical velocity components u and w in 
the x and z directions, respectively, we obtain the non-dimensional form of 
working equations: 
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       (9) 

In what follows we shall suppose that the stationary planar nematic-
isotropic interface (the base state of the system) is situated at z=0, such that the 
nematic lies in the region z<0 and the isotropic phase in the region z>0. The x 
axis is taken in the direction of the wave vector k

r
 of the perturbation along the 

interface. This is possible without loss of generality, as the system is isotropic 
in x and y directions. In this way, the wavenumber k represents the modulus of 
the two-dimensional wavevector in the plane of the interface. 

 
4. Asymptotic analysis for 1<<ε   
To obtain the dispersion relation we use the method of matched asymptotic 
expansions3,14. The method consists in matching the solution obtained in the 
outer region, where z is of the order unity,  to that in  an inner region, in which 
z is small. In our case, there are two outer regions B and C, of dimension , in 
which the dominant physics is hydrodynamic: dissipation due to shear flow. 
These two regions are the deep nematic region 

ηl

)( −∞→z  and a  )( ∞→z
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deep isotropic region. In the inner region A, of dimension lS=lc  both conserved 
and nonconserved order parameters vary rapidly. 

 
4.1. OUTER REGIONS: B AND C 
Here c and S are constant in each phases. The leading order problem in the 
outer regions is equivalent with the Navier-Stokes equation for an interface 
between two fluids with the same density but with different viscosities15,16. 
Imposing the boundary conditions at the sharp interface, we obtain the 
dispersion relation in the leading order in the outer region2,3: 
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where  is the capillary wave dispersion relation for ideal fluids 

and . k is the wavenumber and 

ργ 2/32 ko −=Ω
2/12

,, )/1( kkl ININ ηρΩ−= Ω  is the angular 
frequency.  

 
4.2. INNER REGION A 
The leading order dispersion relation in the inner region in the absence of 
hydrodynamic degrees of freedom has the following form3: 
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The pure nonconserved order parameter dispersion relation17 is obtained for 
ciso=cnem, and the pure conserved parameter dispersion relation18 is obtained for 

.0=α  
In Figure 4 we have plotted, for 5.0=τ , the inner region dispersion 

relation as well as the particular limits for nematic—non-nematic mixture. The 
same quantities are plotted in Figure 5 for polymer-nematic mixture. There are 
two distinct regimes. In region A1, relaxation of concentration is the important 
process, while in the region A2, relaxation of the orientational order parameter 
dominates. 

There is a transition region between these two regimes that takes place for 
, which gives, cS Ω=Ω

,
)( 2

Sc

Snemiso
c

Kcc
k

αγΓ
−

=                                                   (12) 
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which for nematic—non-nematic mixture gives kc=2.8*10-4cm-1 with the 
corresponding critical wavelength mc µλ 2.2≅ , while for polymer-nematic 
system we obtain kc=212cm-1 with the corresponding critical wavelength 

mc µλ 300≅ . 
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Figure 4. The inner region (leading-order) damping rate (continuous curve) for nematic--non-
nematic mixture, defining two distinct regimes. The nonconserved order parameter dispersion 
relation  (dashed curve) and conserved parameter dispersion relation  (dotted curve). In the region 
A1 relaxation of the concentration is the important process, while in the region A2 relaxation of 
the orientational order parameter dominates 
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Figure 5. The inner region (leading-order) damping rate (continuous curve) for polymer-nematic 
mixture, defining two distinct regimes. The nonconserved order parameter dispersion relation  
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(dashed curve) and conserved parameter dispersion relation  (dotted curve). In the region A1 
relaxation of the concentration is the important process, while in the region A2 relaxation of the 
orientational order parameter dominates 

In Fig. 6 we have plotted the phase diagram in the space ( ), ckτ  for both 
systems. Nematic--non-nematic mixture system is represented by continuous 
line, while the dashed line represents the polymer-nematic mixture. In the 
region k<kc, the conserved parameter relaxation is the important process, while 
in the region k>kc, the nonconserved order parameter relaxation dominates. 
Near 1=τ  the relaxation of the non-conserved order parameter is the important 
process for all values of k, except a very small region near k=0. With 
decreasing temperature, the concentration variation becomes more and more 
important, and the relaxation of the conserved order parameter is dominant in a 
larger region. Due to the larger variation in concentration for nematic--non-
nematic system, the region in which the conserved parameter relaxation 
dominates is much larger for this system. 
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Figure 6. The phase diagram ),( ckτ  

To sum up, we have obtained the leading order dispersion relation in the 
outer regions B and C of dimension ηl . In this region, the interface is sharp and 
can be considered as a surface of discontinuity. The physics is governed by the 
dissipation due to shear flow and the dispersion relation is the classical capillary 
wave dispersion relation at a sharp interface between two fluids with the same 
densities and different viscosities. In the inner region A of dimension Sl , 
without considering the interaction between velocity and the order parameter 
relaxation, we have obtained the leading order dispersion relation. In this region 
the interface is diffusive and the relaxation of the order parameters is the 
dominant process. 
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The important point here is that both the leading order solutions for the 
eigenvalues in the inner and outer regions are approximations of the same 
eigenvalue problem. Therefore, in the transition region between the inner and 
outer layers, the two expansions must give the same result. The next step is to 
combine them into a single expression by matching these two asymptotic 
expansions. 

 
5. General dispersion relation 
Now, we consider the interaction between hydrodynamics and relaxation of the 
order parameters3. Using the method of matching the asymptotic expansions, 
we obtain the 
generalized dispersion relation, in unscaled units: 
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where Sc is the leading order dispersion relation in the inner region and is 
the leading order dispersion relation in the outer region. 

Ω ηΩ

The real part of the solution and its asymptotic limits given by the Equations 
(10) and (11) are drawn in Figure 7 (for nematic--non-nematic mixture) and 
Figure 8 (for polymer-nematic mixture). Three regions can be clearly 
distinguished. In the short wavelength limit (region A), the interface is diffuse 
and the relaxation of the order parameters is the dominant process (dashed 
curves in Figures 7 and 8).  
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Figure 7. The damping rate for nematic--non-nematic mixture for 5.0=τ . The general 
n (dashedispersion relation  (continuous curve), the inner region dispersion relatio d line), and the 

outer region dispersion relation (dotted curve). 
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igure 8. The damping rate for polymer-nematic mixture for F 5.0=τ . The general dispersion 
tion (das

 the viscous damping process in the outer 
reg

relation  (continuous curve), the inner region dispersion rela hed line), and the outer 
region dispersion relation (dotted curve). 
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6. Conclusions 

In this paper we have examined surface modes at the nematic-isotropic 
interface in two systems: thermotropic nematic--non-nematic mixture and 
polymer-nematic mixture. For both systems, we have used a free energy density 
model as a sum of two terms. The first term is the free energy density of the 
isotropic mixing for the two components of Flory type. The second term is 
different: (i) for nematic--non-nematic mixture, we have used a generalized 
form of the Landau-de Gennes free energy density in which we have included 
the coupling between c and S from microscopic considerations, while (ii) for 
polymer-nematic mixture, we have used a generalized form of the Doi model, 
in which the coupling between c and S is introduced. The two representative 
phase diagrams generated by these forms of the free energy were presented in 
Figures 1 and 2. We have considered a planar nematic-isotropic interface in 
equilibrium, which constitutes the base state in the inner region of the 
dynamical system. Minimizing the free energy functional, we have obtained the 
interfacial tension, that is plotted in Figure 3 for both systems. Due to the fact 
that the coupling term induces a larger difference in concentration in nematic--
non-nematic system that in polymer-nematic mixture, the interfacial tension in 
the first system increases more rapidly with decreasing temperature. 

To explore the dynamics of this system, we have supplemented the Hess-
Olmsted-Goldbart-Qian-Sheng model for the orientational, non-conserved, 
order parameter with the Cahn-Hilliard equation for the conserved parameter, 
the concentration. We have assumed an isothermal system, characterized by a 
scalar order parameter S. In this model, both phases have the same density, but 
different viscosities. We have considered the equilibrium planar nematic-
isotropic interface as the base state of the system. The front was then perturbed 
with a small amplitude monochromatic plane wave and the linear stability of 
the front was examined. 

In the outer region, in the leading order, we have obtained the classical 
dispersion relation for the damping of capillary waves,Equation (10). In the 
inner region, ignoring the interaction between the hydrodynamics and the order 
parameter dynamics, in the leading order, the problem is the coupling between 
the non-conserved dynamics governed by time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau 
equation and a conserved dynamics described by the Cahn-Hilliard equation. In 
this approximation, we have obtained the dispersion relation in the inner region, 
Equation (11) which we have plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. Two distinct regions can 
be distinguished. In the small wavelength limit, the relaxation of the non-
conserved order parameter is the important process. In the long wavelength 
limit, the relaxation of the conserved parameter becomes dominant. So, 
ignoring hydrodynamics degrees of freedom, the addition of a conserved 
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parameter has a profound effect on the dynamics at long wavelengths. The 
critical wave number which defines the transition between these two regions 
was analytically obtained  and plotted in Figure 6 as a function of temperature. 

Using the method of matching asymptotic expansions, we have obtained the 
generalized dispersion relation, Equation (13).  The corresponding relaxation 
rates are plotted in Figures 7 and 8. Three distinct regions can be distinguished. 
(i) at very low values of the wavenumber, in region B1, the nematic behaves as 
an isotropic fluid and the dissipation due to shear flow dominates, (ii) at 
intermediate values of k, in region B2, the influence of the conserved parameter 
is important, and finally (iii) at large values of k, in region A, the relaxation of 
the non-conserved order parameter governs the physics. 

We mention that the calculation is simplified as it neglected the coupling 
between the nematic director and the hydrodynamics flow, as well the 
anchoring effect of director at the interface. We did not use the complete set of 
Leslie viscosities. Nevertheless, it seems likely that much of the physics will be 
retained in the general case. However, particularly when the boundary condition 
at the interface is planar, or when there are anchoring transitions as one goes 
along the phase coexistence line, there may be interesting new extra physics in 
the dynamics. 
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Abstract. Recent developments of the global phase equilibria studies of binary 
mixtures provide some basic ideas of how the required methods can be developed 
based on global phase diagrams for visualization of the phase behavior of mixtures. 
The mapping of the global equilibrium surface in the parameter space of the 
equation of state (EoS) model provides the most comprehensive system of criteria 
for predicting binary mixture phase behavior. The main types of phase behavior for 
environmentally significant organic chemicals in aqueous environments are 
considered using structure-property correlations for the critical parameters of 
substances. Analytic expressions for azeotropy prediction for cubic EoS are 
derived. A local mapping concept is introduced to describe thermodynamically 
consistently the saturation curve of water.  

The classes of environmentally significant chemicals (polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons - PAH, polychlorinated biphenyls - PCB, polychlorinated dibenzo-p-
dioxins and furans, and selected pesticides) are considered and main sources of the 
property data are examined.  Vapor pressure, heat of vaporization, and critical 
parameter estimations for pure components were chosen for seeking a correlation 
between the octanol – water partition coefficients KOW and the EoS binary 
interaction parameters – k12. The assessment of thermodynamic and phase behavior 
of representatives for different pollutants is given. 
Key words: supercritical water; organic chemicals; global phase behaviour; octanol-water 
partition coefficient, 
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1. Introduction 
 
Knowledge about the thermodynamic and phase behavior of chemicals is essential 
for various applications.  To simulate the behavior of different hazardous chemicals 
in the technological media, models based on equations of state (EoS) for 
presentation of thermodynamic properties are more preferable.  Considering a huge 
array of existing environmentally significant organic chemicals, which wait in 
queue to be destroyed or recycled, it is obvious that there is need to develop 
theoretically sound methods for reliable assessment of their thermodynamic and 
phase behaviour, especially, at supercritical water conditions. Theoretical analysis 
of the topology of fluid phase equilibria is a very useful tool for understanding the 
sophisticated phase diagrams observed in multi-component systems.  

 The first pioneering study of van Konynenburg and Scott1 has shown that 
the simple one-fluid van der Waals model can reproduce qualitatively the main 
phase diagrams of binary fluids. A proposed classification was successful and now 
is currently used as a basis for description and recognition of different phase 
behavior types in binary mixtures. Mapping of the global equilibrium surface into 
the parameter space of the equation of state model provides the most 
comprehensive system of criteria for predicting binary mixture phase behavior. The 
influence of critical parameters of compounds on phase topology is visualized via 
global phase diagrams.  Such diagrams are presented not in the pressure - 
temperature variables but in the space of the equation of state parameters, e.g. the 
van der Waals geometric - b and energetic – a parameters. 

The main goal of the present work is to demonstrate some fundamental links 
that exist between the studies of the global phase diagrams and the prognosis of the 
thermodynamic and phase behaviour of supercritical water – organic pollutant 
mixtures.  

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 theoretical models of global 
phase behavior are considered and the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation of 
state is selected. Local mapping of the fundamental equation of state for water on 
the three parameter SRK model is introduced. Analytical expressions to predict 
azeotropy phenomena in terms of critical parameters of mixture components and 
K12 are derived using the global phase diagram approach. Section 2 presents global 
phase behavior of water + hydrocarbon blends. Restricted experimental data on 
high pressure  phase equilibria of water + hydrocarbon mixtures  are used to 
identify the binary interaction parameters K12 via the octanol – water partition 
coefficient KOW. In section 3 we perform the phase equilibria and critical line 
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calculations for binary mixtures supercritical water – organic pollutant. The paper 
ends with some conclusions and an outlook to further research. 

 
2. Global phase behaviour of binary mixtures 
 
The first idea to map a phase equilibria surface on the space of the equation of state 
parameters belongs to van der Waals. The term global phase diagram (GPD) has 
been introduced by Furman & Griffiths2. The boundaries of the GPD ( tricritical 
points - TCP, double critical endpoints - DCEP, azeotropic lines, etc.)  divide the 
space of model parameters into the regions corresponding to the various  phase 
behavior types. Mapping of the global equilibrium surface into the parameter space 
of the equation of state model provides the most comprehensive system of criteria 
for predicting binary mixture phase behaviour.  

Phase diagrams are a visual representation of the state of a substance as 
functions of temperature, pressure, and concentrations of components and are, 
therefore, usually hailed as basic blueprints for chemical reactor design and 
physical understanding.  The p, T – variables and the variable x are of different 
nature. Pressure and temperature are “field” variables which have the property to be 
the identical for all coexisting phases.  The mole fraction is a “density” variable, 
which has in general different values for different phases. To understand and 
classify a wide assortment of phase diagrams the determination of critical points of 
mixtures is important for a variety of both practical and theoretical reasons. A 
mixture of given composition may have one, more than one, or no critical points.  

Phase behavior types of interest for supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) 
applications can be characterized as follows1 (Fig.1): 

 
I.     a single permanent critical line between both critical points Cl and C2 ; 
II.     one critical line connecting Cl and C2, another line going from Cm to a 

               critical  endpoint; 
III.     one critical line going from Cl to an upper critical endpoint, another line 

               going  from C2 to Cm ; 
III-H. a subclass of III having an heteroazeotropic three-phase curve; 
III-A. a subclass of III with a genuine positive azeotropic line; 
IV.    one critical line going from Cl to an upper critical endpoint, a second 

               critical line going from C2 to a   lower critical endpoint, a third line going  
               from Cm to an upper critical endpoint. 
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Figure 1. Main types of phase behaviour in binary mixtures 
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 critical end point; AE  – azeotropic end point. 
al phase diagrams of mixtures are analyzed for simple two-parametric 
s of state and the one-fluid approximation mainly for two-component 
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fluids. Global phase diagrams of binary fluids represent the boundaries between 
different types of phase behavior in a dimensionless parameter space. The 
boundaries between types in the global phase diagram can be calculated directly 
using the thermodynamic description of the boundary states obtained from the 
boundary states principle3. The dimensionless coordinates that are used for 
representation of the boundary states depend on the equation of state model, but 
normally they are designed similar to those proposed by Scott and van 
Konynenburg for the van der Waals model1. In that case, global phase diagrams for 
all realistic models have very similar structure, especially for the case of equal 
sized molecules. For example, the global phase diagrams of such different models 
as the one-fluid EoS of binary Lennard-Jones fluids4 and the Redlich-Kwong 
model5  are almost identical in their main features including such a sensitive 
phenomenon as the closed-loops of liquid-liquid immiscibility. Therefore, most of 
the considerations and conclusions obtained for the one of realistic models will 
remain valid for another. 

 
2.1. GLOBAL PHASE DIAGRAMS FOR BINARY MIXTURES  

 
We consider here the SRK model6 as an example in its classical non-modified 

form: 
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For a normal critical point when two fluid phases are becoming identical critical 
conditions are expressed in terms derivatives of the molar Gibbs energy in the 
following way: 
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One of most important boundaries in global phase diagrams is given by the 

tricritical points. This boundary divides the classes I and V, II and IV, or III and IV.  
The tricritical state is a state where the regions of the liquid-liquid-gas 
immiscibility shrink to one point, which is named the TCP. Three phases become 
identical at a TCP. Corresponding critical conditions are: 
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Another important boundary in global phase diagrams is the locus of double 

critical end-points (DCEP) that divides type III and IV, or II and III. A DCEP is 
produced in a type III when the critical curve cuts tangentially the three-phase line 
in the pressure – temperature diagram. Type IV is characterized by two liquid-
liquid-gas curves. One is at high temperatures and is restricted by two critical end 
points (a lower critical end point - LCEP and an upper critical end point - UCEP). 
At the upper critical point, the solution becomes immiscible as the temperature is 
lowered. At a lower critical point, the solution separates into two phases as the 
temperature is increased. Thermodynamic expressions and mathematical tools for 
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evaluation of the boundaries in the global phase diagram are given in the 
literature5,10. 

                        
2.2. LOCAL MAPPING   

 
To define exact equation of state parameters for pure substances, especially for 

water, the concept of local mapping has been developed. The conventional 
approach to determination of parameters a, b, and α is derived from critical 
conditions. But for phase equilibria prediction this parameter set is not sufficient to 
satisfy the limiting conditions at x → 1 and x → 0.  

As was shown in7 it is necessary to use a three parameter basis for a 
thermodynamically consistent description of system properties, i.e. simultaneous 
description of isothermal compressibility, energy and pressure. Thermodynamic 
consistency is impossible to attain operating with only two scaling factors8. 
Transition from two-parameters to the multi –parameters models makes phase 
equilibria calculation more complex and does not necessarily lead to the 
improvement of results.  

 To provide a reliable thermodynamic consistency between exact and model 
equations of state the equalities of pressures, isothermal compressibilities and 
internal energies should be applied. To satisfy these conditions at a defined point 
with V-T coordinates the set of equations (6) should be solved:  
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       (6) 

 
 
where Рехасt is calculated from the fundamental EOS for H2O9, Рmod and PSRK are 
from the SRK model6 with adjusted and conventional parameters , 
correspondingly, and 

X
r

X
r

 is the vector of SRK model parameters. Idea of local 
mapping is presented in visual from at Figure 2. Results of calculations, which 
accurately describe data on saturation curve and supercritical isotherm for water, 
are presented in Table 1 and Table 2.  
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TABLE 1. Model parameters X
r

for the SRK EoS on vapor pressure curve (Ρexp  is an  
experimental vapor pressure, RD is a relative deviation of calculated pressure from 
experimental data) 

 
T, K Pexp, 

MPa  
Pmod, 
MPa  

RDmod, 
 % 

RDSRK, % aH2O, 105 
J·m3/mole2

bH2O,  
cm3/mol 

α 

400 0.2479 0.2479 -3.5e-09 -5.6137 5.4677 20.638 1.469 
450 0.9373 0.9373  1.1e-09 -0.7686 5.5861 21.048 1.359 
500 2.6475 2.6475  1.3e-09 1.6909 5.6283 21.185 1.259 
550 6.1302 6.1302 -1.0e-09 2.5844 5.6694 21.325 1.165 
600 12.364 12.364 -1.4e-09 2.2213 5.6697 21.325 1.077 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Local mapping concept 
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TABLE 2. Model parameters X
r

 for the SRK EoS on supercritical isotherm T = 673.15K 
(ρexp  is an experimental density, RD is a relative deviation of calculated density from 
experimental data) 

 
T, 
K 

P, 
MPa 

ρexp, 
kg/m3

ρmod, 
kg/m3

RDmod, 
% 

RDSRK, 
% 

aH2O
J·m3/mole2

bH2O, 
cm3/mole α 

673.15 150 751.26 751.26 4.3e-10 29.263 4.0666 14.534 1.00 
673.15 200 792.53 792.53 9.2e-10 28.877 4.0234 14.461 1.00 
673.15 250 825.11 825.11 -3.6e-09 28.734 3.9606 14.366 0.99 
673.15 300 852.34 852.34 -6.2e-10 28.728 3.8858 14.265 0.99 
673.15 350 875.90 875.90 -1.2e-10 28.806 3.8031 14.163 0.98 
673.15 400 896.80 896.80 4.8e-10 28.939 3.7146 14.061 0.97 
 
 
2.3. AZEOTROPY CRITERIA  
 
Azeotropy plays a very important role in all technical applications of mixtures and 
therefore is of special interest. Some criteria for azeotropy in binary fluids can be 
obtained analytically in the frameworks of global phase diagrams. The 
corresponding boundary state is called a degenerated critical azeotropic point and 
represents the limit of the critical azeotropy at xi  0 or at xi  1. As a result of 
solving the system of thermodynamic equations for a degenerated critical azeotrope 
10, 22: 
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one can obtain the following relationship of dimensionless interaction 
parameters:          
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where the upper signs + or - correspond to x2= 0 and the lower signs - to x2 = 1, 
respectively. 

The set of dimensionless parameters for the SRK model has been defined as 
follows: 
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The value of the constant Λ  depends on cubic equation type. In case of the 

SRK model the value Λ  is given by: 
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a
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z
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For the Peng-Robinson model it can be evaluated as: 
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where  . 122 −Θ+Θ=Ξ bb
pr

According to the (8) border between azeotropic and non-azeotropic states on a 
Z1-Z2 plane at fixed values of Z3 and Z4 is a straight line. For the Peng-Robinson 
equation of state Ωa = 0.45724, Ωb = 0.07780 and zc= 0.307, the value of Λ is 
0.7027, and for the Soave-Redlich-Kwong model, assuming Ωa = 0.42747, Ωb = 
0.08664 and zc= 0.333, constant Λ is equal to 0.6731.  

Knowledge of interaction parameters allows the investigator to estimate a 
possible azeotrope appearance in aqueous solution of hazardous organic pollutants. 
Values of interaction parameters kij and lij are presented below in Table 3. 
 
 
3. Global phase behaviour of water-hydrocarbon mixtures 
 
If combination rules are known then it is possible to determine the global phase 
diagram via the ratio of critical parameters of components only. A distribution of 
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reduced critical temperatures and volumes for aqueous solutions of hydrocarbons is 
given in Fig. 3.  
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Figure 3. Distribution of hydrocarbon – water mixt
-   mixtures performing III type of phase behavi
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≈ 0.5 ) in terms of pure components for  the one flu
EoS23 and Carnahan-Starling - van der Waals EoS
combination rules ( k12 = 0 ) shows serious d
evidence of III type phase behaviour for systems 
correct estimation of binary interaction paramet
behaviour of organic toxicants in supercritical wate
based on the search of relationships between 
partition coefficients for organic pollutants and in
fluid models of cubic equation of state 
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iscrepancies with experimental 
water – alkanes13. Hence, more 
ers is needed to predict phase 
r. An approach proposed here is 

well investigated octanol-water 
teraction parameters in the one-
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4. Phase equilibria in supercritical water-organic pollutant mixture 
  

The octanol-water partition coefficient ( ) is essentially a measure of how good 
a solvent water is for chemical under study, or alternatively the magnitude of the 
infinite dilution activity coefficient of the chemical in water. Since there already exist 
much data on Kow and this parameter has been used to correlate many other 
properties, it is the parameter that will be used here.  

OWK

Correlation between log  and interaction parameters was presented in the 
form proposed by Polischuk et al 15 for homology series of hydrocarbons:  

OWK
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Values of the parameters obtained as a result of data treatment for water 
solutions of  alkanes13, 14 are: L12 =0.1423,  K11 = 0.017989, and  K22 = -0.008298. 
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Figure 4. Relationship between interaction parameters and ecological indicator logKow
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The

nly from value , which 
is m 12

 

 region of definition for interaction coefficients is restricted by hydrophilic 
organic pollutants with logKow > 1. Adjusted parameters k12 and l12 versus ecology 
indicator logKow are presented in Fig. 4.  

Expressions (12) and (13) allow one to establish the interaction parameters k12 
and l12 for insufficiently explored organic pollutants o OW

ore often presented in the literature21. Results of calculations k
K

12 and l  for binary 
mixtures of water - organic pollutants from known logKow are presented in Table 3.  

 
TABLE 3. Calculated values of k12 and l12 . 

Organic pollutant Log Kow 21 k12 l12 Azeotrope 

Anthracene 4.4500 -0 68 -
0.11  

 .01 24

Benzoic acid 1.8700 -0.0115 -
0.0994 

● 

Biphenyl 4.0100 -0.0225 -
0.1067 

● 

Naphthalene 3.3000 -0.0227 -
0.1033 

● 

Phenol 1.4600 -0.0121 -
0.0837 

● 

Pyrene 4.8800 -0.0140 -
0.1209 

 

2,4-D 2.8100 -0.0105 -
0.1109 

 

DDT 6.9100 -0.0164 -
0.1259 

 

Ethylbenzene 3.1500 0.1020 -
0.1007 

● 

Diflourmethane 1.2500 0.0608 -
0.0686 

● 

Toluene 2.7900 0.1491 -
0.0942 

● 

 
 
Environmentally significant organic chemicals include: а) РАН – Polycyclic 

romatic Hydrocarbons, b) PСB – polychlorinated biphenyls, c) dioxins and A
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furans, and d) selected pesticides. Data are extracted from existing experimental 
information on vapor pressure curve, as well as from well known structure-property 
correlations, presented in16. As test systems for phase equilibria calculations in 
supercritical water – pollutants following classes of organic chemicals were 
selected: РАН – pyrene; РСВ - biphenyl; pesticides - DDT, and dioxins and furans 
– 2, 4-D.  

Prediction of phase equilibria in a supercritical water-benzene system is an 
example of a macroscopic properties calculation directly from molecular structure, 
presented in Fig.5.  
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Figure 5. Phase equilibria and critical lines in water – benzene system 

- experimental data 19;             experimental data 20          -  - 
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Figure 6. Phase envelopes for mixtures: 
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Experimental data on phase equilibria at high pressures were taken from13, 
values of log Kow were taken from17.  Calculation of a standard set of molecular 
des

the presence of two critical lines, which agrees with experiment . Agreement 
bet

Table 3 and presented in Fig.6. 

 
ne of the first attempts to establish and demonstrate multiple links 

xisting among the phase equilibria phenomena in supercritical aqueous mixtures 

 

criptors for benzene was performed using quantum chemical package SPARTAN 
18. The set includes: ionization potential is -9.6527 eV, electron affinity - 0.5548 eV, 
dipole moment – 0.000921Debye, polarizability -  7.08 a.e., molecular volume – 
169.65, molecular surface – 234.13, most negative charge on any non-hydrogen atom 
- -0.525785a.u., most positive charge on any hydrogen atom – 0.330911 a.u.). All of 
these descriptors correlated with log OWK = - 2.19 by means of simple expressions 
for quantitative structure – properties relationship (QSAR) developed by Verhaar et 
al17.   

Results of the calculation of critical lines and isopleths for the given mixture 
show 19

ween experimental results and theoretical prediction based on molecular 
structure data without adjustment of experimental data to the macro properties can 
be achieved for practical applications.   

The phase envelopes for typical environmental pollutants were calculating 
using interaction parameters taken from 

 
5. Conclusion 

This study is o
e
of environmentally significant organic chemicals and their models.  From the very 
beginning of these efforts, the global phase diagrams have been a very useful tool 
for scientists and engineers working in the field of emerging supercritical 
technologies. There is no doubt that extension of our knowledge about global phase 
behaviour of two- and multicomponent fluids will lead to the creation of reliable 
engineering recipes for solving the actual problems of hazardous pollutant 
destruction. 
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Abstract. The equation of state and dielectric properties of water near its 
critical point are studied within the picture that the local structure of a system is 
mainly formed by the dimers, which rotate almost freely. It is shown that the 
degree of association is about 0.9. The coordinates of the critical point are 
successfully reproduced. The value and the temperature dependence of the 
dielectric permittivity, constructed in the canonical framework are in good 
agreement with the experimental data. 

Keywords: critical point, van der Waals equation of state, chemical equilibrium, dimers 

1. Introduction 

Water has many anomalous properties in comparison with other molecular 
liquids. These anomalies directly or indirectly are connected with the existence 
of H-bonds. The specificity of interparticle interaction due to formation of H-
bonds manifest itself both in equilibrium thermodynamic and kinetic properties. 
To understand the character of thermal motion in water [1] it was carried out the 
comparison of the temperature dependencies of the shear viscosity for water 
and argon. More exactly, in the manner of the principle of corresponding states 
the reduced values 
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of the shear viscosities, where ( )Ar
Rν  and ( )W

Rν  are their regular parts near 
the critical point, were considered as a function of the reduced 

temperature =
c

Tt
T

 ( ( ) = 150,8Ar
cT K K and . The 

corresponding results were obtained by the processing the experimental 
data taken from [

( ) = 647.15W
cT

2] and are presented in the Fig. 1 
 

 
 
Figure 1 Temperature dependencies of the normalized shear viscosities for: 1 -- water, and 2 -- 
argon (see the text for explanation). 
 
From here it follows that above the temperature 320Tν K≈  the normalized 
shear viscosity of water has the argon-like character. 
To elucidate the nature of Tν  we complete these results by the temperature 
dependence of the average number  of H-bonds per molecule, presented 
in [

( )Hn T
3]. There it was found from the analysis of the temperature dependencies of 

the density and heat capacity of water on the coexistence curve. From Fig. 1 it 
follows that at T Tν>  the average number of H-bonds per molecule is less than 
two: ( ) 2Hn Tν ≈ . Note that at all temperatures above and below the melting 
point  decreases practically linearly (see Fig. 2). This result was obtained 
in [

( )Hn T
4]: 
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Figure 2 Temperature dependence of the average number of H-bonds per molecule (see the text 
for explanation). 
 

( )( ) 4 1 0.88 ...H W
c

Tn T
T

⎛ ⎞
= − +⎜

⎝ ⎠
⎟  (1) 

At the critical point this formula leads to ( )( ) 0.5W
H cn T ≈ . This indicates 

that at T Tν>  the integrity of the H-bonds network is broken and it does not 
play the essential role in the formation of shear viscosity. At the same time this 
value of  suggests to conclude that practically all water molecules near 

the critical point are dimerized. Namely in this case 
( )Hn T

( )( ) 0.5W
H cn T ≈ . 

To examine the conjecture about the existence of the developed H-bond 
network only at T Tν<  we apply to the analysis of the quasi-elastic incoherent 
neutron scattering data. The formation of the H-bond network with  
essentially influence on the character of thermal motion. According to 

3Hn ≈
5,6 in this 

case 1) each molecule during time 0τ  oscillates near some local equilibrium 
position; 2) during the next time interval 1τ  this molecule displaces according 
to diffusion law to new oscillation position (the corresponding self-diffusion 
coefficient is assumed to be equal 1D ; 3) the oscillation position for a molecule 
and its nearest surrounding drifts occasionally in the field of thermal 
hydrodynamic fluctuations, forming in that way the collective part of the self-
diffusion coefficient 0D .6,7,8 Such a model of thermal motion is known as the 
crystal-like one. 

In ref. [9] it has been shown that in the applicability region of the 
diffusion approach ( , where 2

s 0D  < < τ k 1 sD  is the self-diffusion 
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coefficient,  - wave vector) the differential cross-section of quasi-
elastic incoherent neutron scattering takes the view: 

k
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where 
( ) 2 5(1) 2 (1) 4 2 (1) 6

0 0 0 ...D D D D Dγ τ τ≈ + − + +k k k  (3) 

 
is the half-width of the neutron peak. The combination 
 

(1)
0 ,sD D D= +  (4) 

 
takes meaning of the full self-diffusion coefficient of molecules. The term 

(1) 1
1

0 1

D D τ
τ τ

=
+

 should be interpreted as single-particle part of the self-

diffusion coefficient. Since the crystal-like representations are correct for 

1 0τ τ<< , then 1
1

0
sD D τ

τ
≈ . 

Fitting the experimental data10,11 for the half-width of the incoherent 
neutron scattering peak with the help of Eq. (3) one can find the numerical 
values of all essential parameters: sD , 0D , 0τ  and 0 1/τ τ . The applicability 
region of the crystal-like representations for the thermal motion of molecules in 
water is determined by the inequality 0 1/ 1τ τ >> . The temperature dependence 
of 0 / 1τ τ , presented in Fig. 2 shows that 0τ  remains greater than 1τ  only at 

. Here crosses correspond to experimental data from 
(Teixeira et al., 1985), squares -- data from

n nT  T  ,   T  310K≤ ≈
10. 

The closeness  to TnT ν  is the weighty argument to assert that the H-bond 
network plays the determinative role in the formation of water properties only 
up to Tν  The inequality 0 / sD D  testifies also in the favor of this conclusion. 
These and other results allow us to conclude the following: 1) water can be 
considered as a liquid with the crystal-like thermal motion only for T Tν< ; 2) 
the developed H-bond.12 
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Figure 3 The temperature dependence of the ratio 0 1/τ τ τ=%  (see the text for explanation) 

 
Network in water exists only at the temperatures less than Tν . In the 

opposite case there can exist only linear multimers: dimers, trimers, pentamers 
and so on; 3) the kinetic properties of water are less sensitive to the integrity of 
the H-bond network compared to its structural and thermodynamic properties. 

In accordance with said above we conclude, that near the critical point 
water is practically dimerized fully. The rotating dimers can be considered as an 
ensemble of subunits determining the main properties of water. 

In this paper the main attention will be focused on the mean field version 
of the equation of state of water in that region of its existence where the 
dimerization is dominating. It will be shown that the coordinates of the critical 
point are reproduced with good accuracy within this approach. The behavior of 
the dielectric permittivity is analyzed. The asymmetry of gas and liquid 
branches of the coexistence curve is studied. 

2. The van der Waals parameters for water 

In accordance with said in Introduction we assume that water near critical point 
is fully dimerized. Thus water dimer ( )22 H O  plays the role of a ``particle``. 
Therefore we can expect that in near critical region water can be reasonably 
described by the vdW EOS for the system of dimers. The value of the number 

density at the critical point within vdW EOS is 1
3cn
b

= . It is simply related to 

the diameter of the particle σ :  
32

3
b π σ=  (5) 

The coordinates of the critical point for pure water are: 
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3647 , 22 , 322 /c c cT K P MPa kg mρ≈ ≈ ≈  (6) 
For dimerized water 2mnρ =  where  is the mass of the water molecule and 

 is the number density of dimers. From Eqs. (5) and (6) we find that the 
diameter of the dimer 

m
n

3.1d Aσ =
o

 (7) 
which is in agreement with the value of O O−  distance for the most 
energetically favorable configuration of water.13 Moreover the compressibility 
factor:  

c
c

c c

PZ
Tρ

=  (8) 

is , which is close to the vdW value (dim)
cZ 0.375vdWZ = . 

Note that for water consisting mostly of monomers the corresponding value of 

the diameter, determined from critical density value, is 2.45 Aσ ≈
o

, which is 
much less then the diameter of water molecule σ  obtained in quantum 
chemical calculation.14 Also one can find that for such a ``monomeric`` model 

 which is rather low in comparison with the vdW value. 0.23cZ ≈
Other critical parameters  and  depend not only on the geometrical size of 
the molecules but also on the energy of the interaction, which is characterized 
by the parameter:

cT cP

15

2( )a U r r d
σ

π
∞

= ∫ r  (9) 

The basis for the use the van der Waals EOS in near critical region is due to low 
density and thus ntensive rotation. Indeed, the average spacing between dimers 

at the critical density is about 3.5 A
o

 and is more than the size of dimer. 
However at removing of the critical point along liquid branch the character of 
the dimer rotation changes: the arbitrary rotation of a dimer passes to the 
rotation around the H-bond connecting dimer molecules. 
Therefore the interactions between water monomers and dimers are of wdW 
nature:16 

6

12
12

22
dim

6

( ) (1,2) ,

2
3

d
d

d
d

U r U U
r

d
U

σ

β
σ

⎛ ⎞
= = − ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

=

 (10) 

where brackets denote the average with internal partition function of the dimer. 
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In calculation the vdW parameter  only long distance part a 6

1
r

∝  have been 

taken into account. Another vdW part of the potential is due to induced dipole 
moment is neglected since it is small in comparison with the dipole moment of 
dimer. 

The dipole moment  of the dimer, which can be written as: dimd

dim eff dd q σ= =2
dimd  (11) 

where  is the effective charge which determines the value of the dipole 
moment and can be written in the form 

effq

effq eλ=  ( e  is the electronic charge). 
The parameter λ  depends on the quantum structure of the dimer. In classical 
picture it describes the correlation between the orientation of the dipole 
moments of water molecules constituting the dimer according to: 

2 2

2 2 (1) (2
dim 2 2H O H O H O= + ⋅d d d d

2

)  (12) 

Therefore dimerized water can be described by vdW EOS: 
2

1
d B

d d
d d

n k TP a
n b

= −
−

n  

where according to Eq. (10): 
42( )

9da T
T
π

dλ σ=  (13) 

The critical density take the value: 
( )

3

1 1
3 2

d
c

d d

n
b πσ

= =  (14) 

The critical temperature is determined by the equation  
( )( )

( )
8

27

d
d cd

c
d

a T
T

b
=  (15) 

from which, taking into account Eq. (13), we get: 
2 2

( ) 2 2
9

d
c

d

eT λ
σ

=  (16) 

The critical pressure is: 
2 2

( ) ( ) ( )
4

3
8 12 2

d d d
c c c

d

eP n T λ
σπ

= =  (17) 

We choose the value of λ  so that to get the best fit for the coordinates of the 
vdW critical point. Such a fitting gives  and the coordinates of the critical 
point are: 

0.19

3647 , 18 , 322 /c c cT K P MPa kg mρ≈ ≈ ≈                (18) 
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The dipole moment of a dimer is dim 2.9d D≈ , which is in good agreement with 
the value for dimer dipole moment dim 2.6d D≈ .17 Sure total dimerization is an 
approximation but above estimates show that it is consistent. Thus the 
difference in the compressibility factor cZ  is due to the deviation from vdW 
EOS since the influence of free monomers was neglected. Below we consider 
the question about degree of dimerization of water near its critical point within 
the chemical equilibrium picture. 

3. The dimerization of water in the near critical region 

The dimerization is considered as the H-bond bounding of two  molecules 
with the energy of H-bond. The molecules both dimerized and free are assumed 
to form the van der Waals liquid. Therefore the free energy of the system is the 
sum: 

2H O

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , , , , , ,f d d d f f fd f dF T V N N F T V N F T V N F T V N N= + +   (19) 

with 
( )

( )

/ ( ) ln ln(1 )

ex
i

id
i

F

i i i

F

i i iF N f T T n T n b a n= + − − −
644474448

1442443
 (20) 

where , and  is the ideal part and  is the excessive part due to 
interaction between the particles of the same type.

,i f d= ( )id
iF ( )ex

iF
15 The third term in Eq. (19): 

fd fd f dF a n n= −  
describes the interaction between monomers and dimers in pair approximation. 
In dimensionless quantities: 

( ) ( )/ , /d d
c i iT T T n n n= =% % c  

reduced to the coordinates of the critical point  of fully dimerized 
model given by Eqs. (14), (16), (17): 

( ) ( ),d d
c cT n

( ) ( )0( )
0

9(1 ) ln ln 1 / 3
8

d
d dd

c

F A f T T n T n n
N T T

⎛ ⎞= − + − − −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

% % %% %
% d%          (21) 

( ) ( )3 4
0( )

0

92 ln ln 1 / 3
8

d
f f fd

c

F A f T T n T n n
N T T

σ λ σ⎛ ⎞= + − − −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

%% % %% % %
%

% %   (22) 

( )2
0( )

0

9 1 (1 )
4

fd
d

c

F
A A n

N T T
λ σ= − + −% %
%

%                                              (23) 

Here , where  is the total number of water molecules and we 
introduce the degree of the dissociation  as following:  

0 / 2N N= N
A
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02 , (1 )f fn An n A= = − 0n  (21) 
The number density of water molecules /n N V=  both free and dimerized is 
related to 0 0 /n N V=  as . The quantities 02 2f dn n n n= + = /f dσ σ σ=% , fσ  is 

the vdW diameter of free water molecule and /f dλ λ λ=% . Total dimerization 
limit considered before corresponds to 0A = . 

The equation for the chemical equilibrium between dimers and 
monomers is: 

( ( ) ( )
02

1 ( )exp .ex ex
f d

A n K T
A

βµ βµ−
= − )  (22) 

where ( )ex
fµ , ( )ex

dµ  are the excess chemical potentials of the monomers and 
dimers correspondingly. They can be calculated from the EOS, e.g. Eq. (20): 

( ) ( )
( )

( )
/ 9ln 1 2

3 3 81
3

ex
f f fex

f f
ff

F V n nTT nnn T
µ λ

∂ ⎛ ⎞
= = − − + − +⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠ −

%% %
%% % %

%% dn        (23) 

( ) ( )
( )

( )
/ 9ln 1 2

3 3 81
3

ex
dex d d

d d
dd

F V n nTT nnn T
µ λ

∂ ⎛ ⎞= = − − + − +⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠ −

%% % %% % %
%% fn        (27) 

The quantity  is the constant of chemical equilibrium.( )K T 15 We can 
approximate it by simple expression 

( ) exp H

B

EK T
k T

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜

⎝ ⎠
⎟  (24) 

taking into account the energy of H-bond in a dimer only which in B ck T  units is 
of order 3 4H B cE k T= ÷ .18,19 We take 4H B cE k T≈  in our calculations. Such a 
large value of the H-bond energy and the results of previous section allows us 
to conclude that near critical water is dimerized to a great extent. Besides, 
according to the results of ref. [3] the average number of H-bonds per molecule 
is  at the critical point (see Fig. 2). This is indeed the case as the 
numerical solution shows (see Fig. 4). At the critical point

0.5Hn ≈
0.1cA ≤ . Besides, the 

inclusion of monomers corrects the value of pressure and slightly raises the 
value of . Critical temperature changes insignificantly. Thus we may conclude 
that the value of critical temperature is formed due to the dipole interaction 
between dimers. The value of the 

cn

dσ  may be chosen so that to get the value of 

critical density. This gives 3.3d Aσ ≈
o

. The dipole moment of a dimer changes 
insignificantly . dim 3d D≈

Using the expansion in degree of dissociation , it is easy to get the A
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dependence of the critical point coordinates on this parameter: 
( )2 2

1 21cT t A t A o A= + + +% ,  (25) 

( )2 2
1 21cn n A n A o A= + + +% ,  (26) 

( )2 2
1 21cp p A p A o A= + + +% ,  (27) 

 
where 

2 2
1 2

43 403, 4
27 243

n n 4λ λ σ= = + +% % %  

3 2 2 4
1 2

4 4 16, 3 3
9 243 27

t t 2σ λ λ σ λ= − = − − + + +% % %% % σ%  

2 2 3 4
1 2

20 548 16, 21 21 2 12(1
9 243 27

p p 2)λ λ σ σ σλ σ λ= = + + − + − +% % %% % % % %

0

 

The coexistence curve is calculating according to equality the Gibbs potentials 
of the coexisting phases:  
 

0( , ) / ( , ) /g fG P T N G P T N=  (28) 
where 

0 0
F/ F( , ) / ( , ) / , ,i i i i

T

G N T n N P T n n P
V
∂

= + = −
∂

 

where  is the equilibrium free energy of the corresponding phase: F
 

0
0 0 0 ( , )

F( , ) ( ,2 ,(1 ) )
A A T n

T n F T An A n
=

= −  

Equation (32) is the equation for the densities  and  of equilibrium phases. ln gn
Using the results of previous section we are able to calculate the 

asymmetry of the coexistence curve. The binodal is asymmetrical with the 
rectilinear diameter if the density is taken as the order parameter:  

 

( ) ,
2

c
n n

c

T Tn n c b o
T

τ τ τ+ − −+
= + + =  (33) 

with 
1.56 , 0.3n nc b≈ ≈ −  
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Figure 4 The degree of dissociation A  as a function of (dimensionless) density and temperature 
at . (d)

c3.87T , 0.6, 0.88HE λ σ= = =% %
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Figure 5 Coexistence curve (solid) in coordinates n T− %%  and the rectilinear diameter. 
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Figure 6.  The degree of dissociation along the binodal. 
 

4. Dielectric permittivity 

It is interesting to apply the model for the description of the dielectric 
permittivity of water, which is the dipolar liquid. We also compare the 
asymmetry of the binodal in terms of static dielectric permittivity. There are 
extensive data for such a characteristic for both liquid and vapor phases of 
water.20 They are represented on Fig. 7 with the dashed line as the guide for an 
eye. 
According to the model proposed and taking into account the results of [16] for 
the dielectric permittivity water considered as the mixture of dimers and 
monomers we can write: 

 
2 21 4 .

2 3 3 3
f d

f f d

d dn
T T

ε π α α
ε dn

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞−
= + + +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ ⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 (29) 
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Figure 7. Dielectric permittivity data 
 
Neglecting the electronic part of the polarizabilty ( ) in 
dimensionless unites Eq. (34) is: 

( ) 0.03d
f cnα ≈

2 21 1 2 (1 ) .
2 12

A A
A T

ε σ λ
ε
− + −

=
+ +

%%
%
n%  (30) 

The comparison of the theoretical model (gray line) with the data of [20] is on 
Fig. 8. 
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Figure 8 Theoretical curve according to Eq. (34) and experimental points for ( )Tε  along the 
binodal 
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We also give the results on the dielectric permittivity according to 
Onzager model: 

( )21 1 9 2
4

x x xε = + + + +  (31) 

where 
2 24 9 1 2

12
n A Ax n

T AT
π σ λ− +

= =
+

2d
%% %

%
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Figure 9. The dielectric permittivity according to Eq. (36) and the data. 
 

Sure the theory does not fit the data. The coexistence curve near critical 
point is rather flat because of the fluctuational effects, which were not taken 
into account within the mean-field description used. Nevertheless, we would 
like to stress the fact that the theory proposed does not contain any formal 
fitting parameters yet it is adequate at least qualitatively. In order to achieve the 
matching with the experiment one should take into account that the dipole 
moments ,f dd d  are not those for the single molecule but they depend on the 
particle correlations. Such a picture is due to Kirkwood and is based on the 
introduction of the g -factor which accounts for the orientational correlations 
due to nondipolar interactions (in uncorrelated limit g = 1). 

In [21] the experimental data were fitted by the construction of appropriate 
dependence of g-factor on the parameters of state ( , )g n T . The Harris-Alder 
model was used for ε :22 

21 4 .
2 3 3

dg n
Tε

ε π α
ε

⎛ ⎞−
= +⎜+ ⎝ ⎠

⎟  (32) 
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where gε  Such an approach can be interpreted within the concept of 
``softness`` of the dimers, i.e. dependence of the dipole moment on the state of 
the liquid. 

We use the corresponding result for g  in order to improve the 
correspondence between the theory and the data. Sure g  factor obtained 
in [21] for monomeric water which is not the same as for dimerized one. 
Nevertheless, we it is natural to assume that the correlations between the 
dimers are of the same character as for monomers and differ only by the 
appropriate scale factor. Therefore we can write: 

2 21 2 (1 ) .
2 12

g A A
A T

εε σ λ
ε
− + −

=
+ +

%% %
%
n%  (38) 

 
The results are on Fig. 10. 
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Figure 10.  The dielectric permittivity according to Eq. (38) and the data. 

 
The choice of the optimal order parameter in terms for which the binodal 

restores symmetrical shape is discussed long time. The general approach to this 
problem was proposed in  [23] and developed in [24]. Within this approach the 
canonical order parameter which restores the symmetry of coexistence curve is 
the one which determined by the reduction of the initial Hamiltonian to its 
canonical form via analytical transformation of initial order parameter. In the 
case of the critical point the canonical form of the Hamiltonian naturally 
coincides with the Landau-Ginsburg form. For the canonical order parameter 
field the correlation functions of the coexistent phases are the same. This fact 
leads, in particular, to the symmetry of the binodal. From such point of view 
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highly asymmetrical shape of the binodal in Tε −  coordinates is explained as 
the consequence of the differences in correlation functions for the field of 
dielectric permittivity in liquid and vapor phases. It is obviously caused by 
different character of orientational correlations in these phases. 

5. Conclusion 

The main goal of our paper is to describe the properties of water in the vicinity 
of its critical point using the dimmer picture for its structure as a basis. This 
approach is proved to be quite successful since it allows to find the position of 
the critical point with satisfactory accuracy. The only fitting parameter of the 
proposed theory, the dipole moment fd  of a dimer, is close to its handbook 
value  .hd 2 The difference between fd  and  does not exceed 10% and can be 
easily removed in the approximation of soft dimers. It supposes that the dimer 
dipole moment is density depended: 

hd

2
0 1 2( ) (1 ...)d n d n nγ γ= + + +  (33) 

where  is the dipole moment of an isolated dimer. The values of the 
coefficients 

0d

iγ  in Eq. (9) can be determined from the minimum condition for 
the internal energy of a dimer interacting with all other surrounding dimmers. 
This question will be considered separately. 

The proposed approach clearly explains the large difference between the 
positions of the critical points in water and its nearest homologue . In 
particular, the value of  was not interpreted in any 
previous theories. 

2H S
2 2( ) ( ) 273.7H O H S

c cT T− = K

The strong support for the dimer picture of water structure near its critical 
point is given by the calculation of the dielectric permittivity ε . For this 
purpose we use the approach used in (Kulinskii and Malomuzh, 2003), which is 
free from any assumptions about properties of the acting electric field. The 
numerical values of ε  are in good agreement with experimental data [21]. It is 
very important that the dielectric properties and the equation of state for water 
near its critical point are reproduced quite consistently. The approach developed 
refines and completes the picture formulated earlier in [1,3] on the basis of 
density and shear viscosity data. 

Within the dimer picture the average number  of H-bonds per 
molecule is close to . The last is close to that following from the 
consideration of density

Hn
0.5
3 and the heat capacity at constant pressure4. At the 

same time in computer simulations25,26  the value of  is essentially larger that 
is likely connected with definitions of H-bonds, which have no relation to their 
experimental manifestations. 

Hn
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Since at  properties of water and water vapor are identical we should 
conclude that the last is dimerized too. However at removing from the critical 
point the degree of dimerization of the water vapor reduced noticeably. 

cT
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Abstract. A simple, yet reliable, equation of state was developed for fluids 
ranging from inert gases Ar, Kr, Xe to polar substances NH3 and H2O. The 
equation consists of the van der Waals generalized term as a reference system 
and a closed-form term approximating a coupling of the molar volume and 
entropy fluctuations near a phase boundary. Only the coexistence-curve data 
PS(T), ρl(T), ρg(T) and the second virial coefficient B(T) are necessary to 
determine three temperature dependent coefficients a(T), b(T), c(T) in the wide 
ranges of P and T. Proposed equation of state is not global and does not 
incorporate the Maxwell construction to locate a phase boundary. Critical point 
constraints were used only to obtain the asymptotic values (ac

0, bc
0, cc

0) from the 
side of supercritical region. No critical point constraints were used in the 
subcritical region, where the asymptotic values (ac, bc, cc) are determined by the 
true critical parameters (Pc, ρc, Tc) and by the real reduced critical slope 
Ac=(Tc/Pc)(dPS/dT)c. This parameter is interrelated for the binary systems with 
the known Krichevskii parameter and with the initial slopes of the critical curve 
for a mixture in (P, x)- and (T, x)-planes. A method of analysis for the different 
types of the critical behavior in binary dilute mixtures of the solvent-cosolvent 
type with the near critical solvent has been developed. The accurate description 
of the critical point and coexistence curve data for the pure components 
provides the correct estimation of binary cross-interaction coefficient by 
utilizing of the single experimental point of a critical line for the given mixture. 
The proposed strategy is to determine the correlation between the Krichevskii 
parameter and the binary cross-interaction coefficient k12 in equation a12=(1-
k12)(a1(T)a2(T))1/2. The initial slopes of the critical curves near the critical point 
of solvent have been used to predict reliable values of k12. 
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1. Introduction  
 

To study the solubility and phase behavior of a highly asymmetric polymer / 
supercritical fluid (SCF)-solvent mixture one needs a development of an 
effective model. Usually the main SCF-solvent is composed by the small 
amount of cosolvent or modifier to enhance the solubility. Small solubility of 
polymers and copolymers in the conventional SCF (CO2, N2O, C2H4) can be 
enhanced, for example, by admixture of polar cosolvents, such as acetonitrile 
(CH3CN) or methanol (methyl alcohol, CH3OH) as well as nonpolar n-alkanes, 
such as pentane (C5H12), hexane (C6H14) or heptane (C7H16).In fact, only a 
limited number of polymers can be dissolved to any extent in a pure carbon 
dioxide, nitrous oxide or ethylene 

On the other hand, the above-named organic cosolvents are themselves the 
effective liquid solvents for polymers at the relatively low pressures. Addition 
of the small amount of the SCF-cosolvent (CO2, N2O) far away from its critical 
point becomes an important tuning parameter in fractionalization and separation 
of mixed polymer systems. It can be also used as antisolvent  to force liquid-
liquid phase transition in the mixture polymer/organic solvent. It is important 
for the solvent mixture to be in the homogeneous one-phase state above of the 
critical line (CRL) at the operating conditions P, T. This provides recovering 
and recycling of the solvent mixture without vapor-liquid separation, in contrast 
to the pure organic solvent.  

Investigation of the binary solvent/polymer molecular binding and the role 
of cosolvents (the effect of dipole moment, P, T, x – conditions, effective size 
of the modifiers, solvent-cosolvent and polymer-cosolvent interaction strength) 
are crucial for understanding the whole dissolution process. The accurate CRL-
localization and the reliable prediction of solubility in the system 
solvent/cosolvent, especially in the near-critical region of the SCF-component 
are the necessary prerequisites for any model. In this work we develop the 
novel method of the local phase diagram (LPD) to represent the sub(T≤TC1)- 
and super(T>TC1)-critical regions of a mixture in the vicinity  of the more 
volatile SCF-component’s critical point. It is based on the recently proposed 
fluctuational equation of state (FEOS) which is able1-3 to describe reasonably 
well the properties of pure components and contains their coexistence curve 
(CXC)-data as input ones.  

The strict equations for three T-dependent coefficients of FEOS in the 
different one-phase (subcritical liquid, subcritical gas, supercritical fluid) 
regions will be done in section 2 for the description of pure components. The 
LPD-method4 will be discussed in section 3 and its results for selected binary 
mixtures will be presented in section 4. The proposed semi-empirical model is a 
rather flexible to account the effective molecular characteristics of low-
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molecular-mass components and to be extended for the description of polymer 
components in terms of their quasicritical data.  
 
2. Fluctuational equation of state 
 
The form of a fluctuational EOS (FEOS) has been proposed1-3 as the 
thermodynamically-consistent, van der Waals-type superposition of the entropy 
and internal-energy terms: 

[ ]
2 2

v T

RT 1 c(T) a(T) P e 1P T
v b(T) Tv v

− ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞= − = +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟− ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
⋅

∂ρ
  (1) 

in each one of the equilibrium points including the two-phase points where:  

g l l gs s
s

l g g l l g g l

s s e edP a (T) 1P T T
dT v v v v v v

− −
= − = + ⋅

− ρ − ρ
   (2) 

It is evident that the Clapeyron equation and equality of the chemical potentials 
µl=µg are incorporated in the structure of eq.(2). The well-known undesirable 
feature of the Maxwell construction is that it employs the analytic isothermal 
continuation of the pressure P(v) into the two-phase region – is absent in the 
proposed FEOS. In contrast to majority of the semiempirical  vdW-type EOSs, 
the proposed form is not a global and does not incorporate the Maxwell 
construction to locate a phase boundary.  

The experimental or tabular CXC-data Ps(T), ρl(T), ρg(T) is considered as 
the input for calculations of the different sets of T-dependent FEOS-coefficients 
in the subcritical liquid: al, bl, cl and subcritical gas: ag, bg, cg regions. Only the 
second-virial-coefficient B(T)-data must be added to the high-density 
experimental points for determination of T-dependent coefficients: a, b, c in the 
SCF-region. Presence of the reduced slope As(T) of the vapor-pressure Ps(T)-
function is the important feature of the derived equations1: 

[ ]s s
l

l g

P A (T) 1
a

−
= =

ρ ρ sa (T) ,    (3) 
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dB(T) dB(T)a RT (T T ) , a RT (T

dT dT
= ≤ = cT )≥  ,  (4) 

 

( )[ ]
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−
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ρ + ρ −
 ,   (5) 
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l l l s g s l1 c Z 1 (A 1) / (1 b )⎡ ⎤− = + ρ − ρ − ρ⎣ ⎦  ,   (6) 

 

( )g g g s1 c Z T dB/ dT (1 b )− = + ρ − ρg  ,   (7) 

where: ( ) ( )l,g s l,g s s sZ P / RT , A T / P (dP / dT= ρ = ) and two generalized 

vdW-coefficients completely describe the true CXC-data of a substance :  

s l l g l l gP a (T) 1 b (T)( )⎡ ⎤= ρ ρ − ρ + ρ⎣ ⎦     (8) 

The proposed in eqs.(3-7) transformation of the measurable CXC- and B(T)-
data into the FEOS-coefficients does not contain any fitting parameters. 

This feature is important for obtaining of the well-defined molecular 
interpretation of the FEOS-coefficients. There is an alternative, perturbation-
theory’s meaning of the compressibility factor Z from eq.(1): 

[ ]0Z P / RT Z c(T) / 1 b(T)= ρ = − − ρ  ,   (9) 

where the reference system is a generalized vdW-form2,3: 

[ ]0 0Z P / RT 1/ 1 b(T) a(T) / RT= ρ = − ρ − ρ .   (10) 

Unlike the conventional identification of the repulsive term with the known T-
independent Carnahan-Starling EOS for the reference system of hard spheres 
we adopt the T-dependent coefficient b(T). It can be connected with the 
effective molecular diameter σ(T): 

3
Ab(T( (2 / 3) N (T)= π σ .    (11) 

This parameter thermodynamically represents a coupling of the isothermal 
changes of molar entropy and volume at any equilibrium state in accordance 
with eqs.(1,2) and (10): 

( )T v T g l s g l( s) ( v) , s s (v v )δ = γ δ − = γ − ,   (12) 

where the slopes are: , respectively. v v s s( P / T) and dP / dTγ = ∂ ∂ γ =
In this context the small non-dimensional coefficient c(T) in eq.(9) may be 

considered2,3 as the fluctuational, state-dependent correction to the generalized 
vdW-description of such a coupling in eq.(10). The same value of the effective 
molecular diameter σ(T) from eq.(11) in both coexisting phases is the plausible 
physical result in eq.(5) as well as the difference of cl(T) and cg(T) in eqs.(6,7) 
for these phases. 
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Taking into account eqs.(1,4) the gas and fluid coefficients ag(T) and a(T), 
respectively, may be directly connected with the effective pair potential u(r;T): 

[ ]2 2
g A

0

a 2 N u(r;T)exp u(r;T) / kT r dr
∞

= − π −∫ .  (13) 

The molecular interpretation of al(T) and cl(T) is more subtle. In accordance 
with eqs.(1-3) al(T) thermodynamically represents a coupling of the isothermal 
changes of internal energy and density. One may consider that T-dependent 
trends in intermolecular potential energy u(r) are similar for molecular models 
of normal and polar fluids which are structurally different. In other words, 
centrally embedded point dipole, for example, will show in the main potential 
parameters: εl(T) and σl(T) a T-dependent orientation effect that is very much 
like a non-spherical but non-polar molecule. If a molecule is both polar and 
non-spherical, the orientation effects are almost indistinguishable in the εl(T) 
and σl(T) but can be, in principle, separable in the temperature trend of the third 
parameter δl(T) connected with cl(T). Thus, a single semiempirical orientation 
parameter δl(T) in the effective u(r;T)-function for a liquid may represent either 
the effects of  polarity, non-sphericality or a combination of them. 

At the critical point where AS(T)→AC (the known Riedel’s factor of the 
corresponding states principle (CSP)) the asymptotic values of the subcritical 
coefficients from eqs.(3-7) were expressed1,2 in terms of the true critical 
parameters: 

( ) 2
c c ca P A 1 / c= − ρ ,     (14) 

 
c c c cb (A 2) /[2 (A 1)]= − ρ − ,    (15) 

 
2

c c c c1 c Z A / 2(A 1)− = − .    (16) 
No  critical  point  constraints  were  used  in  the  subcritical  region  where  the  
FEOS  is not analytic and two sets of coefficients are needed to describe the 
coexisting phases. 

On the other hand,  the asymptotic values of the supercritical coefficients 
were defined by applying the standard critical conditions: 

o
c ca 3P / 2

c= ρ  ,     (17) 

 
o
c cb 1/ 3= ρ  ,     (18) 
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o
c c c1 c 8Z / 3 Z / Z− = = o

c

8

4

 .    (19) 
The exciting feature is the simultaneous presence in eqs.(17-19) of the universal 
vdW-parameters  and the true critical parameters of a 
substance. One can exactly determine the jumps of coefficients at the critical 
temperature T

o o
c cA 4, Z 3/= =

c by applying the condition: o
c cA A= =  to eqs.(14-16).  

Critical properties, CSP-parameters and FEOS-coefficients are represented 
in Table 1 for the typical SCF-solvent (CO2), polar solvent and/or cosolvent 
(CH3OH), non-polar solvents and/or cosolvents (C5H12 and C6H14). The reduced 
coefficients: al/ac, bl/bc, of a subcritical liquid as the functions of Tc/T for seven 
selected fluids of generalization: N2, C2H4, C2H6, C3H8, CO2, NH3, H2O do not 
intersect and have the same simple shapes, in spite of the complex 
combinations of increasing or decreasing T-functions: PS(T), AS(T), ρl(T), ρg(T) 
in eqs.(3) and (5), respectively.  

In accordance with CSP the location of these coefficients varies 
monotonically with the know Pitzer’s factor ω=-[1+lgPS/PC at T/TC=0,7]. The 
general functions have been fitted for the set of basic fluids: 

al=ac[1+d1(ω)(Tc/T-1)0,4] ,     (20) 
 

bl=bc[d2(ω) )(Tc/T-1)/(d3(ω) Tc/T-1)+1] ,   (21) 

where the linear relations are applicable: 

d1=0,28+1,19ω,   d2=-0,39-0,29 ω,  d3=1,61- ω .  (22) 

Expressions (20-22) yield values al, bl which deviate from those obtained from 
eqs.(3,5) by less than 1,8 and 1,6%%, respectively, for all of the selected fluids 
including polar ones at all temperatures tested from the triple Tt and up to the 
critical Tc point. Only the data of Table 1 have been used to predict the 
reference-system coefficients al, bl for the organic solvents C5H12, C6H14, 
CH3OH. These components will be used, exclusively, in the subcritical liquid 
phase.  

The possible discrepancies from three-parameter CSP for water, 
ammonia and such polar component as the methanol, for example, must be 
related to the polarity and hydrogen-bonds presence. These factors can provide 
the short-range ordering in a system which leads to the local fluctuations of the 
thermodynamic properties. In accordance with eqs.(6,16) cc parameter in the 
critical point is a non-linear combination of two CSP-factors (ZC, AC). The 
reduced cl/cc-plots are overlapping for the set of normal liquids: N2, C2H4, C2H6, 
C3H8, CO2 in opposite to plots for polar substances: NH3, H2O. It was 
preferably to describe the third FEOS-coefficient cl by two variants of the 
generalized function: 
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( )( )c 0,522,08T / T9
l c c cc c 2,07 10 e 1,68T / T 0,71 1 T / T 1−= ⋅ − − − +

+

o
c

, (23) 

 

( )( )c 0,522,08T / T9
l c c cc c 2,07 10 e 11,9T / T 4,64 1 T / T 1−= ⋅ − + −   (24) 

for the normal liquids and the polar liquids respectively. The former variant has 
been used to predict the coefficient cl for C5H12, C6H14 and the latter one – for 
methanol CH3OH. The available CXC-data for these substances are less 
extensive then that for the set of selected fluids and the reliable prediction of the 
FEOS-coefficients is needed, especially, in the critical region. The developed 
procedure besides conforming the FEOS-coefficients to the CXC-data has the 
advantage of the realistic AS(T)-slope-representation. Scaling theory postulates 
that the derivative of AS with respect to T must be the divergent one to provide 
the weak singularity of CV(T) along the critical isochore. Actually, the 
appearance of the al(T)- and cl(T)-shapes near Tc confirms the possible 
divergence of their derivatives. Appearance of the reduced 

-coefficients for the SCF-COo o
c ca / a , b / b , c / c 2 can be found in1-3. 

 
TABLE 1. Critical Properties and FEOS-coefficients of Pure Components 

Substance Carbon 
Dioxide Pentane Hexane Methanol 

TC,K 304,20 469,69 507,85 512,60 
PC,kPa 7383 3364 3058 8120 
ρc,mol/dm3 10,636 3,1959 2,7382 8,625 
ω 0,217 0,252 0,303 0,565 
ZC 0,2745 0,2695 0,2645 0,2209 
AC 6,838 7,03 7,27 8,438 
ac,Jdm3/mol2 381,12 1986,04 2557,3 811,88 
ac

0, Jdm3/mol2 195,86 988,08 1223,6 327,46 
bc,cm3/mol 38,960 130,51 153,48 50,177 
bc

0,cm3/mol 31,340 104,30 121,73 38,647 
cc -0,0993 -0,1044 -0,1148 -0,0573 
cc

0 0,2681 0,2813 0,2947 0,4109 
 
 
3. Local phase diagram of binary mixtures in near-critical region of solvent 
 
The various types of phase diagrams (PD) in binary mixtures are usually 
classified according to the nature of their (Pc, Tc)-projections of critical lines 
(CRL). The importance of the semi-empirical EOSs is that even with the 
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oversimplified van der Waals (vdW) form one can obtain by the so-called 
“global” PD (GPD) the qualitative agreement with the actual CRL-data (Pc, vc, 
Tc, x) over the whole range of T, P and x5. Unfortunately, any attempt to obtain 
the quantitative prediction for mixtures with an essential difference in 
components is restricted by the known shortcomings of the cubic EOS. Some of 
them are connected to the main idea of the global EOS that it is possible to 
describe the properties of the coexisting phases by the same coefficients a, b 
etc. which may be also the T-dependent. If the developed EOS is global, it must 
predict the location of PD by the known Maxwell construction in the (ρl, T)- , 
(ρg, T)- and (Ps, T)-coordinates. As a rule, this approach does not provide the 
reliable estimation of the Ps(T)-function and its derivative  γs = dPs/dT along the 
coexistence curve (CXC). This derivative is necessary to predict the correlation 
of the thermal (vg – vl) and caloric (sg – sl) properties’ jumps across the phase 
boundary by the Clapeyron equation: 

g l s l gs
s

g l l g

s s r (T)dP
dT v v T( )

− ρ ρ
γ ≡ = =

− ρ − ρ
   (25) 

There is also an important interrelation6-8 between the initial slopes of the 
CRL: (dPc/dx), (dTc/dx) and the limiting values of two parameters δc, at the 
critical point of solvent:  

c
Sγ

( ) ( ) ( ) 0x
cc

s0x
cc

T,v
c dx/dTdx/dPx/P →→ γ−=∂∂≡δ   (26) 

where x is the mole fraction of solute. The reduced forms of the Krichevskii 
(Kc) and Riedel (Ac) parameters, respectively, are: 

( )( )c
0x,T,v1c1c

c
c x/PP/1P/K →∂∂=δ=   (27) 

 
( ) ( )

CTTs
c

s
c
s1c1cc )T(ATlnd/PlndP/TA →≡=γ=   (28) 

where Tc1, Pc1 are the solvent critical parameters. The thermodynamic 
Krichevskii  parameter  Kc determines the rate of change of a mixture’s pressure 
with mole fraction x2 = x if a small number of solvent molecules is replaced by 
solute molecules at constant molar volume v and temperature T. It can be 
obtained by the computer simulation in the (N1, N2→0, V, T)-ensemble, for 
example, or evaluated from the semi-empirical EOS8,9. The addition of a small 
number of solute molecules can be considered as the fluctuation, which causes 
the asymptotically linear shifts6,7 in Tc and Pc of a mixture’s CRL with mole 
fraction x: 
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)0x(xKTAP c
c

c
c →+=    (29) 

where 1P/)x(PP 1c
cc −= and 1T/)x(TT 1c

cc −= . 
The quantitative prediction of the emerging Pc(x) from the solvent’s critical 

point is very important for the study of SCF7. Pc, Tc-projection divides the 
supercritical region (T⋝Tc1) or the subcritical region (T⋜Tc1) of solvent onto 
the homogeneous and heterogeneous parts of a phase behavior. It is well-known 
from the experiment as well as from the GPD5 that ends of a three-phase line 
(l1l2g) with an upper or lower critical end point (UCEP or LCEP) can be 
localized quite closely to the critical point of a more volatile solvent. In such a 
case the accurate location of initial CRL-slope in (P,T)-plane by eq.(29) is 
especially important  to  predict  the  type  of  a  local  PD (LPD)  near the SCF-
solvent critical point. One needs, first of all, in the correct estimates of Ac and 
Kc because the prediction of (Tc,x)-projection by the semi-empirical EOS is the 
most accurate procedure in comparison with the (Pc,x)-prediction and, 
especially, with the (vc,x)-prediction. One may consider the reliable prediction 
of the LPD as the first step to predict quantitatively the actual PD of a mixture. 
Strategy of our work is to derive and use the interrelation between the 
Krichevskii parameter Kc and the binary cross-interaction coefficient k12 in 
equation: 

)T(a)T(a)k1()T(a 211212 −=    (30) 

where a1(T), a2(T) are the T-dependent coefficients of the FEOS (1,2)  
At the beginning we will study, the relationship between solute-solvent 

differences in the FEOS-coefficients, on one hand, and the initial CRL-slopes, 
on another, for dilute mixtures of nonvolatile liquid solutes (2) in sub- or 
supercritical solvents (1) with Tc1<Tc2. Many authors have investigated the 
prediction of phase behavior by using the various modified versions of the 
vdW-EOS with properly fitted k12-parameter, which may describe the simple 
forms of CRL itself but poorly predict the PD. To solve this problem some 
researchers have considered k12 as T- , P- , ρ-  or, even, x-dependent effectively 
increasing the number of empirical adjustable coefficients. Other authors have 
used also the local composition concept in the EOS to account the ordering 
(depletion or enrichment) of SCF-molecules around a solute-molecule. 
Although these models give a better description of the PD and solubility, it is, 
mainly, an empirical modification where the evaluation of a large number of 
adjustable quantities is necessary. 

We will try to improve the correlation of the PD- and CRL-predictions in 
the frameworks of FEOS by using the conventional mixing rules:  

a(x,T) = a1(T)(1 – x)2 + 2a12(T)x(1 – x) + a2(T)x2 ,   (31) 
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b(x,T) = b1(T)(1 – x) + b2(T)x ,     (32) 
 

c(x,T) = c1(T)(1 – x) + c2(T)x     (33) 

where all coefficients, including k12-parameter from eq.(30), are phase-state-
dependent, in accordance with the FEOS-concept (section 2). The phase-state 
influence of solvent on the value k12 is especially large because the 
interrelations derived in this work are different for it’s sub- and supercritical 
ranges, respectively: 
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In the derivation of eqs.(34,35) from FEOS (1) with mixing rules (31-33) only 
the infinity condition: 

1
)b1(a2

)c1(RT
2

1c11c1

11c =
ρ−ρ

−
   (36) 

for the critical isothermal compressibility: )T( 0x,1cTc =χ of solvent has been 

used. 
This thermodynamic derivative at the solvent critical point diverges and is 

connected7-9 with the Krichevskii parameter δc(x→0) from eq.(26) as well as 
with the solute-solvent direct correlation function’s integral  at the limits: 
x→0; T→T

∞
c12C

c1: 
)C1(RTv~ c121c1cc2

1
T1c

c
c

∞∞− −ρ=χρ=δ  ,    (37) 

where ∞
c2v~ is the solute’s partial molar volume at infinite dilution and ρc1 is the 

solvent’s critical density. Presence of  in eq.(37) provides, in principle, the 
possibility to predict the thermodynamic Krichevskii parameter δ

∞
c12C

c by the MD-
simulations of the molecular short-range solute-solvent correlations. It is 
known10 that the direct correlation function integral C11 for a pure solvent: 

∫ −χρ=ρρ−≡− 1
T

3
1111 )RT(rd)T,,r(c1C1    (38) 
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is short-range, finite and well-behaved at the solvent’s critical point where the 
limiting value of  from eq.(37) must be also finite one. It is interesting to 
compare the long-range correlation function’s integral for a pure solvent: 

∞
c12C

[ ]∫ χρ=−ρρ≡Γ 11T
3

1111 CRTrd1)T,;r(g     (39) 

with the relevant cluster property8,9 at the infinite dilution:  

∫ ∞∞∞ χρ=−ρ=Γ 121T1
3

12112 CRTrd)1g( .   (40) 

The quantity  is the statistical excess number of solvent molecules 
surrounding a solute molecule with respect to a uniform density ρ

∞Γ12
1. The 

fluctuational integral from eq.(39) for a pure solvent has a similar meaning. One 
may consider eq.(40) as the molecular interpretation of the local composition 
concept. 

The FEOS provides the explicit dependency of   in the near-critical 
region on the temperature and solvent’s density: 
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The T-dependence is implicit in FEOS-coefficients of components. If the 
difference of their critical temperatures is large one may take into account the 
asymptotic generalized vdW-form of FEOS (c(T)→0, b(T)→b0, a(T))  for a 
liquid low-temperature solute. The vdW-limit of eq.(41) at the additional 
assumption k12 = 0 is the generalized form of the equation obtained by Petsche 
and Debenedetti 8: 
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The adopted here sequence of limits in the definition of δ(x→0) is the different 
one. These authors have obtained the similar derivative δ0(x→0) at fixed v1 = 
V/N1 of a solvent:  
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in  some  contradiction  with  the  thermodynamic  definition  of  δ  in  eq.(26)  
at  fixed value: v = V/(N1+N2) in terms of specific volume per molecule. 
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 Debenedetti et al.8,9 have proposed the important classification scheme 
to separate the repulsive (r) , weakly attractive (w.a.) and attractive (a.) regimes 
for dilute mixtures with the SCF-solvent: 

12 2 12C (r.) 0; (r.) RT; v ; ,∞ ∞< δ > ρ → +∞ Γ → −∞% ∞   (44) 
 

0⋜ (w.a.)⋜1;    ρRT⋝δ(w.a)⋝0;    ,  (45) ∞
12C 2 12v ;∞ ∞→ +∞ Γ → +∞%

 
∞
12C (a.)>1;    δ(a.)<0;     .    (46) 2 12v ;∞ ∞→ −∞ Γ → +∞%

It is preferable, from our viewpoint, to use the following sequence of steps 
at the consistent prediction of the CRL and PD for a binary dilute mixture. 
Firstly, the experimental initial CRL-slopes (i.e. the single CRL-point Pc, Tc(x)) 
in eq.(29) are used to predict the reduced  Krichevskii parameter: Kc1 = δc/Pc1. 
Then, the pure critical solvent coefficients and the liquid solute coefficients at T 
= Tc1 are necessary to determine k12 ( 0Tc < ) or )0T(k c0

12 >  by eqs.(34) or 
(35), respectively. Next step is the localization of the repulsive, weakly 
attractive and attractive regimes in the (P,T)-plane by eq.(41) and conditions 
(44-46) near the solvent critical point. Then the consistent CRL-  and PD-
predictions in this region must be obtained by the FEOS to specify the type of 
LPD for a given mixture. 
 Different models of EOS will yield different criteria for the 
classification of mixture’s regions as repulsive, weakly attractive and attractive. 
The similar problem is the borders between different types of CRL predicted by 
the EOS-based GPD. To provide the quantitative prediction of the FEOS-based 
LPD, we would like to show how one may systematically determine the binary 
cross-interaction coefficient k12 from the single experimental CRL-point 
obtained near the critical point of a pure solvent. In this region where a classical 
global EOS of the vdW-type fails to describe correctly the singular behavior of 
a system, one needs for a scaling EOS which describes the thermodynamic 
near-critical properties more accurately. Leung and Griffiths have developed11 
the scaling EOS for describtion of fluid mixtures near a gas-liquid CRL. One 
needs the whole experimental CRL of a mixture as input data to develop the 
scaling EOS. Levelt Sengers has proposed for δc from eq.(26) the term 
“Krichevskii parameter” and considered7 a large number of thermodynamic 
properties of dilute mixtures (CRL, PD, solubility, partial molar volumes and 
enthalpies) as the results of its value and sign. Especially interesting is the 
possibility to calculate this KC parameter from infinite-dilution values  and 
C

∞
12C

11 (38): 
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( )
cTT12111cc CCZK →

∞−= .    (47) 

At the critical point of a pure solvent C11→1 and →  i.e. eq.(47) and 
eq.(37) are equivalent. We attempt to provide the consistent procedure of such 
calculation based on the predicted value k

∞
12C ∞

c12C

12 from eq.(34) at (dTc/dx)<0 or on 
the value  from eq.(35) at (dT0

12k c/dx)>0. The result is the LPD, which can be 
useful to study the relationship between the short-ranged molecular structure of 
a mixture and its long-ranged scaling behavior near a solvent’s critical point. 
 
4.  FEOS-based LPD in binary mixtures of SCF/cosolvent: CO2/C5H12, 
CO2/C6H14, CO2/CH3OH 
 
These systems have been used to predict LPD for the typical binary solvents of 
the polymer-containing mixtures. Binary fluid mixtures of carbon dioxide with 
organic solvents are useful12 a) to achieve lower critical temperatures than that 
for organic solvent; b) to introduce selectivity and/or reactivity that pure CO2 
alone cannot provide; c) to modulate the fluid density and other properties in 
some controlled ways and d) to identify alternative processing fluids with 
reduced amount of undesirable solvents. All mixtures, depending upon the mole 
composition x2≡x display critical temperatures TC(x) that are in between the 
critical temperatures TC1 and TC2 of two components, while their critical 
pressures PC(x) pass through a maximum.13,14

 The study of this section is limited by the vicinity of the vapor-liquid 
type of CRL at temperatures between TC1=304,2K and TC2 for the solvents. The 
wide range of densities ρ1 from ideal-gas states ρ1=0 up to the liquid-like states 
ρ1=20 mol/dm3 has been used in eq.(41) for the pure SCF-solvent CO2 . 
Discussion is focused below on the prediction of the most appropriate operating 
conditions and SCF/cosolvent combinations for the standard SCF-based 
technologies.12 A main prerequisite for the choice of the initial pressures and 
temperatures is that the extraction process is started of conditions (P0,T0) at 
which complete miscibility exists between the primary liquid organic solvent 
and the SCF-antisolvent or between the primary SCF-solvent and the organic 
solvent-modifier. We consider the attractive regime from eq.(46) as an 
equivalent of the complete homogeneous miscibility and the weakly-attractive 
regime from eq.(45) as the range of parameters, respectively, where 
inhomogeneous miscibility inside a binary solvent exists. The LPD-method 
provides the prediction of the best operating conditions at which the 
inhomogeneties of the mole fraction x (composition of a cosolvent) have not to 
be essential ones in the performance of the polymer/binary solvent extraction 
process.  
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 As it is shown in Fig.1 the high-density region of SCF-CO2 is described 
reasonably well with the FEOS-coefficients from Table 2, represented for some 
temperatures. To obtain the values  b(T), c)T) at the given value a(T) from 
eq.(4) the supercritical experimental data of Ely et al.15 in the range 305-330K 
have been used as well as the tabular data of Altunin16 in the range 350-500K. 
The liquid phase of cosolvents CH3OH, C5H12, C6H14 is reliably described by 
the FEOS-coefficients from eqs.(20-24). 

 
Figure.1. Description of the SCF-CO2 by FEOS. Experimental data (light circles, squares, 
diamonds, etc). 
 
TABLE 2. T-dependent Supercritical Coefficients of Carbon Dioxide 

T,K a, Jdm3/mol2 b,cm3/mol c 
304,2 195,86 31,34 0,268 
310 191,94 31,05 0,262 
320 185,88 30,40 0,257 
330 180,47 29,20 0,233 
350 171,19 28,00 0,210 
400 154,05 27,00 0,150 
500 133,17 26,50 0,021 

 The single-point data on limiting experimental CRL-slopes as well as 
the predicted by eq.(29) values of the Krichevskii parameter KC1 and the binary 
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cross-interaction coefficient  from eq.(35) are represented in 
Table 3. As is shown in Figs.2, 3 the direct correlation functions’ integral at 
infinite dilution  from eq.(41) provides the useful information on solubility 
to select the preferable cosolvent for SCF-CO

0
12 c1k (T T )≥

12C∞

2 in practical usage of SCF-based 
technologies. For solutions in carbon dioxide of nonvolatile solutes (cosolvents 
such as pentane, hexane or methanol) there is a point of -maximum at 
each temperature except the near-critical : T=500K for C

,m
12C∞

6H14 and CH3OH. 
However, the values of these maxima are rapidly decreasing if one increases  
the operating temperature. It is evident that C5H12 and C6H14 have some 
advantage in comparison to CH3OH as possible candidates for a cosolvent in 
the binary solvents with SCF-CO2 because in the mixture CO2-CH3OH the 
region of attractive behavior and homogeneous miscibility of components is 
practically absent at all temperatures. An important implication of the 
developed approach is that attractive regimes in near critical CO2 become 
repulsive ones upon interchanging solvent and solute or upon increasing of 
temperature.  
 

 
Figure.2. Direct correlation function integral  for mixture CO2–C5H12 at infinite dilution. 
 
Thus, if infinitely dilute n-alkane (C5H12 or C6H14) in SCF-CO2 is an attractive 
system with large solvent contraction upon solute addition, the FEOS-based 
method predicts that a subcritical organic solvent with traces of CO2 will 
exhibit repulsive behavior at near-critical temperatures of n-alkane. The similar 
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result has been reported by Debenedetti et al.9 for the mixture of inert gases 
Ne/Xe investigated in the frame-works of the original vdW-model.  
 
 

 
Figure.3. Direct correlation function integral for mixture CO2–CH3ОН at infinite dilution. 
 
 
TABLE 3. Limiting experimental CRL-slopes, Krichevskii parameters and recommended binary 
coefficients k12

0; ∆PC/∆x [kPa],  ∆TC/∆x [K]. 

SCF Cosolvent Ref. ∆TC/∆x ∆PC/∆x KC1 0
12k  

CO2(1) C5H12(2) [13] 314,1 16794 -4,787 0,274 
CO2(1) C6H14(2) [14] 264,3 20714 -3,143 0,414 
CO2(1) CH3OH(2) [14] 254,3 24857 -2,360 0,435 

 
 The LPDs are represented themselves in Figs.4,5. The boundary values 
of density ρ1 for  between a.- and w.a.-regimes as well as the ( ) 
- data have been used to calculate the relevant pressures P(ρ, T) by FEOS.  

12C∞ ,m
12C∞ m

1 ,Tρ
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Figure.4. LPD of binary mixture SCF(CO2)-cosolvent (C6H14): a) –critical curve Pc(Tc);14 b) – 
maxima-of-pressure curve Pm(T),corresponding to the best miscibility of components; c) – 
decreasing of hexane solubility in carbon dioxide with temperature increasing .  
 

 
 
Figure.5. LPD of binary mixture SCF(CO2)-cosolvent (CH3OH): a) –critical curve Pc(Tc);14 b) – 
maxima-of-pressure curve Pm(T),corresponding to the best miscibility of components; c) – 
decreasing of methanol solubility in carbon dioxide with temperature increasing .  
 
5. Conclusions 
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 General conclusions is that the best operating conditions for SCF-based 
extraction processes lies in the rather restricted ranges of P and T, localized 
above CRL but close to it. It is known that solute solubility is proportional to 
the density and the solvent strength of SCF can be fine-tuned by changing 
pressure. However, increasing the density, as it is shown in Figs4,5, does not 
guarantee that macromolecule will be better dissolved in a binary system 
SCF/cosolvent. At each isotherm T ›TC1 there is maximum of Pm(T) where the 
solubility is the best one. Simultaneously, the increasing of temperature has a 
negative effect on the miscibility even if pressure is increased. 
 The density- and/or pressure-dependent strength of a binary solvent can 
be understood using the FEOS-results for LPD and the following simplified 
(see also7-9) molecular interpretation. Attractive regime is characterized by 
relatively long-range solvent (SCF) enrichment around the molecule of solute 
(cosolvent). In the other words, a local ordering (clusterization) associated with 
the introducing of a single solute molecule into a solvent is an equivalent of the 
approaching to the critical point of a pure substance. When a number of solute 
molecules is increasing only the small clusters can be formed in the given mass 
of SCF-solvent. This is a weakly-attractive regime where the long-range 
enrichment is insufficient to overcome the effect of randomization of the small 
clusters. The miscibility of components is decreased in this case. 
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Abstract. Relationships for thermophysical properties (the densities - ρl,ρg, the 
refractive indexes - nl,ng, and saturated pressure - Ps) along the coexistence 
curve (CC) have been considered. These equations are chosen as property 
models F(τ,D,C) that include  scaling and regular parts. The scaling part, Fscale, 
includes critical characteristics, D = (ρc,Tc,α,β,∆,…), and its structure follows 
to the scaling theory (ST). The Fscale represents measured values (Fexp k,τk) those 
are placed in the near critical temperature range (Tc…Tscale). The regular part, 
Freg, has to compensate systematic deviations those can appear between Fscale 
and experimental values at temperatures beyond the critical interval. Statistical 
routines and some criteria have been elaborated to determine adjustable 
coefficients C = (Ci) with the help of the input data set (Fexp k,τk). The scaling 
functions ψl,g are analyzed and compared with the form that follows from ST. A 
combined model Ps(τ,D,C) is proposed to represent experimental data in the 
temperature interval from the triple point to the critical one. The model is used 
together with calculated ρl,ρg, T – data to determine the specific heat of 
vaporization. The models are built for such substances as R236ea, R134a, 
R143a and H2O. They include effective values of parameters Tc, ρc, Pc, α, β, 
Bs0, Bd0, those are determined during the input data set treatment. Values βopt 
and αopt do not coincide with the theoretical values (β = 0.325, α = 0.1085). 

Keywords: coexistence line, scaling theory, density, refractive index, saturation 
pressure, critical exponents. 
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1. Introduction 

This study analyzes an equation F(τ,D,C) which reproduces the set of  
properties F = (ρl,ρg,nl,ng,Ps,…) along CC. We assume that F model is to have 
a structure 

F = Fscale(τ,D) + Freg(τ,C),               (1) 
 
where Fscale(τ,D)  – a scaling part, Freg (τ,C),– a regular part, D - critical 
characteristics, C – amplitudes, τ = (T - Tc)/ Tc – a relative distance in the 
temperature scale. 

The scaling term of (1) satisfies the scaling theory (ST) and uses the 
critical characteristics D = (ρc,Tc,Pc, α,β,∆, …) among them ρc - the critical 
density, Pc – the critical pressure, α,β,∆ - critical indexes. The Fscale(τ,D) has to 
represent measured values (Fexp k,τk) those are placed in the critical interval of 
temperatures (Tc…Tscale) or in a relative interval ∆τscale. RMS deviation S1 of 
measured values from Fscale(τ,D) is to be close to an experimental error. The 
regular part Freg(τ,C) has to compensate systematic deviations those can appear 
between Fscale(τ,D) and experimental values at temperatures beyond the critical 
interval T < Tscale. The model (1) is discussed in1-3 and has been used in our 
works those describe properties F(τ,D,C) of several refrigerants. 

To represent such properties as the order parameter fs and CC diameter fd 
we have built the following model  

 
fs = (ρl - ρg)(2ρc)-1= Bs0τ β + Bs1τ β+∆ + Bs2τ β+2∆ + Bs3τ 2+ Bs4τ 3 ,   (2) 

 
fd = (ρl + ρg)(2ρc)-1 – 1 = Bd0τ 1-α

+ Bd1τ 1-α+∆ + Bd2τ 1-α+2∆+ Bd3τ 2+ Bd4τ 3. (3) 
 

A models of the densities, F (τ,D,C) = (ρl,ρg), are produced with the help 
of model (2,3) in the form 

ρl = (fd + fs+1) ρc ,          (4) 
 

ρg = (fd - fs+1) ρc .                 (5) 
 

Combined equations (2…5) are named as Model 2. 

As to the history of the problem, the first theoretical step to represent the 
densities ρlg  on CC was made by Landau4,7. He accepted that the reduced free 
energy density can be written in the form  

...,4
4
13

3
12

2
1),(0),,(~ ++++= ηηηρηρ CBATFTF       (6) 
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where F~  = (F/V)/Pc – a reduced free energy density, η = (ρ - ρc)/ρc – a relative 
distance from the critical point, F(T, ρ) = ρµ0 (T) + f0 (T) – a regular function, 
A,B,C – temperature functions, cP/)cPP(p −=  

An expression for the relative pressure, (P-Pc)/ Pc , is got from (6) in the 
form 

p = a0 τ + Aη + Bη2 + Cη3,   (7) 
 
It was admitted that following correlations were valid for the functions A 

and B  
A = a τ, B = b τ.     (8) 

 
Equations (8) corresponds to such conditions in the critical point as 
 

(дP/дρ) T ≈ A = 0,  (дP2/дρ2)T ≈ B = 0.   (9) 
 

The coefficient C was chosen as a positive value because the third 
derivative was admitted as a positive function in the critical point  

 
(дP3/дρ3) T > 0,   C >0.   (10) 

 
Under boundary conditions (8…10) the field function h is considered as 
 

32)/)0
~((,)/~( ητητηηρη CbaTFFTFh ++=∂−∂=∂∂= . (11) 

If h = 0 then the relative density η can be expressed as 
 

η = 0  at τ >0, 
ηlg = (ρlg - ρc)/ρ c  = ±( - a| τ |/C)0.5  - (b τ)/(2C) =  ± fs + fd  at τ <0,     (12) 

 
where the sign “minus” corresponds to ηg, the sign “plus” corresponds to η l. 

It is seen from (12) that the Landau’s model includes the properties  
 

    
fs  = ( - a| τ |/C)0.5 ,  fd = - b τ/(2C).   (13) 

 
Models (12,13) have following features: 1) the symmetrical part or fs  has 

a critical index as “a classical” value of β = 0.5, 2) the asymmetrical part, (12), 
of fd is a linear function of τ, 3) there is no singularity in fd at τ→ 0. 

As it is seen from (12), the Landau’ model has a positive amplitude Bd0   
 

Bd0  = b /(2C) > 0.    (14) 
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It was found6 from accurate experiments that CC diameter follows to a 

scaling correlation in the asymptotic region as 
 

fd = Bd0τ 1-α , α = 0.11    (15) 
 

We consider also extended variant of boundary condition taking into 
account the following correlation5 in the critical point  

 
(дP3/дρ3) T = 0.    (16) 

 
Under condition (16) there is a transition C→ 0 near the critical point. We 

have accepted that  
C = c |τ| ν  , 0 < ν < 1, c > 0  (17) 

 
When correlation (17) has been included in (12) then the relative 

densities ηlg are expressed in the form 
 

ηlg =  ±( - a (| τ |1 - ν )/c)0.5 + b( |τ| 1 - ν )/(2c).     (18) 
 

Model (18) shows that: 1) fs includes a critical index as a value of β =  
(1 - ν)/2 < 0.5, 2) fd has a singularity at τ→ 0, 3) there is no linear addend of τ 
in ηlg in the asymptotic region. 

Model (18) includes the amplitude Bd0  as a positive value  
 

Bd0  = b/(2c).      (19) 
 

A theoretical model of properties, F = (fs,fd ), was suggested later by 
Wegner 6 in the form 

 
         fs =  Bs0τ β + Bs1τ β+∆  ,         

fd= Bd0τ 1-α
+ Bd1τ 1-α+∆ + Bd2τ,           (20) 

 
where ∆  – a degree of the first non asymptotic correction term. 

Model (20) has to be accurate in a wider interval: non asymptotic region 
in comparison with model (13) due to an additional term as the first non 
asymptotic correction addend.  

A model of (fs,fd,) was chosen due to Anisimov et al7 for H2O 
 

fs =  Bs0τ β + Bs1τ β+∆  ,              

fd= Bd0τ 1-α
+ Bd1τ .            (21) 
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Rabinovich et al8 and Shimanskaia et al9 have elaborated a model with 
additional non asymptotic terms 

 
fs =  Bs0τ β + Bs1τ β+∆1 + Bs2τ β+∆2,

fd= Bd0τ 1-α
+ Bd1τ 1-α+∆1 + Bd2τ 1-α+∆2 ,  (22) 

 
where ∆1 , ∆2 – the first and second non asymptotic correction terms. 

There is a model that is built by Zhelezny et al10 and also includes critical 
characteristics D in the form 

 
ln(ρl /ρc) = Bl0ω βl(1+Y

1
),    ln(ρc /ρg) = Bg0ω βg(1+Y

2
),            (23) 

 

where ω  = ln(Tc/T ), (1 + Y1 ), (1 + Y2 ) – crossover functions. 

2. Results 

Models (20 … 22) of F = (fs,fd) include critical characteristics D = 
(ρc,Tc,α ,β ,(∆i)) and coefficients C = ((Bsi),(Bdi)). Routine 0 is known as an 
algorithm of determination of C values. It considers: i) parameters D are values 
fixed (taken from literature sources), ii) F (τ,D,C) is a linear function of C that 
is why amplitudes C are calculated using a weighted least-squares analysis 
(WLSA) as a statistical treatment of experimental data, (Fexp k,τk). Routine 0 
utilize a single criterion – a minimum of the functional Φ(C,D) in the form 
 

Φ(C,D) = w∑
=k 1

N
k (Fexp k – F(D,C,τk))2/N = min           (24) 

 
A method of D value selection is described in the literature. Due to it D 

components are taken as theoretical values. Anisimov7, Table 1, has determined 
average values of D = (β,α) those are published in theoretical works in the 
years 1976 … 1984. Alekhin8 got a new theoretical variant (Table 1) 20 years 
later. We underline that new theoretical value, β = 0.338, is sufficiently higher 
than  β = 0.325 suggested by Wegner6. 

The method is included in Routine 0 that is used by the authors (Anisimov7, 
Aoyama12, Defibaugh13, Fukushima14, Table 1). In the case, the exponents are 
taken as theoretical data β = 0.325, α = 0.1085 and ∆ = 0.5 for (fs,fd) models 
and values of C are calculated with the help of WLSA. Routine 0 uses a single 
criterion – a minimum of Φ(C,D) and produces a realization F = f(D,C,τ). 
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TABLE 1. Critical characteristics D = (β,α, Bs0 , Bd0) of models 

Author, 
Substance β α Bs0 Bd0 Model 

Anisimov 
(any,theory) 0.3245 ± 0.0005 0.1120± 0.0012    

Alekhin 
(any, theory) 

0.338 ±0.002 0.09 ±0.01    

Fukushima, 
R143a 

0.325 0.1085 1.82649 -4.97503 Wegner 

Defibbaugh, 
R236ea 

0.325 0.000 1.80637 0.978 Wegner 

Aoyama, 
R236ea 0.325 0.1085 1.84750 -19.8552 Wegner 

Anisimov, H2O 0.325 0.11 1.975 -1.48 Wegner 

Rabinovich, 
H20 

0.3461 0.132 2.263 1.208 Sheludiak 

Shimansky 
C6H6

0.352 0.25 2.036 0.51 Shimansky 

Model (2,3) 
R236ea 

0.34925 0.15074 2.0855 0.2225 Model (2,3) 

Zhelesny, 
R134a 

0.328 (gas) 
0.345 (liquid) 

 1.728 (gas) 
2.325 (liquid)

 Zhelesny 

 
Our analyses has shown (Table 1) that Routine 0 gives leading amplitudes C 

= (Bs0,Bd0) in rather wide intervals (Сmiddle ± ∆С). The examples and our tests 
with Routine 0 show that one step method can produce a set of realizations, 
(F(Dj,Cj,τ), j = 1 …L ) if we change border conditions and repeat Routine 0 
several times. The boundary conditions include in the case: 1) D – values, 2) 
sources of experimental data, 3) a number of points in the input data set, 4) 
temperature intervals and so far.  

One more treaty was elaborated by Shimansky et al . The variant considers 9

D = (β, α) as adjustable parameters together with C amplitudes and uses a non 
linear least-squares analysis (NLSA).  

The influence of values of C = (Bs0 , Bd0) on F(Dj,Cj,τ) can be illustrated by 
one more property that is considered in ST and involved in the work: the 
scaling function, ψl,g, in the form 

 
ψ l,g =| (ρl,g - ρc)(ρcτ β )  - 1| =  

|±Bs0 + Bd0τ 1 - α - β ± Bs1τ ∆1 - β + Bd1τ 1 - α +∆1 - β +... |,      (25) 
 

The sign “minus” corresponds to ψg, the sign “plus” corresponds to ψ l. 
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Numerical variants of ψl,g were found and analysed for several liquids 
(H2O,Ne,N2,HFC 134a, HFC 143a, etc). The value ψl,g has two terms (Model 0) 
with leading amplitudes, C = (Bs0 , Bd0), in the asymptotic interval (∆τas ~  0.01)  

 
ψ l,g ≈ |±Bs0 + Bd0τ 1 - α - β | =  |±Bs0 + Bd0X |=  Bs0 ± Bd0X, X = τ 1 - α - β     (26) 

 
The following features of a theoretical variant are estimated due to (26):  
i) ψ l,g is to be symmetric to the amplitude Bs0 for the liquid and vapour 

branches, ii) ψ l, increases from Bs0 if X increases, ψ g, decreases from Bs0 if X 
increases, iii) the plot of ψ l,g versus X = τ 1-α -β is to be linear and converge 
symmetrically to Bs0.  

An illustration of ψ l,g for R 236ea is given in Fig. 1. It shows that it is 
possible to find out proper parameters of F(D,C,τ) when conditions, I … iii, are 
fulfilled. It can be seen that Model 0 has a good correlation with experimental 
values of ψ l,g in ∆τas or Xas = 0.1. We underline that Bd0 = 0.2225 is positive in 
the case. Parameters of F(D,C,τ) = (ρl ,ρg ) are calculated for R236ea with the 
help of Routine 1 (see lower).  

Another illustration of ψ l,g for R236ea is given in Fig. 2. Parameters of 
F(D,C,τ) and ψ l,g are taken from Aoyama et al12 using Routine 0. It can be seen 
that the Wegner’ Model12 does not correlate with the theoretical conditions i… 
iii. Experimental values of ψl,g deviate greatly from the modelling data in 
placed in ∆τas. ψ l goes down in the vicinity of Tc. We underline that Bd0 = -
19.8552 is negative in the case. Routine 0 has only one criterion and the treaty 
has no chance to get one more realization that will be closer to theoretical 
conditions I … iii. We have involved additional criteria and conditions to build 
a model, Fopt(τ,D,C), with optimal characteristics. The first condition is 
connected with the scaling part of (2,3), Fscale= (fs scale, fd scale), named Model 1. 

Model 1 has to represent non asymptotic components (the first and the 
second correction terms with exponents, ∆,2∆). Fscale in the form 
 

fs scale = Bs0τ β + Bs1τ β+∆ + Bs2τ β+2∆,    
 
fd scale = Bd0τ 1-α

+ Bd1τ 1-α+∆ + Bd2τ 1-α+2∆.  (27) 
 

 Model 1 is to represent measured values (Fexp k,τk) those are placed in the 
critical interval of temperatures ∆τscale. The condition is differing from the 
region of model (22) that is adopted to (Tc…Ttriple point) in 9. Model 1 does not 
include a linear addend in comparison with the Wegner’ model (18). 
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Figure. 1. The scaling function ( R236ea). X = τ 1-α -β , Model 2, gas – ψg   calculated with Model 
2 (2, 3); Model 2, liquid – ψl  calculated with  Model 2 (2,3); Model 0, gas  – ψg  calculated with 
Model 0 (26), liquid – ψl   calculated with Model 0 (26), Bs0. – a leading amplitude. 
 

Model 1 for density description Fscale (τ,D,C) = (ρl,ρg) scale, is produced with 
the help of (27) and written as 

ρ scale l = (fd scale + fs scale +1) ρc ,      
     
ρ scale g = (fd scale – fs scale +1) ρc .                      (28) 

 
An approximation quality of Model 1 is characterized by individual deviations 
and root-mean-square (RMS) deviations of experimental (ρl,ρg) exp – values 
from (28) 
 
δρscale g k = 100 (ρ exp g k - ρscale g k)/ ρgk ,    δρscale l k = 100 (ρ exp g k - ρscale l k)/ ρlk , 

S scale g = (Σδρscale g k
2 / N 1) 0.5,   S scale l = (Σδnscale l k

2 / N 1) 0.5, k = 1… N1, (29) 
 

Here N1 – number of experimental points in the interval τscale. 
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We have chosen an additional criterion of approximation as RMS deviation 
S1 of measured (ρl,ρg) exp – values from Model 1 in the form: 

 
S1 = ((S scale g 2  + S scale l 2)/2) 0.5 .   (30) 
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Figure 2. The scaling function for  R236ea. X = τ 1-α -β Aoyama, gas – ψg   calculated with 
Model12; Aoyama, liquid – ψl  calculated with  Model12; Bs0. – a leading amplitude. 

 
Deviations of measured values (ρl,ρg) exp from Model 2 (4,5) are also 

considered as 
δρ g k = 100 (ρ exp g k - ρ g k)/ ρgk ,    δρ l k = 100 (ρ exp g k - ρ l k)/ ρlk ,  

S g = (Σδρg k
2 / N 2) 0.5,    S l = (Σδρ l k

2 / N 2) 0.5, k = 1… N2,   (31) 
 

where N2 – a number of experimental points in the input data sets (ρ exp l  k,  
ρ exp g k , T) in the interval (Tc…Ttriple point). 
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A combined criterion of approximation is applied to Model 2 in the form of 
RMS deviation  

S2 = ((S g 2 + S l 2)/2) 0.5 .    (32) 
 

Our tests with Routine 0 elaborate a set of realizations, (F(Dj,Cj,τ), j = 1 … 
L) when we shift D – values in a region ∆D = (∆ρc,∆Tc,∆β , ….) and repeat 
Routine 0 several times. The average values of D components, Dmiddle, and a 
region of possible deviations, ∆D = (±∆ρc,±∆Tc,±∆β, …), were established. ). 
Low borders S1

min  and S2
min  of the sets (S1(Bsoj), S2 (Bsoj)) can be determined. 

Numerical dependences (S1(ρcj), S2(ρcj), S1(β j), S2(β j), S1(Tcj),S2(Tcj), …, j = 1 
…L ) were built.  

An illustration of paths  S1(ρc j) and S2 (ρc j) for Models 1,2 is given in Fig. 
3. The numerical dependences are got for R 236ea. D = ρc was shifted (ρc = 
var) during the test. Low borders S1

min  and S2
min  are shown too as A and B. 

Our analyses has estimated some general features of the realisations, 
(F(Dj,Cj,τ), j = 1 …L): 1) values of S1 and S2  do not coincide for the majority of 
realisations (Fj), 2) it was impossible to find the variant F(Dj,Cj,τ) that delivered 
S1 = S1

min and S2 = S2
min at once. The last circumstance has been one of the 

reasons to look for an optimal realization Fopt = f(Dopt,Copt,τ) with compromise 
values, S1(Dopt),S 2 (Dopt).  

It was admitted that the realization Fopt = f(Dopt,Copt,τ) is optimal if it 
delivers RMS deviations those follow to a compromise condition 

 
              Sс = ((S1 

2 + S2 2 )/2) 0.5,  Sс(Dopt,Copt) – Sc
min < ε ,               (33)  

 
where ε – ambiguity error; Sc

min  – a lower border of the set (Sci). 
We have decided to include the leading amplitudes, Bs0,Bd0, to D 

characteristics fixed. We have adopted WLSA to calculate fitting coefficients C 
using conditions: i) D = (ρc,Tc,α ,β ,∆,Bs0, Bd0) are fixed parameters, ii) 
criterion (24) is accepted to determine C values. 

Routine 1 was elaborated as multi stage of input data treatment to find an 
optimal realization. It includes several steps: i) to select  D0 = (ρc middle, Tc middle, 
β = 0.325, α = 0.1085, Bs0 middle, Bd0 middle) as initial fixed parameters, ii) to form 
Φ(C,D) as (25) and to calculate C = C0 employing LSQA (25), iii) to determine 
the criterion, Sс(D0,C0), and to analyse conditions (33); if the analysis shows 
that Sс(D0,C0) satisfies condition (33) then it is admitted that F = f(D0,C0,τ) = 
Fopt = f(Dopt,Copt,τ) and the data treatment is finished. 
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Figure 3. The influence of ρc = var on the criterions, S1, S2 and Sc , of Models1,2 for the 
densities of R236ea.. S1

min , S2
min  and Sc

min are shown as A, B and C 
 

If conditions is not satisfied, the data treatment is continued:  iiii) a  new 
fixed  parameter  (for example, it is ρc) is chosen (ρc  is shifted as ρcs = ρc middle 
+ ∆ρcs), D1s = (ρcs, Tc middle, β0, α0, Bs0 middle, Bd0 middle). Steps ii) and iii) are 
repeated and a realisation C1s is determined together with Sс(D1s,C1s) and ∆Sc = 
Sс(D1s,C1s) - Sс(D0,C0). A shift, ∆ρ1, is to be fined to reduce Sс(D0,C0) as 

 
∆ρ1 = - λ(Sс(D1sC1s)/ (∆Sc /∆ρcs),   (34) 

 
where λ –  a fitting parameter. 

An illustration of the path Sc(ρc j) is given in Fig. 3.  
Routine 1 allows to obtain Model 2 as (4, 5) that has optimal characteristics, 

Dopt,,Copt . An example of Model 2 for the densities on CC of R236ea is given in 
Table 2.  

 
TABLE 2. Parameters of Model 2 for the densities of R236ea 

ρc , kg/m3 Tc , K α β ∆ 
565.465 412.45 0.15074 0.34925 0.5 
Bs0 Bs1 Bs2 Bs3 Bs4
2.0855 -0.006733 -0.421108 -0.348829 0.926804 
Bd0 Bd1 Bd2 Bd3 Bd4
0.2225 1.947753 -1.467006 -0.411682 0.986974 

Criteria S1, S2, SC
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A similar Model 2 is elaborated to represent the experimental results on 
refractive indexes, nl,ng,T– data, and F = (fns,fnd ) in the combined form  

 
fns= B ns0τ β + Bns1τ β+∆1 + Bns2τ β+∆2 + Bns3τ 2+ Bns4τ 3 ,  

fnd= Bnd0τ 1-α
+ Bnd1τ 1-α+∆1 + Bnd2τ 1-α+∆2 + Bnd3τ 2+ Bnd4τ 3. (35) 

 
Equations F = (nl,ng,) can be determined with the help of known (35) as  
 

nl = (fd + fs+1) nc  ,    ng = (fd - fs+1) nc .                     (36) 
 

The scaling part of (35) also consists of three terms and represents 
experimental values in the interval τscale. Routine 1 was applied for multistage 
nl,ng,T–data treatment as it was done in the case of F = (ρl,ρg). 

An example of Model 2 for the refractive indexes on CC of R236ea is given 
in Table 3. 

 
TABLE 3. Parameters of Model 2 for for the refractive indexes the densities of R236ea 
nc Tc /K α β ∆ 
1.094 412.45 0.15074 0.34925 0.5 
Bns0 Bns1 Bns2 Bns3 Bns4
0.18360 -0.006182 -0.027412 -0.011005 0.037445 
Bnd0 Bnd1 Bnd2 Bnd3 Bnd4
0.02284 0.223722 -0.227489 -0.054554 0.213751 

 
An illustration of paths S1(β j) and S2(β j), for Models 1,2 is given in Fig. 4. 

Values of Sc(βj) are shown also. The numerical dependences are got during the 
tests when Model 2 was built for the refractive indexes of R 236ea and β was 
shifted (β= var).  
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Figure. 4. The influence of β = var on the criteria, S1, S2 and Sc, of Models1,2 for the refractive 
indexes of R236ea. 
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An expression of the saturation pressure, Ps, was built in the combined 
form: 

 
ln(Рs/Рc) = Bp0 (1 - 1/t) + Bp1τ + Bp2τ 2-α + Bp3τ 2-α+∆ + Bp4τ 3 + Bp5 τ 5,   (37) 

 
This equation, Рs= F(τ,D,C), consists of scaling and regular parts and 

includes critical characteristics and regular amplitudes, Bpi – fitting 
coefficients, t = T/Tc. 

An example of Model 2 for the saturation pressure of R143a is given in 
Table 4. 

 
TABLE 4. Parameters of saturation pressure equation for HFC 143a 

 
Рc/MPa Tc/K α   ∆ Bр0

          3.761        345.815        0.22 0.5         8.50 
Bр1    Bр2   Bр3 Bр4 Bр5

        1.17781 5.67519 -7.64488 8.55837 -9.18576 
 
3. Discussion  
The analysis of realizations, optimal variants of the combined equations and 
results of a comparison with literature data allow us to make a conclusion that 
Model 2 can be useful to approximate experimental ρl,ρg,T– data and nl,ng,T– 
data including a broad neighborhood of the critical point. Numerical variants of 
Model 2 for R134a, R143a and R236ea 1,2,3,15,16 improve known data in the 
region 0.005<τ<0.1 where known results report only a few data with significant 
errors. The models represent experimental data in the regular area with high 
accuracy. The equations are based on effective values of critical characteristics, 
Dopt = (ρc,Tc,α, β,∆,…), those have been determined with the help of the 
routines and experimental data sets. Values of Dopt give new information about 
the critical characteristicsPs equation (37) represents experimental data with low 
error. RMS deviation of the input data set for HFC 134a is determined as 0.04% 
in the temperature range from triple till critical point1,15,16. 
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Abstract. The modified form of the repulsive potential has been derived by 
using of the equation of state treatment in the mean field approximation, such 
parameters of the potential as the molecular size and the steepness parameter 
being considered as the effective ones. The functional form of a repulsive 
potential is discussed on the base of results obtained by an analysis of statistical 
valid equations of state, high frequency asymptotic of the depolarized light 
scattering and the processing of temperature dependences for one-particle 
contributions to the self-diffusion coefficient.  
 
Keywords: repulsive potential, steepness parameter, equation of state, high frequency 
asymptotic of the depolarized light scattering, one-particle contributions to the self-
diffusion coefficient. 
 
1.   Introduction 

The simple potential models with parameters obtained from experiments have a 
wide use in solving of many problems. As a rule a functional form of potentials 
is based on theoretical concepts about the main contributions to considered 
interactions. Despite recent trends are toward increased use of more complex 
potential forms with a great number of parameters, it is of interest to improve 
the functional form of simple potential models, so it efficiently simplifies 
solving of different tasks. In this paper, we consider the repulsive potential in 
the framework of soft-sphere model, being guided by the results obtained from 
three different approaches. First of them is based on the treatment of the 
______ 
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statistical grounded equation of state which has the fitted constants connected 
with intermolecular potential parameters and describes adequate isothermal 
compression of dense systems in the high pressure region or in the range of 
thermodynamics variables where the isothermal compressibility toβ  is low. We 
suggest that the role of an intermolecular potential corresponding to repulsive 
forces is determinant in this region. The central idea of the study involves an 
assumption that a repulsive part of the intermolecular potential is a 
homogeneous function with the homogeneity exponent m, the Euler’s theorem 
about the homogeneous functions being applied to the potential function 

 ( ) ( )nr
m

nr rrUsrsrsU ,...,... 11
−=  (1) 

 
For example, the function ( ) ( )ji

Nji
n rrrrU ,,...

1
1 ∑=
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must obey this theorem. In this case the partition function of a system on 
the grounds of similarity 
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can be presented as a function of a variable ((V* )m/3, kT), the generalized form 
of the equation of state for this system being described by the expression 
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In processing of experimental PVT-data analysis for argon we calculated the 
value of steepness parameter m as a fitted constant of the equation of state. The 
obtained results gave a good agreement with both high frequency asymptotic of 
the depolarised molecular light scattering and the processing of temperature 
dependences for one-particle contributions to the self-diffusion coefficient for 
simple liquids. In particular, we show that the asymptotic law for  at 

 is connected with the steepness parameter m of the repulsive potential 
and consider the character of the high frequency asymptotic for spherical 
molecules. The value of the parameter m was evaluated in processing 
experimental data analysis for the intensity of scattering in argon for very wide 
frequency interval (0,400 cm

( )VHI ω
ω → ∞

-1). We have studied the correlation between the 
one-particle component of the self-diffusion coefficient and the repulsive 
potential, by fitting the theoretical value of the steepness parameter to the 
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corresponding experimental data, the value of this parameter has been 
determined. 

 
2.  The equation of state approach 
The consecutive derivation  of the equation of state has been carried out by 
using of the thermodynamic perturbation theory1,2 based on scaling 
transformation of the partition function (3). Using the thermodynamic reference 
state rather than the reference system allows establishing connection between 
the parameters of the intermolecular potential and the thermodynamic 
properties of a system under this consideration. As mentioned above, we have 
suggested that the potential function corresponding to repulsive forces is a 
homogeneous function with the homogeneity exponent m (Euler’s theorem, 
expression (1)). One can say the homogeneity exponent m contains information 
about the connection of potential parameters with thermodynamics properties of 
substances. According to the papers1,2, an expression for the first approximation 
of the free energy can be written as the average perturbed energy with the 
canonical distribution function of a reference state 
 UqNkTVFVF ∆−⋅=− ln3)()( 0  (5) 

where, F(Vо) is the free energy of a reference state and 3
0 VVq = . To 

differentiate of the expression for the free energy with respect to volume, it is 
necessary to express the potential function ( )nr rrU ,...1  as a function of volume. 
Thus, the perturbation of the repulsive potential function should be represented 
as 

 σ
σ

∆⋅
∂
∂

=∆ r
r

U
U  (6) 

where 
σ
σσσ −′

=∆ , reduce σσ 3 0

V
V

=′  to the form V∆≈∆
3
1σ , and write 

expression (6)  

 ( )∑ ⋅∇∆−=∆ iirir rrUVU
rr

3
1  (7) 

Being differentiated the free energy expression (5) with respect to V and taking 
into account homogeneity of the potential function (4) write an equation for 
pressure 

 ( )[ ] (8) ∑ ⋅∇⋅−= iiri rrU
VV

NkTP
rr

03
1

Using the virial theorem we transform equation of state (Eq.8) to the 
two-constant equation of state in the form  
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NkT
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 = Pr 
V
V

o

m

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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3
 (9) 

where Pr – the pressure caused by the repulsive forces between molecules in a 
reference state, m – the exponent of homogeneity or the steepness parameter 
that defines the functional form of the repulsive potential in the framework of 
soft-sphere model (2).  

In order to analyze the experimental PVT-data on isothermal compression 
and in processing of analysis to obtain the value of the parameter m we used the 
experimental results3. It turned out that Eq.(9) reveals a good fit to the 
experimental data for a number of inert gases and gases nitrogen in the range of 
the thermodynamic variables where the isothermal compressibility is low, that 
is corresponding to the pressure interval 100MPa - 1000MPa and temperatures 
308,14K – 673,14K. As far as it was interesting to prove namely the 
extrapolation capabilities of the equation of state the values of parameters m 
and Pr were considered as fitting constants. The analysis of the results obtained 
by using Eq. (9) was carried out in two stages. At first the parameters m and Pr 
were calculated at three reference points Po , P1 and P2 (Po is the pressure in a 
reference state, usually, we choose any of those points for Po where the 
isothermal compressibility became as small as desired or parameter ∆V<< 1). 
The values of the parameters obtained in this way were then substituted into Eq. 
(9) in order to calculate the volumes on isotherms. Just for illustrative purposes 
we showed only the value of average deviation ( ( ) %100⋅−= tte VVVδ ) for 
argon, where Ve  is the experimental value3 of volume, Vt  - the value calculated 
from Eq.(9), so the value <δ> does not exceed 0,78% on isotherm T=673,14K, 
on isotherm T=308,14K, <δ> takes the value 0,02%, in the stated above 
pressure range. Thus, the analysis of PVT-data for gaseous argon shows that 
Eq.(9) correctly describes the experimental data on isothermal compression and 
yields fairly accurate results upon extrapolation. The processing of 
experimental results led to the temperature dependence of the steepness 
parameters m, so in the temperature interval 308,14K – 673,14K, m takes the 
values from 14,89 to 10,10. It should be noticed that a similar processing was 
carried out for a number of inert gases4, for liquid argon5 and fullerenes6. As it 
was shown in the paper4, the processing of PVT-data based on the equation of 
state led to the different values of the steepness parameters m being varied from 
10,5 to 17,5 for a number of inert gases (from neon to krypton), that does not 
match with the value m=12 generally accepted for many potential models. In 
connection with this one should refer to the paper5, in which the treatment of a 
theoretically-based equation of state for liquids gave for argon argon in the 
liquid phase the value of the steepness parameter m being equaled 28. This fact 
seems to be to some extent surprising but an excellent agreement of the 
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experimental data with the equation of state results encourages. Besides that, 
the majority of modern papers devoted to the equations of state investigations 
yield the empirical equation of state containing a great number of fitting 
parameters whose physical sense remained obscure and which could be apt as 
merely interpolation formulae for treating of the experimental data.  

 
3.  The high frequency asymptotic of the molecular light scattering  
As it was shown7-9, the high-frequency asymptotic of molecular light scattering 
was being formed by the collision-induced mechanism. The analysis of the 
binary collision contributions into the spectrum ( )VHI ω  of the depolarized 
light scattering leads to the following expression 
 ( )VHI w

ω→∞

∼ ( )( )*exp qpω − ωτ  (10) 

where                                      (11) 
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Here σ, m and ε are the parameters of the potential (2). From physical point of 
view the high frequency asymptotic of the molecular light scattering spectra at 
the high shifts of frequencies is generated by the quickness of the process 
passing in a system. One can consider molecular collisions as a combination of 
soft and hard ones. Some of them are caused by the attractive and the repulsive 
forces, acting on distances which are comparable with the average interparticle 
spacing. As a result of soft collisions is many-particle interactions. With 
satisfactory accuracy hard collisions can be considered as a sequence of hard 
binary collisions, in this case simultaneous interaction between three and more 
molecules is improbably. The binary hard collisions are responsible for the high 
frequency behaviour of spectra under the assumption that they are characterised 
by the smallest time of interaction in a system. Thus, if one takes into account 
adduced arguments two types of the characteristic times can be introduced 

 s
Tv
σ

τ =   and 
m

s
H

τ
τ =  (13, 14) 

which describe soft and hard collisions. The first of them τs  is the time interval 
corresponding to the smooth variation of the relative velocity in the binary 
collision, τH - characterizes more fast variation of the relative velocity near the 
stop point and therefore it is called hard collision time. Correspondingly to this 
the formula for τ*  can be rewritten in the form 
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1

*
q

Haτ = τ , (15) 

where                             .32.16

11
mq

kT
⎟
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⎞

⎜
⎝
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εα  (16) 

Then the expression (10) could be transformed 
 ( )VHI

ω→∞

ω ∼ ( )( )exp qp
Haω − ωτ . (17) 

The expression (17) gives the prediction for the leading term of high-
frequency asymptotic. We expect also, that this expression can be applied to the 
molecular light scattering spectra in liquids. To motivate this assertion it would 
be well to assume: 1) binary hard collisions unlike soft collisions are correctly 
defined both in gases and liquids; 2) it is improbably that three or more particles 
are involved in hard collision simultaneously. To verify a qualitative agreement 
between theory and experiment and also to evaluate the optimal values of the 
parameter m, entering the repulsive part of the potential, we used experimental 
data on the depolarized light scattering for argon10. Calculations were carried 
out in the frequency interval 4,6⋅1012 -1,7⋅1013s-1 had a minimal experimental 
error. The best coincidence is observed with such values of the parameters: a = 
8,67, q = 0,648, τH = 6 1 0 1 4⋅ − s , at that the value of the steepness parameter 
m was defined from Eq. (5). Its value equals 24 for liquid argon, that is very 
closed with the values of this parameter obtained from the equation of state in 
paper5. 

 
4.   Self-diffusion of liquid molecules 
According to the general theory11,12, the self-diffusion coefficient D is presented 
as a sum 
 cDDD += 1  (18) 
of the collective, Dc, and one-particle, D1, components. The algorithm of 
calculations of the collective component was described in detail in work13. At 
the same time, the one-particle component of the self-diffusion coefficient is 
not studied sufficiently; in fact, we know a single work dealing with this issue14.  

An important stage in studying the diffusive processes is a correct account 
of intermolecular interactions, based on the proper choice of an adequate model 
form of the intermolecular potential. On the other hand, the potential function 
can be reproduced making use of the self-diffusion experimental data and 
comparing them with theoretical calculations, as it is done, for example, when 
calculating the effective pair potential from the known radial distribution 
function or when constructing an authentic potential curve of intermolecular 
interactions on the basis of the method of inverse scattering transform. The 
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character of the decrease of the one-particle contribution to the molecule-
velocity autocorrelation function (MVACF) at small times is governed by the 
behavior of repulsive forces at distances shorter than the molecule diameter. 
Really, at small times, the MVACF is determined by the expansion series 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ...
2

0000
2

2 +′′+=
tvvvvtv

rrrrr
 (19) 

where, v(t) is the velocity of a selected liquid molecule. The expression for the 
autocorrelation function15 at small t can be written down as 
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where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, M is the 
molecule mass, and 
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For the numerical evaluation of τ0, we use a spherically symmetric 
intermolecular potential in the form 
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whence we obtain the following expression for ∆U(r) 
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Using expressions (21) and (24) and the mean field approximation, where 
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A comparison of the results of computer simulation14 with the normalized 
autocorrelation functions calculated according to Eq.(20) and Eq.(22) is 
presented in Fig. 1. The calculations were carried out for the values of the 
steepness parameter m=18 and 24 on the isotherm T=100K. As it is seen from 
Fig. 1, the dependence of the normalized autocorrelation function of the one-
particle contribution ϕ1(t), which decays by the polynomial law, intersects the 
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data of molecular dynamics14 at the definite point 78,0
2* ==

M

tx
τ

, if the 

steepness parameter m=24, where τM is the Maxwell relaxation time of viscous 
stresses in the liquid. Thus, summing up both plots, the MVACF can be written 
down as 
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Figure 1. Time dependences of the autocorrelation functions. The solid curve corresponds to the 
normalized autocorrelation function of a Lagrange particle11, the dash-dotted curves to the 
dependences ϕ1(t) that decay by a polynomial law, the dashed curves to exponential dependences, 
and the dotted curve to a dependence obtained on the basis of the molecular dynamics data14. 

The function ϕc(t) is the collective component of the MVACF, and 
** 2 xt Mτ=  In accordance with formula (27), the one-particle contribution to the 

self-diffusion coefficient of a molecule is determined by the expression  

 ( )[ dtttD
t

c∫ −=
*

0
11 )(

3
1 ϕϕ ]  (28) 

The values of the self-diffusion coefficient D of liquid argon, taking into 
account formula (28), are quoted in Table 1. In this table, the notation DP is 
used for the self-diffusion coefficient calculated taking into account the 
dependence ϕ1(t) in the form of a quadratic polynomial, DG  in the case of the 
Gaussian exponent dependence, and Dexp for the experimental value of the self-
diffusion coefficient16.  
TABLE 1. Self-diffusion coefficient of liquid argon at T=100 K for various values of the slope 
parameter m 

m 
13

* 10⋅t  

s 

510⋅GD ,  

cm2/s 

510⋅PD , 

cm2/s 

5
exp 10⋅D , 
cm2/s 
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28 3,44 2,54 2,395 
24 3,47 2,61 2,416 
18 3,81 2,72 2,61 
12 5,03 3,17 3,298 

2,47 

The best agreement between theoretical values and experimental data takes 
place for the value m=24. A comparison of the theoretically calculated 
temperature dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient with experimental 
data16 is presented in Fig. 2. We note that the computer simulation of the 
MVACF, carried out making use of the Lennard-Jones potential (12:6), resulted 
in a more abrupt decay of this function in comparison with the polynomial 
dependence (22). Moreover, formula (22) reproduces the results of computer 
simulation16, obtained for the steepness parameter values of 24 and 28, with 
quite a good accuracy, which is in a qualitative agreement with the processing 
of the equation of state results5 and the light scattering data mentioned above. 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of theoretical and experimental16 temperature dependences of the 
self-diffusion coefficient of liquid argon. Tm is the melting temperature 

Thus, taking into account the data reported above and the results of works4,5, 
we may say that the slope of the potential function is an individual 
characteristic of the specific substance considered in the framework of the 
inverse-power potential model, and the value of this parameter is sensitive to 
temperature and depends on the aggregate state of the substance. Summarizing 
all those circumstances indicating for an effective character of the functional 
form, at the next stage of study we tried to improve the power model for the 
repulsive potential. 

 
5.  Repulsive potential with effective steepness parameter  
In the general case, considering variation of the steepness parameter with 
temperature, intermolecular potential in the high pressure region can be written 
in the form of power series 
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In the subsequent discussion we focused our attention namely on the 
repulsive part of the potential  
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It should be noticed that alertation coefficient  with temperature and 
pressure is expounded as variation of the effective molecular size of a molecule 
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For a dense system, when the number particle density is inessential, 
considering the mean field approximation ( ) ( )'U r U r′< >= < >  and 

1 3r n−< >=  the expression (30) can be rewritten  
 ( ) ( )∑=

=6m

m31
m σnα4εrU  (32) 

Actually, in this case the molecule distribution in the given vicinity is identical 
to that for the dense packing, then in accordance with the mean field 
approximation we transform the general expression for pressure which presents 
the virial theorem  
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6
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where >< r  – average intermolecular distance, z – the number of molecules in 
the first coordination sphere. Considering that 31nr −>=<  and the formula 
(30), express Eq.(34) by a formula 
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Thus, the members of the series (37) with values 0mm ≈  make the main 
contribution to nkTP  in the low pressure region, for example, generally 

accepted value for the exponent of the repulsive potential =12. In contrast 

to this, in the high pressure region, the members with values  have a 
dominant role. In this sense Eq.(37) completely conforms with assymptotic 
Eq.(4). A knowledge of the equation of state in the wide pressures and 

0m

0mm >
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temperatures interval allows to calculate values of coefficients in Eq.(37). 

Coefficients  have been fitted by the least square method using available 
experimental PVT-data

ma~

ma~
17. According to this Eq.(37) can be performed to the 

form 
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The value of the effective molecular size σ is defined by a formula  
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The variation of the steepness parameter m and the effective molecular size σ  
of liquid argon are quoted in Table 2. 
TABLE 2. Values of the steepness parameter m and the effective molecular size σ  at different 
temperatures 

T, K 308,14 200 140 

m 15,98 21,2 23,46 
σ , A 3.002 3.204 3.21 

 6
8 108,2~ −⋅=a  4

8 108,2~ −⋅=a  5
9 1013,1~ −⋅=a  

ma~  5
12 1019,8~ −⋅=a  3

14 1073,1~ −⋅=a  
5

16 10027,2~ −⋅=a
 

 995,0~16 =a  981,0~21 =a  945,0~24 =a  
As a result of approximation in terms of the results (38) and (39), we have 

obtained the expression for the repulsive potential  
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where values of parameters  are being fitted by minimization of average 
deviation the data calculated by Eq.(38) from the experimental PVT-data of 
liquid argon. 

im

 
6.   Conclusion 
The statistical mechanics approaches have given a possibility to establish a 
relation between the parameters of the intermolecular potentials and 
thermodynamic properties of substances. Setting such a relation allowed to 
calculate the homogeneity parameter m (the steepness parameter for soft sphere 
model) as a fitting constant. The processing of the obtained results testifies that 
the generally-excepted power model of the repulsive potential is inapplicable 
for the high-pressures region, based on results indicated above it would be 
correctly supposed that different parts of the potential function are being 
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realized in the high pressures region (P>100MPa ) on isothermal compression 
and at large shifts of frequencies of depolarized molecular light scattering. 

 In this paper, we derived the form of the repulsive potential taking into 
account the effectiveness of intermolecular parameters with using the mean 
field approximation and treatment of the equation of state. It should be noticed 
that the proposed form of the repulsive potential is being tested by molecular 
dynamics simulations.  
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Abstract. The formation of particles and aerosols is an important step in 
several industrial as well as environmental processes. Its formation can be an 
undesired phenomenon, for example, in thermal separation processes, in 
turbines or the discharge of environmentally problematic aerosols from 
industrial processes. However, it can also be the central process in case of the 
production of nanoparticles or disperse systems such as pharmaceutical 
nanodispersions. The atmosphere and hence the climate is influenced by the 
presence of several different aerosols. While primary aerosols are particles that 
are emitted into the atmosphere, secondary aerosols are formed in the 
atmosphere by nucleation and growth. One possible way of particle and aerosol 
formation is homogeneous nucleation caused by density fluctuations in 
supersaturated systems. This is the first step followed by surface growth and 
initial coalescence processes. The initial steps happen on the nanometer scale 
and can be investigated by molecular simulation, which enable the modeling 
and analysis based on molecular interactions. Here, different molecular 
dynamics methods for the investigation of nucleation and particle growth are 
discussed. The focus is on various substances such as argon, alkanols, and 
metals. The simulations start at highly supersaturated states in the metastable 
region of the phase diagram.  
Keywords: condensation; nucleation; coalescence; agglomeration; supersaturated 
vapor; metastable states; metal nanoparticles; liquid clusters; iron; platinum; methanol; 
argon 

1. Introduction 
 
1.1. HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION 
The transition from one phase state to another can proceed via different 
mechanisms depending on the state of the original phase. In case of a 
metastable phase of a pure substance homogeneous nucleation can take 
place.1,2,3. Due to density fluctuations in the metastable phase a cluster can be 
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formed which may grow to a stable particle. The question whether a cluster 
becomes stable or evaporates again is determined by the nucleation barrier. The 
height of this barrier depends on the temperature, the supersaturation, and in 
this context on the molecular interactions in the substance. The size of a cluster 
at the top of the nucleation barrier is called critical cluster size. In Figure 1 the 
work of cluster formation is plotted schematically for different states of the 
original phase state. This state is characterized by the supersaturation defined as 
the ratio of the present partial pressure pi(T) of the nucleating substance before 
nucleation and the saturated vapor pressure pvap(T) at the same temperature.  

)(
)(

vap Tp
Tp

S i=                       (1) 

For S < 1 a phase is stable, for S = 1 it is saturated, and S > 1 it is 
supersaturated. A supersaturated phase can be either metastable or unstable. In 
Figure 2 the phase diagram of a pure substance is shown together with the 
stability limits3-6. The boundary between these states is the spinodal. 
Homogeneous nucleation takes place only in the metastable region while a 
system approaching the unstable region splits instantaneously by spinodal 
decomposition.  
For homogeneous nucleation a relatively high supersaturation is necessary until 
the system crosses the nucleation barrier. In many natural systems like the 
atmosphere small solid or liquid particles are present. These particles can act as 
heterogeneous 
 

 
Figure 1: Work of cluster formation for different supersaturations. A: S<1; B,C,D: S>1; B,C: 
metastable state; D: unstable state. 
The modeling of the homogeneous nucleation is subject to research since many 
decades. The widely used so-called classical nucleation theory (CNT) has been 
proposed by Volmer and Weber7 and Becker and Döring8 about 80 years ago. 
The CNT is very appealing for applications because it describes the nucleation 
rates based on macroscopic thermodynamics properties such as the liquid 
density and the surface tension. Since these properties are usually not known 
for small clusters like the critical nuclei, the bulk phase properties are used as 
input for the CNT. Further assumptions within the so-called capillary 
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approximation9 are a sharp interface between the liquid and the vapor phase and 
the use of the perfect gas state for the vapor phase. The CNT basically 
combines two contributions to the free energy of cluster formation, one being 
the bulk contribution the other the surface contribution. 

a)          b)  
Figure 2: Phase diagram of a pure substance including the stability limits. a) Pressure-density 
projection; b) pressure-temperature projection. solid curve: equilibrium curve (coexistence curve 
and vapor pressure curve); long dashed: spinodal; short dashed: isotherm; g: gas phase; liq: liquid 
phase; cp: critical point; m: metastable. 
nuclei, which lower the height of the nucleation barrier. Hence such heterogeneous nucleation 
requires a lower supersaturation compared to homogeneous nucleation in order to yield particle 
formation.  

As the bulk phase properties depend on the third power of the cluster 
radius and the surface properties on the second power of the radius, CNT is 
mathematically a competition between a quadratic and a cubic function. For 
stable systems S<1 the surface energy required to form a cluster dominates and 
particle formation is not favored. Hence, the free energy of cluster formation is 
a monotonically increasing function with the radius of a possible cluster and 
resembles a positively curved quadratic function. In supersaturated states the 
cubic term leads to a maximum, the critical work of cluster formation at the 
critical cluster size. Increasing supersaturation decreases the critical work and 
the critical cluster size. However, CNT is not able to detect the stability limit, 
the spinodal. It may therefore predict nucleation at high supersaturation where 
actually spinodal decomposition takes place.  

There are several further developments of the classical nucleation 
theory developed in recent decades10-13 . However, as long as these models are 
based on the capillary approximation, the same limitations apply. In addition 
numerical methods such as the thermodynamic density functional theory and 
molecular simulations have been applied for the investigation of nucleation14,15. 
While density functional theory is an integral equation method, molecular 
simulations are methods to directly calculate the partition function of a system 
based on the molecular interactions. Two molecular simulation methods have 
been applied to investigate nucleation: Monte Carlo simulations16,17 and 
molecular dynamics simulation18,19. In order to investigate the dynamics of a 
nucleating system directly one has to use molecular dynamics simulation.  
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1.2. COALESCENCE 
Once small stable clusters have been formed by nucleation they can grow by 
surface growth until the supersaturation is abolished. In addition to surface 
growth, the condensation of single atoms on the surface of an existing cluster, it 
is possible that particles collide and form a larger particle. These are rather a 
stochastic events than thermodynamically controlled like surface growth. 
Depending on the state conditions of the colliding particles and their size the 
development of the particle after a collision can be different. For large solid 
particles or at low temperature agglomeration is more likely. The two colliding 
particles stick together at their surface and form agglomerates with a 
morphology very different from a sphere. The more particles agglomerate the 
more dendrimer-like are the resulting particles. Such agglomerates can be 
characterized on two length scales, the size of the primary particles resulting 
from nucleation and surface growth and the size of the complete agglomerate. 
For small solid particles or particles at high temperature it is more likely that 
the particles fuse and form a new cluster with a spherical morphology. This 
process is called coalescence. Coalescence does not only affect the morphology 
but also the atomic order in a particle since the atoms are reorganized during 
fusion.20 The restructuring of the atomic order is determined by the diffusion of 
the atoms in the particle but also at the surface of the clusters. It is therefore 
expected that a coalescence process, which entirely takes place in the solid 
state, is slower than coalescence during that the particles are heated up above 
their melting poin21.  
 
2. Methods 
2.1. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION AND POTENTIAL 

MODELS 
Within molecular dynamics simulation Newton´s equation of motion of each 
atom or molecule in the force field of all other atoms is solved numerically. The 
value of the increment for the numerical integration depends on the potential 
model describing the interactions between the atoms and molecules. In order to 
conserve the energy during numerical integration a time step in the order of a 
few femtoseconds or even lower is required. For fast modes such as the 
intermolecular vibration typically one femtosecond is used as time increment. 
The force acting on each atom or molecule is calculated by integrating the 
potential model. The reliability of a molecular simulation depends crucially on 
the potential model as only input property. Potential models vary from simple 
models such as the hard-sphere fluid to accurate models obtained from quantum 
mechanics calculations22-24]. The majority of today’s simulations are performed 
with semiempirical potential models based on interaction sites representing one 
atom or a small group of atoms (united atom approach). Each site is typically 
modeled by a Lennard Jones potential with a r-6 attraction and a r-12 repulsion 
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term. The sites within a molecule are connected either by rigid bonds or by 
flexible bonds described by a quadratic spring potential. Other terms regularly 
used include angle-bending and dihedral terms, as well as cross-terms between 
them. In case of polar molecules different approaches are possible. One can 
assign partial charges modeled by the Coulomb potential to the sites, which 
represent the charge distribution in a molecule. Alternatively, one can assign a 
point dipole, quadrupole, or higher multipole moments to the molecule. Such 
point multipole potentials consist of an angle dependent term and a r-n potential 
where n depends on the order of the multipole moments. Both approaches 
modeling the charge distribution have been applied successfully in numerous 
molecular dynamics investigations. Furthermore, depending on the 
polarizability of the molecules induction can take place in dense liquid phases, 
which effectively increases the dipole moment. Polarization effects are often 
accounted for by an increased dipole moment of the molecule in the liquid 
phase in molecular simulations. Recently developed potential models account 
for these multibody contributions to the potential energy.25-26 In larger 
molecules such as small oligomers or especially in polymers additional 
contributions affecting the conformation are included in the potential models. 
These are angle potentials and torsion potentials, which involve three and four 
sites in chains. The semiempirical potential models are usually developed by 
using experimental data as well as quantum mechanical calculations as input. 
The structure of a molecule, its equilibrium angles and bond lengths can be 
obtained from experimental data [27] or alternatively from quantum mechanics 
on a relatively low level with sufficient accuracy.28 The calculation of the 
charge distribution is more difficult since different values can be obtained 
depending on the calculation method.29 The potential models can be further 
optimized by comparing the results of molecular simulations to experimental 
data of, for example, vapor pressures or liquid densities. Another important 
input is the local order in a liquid, which can be obtained experimentally by 
diffraction and compared to molecular simulations. The experimentally 
obtained structure factor is related to the pair correlation function obtained from 
simulation by Fourier transformation. Less often dynamical properties are 
included in the development of potential models. Especially non-equilibrium 
simulations have been performed rarely for the optimization of potential 
models. Since the potential models are mainly adjusted to equilibrium data the 
question rises whether they are accurate for describing non-equilibrium 
processes such as nucleation and particle growth which are topics of interest 
here.  

The potential models sketched so far are developed for molecular fluids 
such as organic molecules or large biomolecules. For inorganic substances as 
semi-conductors or metals other approaches are necessary. In case of metals the 
delocalized conduction electrons are responsible for a multibody interaction. 
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This multibody interaction is related to properties of the metals which cannot be 
described by pairwise additive potentials like the Lennard Jones potential. 
These are for example elastic properties like the Cauchy-Relation being the 
ratio of the elastic constants C12 to C44. In Lennard-Jones-systems this ratio is 
equal to 1 but those of metallic systems deviates up to 30% to smaller values.30 
Other deviations are the ratio of vacancy formation energy to cohesive energy31 
and the experimentally observed contraction of the surface layers along the 
surface normal32 for which pair potentials show an expansion. Although these 
deviations can be worked around by analytical corrections to pair potential 
functions33, they apply only to one specific lattice type and are neither feasible 
for studies of structural phase transitions nor nanoparticle growth. For metals a 
semiempirical potential model has been developed which effectively describes 
the multibody interaction by the delocalized electrons. This model has been 
introduced about two decades ago inspired by density functional theory. The so-
called embedded atom method (EAM)34-36 has been originally developed for 
calculations of hydrogen embrittlement in metals and is today widely used in 
the modeling of properties of metals. It is suitable for simulations on the time 
scale of the nucleation and particle growth process for given supersaturation 
and captures the main properties of the metal-metal interaction. EAM is related 
to the quasi-atom37 or effective medium38,39 theories. It is composed of two 
contributions, a pairwise interaction potential of the atomic cores and a 
functional of the local electron density. The latter term captures the multi-body 
interactions, which are caused by the valence electrons while the first term 
describes the pairwise repulsion of the positively charged cores. The local 
density of the delocalised electrons is calculated from the contributions of the 
valence electrons of all surrounding atoms in between which a certain atom is 
embedded. This local electron density at the site of an atom i is simply the 
superposition of radial symmetric atomic electron density functions. It should 
be noted that this approach includes the effect of the delocalized electrons on 
the binding energy effectively. Since the evaporation of atoms from a cluster 
happens under given conditions only for clusters typically smaller than 10 
atoms, as shown later, the cluster size dependent transition from an insulator to 
a metallic cluster has no effect on the behavior of the investigated systems here. 
In recent years several further developments have been accomplished40-43 based 
on the original EAM. The EAM-potential used here is a recent parameterization 
developed for modeling bcc bulk iron [40]. The EAM-potential for the study of 
Pt-cluster formation from the gas phase was taken from the work of Zhou et al. 
44.  

 
2.2. TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
During the condensation of a vapor the condensation heat is set free and 
increases the temperature of the system. The origin of this heat is the decrease 
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of the potential energy in the system when vapor atoms, that are in large 
distance from each other, approach to form a liquid. In the liquid state the atoms 
or molecules are at distances somewhere around the minimum of the interaction 
potential and the difference in potential energy to the vapor phase is 
transformed into kinetic energy. This happens in an adiabatic system, which 
practically means that the process is so fast that the heat cannot be removed in 
given time. In molecular dynamics simulations the situation is similar. In the 
basic molecular dynamics ensemble, the NVE ensemble with constant number 
of particles N, constant volume V, and constant the total energy E, the 
temperature of the newly formed clusters increases. As a result the vapor 
pressure of the new cluster increases and the cluster likely will evaporate again. 
In order to obtain a stable cluster growing to a larger particle it is necessary to 
remove energy form the system. In experiments this heat removal happens 
mainly by collisions of the cluster with carrier gas atoms, which are regarded as 
inert in the context of the nucleation process. Such inert gas should neither 
condense at given conditions nor adsorb at the clusters or influence the cluster 
formation beyond its function as heat bath. In experiments on the nucleation of 
water, for example, argon is used as carrier gas45. Another carrier gas used is 
helium for cryogenic nucleation experiments of argon or nitrogen46,47. In 
molecular dynamics simulations several different approaches have been 
proposed to control the temperature of a system. The general idea is to couple 
the system with a heat bath being a thermostat. The exchange of energy 
between the nucleating system and the heat bath can be realized directly. The 
simplest approach is to rescale the atomic or molecular velocities in each 
simulation step in order to reach a given system temperature. This way of 
thermalizing a system represents an isokinetic ensemble, which differs from a 
NVT ensemble by the fact that the temperature is exactly constant and does not 
fluctuate as required in a NVT ensemble. Examples for direct thermostats, 
which lead to a NVT ensemble, are the Nosé-Hoover method48-50 or the 
Andersen method51. In the Nosé-Hoover method the forces are affected instead 
of the velocities. An additional degree of freedom is introduced into the system 
and its development is also calculated by numerical solution of the 
corresponding equation of motion similar to those of the atoms and molecules. 
This additional degree of freedom is the thermostat having a fictitious mass. As 
the Nosé-Hoover method affects the forces a fluctuation of the temperature is 
possible. Within the Andersen method51 stochastic collisions of the atoms are 
performed according to the velocity distribution for given temperature. Since 
these collisions are sampled from a physical velocity distribution temperature 
fluctuations are included. All these thermostats work more or less well for 
molecular dynamics simulations of equilibrium states. In case of non-
equilibrium states with inhomogeneous particle distributions in space such 
methods can become disadvantageous. The reason is that the methods treat all 
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atoms equally and affect them in a more or less direct way. In nucleating 
systems, however, heat is set free in the nucleating clusters but not in the vapor 
phase. So there are several small hot spots in a large significant colder system. 
This has minor effects in cases where weakly interacting systems such as 
Lennard Jones argon is investigated because the temperature increase due to 
cluster formation is small. However, in systems with very high interaction 
energy such as metals a thermostat affecting all atoms homogeneously can lead 
to a significant cooling down of the vapor phase caused by the very high 
temperature of the clusters. As a result the vapor phase may even freeze52. In 
order to avoid such effects one can mimic the experimental system by 
introducing an inert carrier gas53-56. This inert gas itself has to be connected to a 
direct molecular dynamics thermostat discussed above, but since it does not 
condense under given conditions the problems mentioned above do not appear. 
The nucleating substance is then thermalized by collisions with the inert gas 
atoms only. This method allows the clusters to heat up without forcing the 
vapor phase to cool down. It should be noted that cluster cooling by other 
means than collisions with carrier gas atoms like thermal radiation or emission 
of thermal electrons are neglected. The heat removal by the carrier gas atoms 
may therefore be regarded as an effective approach at very high cluster 
temperature. 

Another method for removing the heat without a carrier gas and which 
avoids the problems mentioned above uses the NVE ensemble57. Within this 
approach energy is removed from a homogeneous vapor phase in a single step 
while the simulation of nucleation and growth is performed in a NVE ensemble. 
This method works if enough energy is removed from the system that the heat 
generated by nucleation and growth is not able to compensate this energy. An 
advantage of this method is that the forming clusters are completely 
unperturbed, not even a carrier gas can affect the growth. It is also interesting 
for investigating adiabatic nucleation.  

 
2.3. DETERMINATION OF NUCLEATION RATES 
As in experiments there are different methods for the estimation of nucleation 
rates from molecular simulation data. These are at first the Yasuoka-Matsumoto 
method19,53 which is based on an analysis of the cluster statistics and secondly 
the estimation of nucleation rates from the onset of the nucleation in a given 
chamber geometry. Experimentally in the onset method the so-called critical 
supersaturation is measured at which in a given volume nucleation takes place. 
The nucleation rate can be calculated from the chamber geometry while the 
nucleation onset is measured for different temperatures46,47. In molecular 
dynamics within the onset method one simply picks the simulation time until a 
cluster forms which remains stable in the system. Since at this time only one 
cluster is formed in the simulation box one can calculate the nucleation rate as 
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one divided by the onset time and the box volume. Experimentally a more 
direct method for measuring the nucleation rate is the two-piston chamber58,59. 
Within this method a system is supersaturated by a fast expansion, which 
initiates nucleation. Shortly after the expansion the system is pressurized again 
in order to suppress further nucleation. The nuclei formed during the time in the 
supersaturated state continue to grow and can be detected by light scattering 
when they are in the micrometer size. The number of the micrometer size 
droplets corresponds to the number of nuclei assuming that no coalescence 
takes place which can be estimated from the particle density in the chamber and 
the degree of polydispersity of the droplets.  
In molecular dynamics simulation the cluster statistics can be evaluated by a 
quasi-stationary method proposed by Yasuoka and Matsumoto19,53. Within this 
method the number of clusters larger than a certain threshold value is plotted 
against the simulation time as shown schematically in Figure 3. The second 
domain of these curves represents a linear increase in the number of clusters 
larger than the threshold value. If for different threshold values the linear 
domains are nearly parallel the system is quasi-stationary. The increasing 
number of clusters can only origin from nucleation if one assumes that there is 
neither coalescence nor particles breaking up in the system. The nucleation rate 
can then be calculated from the slope of the linear domain divided by the box 
volume. While in simulations the quasi-stationary method is applicable only to 
systems with a significant cluster statistics such as large systems or highly 
supersaturated systems, the onset method is required in cases with a low 
supersaturation leading only to a single nucleation event in the given box 
dimension and simulation time. Consequently the reproducibility of the 
simulations is better in cases where the quasi-stationary method can be used 
than in cases where the onset method is required [57]. The onset method needs 
many simulation runs at the same state conditions to be carried out to obtain 
reasonable statistics. 

a)               b)  
Figure 3: Schematic cluster size distribution and Yasuoka-plot. Nc: cluster size; P(Nc): amount of 
clusters of site Nc; Nt: threshold value of the cluster size; t: simulation time; a: slope of the second 
domain.  
 
2.4. NUCLETION THEOREMS 
Important relations for the analysis of experimental nucleation rate data are the 
nucleation theorems. The first nucleation theorem was proposed by 
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Kashchiev60,61 and further developed by several authors62-66. The nucleation 
theorem is very useful because it allows the determination of cluster properties 
from experimental data without using any model. The theorem relates the slope 
of the nucleation isotherms in the double logarithmic plot to the size of the 
critical nuclei at given conditions. Within this scheme properties of the critical 
clusters such as surface tension and density are not required as in the capillary 
approximation. The derivative of the logarithm of the nucleation rate with 
respect to the logarithm of the supersaturation at constant temperature yields the 
excess number N* of atoms in the critical cluster.62 In order to obtain the 
complete number of molecules in the critical cluster one has to add the 
background gas phase density Ngas. This is the number of monomers of the 
nucleating substance in the volume corresponding to the volume of the critical 
cluster. However, for the low-density gas phases considered here this 
contribution can be neglected:  
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Here J is the nucleation rate representing the number of nuclei formed per time 
and volume. The left-hand-side of this equation can be calculated from 
experimental data for the nucleation rates. The addend c on the right hand side 
is related to the pre-exponential factor in the equation for the nucleation rate 
(Eq. 3). Kashchiev60 obtained the value c=1. This is consistent with a thorough 
derivation of the nucleation theorem64, based on stationary solutions to the 
cluster size distributions. Within this approach the cluster size changes only by 
monomer loss and capture. The value c=1 can be traced back to a linear 
dependence of the condensation rate on the supersaturation. The classical 
nucleation theory yields c=2 being inconsistent with the nucleation theorem64. 
In general the parameter c enters the equation for the nucleation rate as 
exponent of the supersaturation S in the pre-exponentional factor: 
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Here A and B are parameters representing the physical properties of the system 
and the state variables. The physical meaning of these parameters can be 
obtained by comparing Eq. 3 with the different nucleation theories. In this work 
we treat A and B as adjustable parameters for the correlation of the nucleation 
rates obtained from the simulations.  

In addition to the analysis of the critical cluster size using the so called 
first nucleation theorem we employ the second nucleation theorem. It relates the 
temperature dependence of the nucleation rate to the excess energy Ex(N*) of 
the critical clusters compared to the corresponding bulk phase. Since this excess 
energy is related to surface energy of the clusters, one can use the second or 
energetic nucleation theorem for testing the capillary approximation. Such 
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analysis has been suggested by Ford64 and Vehkamäki and Ford66 who analyzed 
experimental data of octane. The size of the critical cluster in these systems is 
in the order of 30 to 80 molecules for given conditions. The energetic 
nucleation theorem reads [66]: 
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Here J0 is the pre-exponential factor being  for the correlation of Eq. 3 
with c=1. The derivative of J

cSA ⋅
0 with respect to T at constant S is zero. Therefore, 

only the temperature dependence of the parameter B enters Eq. 4. 
 
2.5. FINITE SIZE EFFECTS 
It is necessary to check finite size effects because despite using periodic 
boundary conditions the investigated systems consist of a limited number of 
atoms. In case of argon for low supersaturation a bimodal temperature 
distribution has been found in microcanonical nucleation simulations using a 
finite simulation box with periodic boundary conditions.57 With increasing 
supersaturation this bimodal temperature distribution vanishes. The bimodal 
distribution corresponds to a dynamic coexistence of a vapor-dominated state 
and a cluster-in-vapor state. Such behavior of a bimodal temperature 
distribution has also been reported for the solid-liquid transition in small argon 
clusters.67  

Another effect of the finite size of a system is related to the nature of 
the two states, which are in dynamic equilibrium. Rao et al. [68] have shown that 
in finite size systems a vapor state can be stabilized which would be non-stable 
for infinite size at the same conditions. Similar observations have been reported 
by Binder and Kalos69 in studies of a lattice model. Consequently non-stable 
equilibria are possible in finite size systems. In a recent work using the Ising-
model Binder70 has shown that a phase coexistence of finite systems near the 
coexistence curve of the corresponding infinite system exists. It is argued that a 
cluster has to have a minimum size in order to exist, which is in contrast to the 
lever rule which would allow the existence of arbitrary small liquid droplets in 
the vapor phase if the average molar volume of the system is arbitrary close to 
the vapor branch of the coexistence curve.  

Finally one finds an effect of the system size on the probability of 
coalescence processes. While virtually no coalescence appears in small 
systems, the larger the system the more coalescence events are possible. The 
reason is that due to the small number of atoms in a small system only one 
major cluster can be formed. The larger the system the more clusters can be 
formed which can eventually coalesce.  
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3. Results 
3.1. GROWTH CURVES 
A first analysis of the simulation data is available from the growth curves. Here 
different ways of representing the cluster growth are possible. The plot of the 
largest cluster in the system against the simulation time allows a differentiation 
between surface growth and coalescence. A cluster is detected by the Stillinger 
criterion saying that two atoms belong to a cluster if their distance is smaller 
than a certain value.71 This Stillinger distance is typically 1.5 times the diameter 
of the atoms. In Figure 4a such diagram is shown for the nucleation of iron 
from a supersaturated vapor55. One can recognize the domain of surface growth 
up to approximately 2 to 3 ns simulation time. Then the growth continues 
mainly by coalescence or agglomeration caused by collisions of the clusters. 
This is visible as jumps in the growth curves. Although there is still some 
surface growth after approximately 4 ns the growth is dominated by cluster 
collisions. The dependence of the surface growth on the temperature is thermo-
dynamically controlled and behaves systematically: with increasing carrier gas 
temperature surface growth becomes slower. Deviations to this systematic 
dependence are related to different developments of the monomer temperature 
of the nucleating substance and the cluster temperature that can vary due to the 
development of the system. The collision of two clusters is on the other hand a 
stochastic process and therefore not directly influenced by the temperature of 
the carrier gas. An indirect influence is given by the temperature on the 
nucleation rate, because for higher nucleation rates more primary particles are 
generated and more collisions are possible. This, however, affects only the 
number of collisions but not the temperature dependence of the growth curves. 
In recent simulations on argon nucleation57 it has been shown that systems 
consisting of few thousand atoms are sufficient for the determination of the 
nucleation rates provided a high enough supersaturation. 

Another way of representing the growth of particles is the average 
cluster size distribution shown in Figure 4b. This plot gives a more systematic 
development of the cluster size and does not pronounce the cluster collisions 
too much. One can also see that the averaged cluster size exhibits a more 
systematic dependence on the temperature than the plot of the largest cluster 
does. This is because it includes more information than just the largest cluster. 

 
3.2. CLUSTER SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

A more detailed insight into the development of the system is available 
from the cluster size distribution. Before a particle formation process is initiated 
either only monomers are present or an equilibrium distribution of mainly 
monomers and a small fraction of dimers and oligomers with decreasing 
amount is given. The latter situation is given especially for associating 
substances such as methanol. After the supersaturation is initiated clusters are 
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formed by nucleation, which leads to a cluster size distribution function that 
decreases monotonously with the cluster size. 

a)                  b)  
Figure 4: a) Size of the largest cluster in the system. b) Average cluster size. 
 
This is shown in Figure 5 for methanol72 and in Figure 6 for iron and platinum. 
After some time for both substances one can recognize the formation of a 
maximum in the cluster size distribution. Since the major species is still the 
monomer the cluster size distributions also have a minimum, which is 
somewhere around the dimer, or the trimer in the simulations performed here. 
After some further time the cluster size distribution resembles a logarithmic-
normal distribution. 

a)                 b)  
Figure 5: Cluster size distributions for a carrier gas temperatures of 250 K. a) 3-site van Leeuwen 
potential model. b) 6-site all atom AMBER potential model.  

a)                 b)  
Figure 6: Cluster size distributions for a) iron and b) platinum.  
 
3.3. NUCLEATION RATES 
The nucleation rates have been obtained mainly by the quasi-stationary method 
of Yasuoka and Matsumoto19 and in case of argon in addition with the onset 
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analysis. The results for argon shown in Figure 7 also indicate that the two 
methods are consistent. The nucleation rate at 70 K and 80 K are obtained by 
the onset of the first cluster while the other nucleation rates at lower 
temperature and therefore higher supersaturation are calculated from the quasi-
stationary method. In case of the highly supersaturated iron and platinum 
systems the quasi-stationary method is used only.  

The nucleation rates obtained with the adiabatic method57 described 
above for argon are plotted in Figure 7. Here the simulation data are correlated 
with a function including a reciprocal temperature dependence. In case of these 
adiabatic simulations the supersaturation is mainly calculated from the target 
temperature of the jump into the metastable region and the number of 
monomers at the beginning of the simulation being the complete number of 
argon atoms in the simulation box. In some cases of slow nucleation the state 
conditions at the onset of nucleation ared used for the calculation of the 
supersaturation. The data obtained here with the adiabatic simulation method 
seems to be in agreement with other theoretical data in the literature19,73,74. More 
difficult is again the comparison with experimental data. For argon some data 
points at much lower nucleation rate are available from onset experiments47. 
One can check for agreement only by extrapolating the correlation of the 
simulation data towards the experimental region. This comparison using a 
reciprocal temperature dependence in the correlation equation57 exhibits very 
good agreement. For the size of the critical cluster there are some data points 
available from the Monte Carlo investigation by Senger et al. [74] plotted in 
Figure 7b.  

The results for iron are plotted in Figure 8a together with experimental 
data from the literature.75 First one can recognize that the simulation data seem 
to scatter quite a lot. A detailed analysis shows that the reason for that 
scattering is the temperature fluctuation of the iron monomers in the system.56 
The temperature of the monomers of the nucleating substance is typically above 
the carrier gas temperature but it can develop differently for different 
simulations. Since the monomer temperature is related to the supersaturation of 
the system it leads to different supersaturations, which  

a)                b)  
Figure 7: a) Nucleation rates for argon obtained from simulations57 together with experimental 
data.47  b) critical cluster size obtained from the correlation shown in a). The two data points are 
theoretical values taken from the literature [74].   
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appear as scattered data if plotted for the same carrier gas temperature. 
However, for the analysis of the consistency between the simulation data and 
the experimental data, here all data are included in the correlation for each 
carrier gas temperature. The correlation equation used for iron is Eq. 3 in 
logarithmic form: 

           2)(ln
lnlnln

S
BScAJ −+=          (5) 

It can be used for the analysis of the size and surface energy of the critical 
cluster which can also serve as a consistency check of experimental and 
simulation data. For this analysis the nucleation theorems are used. If they give 
reasonable values for the critical cluster size and the surface energy of the 
critical cluster one can conclude that experimental and simulation data are 
consistent. In case of iron the critical cluster size of 2 to 3 (Figure 8b) is in 
agreement with the analysis of experimental observations.75 The surface energy 
obtained from the second nucleation theorem is in the same order of magnitude 
as one can estimate from the atomic interactions.56 In case of platinum there are 
no experimental data for the nucleation rate given. Therefore, we have 
correlated the nucleation rates not for the carrier gas temperature but for the 
monomer temperature with a simple correlation function76  

                                       2)(log
loglog

S
dcTSbTaJ +

−++=          (6) 

Here a, b, c, and d are fitting parameters. The result is shown in Figure 9a. One 
can see that this simple function is able to fit the data well. The derivative in the 
double logarithmic plot yielding the critical cluster size is plotted in Figure 9b. 
Although there are no experimental data to compare to one can conclude by 
analogy to the data for iron and by comparing for other experimental data for 
silver77 that the order of magnitude of the critical cluster size obtained for 
platinum is reasonable. In case of a platinum monomer temperature of about 
1000 K the critical cluster size obtained from the nucleation theorem is 
approximately 2 which is consistent with the observation of the cluster size 
fluctuation during the simulation runs (4-5).76 The same is true for the 
simulation at a monomer temperature of 800 K which gives critical cluster sizes 
of 4 from the nucleation theorem compared to 6-7 obtained from the cluster size 
fluctuation. This also shows that the two independent methods of analyzing the 
critical cluster sizes yield consistent results.  

In Figure 10a the nucleation rates for two different methanol-models at 
three different densities are shown and compared to the prediction with the 
classical nucleation theory and experimental data of Strey et al. [78]. The 
estimated nucleation rates of the simulation are consistent with experimental 
data being both below the prediction with the classical nucleation theory. The 
simulation results scatter about one to two orders of magnitude. 
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   a)                 b) 

 
Figure 8: a) Nucleation rates for iron obtained from the simulation together with experimental 
data.75 b) critical cluster size obtained from the correlation shown in a); dashed lines: c=1, solid 
lines: c=0.  

a)                  b)  
Figure 9: a) Nucleation rates for platinum obtained from the simulation. b) critical cluster size 
obtained from the correlation shown in a).  

a)                  b)  
Figure 10: a) Nucleation rates for methanol obtained from the simulation together with experimental data.78 
The solid curve is the prediction by the classical nucleation theory (CNT). b) Critical cluster size obtained 
from a correlation of the simulation data at 250 K and the experimental data shown in a) using he nucleation 
theorem.  
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Within this scattering the results for the two different models overlap. The slope 
of simulation results with respect to supersaturation is in agreement with the 
theoretical prediction. The size of the critical clusters is shown in Figure 10b 
obtained again from an empirical correlation of the data.72

 
3.4. STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 
In case of solid-like particles the formation of the atomic order is of special 
interest. Within molecular simulations different approaches for the investigation 
of the structure are possible. The usual analysis of the atomic order uses the pair 
correlation function. It represents the probability to find an atom at distance r 
from any selected central atom. Figure 11a shows pair correlation functions at 
the end of the simulation at different temperatures for iron nanoparticles. The 
narrow peaks represent the structure of a perfectly ordered fcc crystal with the 
iron fcc lattice constant corrected by one percent in order to get agreement for 
the first peak. This correction may be related to an inaccuracy of the potential 
model but also to the fact that a nanoparticle has a different, lattice constant 
than the corresponding bulk crystal.79 One can see that the pair correlation 
function exhibits pronounced maxima which agree fairly well with the fcc 
structure. This is a hint that the iron particle is in a fcc structure and hence 
solid-like at the end of the simulation. For further analysis the common 
neighbor analysis method is employed.80-82 This is a geometric analysis of the 
environment of each single atom, which gives one, or a set of three-digit 
signatures, which can be used to identify the structural environment. Figure 11b 
shows the development of the amount of atoms in different structures over the 
course of a particle growth simulation for iron. Here all subtypes for 
icosahedral, fcc, hcp, and bcc structures are summarized. One can recognize 
that once a cluster is formed it takes the icosahedral structure. During the 
cluster growth and the cooling down of the cluster by collision with the carrier 
gas atoms the amount of atoms in icosahedral structure increases. At about 4 ns 
in Figure 11b a few atoms appear in the closed packed structures fcc and hcp 
which become dominant on cost of the icosahedral structure at about 8 ns 
simulation time. This is a structural transition from icosahedral to close packed 
due to cluster growth.  
Besides the structure formation due to particle growth, the cooling down by 
collisions with the carrier gas atoms can lead to solidification. Such process is 
shown in Figure 12 for a cluster with 642 atoms taken from a full nucleation 
and growth simulation. At approximately 12 ns simulation time the almost 
completely unstructured liquid-like cluster simultaneously forms icosahedral 
and mainly closed packed fcc and hcp structures on cost of the number of atoms 
in disordered structure. This is accompanied by a temperature increase of about 
200 K. In Figure 12 also some snapshots of the cluster configurations over the 
course of the structure formation are shown. One can clearly recognize the 
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unstructured cluster at 12 ns simulation time that develops into an icosahedron 
at 15.27 ns. The latter snapshot already exhibits the fivefold symmetry with 
triangular faces. 

 

a)                 b)  
Figure 11: a) Radial distribution functions g(r) for simulation runs at Ar:Fe 3:1 and 0.07 mol/l Fe 
for different inert gas temperatures. For comparison the g(r) for an ideal iron fcc lattice scaled 
down by 1% is plotted with the results.  b) Time development of the four main structure types as 
analyzed with the Common Neighbour Analysis; fcc: face centered cubic; hcp: hexagonal closed 
packed; bcc: body centered cubic; ico: icosahedral. 

 
12.0 ns   1500 K

 
12.1 ns   1700 K

 
12.3 ns   1630 

K 

 

  
13.1 ns   1480 K

 
14.15 ns  1280 

K 

 
15.27 ns  1120 

K 
Figure 12: Structure development in a cluster while it cools down. Left: number of atoms in 
structured (dark gray) and unstructured (light gray) environment and cluster temperature vs. time. 
The dark gray atoms in the snapshot of the cluster are in structured surrounding.  
 
 
3.5. COALESCENCE PROCESSES 

The fusion of clusters, the coalescence, is a further important growth 
process. It has been investigated by molecular dynamics simulations so far 
either in adiabatic simulations20 or in simulations using a direct thermalization 
method such as velocity scaling.83 However, it has been found that using a 
carrier gas for thermalization, which is much closer to the experimental 
situation, can give a quite different development of the coalescence process.84 In 
order to identify and analyze coalescence processes one can use the surface 
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fraction describing the fraction of atoms or molecules in the cluster surface 
related to the total amount of atoms or molecules in a cluster. It can be 
calculated from the atom configurations with the cone algorithm.85 In Figure 13 
the surface fraction is plotted for the largest cluster as function of its size. The 
symbols in Figure 13 represent the lowest possible surface fraction 
corresponding to the most spherical cluster morphology. The simulation data 
show deviations from this minimum surface fraction but tend towards it. In this 
plot one can identify two separate steps, one being agglomeration (jump in 
cluster size with nearly constant surface fraction) the other one the fusion 
(decrease in surface fraction at constant cluster  

a)                 b)  
Figure 13: Surface fraction of the largest cluster in the system vs. its size for a) 800 K and 0.07 
mol/l Fe and b) 1000 K and 0.05 mol/l Fe. 

a)                  b)  
Figure 14: a) Surface fraction change during a coalescence event. Numbers in the diagram 
indicate the cluster sizes. The solid curve is an exponential decay function fitted to the simulation 
data. b) Surface fraction ant temperature development corresponding to a) but on a different time 
axis. The solid curves are exponential decay functions fitted to the simulation data.  
size). Such plot can be used to identify coalescence processes for further detailed analysis.  

The plot of the surface fraction as function of the simulation time as 
shown in Figure 14a in a relatively high resolution can be used for the analysis 
of the coalescence kinetics. This diagram shows the surface fractions of both 
clusters before the collision and the cluster size weighted average surface 
fraction of both clusters, which corresponds to the cluster after the collision. 
Immediately after the collision the surface fraction decreases rapidly roughly 
along an exponential decay. The fact that the surface fraction does not follow 
the exponential function perfectly is attributed to the fact that the clusters are 
already structured before the collision. After some further simulation time the 
surface fraction reaches a limiting value. The relaxation time of this 
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coalescence process, which can be calculated from the fitting of the exponential 
function, is in the order of 5 ps, which is very short in this context. As the 
snapshot of the cluster at 16.4 ns (Figure 15c) shows, the coalescence process is 
not yet finished at the point of the limiting surface fraction in Figure 14a. The 
cluster is only fused at the surface leading to dumbbell shape. The same plot is 
shown in Figure 14b on a longer time scale. Here it appears that the limiting 
value is only a holding point followed by a further decrease of the surface 
fraction towards a second limiting value. This second limiting value 
corresponds to an oval shape as the snapshot in Figure 15d shows. The 
relaxation time for the second exponential decay of the surface fraction is 
already in the order of hundreds of ps simulation time. The limiting surface 
fraction is still above the minimum surface fraction of a spherical cluster with 
the same number of atoms. The transition from the oval shape to the spherical 
shape is expected to last much longer than possible to investigate by molecular 
dynamics simulation. A reason for the much longer time scale is the low cluster 
temperature (Figure 15b) and the fact that the cluster is structured. The edges of 
structured clusters act as diffusion barriers that slow down any coalescence by 
surface diffusion.  
Figure 16 shows the development of the structure during the coalescence 
process on two different time scales. Shortly after the collision (Figure 16a) 
much of the structure vanishes due to the increasing temperature. On a longer 
time scale (Figure 16b) the cluster temperature decreases again which leads to 
an increasing amount of the different types of structure, especially the closed 
packed fcc structure. Another interesting coalescence process is reported in  

 
a) 397 atoms,   16.23 ns 

 
b) 284 atoms,  16.23 ns 

 
c) 681 atoms,  16.4 ns 

 
d) 681 atoms,  27.5 ns 

Figure 15: In all subfigures dark gray colored atoms represent atoms in ordered structure and 
light gray colored atoms those in unordered environment. a) The largest cluster in the system 
before the collision, which happened at about 16.235 ns. b) The collision partner of the cluster in 
a) at the same time.  c) The coalescing cluster at 16.4 ns. d) The same cluster as in c) but 11.1 ns 
later.  
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Figure 17 in detail.76 In this case two platinum clusters with 97 and 165 atoms 
collide, followed by another collision with a tetramer. The first collision leads 
to a temperature increase of about 300 K from about 400 K to  
 

a)                 b)  
Figure 16: a) Time development of the structure components of the largest cluster and the 
collision partner before and during the first 400 ps after the collision. b) Time development of the 
structural components of the largest cluster before and after the collision process on a larger time 
scale. Also plotted is the time development of the cluster’s temperature. 

a)                  b)  

    
c)  9.6596 ns d)  9.6648 ns e)  9.6755 ns f)  14.9 ns 

Figure 17: a) High temporal resolution of the heating up of the largest cluster after the collision 
of the two clusters of 165 and 97 atoms. The newly formed cluster of 262 atoms is hit by a 
tetramer about 150  ps later. b) Development of the structural composition for the same time 
range as in a). c)-f)  Snapshots of the clusters taking part in the coalescence process c) before the 
collision, d) shortly after, e) snapshot prior to the collision with the tetramer, f) restructured 
cluster several ns later. 
700 K (Figure 17a). The tetramer appears to be quite hot because the collision 
with the 262-atom cluster leads to a temperature increase of additional 100 K. 
The second collision with the tetramer does affect the surface fraction only 
minor. It is however interesting that the tetramer does significantly affect the 
structure formation although it is very small and no structure formation due to 
cluster size effects may be expected. At about 200 ps after the initial collision 
the cluster again forms structure that is mainly fcc. The heat set free during the 
collision of the clusters is spent on rearrangement of the atomic structure. The 
mainly icosahedral structure (Figure 17c) is lost during the coalescence process 
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(Figure 17d and 17e) and turned into fcc structure (Figure 17f). Hence one can 
conclude, that coalescence processes have a significant effect on the particle 
structure and can lead to different structures and geometries than surface 
growth. 
 
4. Conclusions 
In several investigations we have shown the feasibility of the direct simulation 
of the nucleation and particle growth from a supersaturated vapor. A wide range 
of substances from metals to noble gases and associating fluids has been 
treated. Different simulation methods have been further and newly developed. 
For the majority of the simulations a carrier gas has been employed for 
removing the condensation heat. In case of argon an adiabatic ensemble has 
been used. Direct molecular dynamics simulation of nucleation requires a 
relatively high supersaturation. This leads to nucleation rates being typically 
above the values of the available experimental data but the consistency of 
experimental and simulation data over a wide range of supersaturation has been 
shown. All methods and investigations yield results, which are consistent with 
other theoretical investigations and with experimental data where available. In 
addition several properties besides the nucleation rates are available which are 
difficult to obtain from experiments. In this context molecular dynamics 
simulation provides a complementary tool for the investigation of nucleation 
and particle growth. It also supplements the other theoretical methods such as 
thermodynamic density functional theory or molecular Monte Carlo 
simulations. Molecular dynamics simulation can contribute especially to the 
analysis of the detailed kinetics of structure formation mimicking the 
corresponding experimental situation. It also allows to analyze the properties of 
the critical clusters. After having proven the feasibility of the method and the 
evaluation of its predictive capabilities the next step is the application of the 
method to new systems not investigated experimentally yet. This is especially 
of interest for systems that are experimentally very difficult or rather impossible 
to investigate due to experimental limitations or substance dependent 
difficulties such as toxicity or chemical stability.  
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Abstract. It is not very widely known that liquids can have very big tensile 
strength, therefore they can endure deep negative pressures. In this review 
paper we are describing several experimental methods to generate negative 
pressure in liquids in the hope that we can convince a few people to make 
experimental (or at least theoretical) studies in this under-represented field of 
the physics. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
While for a gas, the smallest possible pressure is p=0 (absolute vacuum), 

liquids and solids can endure negative pressure1-5 - it is a quite known fact for 
solids but not-so-known for liquids.1The reason of this ability is the tensile 
strength of these materials; for a lot of liquids - as well as for solids - states with 
-100 MPa is not impossible ones. One should know that for condensed matters, 
the scalar pressure often has to be replaced by a stress (or pressure) tensor.2 
Scalar pressure can be used when all off-diagonal elements (shear) are zero and 
all diagonal elements are equal. By pulling a solid triaxially - due to the 
anisotropicity of the solids - it is difficult to avoid nonzero shear elements, 
therefore for stretched solids the "negative pressure" is not a general descriptor. 
For liquids, the triaxial pull is the first problem; it is not very easy to realize it. 
Because liquids have more or less isotropic structure, therefore shear can be 
avoided in several cases. In this paper we would like to describe several well-
established methods to generate and estimate negative pressure in liquids. 

 
2. Theoretical background 
 

For a lot of researcher even the idea that the pressure can have negative value 
is strange, therefore here we have a short chapter to demonstrate that there is no 
theoretical argument against it. We are using a simple van der Waals fluid for 
this demonstration. 

The van der Waals equation (actually introduced by James Thomson in 1871, 
a couple of years before van der Waals6) is one of the simplest equation of state 
to describe co-existing liquid and vapour phases. The form of the equation is: 
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Figure 1. Van der Waals isotherm for a sub-critical temperature. See explanation in the text. 
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Figure 2. Schematic phase diagram and liquid-vapour spinodal for a van der Waals fluid. 
Dashed line represents the vapour pressure curve, solid line represents the L-V spinodal. 

Here p is the pressure, T is the temperature, Vm is the molar volume, a and b are 
substance-dependent constants. For each temperature one might plot an 
isotherm on the pV-space (Figure 1); some of these isotherms (the low 
temperature ones) can cross the p=0 line. Between the two local extrema (called 
spinodals), the compressibility is negative; which is a violation of the stability 
criterion [4], therefore the part between these two points do not represent any 
existing state. The volume (density) of the co-existing liquid and vapour phases 
can be calculated by the Maxwell construction; the isotherm has to be cut in a 
line parallel with the V-axis in a way that area A and area B has to be equal. The 
left and right crossing points represent the liquid and vapour phases, 
respectively. With the Maxwell construction we got rid of the "non-existing" 
part, but we also lost two other parts of the curve; the ones between the 
coexistence points and the extrema. These parts represent the so-called 
metastable states; the left one is the overheated or stretched liquid state, the 
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right one is the supersaturated vapour state. In this paper we are interested in 
the left one. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the experiments of Toricelli (left) and Huygens (right). The pressure-
height dependence is demonstrated on the diagrams.   

 On Figure 2 one can see the schematic phase diagram of a van der Waals 
fluid together with the so-called liquid-vapour (L-V) spinodal in the pT-space. 
In pT-space the L-V spinodal (the local minimum on Figure 1) form a line 
while the two coexisting phases are also represented by a common line (the 
vapour pressure line, also called saturation line). Above the vapour pressure the 
liquids are stable; between the vapour pressure curve and the spinodal they are 
metastable with respect to the L-V phase transition (i.e. they might boil or 
cavitate at any moment) while below the spinodal no liquid phase can exist.  
 We can conclude that liquids can endure some tension (it can be quite big 
for certain liquids) but - just like solids - they will "break" (cavitate, boil) when 
the tension is too big. Usually this break happens well before the spinodal by 
homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation. The latter is caused by 
contamination; by carefully cleaning and degassing the liquid one can approach 
the theoretical tensile strength. 

In Chapter 3 a historical overview will be given for the earliest results 
dealing with stretched liquids. 
 
3. Historical overview 
 

Stretched liquids can be found in the Nature; liquid closed into tiny 
inclusions in minerals can be extremely stretched (-80 MPa)7 while the sap in 
the xylem of the trees can show moderate tension (-4 atm)8 so one might say 
that the history of negative pressure states is as long as the history of Nature. 
The history of negative pressure states in the laboratory is a little bit shorter. 
The first experiment dealing with stretched liquid was done by Huygens in 
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1663.9 This is a hardly-known experiment; Huygens tried to reproduce the 
famous Toricelli-experiment but sometimes instead of getting a 76 cm tall 
mercury column, he observed that the mercury remained hanging in the whole 
length of his glass tube (approx. 1.5 meter) (see Figure 3). His experiment was 
hardly reproducible (even a small disturbance was enough to break the hanging 

column) and - at that time, due to the lack of the knowledge about cohesion, 
adhesion and metastability - totally unexplainable; it was reproduced and 
explained only more than one and a half decade later by Donny.3 With our 
current knowledge, it is obvious that when he carefully turned the glass-tube 
(totally filled with bubble-free mercury) sometimes the mercury column stuck 
to the glass wall (by adhesion) and the whole column was stretched by its own 
weight. From the right diagram on Figure 3 it is clear that the pressure in the 
upper half of the column was under p=0; at the top, the pressure was -1 atm. 
Although this method is very good for demonstration (it is straightforward, the 
pressure value can be easily estimated and - by knocking on the wall - the 
nature of the metastability can be easily shown), one cannot use it for 
experiments. To generate -1 MPa in an aqueous solution one need a 100 meter 
long (preferably thermostated) glass-tube. To study water close to the room-
temperature spinodal (for example around -100 MPa) a 10 km long, vertical 
tube would be necessary; the laboratory would be taller than the Mount Everest.  

p1              >           p2 

bubble-clouds

Figure 4. Pressure-drop in a channel due to the Bernoulli-law marking the place of cavitation.  

The other historical lab-example cannot be connected with a date; starting 
from the XIXth century, the phenomenon has been very often reported.3 A 
liquid flowing through a narrowing would exhibit a pressure drop (Figure 4), as 
it is stated in the Bernoulli-law which is (in vertical tube, laminar flow, without 
gravitation): 

where p1-p2 is the pressure drop, ρ is the density 
while v1 and v2 are the flow-speeds in the two part 
of the tube. Choosing the flow-speed and the 
channel size properly, the pressure can be easily 

dropped below the vapour pressure - or even below zero pressure - which 
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2
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would initiate bubbling (cavitation). Due to the remarkability of the bubble-
clouds, this method is also a good demonstration but to generate high tension 
the speed should be very high and the flow would be turbulent very soon. There 
are two additional problems with this method: 
- in real liquids the off-diagonal (shear) elements of the pressure tensor could be 
non-zero, therefore the scalar pressure cannot be use to describe these states 
properly. 
- although the location of the negative pressure zone is fixed, the liquid will 
pass it very soon; i.e. a chosen part of the liquid will be under negative pressure 
only for short time. 

We do hope that these two examples are clear enough to convince the 
sceptics about the existence and experimental availability of negative pressure 
states. In the next chapter we will describe methods to generate deep, long-
lasting static tensions. 

L

p=0.5ρω2L2

Figure 5. Centrifugal method to generate negative pressure in an open-ended, liquid-filled 
Z-shaped rotating tube. The direction of the rotation is clockwise in this case. 

 
4. Experimental methods 
 

In this chapter, two main groups of methods will be described: 
- centrifugal methods 
- Berthelot methods 
The centrifugal method is using the centrifugal force to generate negative 
pressure in a rotating, usually Z-shaped tube (Figure 5). 
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 The pressure changes along the tube; the deepest tension can be reached at the 
middle. This method 
was used first by 
Reynolds3 using a J-
shaped tube. On Figure 
5 one can see a 
partially liquid-filled, 
Z-shaped tube, open at 
both ends. Rotating the 
tube in the plane of the 
figure around the 
middle, the centrifugal 
force tries to tear the 

two half of the liquid column at the middle. The pressure can be calculated as 

 

T1      Tf> T1   T2 > Tf   T3 < Tf    T4 

Figure 6. Straight-glass Berthelot method. For detailed explanation, see the 
te t

 
22

2
1 Lp ρω=∆ where ∆p is the difference between the internal and 

external pressure.  
 For a water filled tube with L=5 cm, several 1000 rpm would be required to 

reach a few MPa negative pressure. This method was mainly used by Briggs; he 
reached a few tens of MPa's in various liquids (for example -28 MPa for 
water).10 
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Figure 7. The change of pressure in a Berthelot tube by changing the temperature.  

Under the names of "Berthelot methods" four different, but closely related 
methods will be discussed: (a) straight glass tube method  (b) metal tube 
method  (c) spiral glass method and (d) inclusion method.  
The first one will be described in details, while for the other ones only the 
differences will be mentioned. It is true for all methods that relatively big, long-
lasting (minutes-to-days) tension can be created by them.The straight glass tube 
Berthelot method3 would require a thick-wall, preferably bottle shaped glass 
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tube with closed bottom (for example we used Pyrex tubes with 3 mm thick 
wall, 3 mm inner diameter in the main body and 1 mm inner diameter in the 
neck, 10 cm long main body, 5 cm long neck).11,12 The container has to be filled 

by clean, de-gassed liquid and flame-sealed under vacuum (the liquid should be 
cooled or frozen during the sealing) very close to the original liquid level. At 
the end one will have a sealed glass-container with a lot of liquid, containing 
only a small vapour phase (Figure 6, first tube; Figure 7, T1). Heating the tube, 
the liquid will soon fill the whole place, being the heat expansion coefficient of 
a normal liquid much bigger than for a normal solid. In the presence of the 
bubble, the pressure of the liquid will be equal to the vapour pressure. The 
temperature where the bubble completely disappears is called filling 
temperature (Figure 6, second tube; Figure 7, Tfill). By further heating (Figure 6, 
third tube; Figure 7, T2), the pressure can increase very rapidly (for water 
around room temperature the rate is around 1 MPa/K) and the container would 
break soon. Cooling the system down, the pressure would decrease at the same 
rate. After a while the liquid would try to shrink, but the adhesion will keep it at 
the walls, therefore the liquid will be isotropically stretched, i.e. the pressure 
will be negative (Figure 6, fourth tube; Figure 7, T3). Obviously deep cooling 
could induce very deep tension which can break the liquid; during the break one 
or more bubble would be formed and the pressure would jump back to the 
(positive) vapour pressure (Figure 6, fifth tube; Figure 7, T4). Stopping the 
cooling before cavitation one can obtain and keep a well-define p-T state with 
p<0 for several minutes or even several hours (try to avoid mechanical 
disturbances, they can cause sudden boiling); almost any kind of optical 
measurement can be done during that time. Tfill and the location of the T2-T4 line 
depend on T1 and on the initial liquid and gas volumes. The ratio of this volume 
can be tuned during the sealing but the gas-flame is not very good for fine 
tuning. This method has at least two big advantage; it can be done quite easily 
in every laboratory (at least when one need to reach only a few bar) and - due to 

liq
ui

d 
sensor for wall-
deformation 
measurement 

steel cell 

copper plug 

Figure 8. Schematic draw for a steel Berthelot tube closed with a copper plug and with a mounted 
deformation sensor to measure the difference of the internal and external pressure through wall-
deformation.
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the transparency of the glass - one can see the sample and immediately notice 
cavitation. One big disadvantage is that once the tubes are sealed they will 
always move along the fixed T2-T4 line (Figure 7); when we would like to study 
something located at a different p-T pair, we need to make new tube. When the 
studied phenomenon is located close to the cavitation limit we should try to 
reach it by doing the T1-T4 cycle again and again in the hope that we can push 
the cavitation limit a little bit deeper; this approach works, but only with limited 
success. The other disadvantage that the pressure cannot be measured; one has 
to estimate it by using the compressibility and thermal pressure coefficients of 
the glass and the liquid; for this estimation one should use extrapolated values 
obtained at positive pressures. Because the compressibility and thermal 
expansion coefficient change very dramatically close to the liquid-vapour 
spinodal therefore this assumption can be used only at moderate negative 
pressures. To avoid the first problem and to enable us to measure the negative 
pressure directly, one can use a metal tube (Figure 8), instead of a glass. In this 
way the wall-thickness can be much smaller and the wall deformation can be 
measured. The wall deformation depends on the difference of the external and 
internal pressure; the cell can be calibrated with positive pressure in- and 
outside and the during the negative pressure session from the positive external 
temperature and from the wall-deformation one can estimate the inner pressure. 
Obviously metal tubes cannot be sealed by flame; a soft (usually copper) plug 
has to be squeezed into it for sealing. The most detailed study of metal 
Berthelot tubes was conducted by Ohde.5,13 With metal tube we can measure 
pressure directly but we cannot see the sample and cannot make any optical 
measurement. Inserting a window would create a weak point; the liquid would 
break easily at the vicinity glass/metal connection. Unlike the glass tubes, the 
metal Berthelot tubes can be used more than once and even the filling 
temperature can be changed a little bit by squeezing the plug into the cell a little 
bit deeper after a few measurements. The spiral-shaped glass Berthelot tube14 
can solve both problems; the pressure can be measured directly and the sample 
can be studied optically; unfortunately the productions of these cells are very 
difficult. Curved metal tubes have been used for pressure measurements for 
quite a long time; these are the so-called Bourdon-tubes. While a metal 
Bourdon-tube need to have only one loop, a glass Berthelot-Bourdon tube 
should have al least 7 or 9 loops. The tube has to be sealed just like the straight 
ones; the internal pressure - after initial calibration - can be measured by 
measuring the tiny movement (opening in case of pressure increase and closing 
in case of pressure decrease) of the two straight legs. Although theoretically this 
is the best method, due to the experimental difficulties it is hardly used. 
The last method is the inclusion method. The size of a Berthelot-tube is not 
necessarily macroscopic. As it has been mentioned before, tiny inclusions in a 
mineral can be filled by liquid; by heating and/or cooling the whole mineral the 
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inclusion will act like a miniature Berthelot-tube. One can use a natural 
inclusion to study the trapped fluid7 but it is also possible to produce synthetic 
inclusions to study different liquids.15,16 The biggest advantage of this method is 
that only a very small amount of liquid has to be used and that amount can be 
cleaned very well; in that way the heterogeneous nucleation can be more or less 

suppressed. The deepest reported negative pressure in liquid was obtained in an 
inclusion cell; -180 MPa was reached in water (see the review of C.A. Angell in 
ref. [5]). Probably all problems needs different approach; one cannot make a 
"general-purpose" negative pressure cell. But we believe that one of the five 
methods described here can be used for a lot of study connected to the structure 
and behaviour of liquids. We would like to encourage researchers to extend 
theirs pressure studies below p=0 - although they might have experimental 
difficulties - and also encourage theoreticians to extend their calculations into 
that region; for them, there would not be any difficulties to do that. 

L 

Figure 9. Spiral-shaped Berthelot-Bourdon tube. The pressure can be monitored by measuring the 
distance (L) between the two legs or - by fixing one of them - by measuring the movement of the 
unfixed one.

 
5. Conclusions 
 
Liquids can endure negative pressure. The deepest reported negative pressure 
was -180 MPa in water. Due to the metastability of states below p=0 it is very 
difficult to reach such a deep value but moderate tensions (a few MPa's) can be 
reached quite easily. In this paper five different experimental methods have 
been described in details to encourage experimentalist to extend their pressure 
studies below p=0 and to convince theoreticians that it would be useful to 
extend their calculations/simulations into this regions. 
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Abstract: Liquids below the vapour pressure are metastable. A part of this 
metastable region is located at negative pressure. In spite of this metastability, 
these states can be reached experimentally and their lifetime can be long 
enough for a lot of experimental investigations. Homogeneous solution of 
partially miscible liquids can exhibit liquid-liquid phase transition by splitting 
into two liquid phases caused by the change of state parameters such as the 
pressure. The extensibility of the liquid-liquid critical curve towards negative 
pressure has been proposed first in the early fifties and finally realized 
experimentally in the nineties. The reason of this long delay is the experimental 
difficulty to work with metastable liquids. One has to avoid contamination, 
mechanical disturbance, etc. in order to suppress sudden boiling caused by 
cavitations and in order to keep the sample in liquid state. Due to these 
experimental difficulties, methods which can track liquid-liquid phase 
equilibrium lines into the metastable region without actually going below zero 
pressure are very valuable. This tracking is possible by studying the so-called 
pre-transitional anomalies. These anomalies usually can be seen only in the 
immediate vicinity of the phase transitions. Fortunately this "immediate 
vicinity" can be sometimes quite wide. In this paper, several methods, mainly 
dielectric ones will be discussed and compared. Also, we will discuss the 
danger to get artificial liquid-liquid locus by these methods. 
 
Keywords: binary mixture; liquid-liquid miscibility, negative pressure, metastable state   
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1. Introduction 
 

From everyday experience, by mixing two liquids one might obtain a 
homogeneous mixture (like water+ethanol) or a heterogeneous one (like 
water+oil). In reality, the distinction is not so sharp. Some binary mixture can 
be homogeneous in a certain pressure and temperature range and can become 
heterogeneous when changing these or other state variables. Such systems are 
called "liquids with limited miscibility". 

Most binary liquids with limited miscibility can be divided into two parts: 
strongly and weakly interacting ones (see for example [1]). In this paper all the 
studied systems are weakly interacting. Probably the most characteristic 
difference is that for the weakly interacting systems like most non-aqueous 
organic solutions (for example the two systems - nitrobenzene/n-hexane and 
polystyrene/methyl acetate - studied here), the mixtures are homogeneous at 
some intermediate temperature and can become heterogeneous upon heating or 
cooling. For strongly interacting systems like a lot of aqueous solutions (for 
example water/methyl pyridines2), there are two homogeneous regions, one 
located at high and one at low temperature, and one heterogeneous region in the 
middle (mention an example here). The concentration dependence of the liquid-
liquid (L-L) phase transition is shown in Figure 1a. In certain systems only one 
of these two branches is visible, for example, in case of type II and V mixtures 
in the classification of binary phase behavior due to Scott-von Konynenburg.3,4 
The lower line has a maximum while the upper one has a minimum. These two 
extrema are critical points: the lower one being a maximum is called Upper 
Critical Solution Temperature (UCST) and the higher one being a minimum is 
called Lower Critical Solution Temperature (LCST). These critical points form 
curves in the p-T space. These critical curves can be a continuous with joined 
UCST and LCST as in case of type III mixtures or they can be virtually two 
independent lines as in case of type IV mixtures. For these two classes (III and 
IV) the low or the high temperature branches can be hidden by freezing or by 
thermal degradation and the systems can be wrongly classified as types V or II. 
Starting from the early fifties there are some considerations that L-L critical 
curve can be extended to negative pressure.2,5 In that case the two virtually 
separated L-L branches can be continuously extended into the region of 
negative pressures and finally might merge, unifying the type III and type IV 
mixtures topologically. To study these phenomena a method is required to track 
down the critical curve into the negative pressure region. In this book there is a 
review paper dealing with the experimental problems to create and measure 
negative pressure.6 Here we focus on some specific problems which can affect 
the reliability of indirect methods.  
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Figure 1. a (left): Schematic representation of liquid-liquid phase diagrams for weakly 
interacting binary liquid mixtures. b (right): The two different types of pressure dependencies of 
the L-L critical points. 

 
 

2. Negative pressure 
 
It is a not very well-known fact, that liquids - just like solids - can have 

considerable tensile strength. It means that they can endure stretching. Applying 
isotropic, tri-axial stretch one can generate absolute negative pressure. 
Experimental realization of the tri-axial stretch in a liquid can be difficult [6-10] 
but not impossible. It gives access to the study of several phenomena including 
L-L phase transition of liquids at negative pressure. Liquids below the vapor 
pressure are metastable with respect to the liquid-vapour (L-V) phase transition, 
i.e. they might boil any time. The value of the vapour pressure is always positive 
therefore a liquid under negative pressure cannot be stable in principle. A liquid 
can be metastable down to the so-called L-V spinodal, which is the 
thermodynamic stability limit for the liquid state. Liquids at negative pressure 
are very closely related to the overheated liquids. Actually they are two, non-
separated parts of the same metastable region. The only difference is the way 
how to generate these two states either by increasing the temperature or by 
decreasing the pressure. Some liquids are quite strong, for example, water can 
endure more than -100 MPa at room temperature.10 Theoretically even lower 
values can be reached but in the reality the homogeneous or heterogeneous 
bubble nucleation7-10 can break the liquid and cause boiling. After forming a 
macroscopic vapor phase the pressure of the liquid reaches the positive vapor 
pressure. The probability of the nucleation is bigger with deeper negative 
pressures, therefore it might be difficult to study L-L phase transitions at 
stronger tensions. There is only a handful of published experiments11-16 dealing 
with the direct observation of the L-L phase transition in binary liquids under 
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Figure 2. a (left): Liquid-liquid locus of polystyrene/methyl acetate mixture (2 w%, 
Mw=2000000). Black marks: direct data by optical measurement [12], hollow marks: 
extrapolated data from isotherm conductivity measurements, dotted line: vapour pressure curve 
of the methyl acetate. 
negative  
 
pressure. In these experiments the so-called straight glass-tube Berthelot-method 
was used. Details about the method are described in several publications11-16 and 
are omitted here. Although this method is not very difficult, it has two 
drawbacks: first, it is very time consuming to collect data in this way, secondly 
only moderate negative pressures can be reached by using this method. The very 
few direct observations reached -5 MPa for organic solutions 11-15 and at -22 
MPa for aqueous solutions [16]. Although it might be possible to go below this 
limit and observe L-L phase transition directly at even stronger tensions, there 
are other ways to study the location of the L-L loci. In the next Chapter we will 
discuss some of these methods. 

 
3. Indirect methods 

 
Several phenomena show anomalous behavior, for example, when 

approaching a phase transition or a critical point. For the sake of simplicity, we 
studied mainly mixtures with critical composition corresponding to the 
maximum in Figure 1a. Therefore all pre-transitional anomalies are critical 
anomalies. The exponents of the scaling behavior of critical anomalies are well-
known from theories and from experiments. Although most of the related studies 
are isobaric (constant p, changing T) one can observe a similar anomaly 
approaching a critical point on an isothermal path, sometimes even bigger and 
clearer. Tracking one of this behaviour as close to the transition as possible, one 
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might be able to get the location of the phase transition by extrapolation. The 
mathematical form of the anomaly can be obtained from theory or from 
measurements at positive pressure. The general for of these anomalies are: 

 
          ωBXAY +=    
 

where Y is the studied property exhibiting the anomaly, A and B are constants, X 
is the distance from the critical point in the changing variable, usually in reduced 
units, and ω is the critical exponent for the relation of the investigated properties. 

In this paper, two groups of indirect methods are described: dielectric ones 
and scattering ones, while the emphasis will be on the first group.  

 
3.1 DIELECTRIC METHODS 
  
Under the name of “dielectric methods”, three, more or less separate methods 
are treated: 

• Electric conductivity method 
• Dielectric permittivity method 
• Nonlinear Dielectric Effect (NDE) method 

All organic liquids have some electrical conductivity associated with the 
residual ionic impurities. The anomalous behaviour of the conductivity by 
approaching the L-L phase transition from the homogeneous phase is known for 
long time, although the theoretical explanation is still not clear.17 The anomaly 
is not very big, therefore the method is not very sensitive, although it is quite 
simple. In our yet unpublished experimental data polystyrene/methyl acetate 
system was studied and the merging point of the LCST and UCST has been 
found at around -4 MPa. In direct measurement of L-L phase transition at 
negative pressure we were able to go down to approximately -2 MPa which was 
not sufficiently deep to see this merging. Further analysis of the data showed 
that the conductivity method can be used down to -10 MPa. Below this value 
the error of the extrapolation is bigger than -2 MPa. We use this value for the 
error as a border-line. The results of the polystyrene/methyl acetate solution (2 
w% polystyrene, M =2000000) are shown in Figure 2. w

The dielectric permittivity has a slightly stronger anomaly, therefore it can 
be more sensitive. It cannot be used in macromolecular systems, because 
according to our measurements, there is a continuous drift in the permittivity, 
probably due to the changing configuration of the polymeric chain in the strong 
electromagnetic field. Therefore we used this method to study L-L phase 
transition in small-molecule mixtures, namely mixtures of nitrobenzene in 
normal hexane, which has only a UCST branch. The details of the experiment 
and the results are presented in reference [18]. According to our results, the 
method can be used down to -20 MPa. The electric conductivity and the static  
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dielectric permittivity can be measured simultaneously in one experiment [17].  
The third dielectric method is based on the anomaly of the so-called 

Nonlinear Dielectric Effect (NDE) which is the high-field counterpart of the 
dielectric permittivity.19 With macromolecular solutions we had the same drift 
reported in the dielectric permittivity experiments, therefore we tested this 
method with the same nitrobenzene- normal alkane mixture. Down to -20 MPa 
the permittivity and the NDE give the same result within the error but the NDE 
could be extended into much stronger tensions. In this system the deepest 
measured point was at -37 MPa but theoretically this method can be applied 
down to -50 MPa [1, 20]. The main importance of this method that -50 MPa is 
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very close to the L-V stability line for many organic liquid at room temperature, 
therefore in this way the whole metastable liquid region can be mapped.  
 The form of the anomaly with one "near" and one "far" extrapolation 
measured in NDE is shown in Figure 3. The results obtained by dielectric 
permittivity, by NDE measurements, and by extrapolation for the 
nitrobenzene/n-hexane system are shown Figure 4. 
 
3.2.  SCATTERING METHODS 
 
Under the name of “scattering methods”, we here report very briefly about the 
usability of dynamic light scattering (DLS) and small-angle neutron scattering 
(SANS) to determine the L-L locus in certain systems at negative pressure. 
These methods can be used to measure the hydrodynamic radius and the radius 
of gyration in macromolecular solutions.21 These two quantities – just like the 
three dielectric ones – show pre-transitional anomaly. Therefore they can be 
applicable to determine an L-L critical point by extrapolating data measured at 
positive pressure. Although our results are very preliminary, it seems to be 
possible to track down the critical curve below –10 MPa, i.e. slightly below 
than by the conductivity method. Therefore these two methods can be more 
useful to study macromolecular systems, although the required equipment is 
more sophisticated and more expensive than for the one required for 
conductivity measurement. 

 
3.3. ARTIFACTS 
 
All methods based on extrapolation can produce not only errors but also 
artifacts. Error means that the obtained L-L critical curve can be quantitatively 
deviate from the real curve. Artifact means that the method suggests a L-L 
critical curve in places where it should not exist.  
 One of the reasons for such artifacts is that the extrapolation cannot 
distinguish between real critical points and the apparent continuation or traces 
of thermodynamic states into state region where they actually do not exist. An 
example is the so-called Widom line22 which is a trace of phase equilibrium 
lines into the homogenous region. In the context of the behavior studied here, 
Widom lines are "ridges" starting from the critical point being the absolute 
maximum of the L-L coexistence region. To have a Widom line, one needs an 
end-point on the phase equilibrium line. When the measurement ends far away 
from such extension of a higher order thermodynamic state into the 
homogenous region such as the Widom line, the extrapolation might artificially 
recognize it a critical line. Possible forms of end-points on the L-L locus  - 
which can be the origin of Widom lines - are given in references.23-25

 The second reason, that having an extrema at the critical state - like the 
minimum on Figure 1b - an isobaric route just passing below the minimum 
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would also yield some anomalous behaviour which could be mistakenly fitted 
by a scaling function and might give artificial L-L critical points. A very 
classical example is the case of water/3-methyl pyridine mixture when upon 
heating, one can see some cloudiness (i.e. anomaly in light scattering) but the 
cloudiness disappears for further heating without any phase transition. In that 
case the presence of an upside-down parabola shaped L-L locus, hidden below -
30 MPa is the reason of the opacity, but there is no Widom line involved.  
While in the case of the Widom line we passed a ridge, in this second case we 
would pass the slightly elevated foothill.   
 
TABLE 1: Comparison and applicability of the reviewed methods. The approximate limit is the 
limit of extrapolation where the error will be bigger than 2 MPa. 
 
Method Limit (approximate) Equipment Applicability 
conductivity -10 MPa medium all nonionic (including 

macromolecular ones) 
dielectric 
permittivity 

-20 MPa medium nonionic, small 
molecule mixtures 

Nonlinear 
Dielectric Effect 

-50 MPa difficult/expensive nonionic, small 
molecule mixtures 

Scattering (DLS 
and SANS) 

probably below –10 
MPa 

difficult/expensive macromolecular ones 
(even ionic ones) 

 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
There are three main conclusions: 

• Liquid-liquid critical curves can be extended to negative pressure. 
Crossing zero pressure or the vapor pressure curve a L-L critical curves 
exhibits no discontinuity. 

• Direct measurement of critical curves at negative pressure is very 
difficult, but some dielectric and scattering method can give us an 
estimate abut the location of the parts hidden at negative pressure. 
However, the picture is very „fuzzy” and a combination of different 
methods is suggested in order to obtain reliably results. A comparison 
of these methods is shown in Table 1. 

• To avoid artifacts one need to know at least the topology of the studied 
L-L locus. This can be supported by equation of state calculation which 
should give at least qualitatively correct behavior. 
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Abstract. Fundamental and applied aspects of critical behavior of liquids at 
restricted geometry are discussed, namely: correlation functions of confined 
multicomponent systems near the critical state; heat capacity in confined liquid 
4He; neutron optics in confined liquids near the critical point; kinetic model of 
synaptic transmission which is isomorphic to the critical phenomena in finite-
size liquid mixtures. 
 
Keywords: confined multicomponent systems, critical point, correlation functions, heat 
capacity, neutron optics, synaptic transmission. 

1. Introduction 

Last decades gave us at least two outstanding achievements in experimental and 
theoretical physics: (a) revolutionary discoveries in the field of nanotechnology, 
(b) principle solution the problem of the 2nd order phase transitions and critical 
phenomena. Unification of these directions gave and is still giving a 
tremendous rising of scientific interest to mesoscale systems (see, for  
example, 1-3). Here we present studies of finite-size effects on the critical 
behavior of physical properties in mesoscale liquid systems continuing our 
previous studies4-9. The topics under consideration are as follows: (a) 
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correlation properties of multicomponent confined liquid mixtures; (b) heat 
capacity of confined liquid 4He; (c) neutron optics of liquids at restricted 
geometry; (d) biological application of critical phenomena to the process of 
cell-to-cell communication (synaptic transmission). 

2. Correlation functions of confined multicomponent systems 

To find the basic pair correlation functions we consider a confined 
multicomponent mixture with cylindrical geometry ( , l is the length of 
cylindrical axis, R is the radius of cylinder). It is reasonable to start from the 
system of integral Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equations presented in a matrix form 
as follows: 

l >> R

1
r . (1) 1 1

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )G r F r F r G r r dr= + −∫
r r r r r

Here  and ˆ ( )G rr ˆ ( )F rr are the matrices of pair and direct correlation functions 
respectively. After presenting correlation functions in form of series on Bessel 
functions one has the following equation for Fourier harmonics: 
 . (2) 2 2

( ) ( ) 1 ( ) ( )
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m m m m mG k F k R J F k G kπ µ= +

Using such a transformation  
 2 2 1

( ) 1 ( ) ( ) ( )
ˆ ˆ ˆˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m m m m mf k R J S k F k Sπ µ −= ⋅ k

ˆ

, (3) 
a single equation for new matrices is received 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

ˆ ˆˆ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m m m mg k f k f k g k= + . (4) 

For matrices and ( )ˆ ( )mg k ( )
ˆ ( )mf k  of diagonal form the matrix  can be 

formed as a direct sum of unit eigenvectors 
( )

ˆ ( )mS k

( ), ( )m ie kr  of matrix ( )
ˆ ( )mF k  and 

diagonal elements of matrix ( )
ˆ ( )mf k , i.e. coincides with matrices , 

eigenvalues 
( )

ˆ ( )mS k

( ), ( )m i kξ  of matrix ( )
ˆ ( )mF k . We suppose to find ,( )

ˆ ( )mS k ( )
ˆ ( )mf k  

and eigenvalues ( ), ( )m i kξ  in form of expansion with respect to 

parameter ( )22 2
m mk k Rµ= + : 

(0) (2)2
( ) ( ) ( )

ˆ ˆ( )m mm mS k S k S= − ˆ ˆ,   (0) (2)2
( ) ( ) ( )
ˆ ˆ( )m mm mf k f k f= − ,  

 (0) (2)2
( ), ( ), ( ),( )m i m mm i m ik kξ ξ= − ξ

mIt is easy to show that (0) (0) (0)
(0)( ) ( ) ( )

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆT
m mf S C S= , where  is the matrix of zero 

spatial moments of direct correlation functions and matrix  is formed as 

direct sum of eigenvectors 

(0)Ĉ
(0)
( )

ˆ
mS

(0)
ier  of matrix . Eigenvalues  (0)Ĉ (0)

( ),m iξ
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( , where 1,2,...,i = N N  is the number of mixture components) that correspond 
to these eigenvectors are the roots of equation 
 (0)

(0) ( ),
ˆ ˆdet | | 0m iC Eξ− = .  (5) 

Both eigenvalues  and matrix  in fact do not depend on index . On 

the other hand, for matrix 

(0)
( ),m iξ (0)

( )
ˆ

mS m
(2)

( )
ˆ

mf  we get 

 ,  (6) (2) (0) (0)
( ), ( ),( ), ( ), ( ),( ) m ij m ijm ij m j m if ξ ξ β λ= − +

where ( ),m ijλ  are elements of symmetric matrix  and for non-

diagonal elements 

(0) (0)
(2)( ) ( )

ˆ ˆ ˆT
mS C S m

( ),
( ), (0) (0)

( ), ( ),

m ij
m ij

m i m j

λ
β

ξ ξ
=

−
, meanwhile all diagonal elements of 

matrix ( )
ˆ

mβ  are zero. Diagonal elements  of matrix (2)
( ),m iξ (2)

( )
ˆ

mf  are determined 

by relation , and coincides with diagonal elements of matrix 

. Taking into account all these relations one can find finally 

(2)
( ),( ), m iim iξ λ=

(0) (0)
(2)( ) ( )

ˆ ˆ ˆT
mS C S m

 
( )

( ),
( ), (2) 22( ), ( ),( ),

( ) 1 1( ) 1
1 ( )

m i
m i

m i m m im i

f k
g k

f k k Rξ µ κ
= = ⋅

− + + 2
− , (7) 

where (0) (2)2
( ), ( ), ( ),(1 )m i m i m iκ ξ= − ξ . After inverse Fourier transformation for 

harmonics of pair correlation functions expansion we get 

 
( )

( )

2 2
( ),

( ), 2(2) 2
( ),

exp( | |)
( )

2
m m i

m i
m mi i

R z
g z

R

µ κ

ξ µ κ

− +
=

+
.  (8) 

Knowing harmonics, one can find basic pair correlation functions: 

 
( )

( )

2 2
( ),

02(2) 21 1 ( ),( ),

exp( | |)
( , )

2

N
m m i m

ij ij
i m m m im i

R z
g z J

RR

µ κ µ ρρ δ
ξ µ κ

∞

= =

− + ⎛= ⋅ ⎜
⎝+

∑∑ ⎞
⎟
⎠

. (9) 

Pair correlation functions of density fluctuation of multicomponent liquid are 
the linear combination of basic correlation functions. We should mention that 
this result is in a good agreement with available data for simple and binary 
liquids10,11. 

Equation of the OZ form can be used to analyze the correlation functions of 
multicomponent mixture in porous media. Indeed we can transform this 
equation to differential OZ matrix equation as follows: 
 ( )1

(2) (0) (2)
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ( ) ( ) ( )G r C E C G r C F r−∆ − − = − 1 ˆ− ,  (10) 

where Ê  is unit matrix and matrices of spatial moment depend on porosity 
parameter 

( )
ˆ

nC
η  (i.e. fraction of filled volume in porous media): 
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 ( )
1ˆ ˆ ( )

( 1)!
n

nC F r
n

η−
=

+ ∫ r drr ,  (n=0,2)  (11) 

Using method of spectral expansion8 one can find the following expression for 
pair correlation functions of density fluctuations of multicomponent liquids in 
porous media: 

 
1

exp( )ˆ ˆ( )
N

m
m

m

rG r
r
κγ

=

−
= ∑ ,  (12) 

where  is eigenvalue of matrix  and matrices 2
mκ 1

(2) (0)
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ(C E C−Λ = − )

 
2

1
(2) 2 2

1,

ˆ ˆˆˆ
N

i
m

i i m
i m

EC κγ
κ κ

−

=
≠

− Λ
=

−∏ .  (13) 

Presence of porous media affects the critical behavior of liquid systems. At the 
close vicinity of critical state all the correlation functions of infinite systems can 
be approximated by such an expression of the OZ type: 

 exp( )( ) ~ij
rG r

r
κ−   (14) 

with parameter  is approaching zero according to the scaling law κ

 
2

2 2
0

C

C

Z Z
Z

λ
κ κ −⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
  (15) 

when thermodynamic parameter Z  becomes equal its critical value CZ , λ  is 
the critical index. If one compares the critical value CZ  for an infinite system 
and for a mixture in porous media, it occurs that the shift of critical parameter 
takes place with the following dependence on porosity parameterη : 

1/ 2/ cZ Z λη∆  .This dependence is similar to dependence of the critical 
temperature shifts on system’s linear size L for confined liquids5,6 and presents 
a good agreement with experimental data10,11. 
 
3. Heat capacity of confined liquid helium 
 
The properties of confined liquid helium in the vicinity of λ-transition point will 
be examined in terms of the heat capacity temperature dependence. The system 
to be considered hereafter has a reduced geometry in form of plane-parallel 
layer with the typical thickness from a few hundred angstroms and over. Such 
range of sizes could be associated with upper border of nanoscale and 
substantial part of microscale and could be referred to as the mesoscale. Films 
represent an example of so-called “well-defined geometry” that allows to 
perform direct analytical calculations. Verification of the validity of the 
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proposed here theoretical results is conducted by comparing it with the high-
resolution experimental data12-15.  

Let us consider the geometry of thin liquid systems in the form of a plane-
parallel layer D×D×H. The thickness of the layer H is supposed to be much 
smaller than distance D in XY directions. We will study the case corresponds to 
situation when the correlation length ξ becomes comparable or even larger than 
H but still much smaller than D.  

In the case of planar geometry the heat capacity Cplan.(τ,H)  

 
1 1

0 0
.( , ) 1planC H

H H

α

ν νπξ πξτ τ

−
⎡⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟

⎤
⎢ ⎥∼ + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
⎣⎝ ⎠ ⎦

 . (16) 

Here τ=|T-Tc|/Tc is the temperature variable, α=–0.0127 and ν=0.6705 are the 
critical exponents for 4He.  

Let us examine the limiting cases, namely H→∞ andτ=0. Eq. (16) appears 
reasonable and leads to the expected expressions: 

.( , )planC H ατ τ −→ ∞ ∼  , 
which obviously demonstrates a classic bulk behavior, and 

( ). 0( 0, )planC H H
αα
νντ πξ −= ∼  , 

which shows that the heat capacity remains finite at bulk Tλ (τ=0) if H<∞. A 
new transition temperature Tc(H) indicating the location of the heat capacity 
maximum in the liquid film system is described by the following formula: 
Tc

*(H)=Tc[1+(πξo/H)1/ν]−1. The liquid helium film’s experimental data12-15 and 
the current analytical estimations are combined in the Table 1. Points ∆τE F1-F7 
belong to the size range below 1 µm and represent the experimental results by 
Gasparini Group13,15. Points F8 and F9 correspond to the film thickness 19 µm 
and 57 µm and represent the results by Lipa Group12,14. Here, in the Table 
∆τE=(Tλ-Tm)/Tm are the experimental temperature shifts of the helium heat 
capacity maximum Tm from its bulk value Tλ, with tking into account that 
Tλ>Tm. The shifts ∆τT are calculated in accordance with the proposed theoretical 
expression: ∆τT=(πξo/H)1/ν . This equation demonstrates an agreement with the 
finite-size scaling theory predictions: ∆τ=aL-1/ν, where a is a constant depending 
on the geometry. In the case considered above, the linear size of a system L is 
treated as the film thickness H and, as a result, the expression for the scaling 
coefficient a reads: a=(πξo)1/ν. The comparison shows that the theoretical values 
∆τT in most cases (F1,F2,F5,F6 and F9) underestimate the shift of the new 
transition temperature on 1,8% in average. It was especially exciting to 
compare the theoretical evaluation ∆τT with the result F9 of most advanced 
Confined Helium Experiment (CHEX)14. CHEX has performed a high-
resolution measurement (±1 nK) of the finite size effect using a sample of liquid 
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helium, confined to a planar geometry with thickness 57 µm. For this size it 
appears that ∆τT is about 2.1% lower than ∆τE≈2,5⋅10-8, that seems to be a 
adequate result. 
TABLE 1. Experimental and theoretical data for shifts of 4He heat capacity maximum Tm from its 
bulk value Tλ

Film thickness H 
 

Shift ∆τE , 
Experiment 

Shift ∆τT , 
Theory 

Experimental 
points/[Ref.] 

483 Å 9.356×10-4 9.337×10-4 F1 / [13] 
1074 Å 2.860×10-4 2.835×10-4 F2 / [13] 
2113 Å 1.273×10-4 1.033×10-4 F3 / [13] 
3189 Å 5.3×10-5 5.594×10-5 F4 / [15] 
5039 Å 2.920×10-5 2.827×10-5 F5 / [13] 
6918 Å 1.808×10-5 1.762×10-5 F6 / [13] 
9869 Å 1.278×10-5 1.037×10-5 F7 / [13] 
19 µm 1.2×10-7 1.260×10-7 F8 / [12] 
57 µm 2.5×10-8 2.447×10-8 F9 / [14] 

 
It is possible to compare the contributions to the shift of transition 

temperature caused by the gravity effect (δT ) and by the finite-size effect (δT ) 
in terms of direct calculations. Let us introduce the “effect’s ratio” 
Ω(H)=(δT /δT )×100% that gives an opportunity to check which effect 
dominates for any given film thickness H: 

g fs

g fs

( )

1

1
0

( ) 100%H H
T

ν
ν

ν
λ

γ
πξ

+

Ω = ×  , 

where coefficient γ=1.273 µK/cm. It is assumed16 that data are unaffected by 
gravity if |T-Tλ|≥10·δTλ . According to this statement, the confined helium 
experimental results could be considered as unaltered by the gravity if 
Ω(H)≤10%. It gives an exact value of the maximum film thickness for earth-
bound experiments as follows: HL=50,29 µm. Thus, results obtained due to the 
current theoretical approach are reasonably matching to confined 4He heat 
capacity experimental data over the wide range of system's sizes from 
50 nanometers up to about 60 micrometers for planar type of geometry. 

 
4. Neutron optics of confined liquids near the critical point 
 
4.1. NEUTRON REFRACTION IN CONFINED LIQUIDS 
 
The problem of neutron propagation and scattering in finite-size liquids is 
reduced in neutron optics to the Schrödinger equation which has the following 
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form of the electrodynamical wave equation for the neutron wave function ψ  
(see, for example,17):  

  .  (17) 2 2
0( ) ( ) ( ) 4 ( ) ( )cohr k n r r b r rψ ψ π ρ′∆ + =

r r r r ψ r

1Here the Fermi pseudo-potential 2( ) 2 ( )cohU r b r mπ ρ −=
r r

h is used where = 
h/2

h

π , bcoh is the coherent scattering length (amplitude), ( )rρ r  is the local 
numerical density of nuclei, ( )rρ′ r  is the fluctuation of neutron density, m is the 
neutron mass, 

0
2k π λ=  is the wave vector, λ  is the de Broglie wave-length 

of neutrons. The neutron analog of the optical refractive index n in Eq. (17) is 
given by the formula 

/ 2cn n s ρ= − ∆ , ( ) 121 2c coh c An b N Mρ λ π −= − , 
where cρ  is the critical density of nuclei, NA is the Avogadro number, M is the 
molar mass, ρ∆  is the density deviation from the critical density, 

 is the constant value. ( ) 12
coh c As b N Mρ λ π −=

In order to study the influence of boundary surfaces, the following formula 
was derived with taking into account results obtained in18:  

 0( / 2) [1 exp( )]e
c

xn n s λρ
ξ

∆ −
= − ∆ − − ,  (18) 

where 0ρ∆  and ξ  are, correspondingly, the order parameter and correlation 
length in a bulk phase, ∆ х is the distance from a boundary surface, еλ  is the 
extrapolation length (for practical calculations it is often taken еλ =0). As is 
seen from Eq. (18), the neutron refractive index has its maximal (minimal) 
values in the center of restricted volume for negative (positive) coherent 
correlation length. In analogy with the crystal optics, the neutron refractive 

index may be characterized by the corresponding ellipsoid: 
2 2 2

2 2 2 1
x y z

x y z
n n n

+ + =  

which has two equal axes (nx=ny) and one unequal axis nz. Parameters of the 
ellipsoid for a cylindrical pore with radius R>ξ  are as follows:  

0
*( / 2) ( , )[1 exp( )]

( , )
e

x y c
Rn n n s h

h
ρ λρ τ

ξ τ
− −

= = − ∆ − −   , 

0( / 2) ( , )z cn n s hρ τ= − ∆   .  

Ratio of these parameters is 
*

1 exp( )
( , )

yx e

z z

nn R
n n h

ρ λ
ξ τ
− −

= = − −  , where 

ρ *=(х2+у2)1/2 is the distance from cylinder axis to an arbitrary point at ху-plane. 
Results of computer simulations19 shows that for distances from wall surface 
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( )* 3 4R ρ ξ− ≥ ÷ , multiplier 
*

1 exp( )
( , )

eR
h

ρ λ
ξ τ
− −

− −  approaches 1 and neutron 

refractive index n equals its bulk value: 0 0( / 2)cn n n s ρ→ = − ∆ . Thus, on the 
cylinder axis all 3 refractive indexes become equal (nx=ny=nz) and instead of 
ellipsoid one has a sphere of the neutron refractive indexes.  

As a result of above-mentioned analogy between non-homogeneous liquid 
near the critical point and crystals, a phenomenon similar to the light double-
refraction could be expected in such anisotropic liquids.  

In a slitlike pore 0 x≤ L≤ 1, 0≤ y≤ L2, 0≤ z≤ L3 with a non-homogeneous 
fluid near its critical isotherm one has the following formula for the angle of 
refraction:  

 
2

1 2 21/ /(0, ) (0, )
2

coh

c

b L F w F wtg h bL
n h w

δ βδ νλα
π δ

∂⎡ ⎤= − +⎢ ⎥∂⎣ ⎦
  (19) 

It follows from Eq. (19) that a neutron beam incident on a sample in the 
horizontal direction is deflected (a) downward just like a light beam for 
substances with bcoh <0 (for example, in Н2, Н2O, see a beam 1 on Fig.1a); 
(b) upwards for substances with bcoh >0 (for example, in С6Н6 , СО2 , N2, see a 
beam 2 on Fig.1a). These results confirm calculations of the neutron refraction 
in bulk liquids18. 

 
Figure 1.  Neutron refraction in (a) slitlike pores, (b) cylindrical pores. 
 
Maximal values of the angle of refraction (tgα )max take place on two levels 
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                       1,2
max

( 1)1 1пh qh
q

δ −⎡ ⎤
= + +⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦
  . 

Here 
' 2

2
''

2 2

[ (0, )]
(0, ) (0, )
F wq

F w F w
=  n hh b L βδ ν−= − with 2

2

(0, )
(0, )h

F wb
bF wδ

=
′

  and a quantity

corresponds to positions of x i s a the height ofile of the neutron 
refractive index. 

 
Another experimental geometry of a cylindrical pore is also examined 

with effects of boundary surfaces taken into account . 1b).  
In this case such an expression for the angle of refraction is found:  

fle po nt t pr

(Fig

tgβ = 1 0

0

( , ) ( *, , )1
2 ( , ) ( , )

sL h
h h

ρ τ ρ ρ τ
ξ τ ρ τ
∆ ∆ h⎡ ⎤− −⎢ ⎥∆⎣ ⎦

,  

which allows to study peculiarities eutron refraction in the vicinity of 
the critical isotherm strong” fi

 of the n
in “ elds ( 1h βδτ << ), the critical isochore in 

“weak” fields ( h βδτ<< ) and the coexistence curve. An interesting 
rfaces is a possible 

ffect of focusing (for bcoh <0) and defocusing (for bcoh >0) of neutron beams in 

4.2. PR ND COHERENT SCATTE G OF NEUTRONS 
 
 Using an iteration procedure for solving the wave Eq. (17) it is possible to find 

utron wave function

consequence connecting with influences of boundary su
e
the critical region (see Fig. 1b). 
 

OPAGATION A RIN

the ne  0ψ  describing t  of ne  
(Fig. 2).  

The coefficients of transmission T and reflection R in confined liquids, as in 
bulk liquid system

he propagation utrons in liquids

s18, demonstrate a periodic behavior with quantity  

 
0 0

0
0 0 0( ) 2 ( , )

2

L L

c
k sk n h dh k n L h dhα ρ τ= = − ∆∫ ∫  ,  (20) 

0 0L L− −

which is a neutron analog of the optical path.  
It is necessary to mention that an additional factor of lim tion S2=L/λ (with 

respect to S =L/ξ) appears in problems of propagation and scattering of 

ution in 

ita
1

electromagnetic waves and particles in finite-size systems. The periodic 
dependence of the first principal contrib Eq. (20) on 0 0 02 ck n Lα =  
contains exactly this factor of limitation because 0 22 Sα π=  where S2=2L0/λс 
with /c cnλ λ= being the de Broglie wave-length of neutrons. Additional 
contribution α∆  of the second term in (20) gives a modulation of coefficients 
T and ch larger wave-lengthR with mu ( ) 1* 610c csλ λ ρ −= ∆ ≈ λ .  
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The differential neutron scattering cross-section in slitlike and 
ylindrical pores is obtained in the following form using an expression for the c

wave function 1ψ  of the singly-scattered neutron beam:  

 ( )
P

1 1dσ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
0 0 0~ / 4 ( / 4 )xy zL k L kνκ τ π π

− −
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ + +⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦   , (21)  

dΩ

 ( )
1C 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2~ 1 (1 4 / ) 2 /d a k a a kνσ µ κ τ µ
−

⎧ ⎫
⎡ ⎤+ +⎨ ⎬1 0 12 xy zd

+ −⎣ ⎦Ω ⎩ ⎭
. (22)  

Here ( )(4 / )( / 2)sin / 2xy c xyk n sπ λ ρ θ= − ∆  and 
( )(4 / )( / 2)sin / 2z c zk n sπ λ ρ θ= − ∆  are the rco responding wave vectors. As 

is seen from (21) and (22), size-dependent contributions to the neutron cross-
section realize only at directions of spatial limitation (an axis z for a slitlike 
pore or axes x,y for a cylindrical pore), while dependence on thermodynamic 
variables takes place for other directions with linear size L>>ξ. 

 
Figure 2.  Geometry of the problem of neutron propagating in confined liquids.  

Another conclusion is as follows: maxima of the neutron cross-section d
d
σ
Ω

  

should be experimentally observed at the temperature Тм, density мρ  and 
external field  in accordance with formulae: мh

1* 1/
11 ( )м cT T f S ν −

⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦ ,
1* /

11 ( )м c f S β νρ ρ
−

⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦ ,
1* /

11 ( )м ch h f S βδ ν −
⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦ . Depending on the type of geometry of a liquid 

y 
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z
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e 0
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volume, a function *
1( )f S  has such values: 0

*
1 0( ) / 2Pf S Lπξ=  for a slitlike 

(plane) pore; *
1 1 0( ) /C

cylf S µ ξ=  a for a lindrical pore. 
Detailed study of size-dependent effects in the coherent neutron scattering 

near the critical point shows that the differential single-scattering neutron cross-
section in confined liquids (L-1>> ) is described by the following formula:  

 

cy

1−ξ
1 1P 2 22 22 2

2 2
0

~ ~ 1
4 xy

d Lk L const
d L

η η

ησ π
λ

− + − +
⎡ ⎤ ⎞

+ + ⎟⎢ ⎥Ω ⎣ ⎦ ⎠
,  (23) 

It is easy to see that (a) the neutron cross-section (23) does not depend on the 
proximity of the temperature and field variables to the critical point; (b)  for 
S2<<1, i.e. small sizes L or/and large wave-length λ , the light-scattering 
intensity (neutron cross-section) depends on a sy  linear size; (c) in the 
opposite  case S2>>1, i.e. for L>>

− ⎛
⎜
⎝

stem’s
λ , intensity (cross-section) does not depend 

on system’s linear size, being dependent only on the wave length 
2

d
d ησ λ −∝
Ω

. This result which is valid for confined systems (S1≤1) and 

 well-
 the

λ :

simultaneously for relatively small wave length (S2>>1) confirms the
known scaling relation for the dependence of light-scattering intensity on  
wave vector 1 2I k η− −∝  in the close vicinity of the critical point of bulk 
systems (see, for example,20-23) . 
 
5. Kinetic model of synaptic transmission 
 
The problem of cell-to-cell co

As was shown in aptic transmission is 

r 
(acetylcholine) molecules (ACh) to synaptic cleft, (b) receptor binding of 

Ch— formation of mediator-receptor complexes (AChR), (c) decay of 
rment— acetylcholinesterase (

on 

mmunication is of the same fundamental 
importance in the alive nature as the intermolecular interaction is in the non-
alive world. 4,9, the process of syn
isomorphic to the critical phenomena in confined liquid binary mixtures near 
the critical mixing point. This study is aimed at creation the physical model of 
transmission through a synaptic cleft at the cell-to-cell communication with 
taking into account such real processes: (a) time-dependent release of mediato

A ACh 
and AChR by action of a specific fe AChE). 

The corresponding experimental studies show that the dependence of ACh 
concentration release into synaptic cleft upon the time t of medulla stimulati
tends to reach saturation which can be approximated by the function sinΩt in 
the 1st quarter. Using such a simple approximation for the source function 
describing the intensity of ACh release, we obtain the following system of 
nonlinear differential equations where variables x, y, z correspond to the 
concentrations of ACh, AChR, AChE, respectively: 
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1 2 3cos ( ) ,dx M t k x a y k xz k x
dt

= Ω − − − −  

1 4( )dy k x a y k xyz
dt

= − − , 

5 2 4
dz k x k xz k xyz
dt

= − − . 

The first equation describes such processes: 1st term gives the velocity of 
into account that velocity is a 

erivative of the source function, i.e. proportional to cosΩt) , 2nd term - velocity 
ACh release to synaptic cleft (with taking 
d
of receptor binding of ACh (a is the total amount of receptors on the 
postsynaptic membrane), 3rd term - velocity of ACh decay under the action of 
AChE, and 4th term describes the process of ACh removing from the synaptic 
cleft due to diffusion. 1st term in the second equation corresponds to formation 
of mediator-receptor complexes (AChR), 2nd term describes the velocity of 
AChR decay due to AChE. The third equation corresponds to such processes: 
velocity of AChE release after free ACh and AChR splitting (1st term), 2nd and 
3rd terms have the same meanings as in two previous equations. 

To describe the effect of saturation for velocity of ACh release, it is 
reasonable to use the Taylor expansion for cos tΩ . As a result, one can obtain 
the following system of nonlinear differential equations: 

 
2

2
1 2 3(1 ) ( ) ,

2
dx M t k x a y k xz k x
dt

Ω
= − − − − −   (24) 

 1 4( )dy k x a y k xyz
dt

= − − ,  (25) 

 5 2 4
dz k z k xz k xyz= − − .  
dt

(26) 

Considering the 1st term in Eq. (24) as a small perturbation, the stationary 
solution of system (24)-(26) has the following form: 0 0x = , 0 0y = , g, 
where g is a certain concentration of AChE. This  the 
system (24)-(26) in the case when

0z =
 solution should satisfy

5 0k = . Really, for large t AChE has to split 
all ACh and AChR and its velocit lease beco es zero. Partial solution of 
the corresponding li

y of re m
neralized system (24)-(26) is as follows: 

2 3
1 1 1 1psx A B t C t D tδ = + + + ,  2 3

2 2 2 2psy A B t C t D tδ = + + +  
2 3

3 3 3 3psz A B t C t D tδ = + + + . 

Here ( )
( )

2
1 2 3

1 3
1 2 3

2
2

k a k g k M MA
k a k g k
+ + − Ω

=
+ +

, 
( )

2

1 2
1 2 32

MB
k a k g k

Ω
=

+ +
, 

( )

2

1
1 2 32

MC
k a k g k

Ω
= −

+ +
,     1 0D = ,    2 0A = , 
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( )
( )

2
1 2 3

2 1 3
2 k a k g k M MB k a + + − Ω

= , 
1 2 32 k a k g k+ + ( )

2

2 1
MC k a Ω

= 2
1 2 32 k a k g k+ +

( )

, 

2

2
1 2 32

MD
k a k g k

Ω
= −

+ +
. 3 0A = , 3 0B = , 3 0C = , 3 0D = .  (27) 

S
equation is

olution of the characteristic equation for the corresponding homogeneous 
1λ ζ= − , 2 5kλ = , 3 0λ = , where 31 2k a k g kζ = + + . 

Thus, general solution of the system (24)-(26) has such a form: 
x = x0 + A1 + B1t+ C1t2 +F1exp(λ 1t) +F2exp(λ 2t) +F3 ,  

y  = y0 + B2t+ C2t2 + D2t3+ G1exp( t) + exp( G2λ 1 λ 2t) +G3 ,  
z= z0 + H1exp(λ 1t) +H2exp(λ 2t) +H3,. 

nsmission under norm
Here Ai, Bi, Ci, Di are given in Eq. (27) and Fi, Gi, Hi, can be found from initial 
conditions.The proposed kinetic model of synaptic tra al 
conditions has a singular point being a strange attractor. If 2 5kλ = 0→ , a 
phase portrait of this kinetic mo a stable tore. It corresponds to our 
primary ideas about the process of synaptic transmission, namely: for large time 
t all the ACh molecules will be removed from the synaptic cle

del is 

ft due to diffusion 
and hydrolysis over AChE (x0 = 0), al e mediator-receptor complexes will be 
splitted (y0 = 0), all the receptors will be deactivated and AChE will be free and 
ready for a new action (z0= g). 

 
onclusions 

 
It has been shown that th dies of finite-size effects can provide a 
deeper understanding of fundamental and applied aspects of critical phenomena 
in confined liquids. Experimental studies of such systems exhibiting size-
dependent critical phenomena and phase nsitions should be, withou any 
doubt, very useful to obtain principal results for verification the basic ideas of 
the theory of finite-size soft-matter systems. 
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Abstract. Water is a unique liquid, many of whose properties are critical for the 
continued support of life. In living systems, essential water-related phenomena 
occur in restricted geometries in cells, and at active sites of proteins and 
membranes or at their surface. The effects of hydration on equilibrium protein 
structure and dynamics are fundamental to the relationship between structure 
and biological function. In particular, the configuration of water molecules near 
the hydrophilic-hydrophobic interfaces is of considerable relevance. The 
structure and dynamics of water confined in model systems developing 
hydrophilic interactions are compared with that of bulk water as determined by 
neutron scattering. It is well known that hydration, internal dynamics and 
function in proteins are intimately associated. Studies of dynamics of water 
molecules at surface of a C-phycocyanin protein are presented.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Water is the most abundant fluid on earth and the major constituent of 
organisms. At molecular level, in its bulk form, liquid water exhibits three 
features, the tetrahedral symmetry of the H2O molecule, the large number of 
hydrogen bonds formed between neighbouring molecules and the very short 
characteristic lifetime (between 10-13 and 10-12 s) of these bonds. The 
explanation of such a short time is that hydrogen bond life times are determined 
by the proton dynamics1. In particular, large amplitude librational movements 
are responsible for the making and breaking of hydrogen bonds. The solvent 
abilities of water arise primarily from its tendency to form hydrogen bonds and 
its dipolar character2. The high dielectric constant (ε~80), already alluded to, 
results from its dipolar character. How are these properties modified when 
liquid water is put under pressure or in contact with hydrophilic or hydrophobic 
interfaces or both as it occurs in biological macromolecules. Water constitutes 
70 % mass of cell3 and plays a major role in the stability and function of 
proteins and biological complexes. The structural properties of water are now 
mostly well understood in some range of temperatures and pressures using 
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different techniques such as X-ray diffraction4-6, neutron scattering7-15, 
Molecular Dynamics (M-D)16-22 and Monte Carlo (MC)23 simulations. The 
number of models of its structure is very large and the number of experimental 
results enormous. The polymorphism of water is indeed remarkable and besides 
all the crystalline phases24 one must add two amorphous solids, the low-density 
amorphous ice (LDA) and the high-density amorphous ice (HDA). Recently, a 
very high-density amorphous ice (VHDA) has been obtained. The microscopic 
structure of these forms of amorphous ice prepared by different techniques25,26 
has been studied both by X-ray27,28 and neutron scattering29-31. In this paper, we 
recall the structural and dynamic properties of water in its bulk form as 
functions of temperature and pressure. We define what we call confined or 
interfacial water. We compare the structural and dynamic properties of confined 
water with that of bulk water. We report also on some unusual nucleation of 
water confined in a porous silica glass and on dynamic properties of water 
confined in the same silica glass and at surface of a C-phycocyanin protein. 
 
2.  Theory 
 
For a molecular liquid, the structure factor may be split into two parts32:  
 SM(Q)= f1(Q) + DM(Q)      (1) 
where f1(Q) is defined as the molecular form factor  
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The DM(Q) function contains all the intermolecular contributions. Thus, at large 
Q (Q > 8 Å-1), the main contribution to SM(Q) comes from f1(Q) whereas DM(Q) 
goes to zero. Moreover, at Q = 0, f1(Q) is equal to unity and the interference 
function SM(Q) has the thermodynamic limit S k TM M B T( )0 = ρ χ , where ρM 
is the density, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and χT the 
isothermal compressibility. The total pair correlation function g(r) is related to 
the Fourier transform of SM(Q) by the relation : 

4 1 2

0
π ρ

π
r g r Q S Q S QrdM M M( ( ) ) ( ( ) ( )) sin− = − ∞∫

∞
Q  (3) 

where  is the asymptotic value 
of  f

S b b b bM O D O D( ) ( ) / ( ) .∞ = + + =2 2 22 2 0 3346
1(Q) at large Q and ρ  is the molecular density. M

The function g(r) is a combination of the different pair partial correlation 
functions and includes both the intramolecular and intermolecular distances. It 
is more convenient to remove the intramolecular terms by subtracting the 
molecular form factor from SM(Q) to obtain DM(Q) , which may be Fourier 
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transformed in order to obtain the pair correlation function  for 
intermolecular terms only : 

g rL ( )

d r r g r QD Q QrdQL M L M( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) sin= − = ∫
∞

4 1 2

0
π ρ

π
 (4) 

In this way, no truncation effect arises ; moreover the first peaks due to the 
intramolecular distances disappear in the low r range. 
The composite function is thus defined as : g rL ( )

g r g r g r g rL DD OD( ) . ( ) . ( ) . ( )= OO+ +0 489 0 421 0 090   (5) 
where the dominant contributions concern the DD and OD spatial correlations. 
 
3.  The microscopic structure of water 
 
3.1. SUPERCOOLED WATER AT NORMAL PRESSURE, AS A 

FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE33

3.1.1 Structure factors (Q)SM  
According to the temperature range of the experiment, two kinds of D2O 
samples have been used: (i) pure liquid D2O and in order to increase the degree 
of supercooling of water, (ii) D2O in emulsions with sorbitan as a surfactant. 
The emulsion was constituted either with deuteroheptane or with a mixture of 
deuteroheptane and CCl4. The average size of the water droplets in the emulsion 
was around some µm. 
Figure 1 gives the structure factors of supercooled water33, at respectively, -
10.5°C and -31.5°C as compared with that of low-density amorphous ice. When 
the temperature is decreased it appears that the main peak position Q0 of the 
structure factor of supercooled water tends towards the value 1.69 Å that is 
characteristic of low-density amorphous ice29. The composite pair correlation 
functions of supercooled water33 at  -10.5°C and -31.5°C are displayed in figure 
2 and compared with that of low-density amorphous ice29. 

At -31.5°C, in the small-r range, some features characteristic of low-density 
amorphous ice show up. In particular, the O-D hydrogen bond distance at 1.82 
Å and the D-D intermolecular distance at 2.31 Å are present. In the large-r 
range one observes additional small oscillations that are not present at -10.5°C 
and an out of phase behaviour of the broad oscillations for values of r higher 
than 10 Å. These features are similar to those observed in low-density 
amorphous ice. 
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Figure 1. Structure factors SM (Q)  of supercooled D2O, at normal pressure, as compared with 
that of low-density amorphous ice (LDA) at 77 K 29

3.1.2. Pair correlation functions dL(r) 
 

 
Figure 2. Pair correlation functions dL(r)  of supercooled D2O, at normal pressure, as 
compared with that of low-density amorphous ice at 77K 29. 
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At normal pressure and low temperature, the measurements confirm the 
increasing spatial correlations in deeply supercooled water as the temperature 
is decreased and the tendency to evolve towards the structure of low-density 
amorphous ice. In supercooled water, the structure present between 4.5 and 
6.0 Å is connected to the formation of tetrahedrally coordinated patches34. It is 
clear that such patches are not present in the high-pressure liquid water, either 
because the hydrogen bonds are broken, i.e. the molecular energy is on 
average too low or, more likely because the hydrogen bond network is 
distorted.  
 
3.2. LIQUID WATER UNDER PRESSURE35

 
The microscopic structure of liquid water under pressure has been studied at 
pressures up to 6000 bar and in a range of temperatures from 53 down to -65 
°C. The experiments have been performed by neutron diffraction with the same 
samples as those described in part 3.1.1. A scheme of the Ti-Zr pressure cell is 
given in figure 3. This cell is made with a « null » Ti-Zr alloy which scatters 
neutron incoherently as the mean coherent scattering length for the Ti and Zr 
atoms is zero for the composition of the alloy : 34% titanium and 66% 
zirconium. The dimensions of the cell (internal diameter = 5.70mm, wall 
thickness = 5.22mm) have been determined in order that the cell supports 
pressures up to 10 kbar. 

 

 
Figure 3. Scheme of the Ti-Zr high pressure cell. 

 
The data analysis of experiments at normal pressure and performed in a thin 
walled vanadium cell has been done by using the standard procedure33. The data 
analysis relative to the experiments performed in the Ti-Zr pressure cell has 
been done by using a procedure previously applied to He-Xe mixture36 and 
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which allows us to correct for the multiple scattering either in the cell alone or 
both in the cell and the sample. 
 
3.2.1 Structure factor SM (Q) and the evolution of the position of the main 
diffraction peak Q0 as functions of temperature and pressure  
 
Fig. 4 gives the structure factors of liquid water under 6000 bar and, at 
respectively, -4°C and 53°C.35 as compared with that of high-density 
amorphous ice (HDA)29. Under a pressure of 6000 bar, when the temperature is 
increased up to 53°C, it appears that the main peak position Q0 of the structure 
factor of liquid water tends towards the value of 2.20 Å which is characteristic 
of that of high-density amorphous ice29. A very slight increase of the main peak 
position (from 2.16 Å-1 to 2.20 Å-1) is obtained when the temperature is raised 
from -4°C to 53°C.  When the pressure is increased, from normal pressure to 
6000 bar, the effect of temperature becomes smaller which confirms that the 
effect of pressure is to reduce the anomalies of liquid water that evolves to a 
normal associated liquid37. Figure 5 gives the evolution of the main diffraction 
peak position Q0 of the structure factor, a) at constant pressure as a function of 
temperature, and b) at constant temperature as a function of pressure. 

 
Figure 4. Structure factors SM (Q)  of liquid D2O, under 6000 bar, as compared with that of 
high-density amorphous ice (HDA) at 77 K 29. 
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Figure 5. Evolution of the main diffraction peak position Q0 of the structure factor, a) at constant 
pressure as a function of temperature, and b) at constant temperature as a function of pressure.. 
 
3.2.2. Pair correlation functions dL(r) 
 
Figure 6 gives the composite pair correlation functions of water under 6000 bar 
and, at respectively -4°C and 53°C, as compared with that of high-density 
amorphous ice. Upon increasing the temperature up to 53°C it appears that 
there is a slight evolution of the dL(r)  functions that present the characteristics 
of that of high-density amorphous ice29. All the peaks are broader, showing that 
interatomic correlations become weaker as the pressure is increased at high 
temperature. A very broad peak is present at 3.34 Å and a minimum exists at 
5.0 Å, i.e. in the region where there is a maximum for the low-density form. 
The O-D hydrogen bond distance and the D-D intermolecular distance are 
shifted respectively to 1.84 Å and 2.36 Å. Moreover, the peaks observed by X-
ray38 at 2.8 Å and around 4.6 Å, appear as small bumps. 

On one hand, at normal pressure and low temperature, the measurements 
confirm the increasing spatial correlations in deeply supercooled water as the 
temperature is decreased and the tendency to evolve towards the structure of 
low-density amorphous ice. On the other hand, the structural study of liquid 
water, at 6000 bar and respectively -4°C and 53°C 35, confirms the tendency 
that the high-density amorphous ice appears as the limit of liquid water at high 
temperature and high pressure. Under a pressure of 6000 bar, the highest 
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pressure to be reached with our pressure experimental set up, the dL(r)  
function of liquid water at 53°C exhibits features which are characteristic of 
high density amorphous ice. If for the supercooled water the structure present 
between 4.5 and 6.0 Å is connected to the formation of tetrahedrally 
coordinated patches, it is clear that such patches are not present in the high 
pressure liquid water, either because the hydrogen bonds are broken, i.e. the 
molecular energy is on average too low or, more likely because the hydrogen 
bond network is distorted. 

 
Figure 6. Pair correlation functions dL(r)of liquid D2O, under 6000 bar, as compared with that 
of high- density amorphous ice (HDA) at 77 K 30. 
 
4. DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF BULK WATER 
 
Quasi-elastic neutron scattering technique is a powerful and unique tool for 
studying the self-dynamics of water; actually the large incoherent scattering cross 
section of the protons yields unambiguous results about the individual motions of 
water molecules. It gives access to the correlation function for the atomic motions 
which are explored over a space domain of the order of a few Å and for times of 
the order of 10-12 s (ref. 39). This space and time domain is similar to that of 
CMD that makes the comparison between neutron scattering and CMD justified. 
The correlation function can be calculated for various models for the assumed 
motion of the diffusing particles (e.g., Brownian motion, jump diffusion, diffusion 
in a confined space, rotational motion, etc) and the microscopic properties of the 
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environment of the scattering atoms, e. g. the residence time, the jump length, the 
diffusion coefficients, the H-bond life time become available. 

 
Figure 7. Linewidths of the quasielastic incoherent neutron scattering of bulk water at different 
temperatures40. The solid lines are the resulting fitting with the random jump diffusion model39. The 
plateau at large Q is proportional to the residence time of the molecules. The dashed line represents 
the Lorentzian linewidth for water bound to C-phycocyanin at room temperature41. 
 

Another quantity that can be obtained is the density of states of mobile 
protons, in particular the translational and librational modes of water.  
The traditional way of analyzing the quasielastic region of the spectra assumes 
separation and decoupling of three types of proton motions: vibrations, center-
of-mass translations (i.e., motion of the whole molecule) and proton rotation 
around the center of mass (oxygen atom for water). The proton vibrational 
contribution in this region (which are beyond experimental resolution) is 
approximated by a Debye-Waller factor, where <u2> is the mean square 
amplitude of proton vibrations. We have studied by quasi-elastic neutron 
scattering the individual motions of water molecules in liquid water40 as a 
function of the temperature and down to – 20°C in the supercooled state. 
Translational diffusive motions are generally well described by a Lorentzian 
function. Figure 7 represents the linewidths of the quasielastic incoherent 
neutron scattering of bulk water for a series of 9 temperatures ranging from 
20°C down to -20°C. Experimental data are well accounted for by the random 
jump diffusion model39. The plateau at large Q is inversely proportional to the 
residence time τ0 of the molecules. The dashed line represents the Lorentzian 
linewidth for water bound to C-phycocyanin at room temperature41. Water 
rotational relaxation has been successfully described using a diffusion model 
proposed by Sears for hindered rotations over a sphere40. The characteristic 
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time for the hindered rotations can be associated with the hydrogen bond life 
time τ1. 

 
Figure 8a. Arrhenius plot of the residence 
time τ0 for bulk water and for hydrated 
Vycor and C-phycocyanin protein 

Figure 8b. Arrhenius plot of the H bond life-
time time τ10  for bulk water and for two 
levels of hydration of Vycor 

Figures 8 a and 8 b represent respectively the residence time τ0 and the H bond 
life-time τ1 of water molecules, for bulk and confined water. 
 
5. Microscopic structure of confined water  
 
In many technologically important situations, water is not in its bulk form but is 
instead attached to some substrates, or filling small cavities. Common examples 
are: water in porous media, such as rock or sand stones and water in biological 
material as in the interior of cells or attached to surfaces of biological 
macromolecules and membranes. This is what we define here as the “confined” or 
the “interfacial water ”. 

Water in confined space has attracted a considerable interest in the recent 
years. It is commonly believed that the structure and dynamics of water are 
modified by the presence of solid surfaces, both by a change of hydrogen 
bonding and by modification of the molecular motion that depends on the 
distance of water molecules from the surface. Among the hydrophilic model 
systems, let us mention clay minerals42,43, and various types of porous silica44,45. 
In the last case, the authors have interpreted their results in terms of a thin layer 
of surface water with more extensive H-bonding, lower density and mobility 
and lower nucleation temperature as compared to bulk water.  

The structure of water confined in a Vycor glass46 has been studied by 
neutron diffraction. Vycor glass is a porous silica glass, characterized by a quite 
sharp distribution of cylindrical interconnected pores, and hydrophilic surfaces. 
We present here some of our results47 which have been obtained as functions of 
temperature and level of hydration from full hydration (0.25g water/g dry 
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vycor) down to 25%. Based on the information that the dry density of Vycor is 
1.45 g/ml, the porosity 28% and the internal cylindrical pores of cross sectional 
diameter 50 Å, the 50% hydrated sample has 3 layers of water molecules on its 
internal surface and a 25% hydrated sample corresponds roughly to a mono-
layer coverage. 
 
5. 1. FULLY AND PARTIALLY HYDRATED VYCOR 
 
Results for two levels of hydration of Vycor demonstrate that the fully hydrated 
case is almost identical to the bulk water and the partially hydrated case is of 
little difference. However, the three site-site radial correlation functions are 
indeed required for a sensible study of the orientational correlations between 
neighboring molecules48. An interesting feature is that we observe in 
differential analysis measurements, supercooling of water to a much lower 
temperature of -27 °C in a partially hydrated sample compared to a fully 
hydrated sample (-18 °C)47.  
 

 
Figure 9a (left side). Spectrum of cubic ice 
(-198 °C) (dotted line) compared with that of 
confined D2O at –100 °C from fully 
hydrated Vycor (full line). 

Figure 9b (right side). Spectrum of confined 
D2O at -18°C from fully hydrated Vycor 
after subtraction of Bragg peaks. There is 
23% liquid water47. 

 
It seems that the confinement of the water favors the nucleation of cubic ice 

that appears superimposed on the spectrum of liquid water and whose 
proportion can be deduced from the intensity of the (111) Bragg peak. The 
proportion of cubic ice increases with decreasing temperature. In fact, at -100 
°C, the spectrum of confined water looks similar to that of cubic ice (figure 9a). 
This is in sharp contrast to bulk water that always nucleates into hexagonal ice. 
In figure 9b, we show a spectrum which gives a clear evidence of water which 
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is present below the Bragg peaks at -18 °C obtained by subtraction of the 
weighted spectrum of the same sample cooled down to -100 °C. The main 
diffraction peak position is close to 2 Å-1. It looks that confined water from fully 
hydrated Vycor behaves like water under pressure35.  
 
 
5. 2. MONOLAYER WATER COVERAGE AT VYCOR SURFACE 
 
Results relative to a 25% hydrated Vycor sample indicates that, at room 
temperature, interfacial water has a structure similar to that of bulk supercooled 
water33 at a temperature of about 0 °C which corresponds to a shift of about 25 
K. Therefore the structure of interfacial water is characterized by an increase of 
the long-range correlations that corresponds to the building of the H-bond 
network as it appears in low-density amorphous ice29. There is no evidence of 
ice formation when the sample is cooled from room temperature down to -196 
°C (liquid nitrogen temperature)49. 
 
6. Translational motions of interfacial water  
 
6. 1. A SIMPLE MODEL FOR DYNAMICS  
 
A complete study of the self-dynamics of water close to some well-defined 
hydrophilic surface as the Vycor surface has been performed by quasi-elastic 
neutron scattering. It has been done for levels of hydration ranging from full 
hydration down to the lowest one (25%), corresponding to one monolayer 
coverage of water molecules. The effect of temperature has also been studied. 
We report here on the main results50. The short time diffusion (few 
picoseconds) of water molecules close to the Vycor surface has been described 
in terms of simple models for all the studied samples50. At short times, the water 
molecules, close to some hydrophilic surface, perform very local rotational 
jumps characterised by Dt and τ1 like in bulk water, but with a longer residence 
time τ0 on a given site before diffusing to an adjacent site along the surface with 
a diffusion coefficient equal to Dlocal. This diffusion is limited to some volume 
estimated as spherical. For the 25% hydrated sample, the diffusion coefficient 
measured by NMR51 appears to be smaller than Dt, which is smaller than Dlocal. 
This is due to the fact that NMR technique measures the long-time and 
long-range diffusion coefficient.  

The effect of the temperature has been followed down to -35 °C. The radius 
of the spherical volume of confinement varies between 5 and 2 Å; it decreases 
when the temperature is lowered which means that water molecules are more 
localised at low temperatures. The observed trend seems reasonable. The values 
obtained for Dlocal

 are low which demonstrate the influence of the hydrophilic 
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groups when one reaches a monolayer coverage of water molecules. Moreover, 
these values are close to the values of the diffusion coefficient of water 
molecules, at the immediate hydrophilic interface, as determined in a MD 
simulation by Lee and Rossky52.  

 
6. 2. THE RELAXING CAGE MODEL  
 
Recently nanosecond time Molecular Dynamics simulations of supercooled 
water have been performed. The data have been described with success in terms 
of the relaxing cage model. The relaxing cage model uses an idea borrowed 
from mode-coupling theory (MCT) of supercooled liquids. Mode-coupling 
theory focuses its attention on the "cage effect" in the liquid state that can be 
pictured as a transient trapping of molecules by their neighbours as a result of 
lowering of the temperature53. In supercooled or interfacial water due to the 
reduced thermal energy of the molecule and for water due to the formation of a 
stabler, hydrogen-bonded cage around each molecule, a molecule can translate 
a substantial distance only by rearranging positions of a large number of 
molecules around it. Thus the diffusion is strongly coupled to the local 
structural rearrangements or the structural relaxation. The usual, Markovian, 
Brownian-like diffusion is no longer valid in the case of supercooled water. The 
relaxing cage model appears now the more appropriate one to describe the 
diffusional dynamics in supercooled and interfacial water54. 

The slow relaxation is characterised by a correlation time τ, related to the 
lifetime of the cage and a stretched exponent β. A (Q) is the so-called Debye-
Waller factor (DWF) which has a Gaussian shape. This implies that the short 
time dynamics of interfacial or supercooled water is, to a good approximation, 
harmonic. 

 ( ) )
3
1exp( 22 aQQA −=  (6) 

where a is the root mean square vibrational amplitude of water molecules in the 
cage in which the particle is constrained during its short time movements. From 
the results of the MD simulation of the SPC/E water at supercooled 
temperature, a is found to be about 0.5 Å. Thus for a Q-range between 0 and 1.0 
Å-1, applicable to high resolution QENS spectra, the DWF in Eq.6 is very 
nearly unity. We can thus write with a good approximation the final 
intermediate scattering function as: 
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The dynamic structure factor of the interfacial water is given by the expression:   
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2     (8) 

 
where the Fourier transform is carried out numerically. The theoretical model is 
convoluted by the resolution of the spectrometer. 

In the following the relaxing cage model has been applied in the case of 
water from fully hydrated Vycor and for hydration water of a C-phycocyanin 
protein. 
 
6.3.  EXAMPLES 
 
6. 3. 1. Water molecules in hydrated Vycor55

 
The quasi-elastic neutron scattering experiments have been performed at the 
High Flux Reactor of the Institut Laue Langevin (Grenoble) using the IN5 time 
of flight spectrometer. The energy resolution (FWHM) at the elastic position 
was 10 µeV and the Q range covered was from 0.15Å-1 to 0. 99Å-1 (using 10 
Å neutrons). The sample consists of H2O-hydrated Vycor rectangular plates of 
thickness 1.9 mm and surface area of 32x36 mm2. Vycor plates are thin enough 
to ensure that neutron transmission with water inside is 90%. The procedure of 
fitting the spectra is described into details in ref. 55. In particular, the structural 
relaxation rate and the stretch exponent β are obtained. Fig. 10 shows a plot of 
the structural relaxation rate as a function of Q in log-log scale for 100% 
hydrated sample at five temperatures, three of the lower ones are supercooled. It 
looks obvious that the structural relaxation rate has a power law dependence on 
Q given by  
 1/τ ∝Qγ        (9) 
The values of exponent γ are given in the inset for each temperature. The Q-
dependence of the stretch exponent β for the same sample shows that values of 
β are significantly below unity for large Q, but approaching unity for Q less 
than 0.1 Å-1. One can infer from these results that even at the highest 
temperature measured, the hydrodynamic limit is probably reached for Q only 
below 0.1 Å-1.  
In the case of a stretched exponential relaxation, one can calculate an average 
relaxation time, τ  that sums up in one-parameter the two Q-dependent τ and β 
parameters. τ  represents the area below the stretched exponential curve and can 
be calculated with the following relation:  
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Figure 10. Evidence of a power-law dependence of the structural relaxation rate on Q (equation 
9), measured with 10 µeV resolution, in the 100% hydrated sample. This graph shows a log-log 
plot of 1/τ vs Q. Within a Q range of 0. 1 -1 Å-1 the exportent γ, which is the slope of the solid 
lines joining the data points, seems to be a constant. The corresponding data from MD 
simulation54 show that the exponent γ is Q-dependent, approaching 2 as Q goes below 0.1 Å-1. 

                 Fig. 11 is a log-log plot of the average relaxation time 
 

τ  as a function of Q. 
One sees that the average relaxation time has, within this Q range, a power law 
dependence, 

 τ ≈ Q−γ '  (11) 
with an exponent γ'  approximately equal to 2 at room temperature, similar to 
the simple diffusion case. One may then define an average diffusion constant by 
the relation  

 τ = 1 / D Q2
 (12) 

and use it to estimate the average diffusion coefficient D . From Fig. 10, for 
100% hydrated sample at 293 K, we get γ' = -1.95, τ  = 944 ps at Q=0.1 Å-1. 
Substituting these two numbers into the above relation, we get 

sec/ 101.1 25 cmxD −= , compared to the measured self-diffusion constant for 
bulk water at this temperature40, that is . We thus 
arrive at a ratio 

sec/ 10  0.2 25 cmxD −=
8.1/ =DD , agreeing with the estimate of Lee and Rossky52. 

We may also say that as far as the single-particle dynamics is concerned, water 
in Vycor at 293 K behaves as that in a bulk water at 273 K (20 degrees below). 
As the temperature goes below the freezing point, the exponent γ' becomes less 
than 2, indicating a deviation from simple diffusion.  
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Figure 11. Average relaxation time τ  [defined in Eq.10] for the 100% hydrated sample plotted 
against Q in log-log scales. It can be seen that the slope is approximately –2 at room temperature. 
 
6.3.2. Water molecules in hydration water of protein56

Relaxational dynamics of water molecules at the surface of a C-
phycocyanin protein56 has been studied by high resolution quasi-elastic 
neutron scattering. 

 
Figure 12. Log-log plot of 1/τ vs Q, at T=293 K. Evidence of a power-law dependence on the 
structural rate 1/τ on Q.  
The neutron quasi-elastic spectra are well described by the relaxing cage 
model. Figure 12 shows a plot of the structural relation rate as a function 
of Q on a linear scale for the interfacial water at 293 K. It looks obvious 
that the structural relation rate has a power law dependence on Q given 
by 1/τ∝Qγ.  We obtain a value for γ=2.44±0.05. The power law behaviour is 
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consistent with experimental results on hydrated Vycor, where a similar Q-
dependence is found with γ=2.51 at 298 K and γ=2.21 at 278 K. We can also 
compare the correlation times obtained from these two experiments: τ=35.6 ps 
at Q = 0.98 Å-1, in this case while in case of fully hydrated Vycor, at the same 
Q-value, τ=5 ps, at 293K. This is in agreement with the fact that when 
decreasing the level of hydration at a hydrophilic surface, the correlation time 
of water molecules increases54. We can calculate an average diffusion 
coefficient D  according to eq. 12. We find the value of D =0.15x10-5 cm2/s. 
This value is smaller than the self-diffusion coefficient of bulk water (2.3x10-5 
cm2/s) at the same temperature. It is also smaller than the average diffusion 
coefficient of water from fully hydrated Vycor ( D =1.1x10-5 cm2/s, at 293K)55.  

We have shown that the translational motions of interfacial water near the 
protein surface can be well described by an α-relaxation model. This model 
allows us to analyse in detail the slow dynamics of water; the same model has 
also been used for water in hydrated porous Vycor glass. However, for an 
equivalent hydration rate of protein, relaxation times have been found to be 
longer than in Vycor.  
 
6. Conclusion 
The recent results from neutron scattering experiments55-58 and molecular 
dynamics simulations54 establish clearly the existence of alpha relaxation in 
supercooled or interfacial water suggesting that the dynamics of supercooled 
water can be described in terms of the relaxing cage model. The relaxation 
times of interfacial water exhibit a power law dependence on the wavevector Q. 
The average diffusion coefficient for water at protein surface is ten times lower 
than that of bulk vater. This confirms that there is a retardation of water 
molecules at the protein surface, in good agreement with results of water at the 
surface of hydrophilic model systems  
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Abstract. Recent inelastic and quasi-elastic neutron scattering measurements of 
water in cell preparations has provided information on the interfacial (or bound) 
water molecules. The experiments show that the interfacial water molecules can 
be readily distinguished from those in the bulk (bulk water), especially using 
inelastic neutron scattering data over the 20-130 meV range. Studies of intact 
biological systems – whole cells and tissues – demonstrated the feasibility of 
using these methods to assess the degree of interfacial water and their potential 
for monitoring physiological changes. Here we also describe the effect of heat 
shock and osmotic stress on yeast and E.coli cells, and show that the interfacial 
water content increases with elevated osmolarity and heat shock, and decreases 
under hypoosmotic conditions.  
 
Keywords: Neutron scattering, water, interfacial water, cells, biomolecules. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Cells within living tissues are secluded environments which are separated from 
the external medium by a cell membrane and often a cell wall. The environment 
inside the cell is characterised by extremely high macromolecule 
concentrations1-4 and water represents about 70% or less of the total cellular 
mass. Levels of protein molecules alone of around 300mg/ml have been 
reported in-vivo for eukaryotic cells. Perhaps surprisingly, in-vitro studies of 
biological processes rarely take place at concentrations above 1 mg/ml of 
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biomolecules, and more often at the microgram/ml level. The effects of 
molecular crowding in-vivo have therefore often been ignored by biochemists 
and molecular biologists. Molecular crowding phenomena have been described 
by theoretical models and by in-vitro experiments using molecular crowding 
agents such as polyethylene glycol to simulate high biomolecule levels,1-4 but 
there are few descriptions of  experimental studies of crowding effects in-vivo. 
An exception is in the measurement of diffusional motion of  biomolecules in 
cells, which has been carried out mostly using fluorescent-tagged biomolecules, 
and it has been possible to compare  the diffusion of  macromolecules within a 
cell with their motion in a dilute aqueous environment using e.g. fluorescent 
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP).3 Such measurements report that 
diffusional motion for macromolecules in cells  is ~25% of that in dilute 
solution, although larger discrepancies in the diffusional rates have been 
reported for some systems such as the green fluorescent protein (GFP), a small 
globular protein commonly employed as a fluorescent tag and which has an 
intrinsic fluorescence.3 Molecular crowding phenomena have so far been 
largely explained in terms of the excluded volume effect, as postulated by 
Minton and others,1-4 and this can  successfully predict many of the effects of 
molecular crowding in-vivo. However it is widely acknowledged that other 
physical factors might also need to be considered. For example, we have 
described altered properties of the so-called ‘interfacial’ water molecules which 
lie within a few hydration shells of biomolecules, and which will comprise a 
significant fraction of the total solvent molecules under highly crowded 
conditions in the cell. These interfacial waters show changes in their 
biophysical properties as detected by inelastic neutron scattering (IINS).5,6 
Energy shifts and broadening of peaks in the librational (60-120 meV) band 
have been reported as well as shifts in the water O-H stretching band (~420 
meV).7,8 Moreover the complete disappearance (or extensive broadening) of 
two molecular optic peaks at 28 and 38 meV (associated with water-water 
hydrogen bonding in bulk water)7-10 was reported for interfacial water 
interacting with biomembranes and DNA. Although these were the first studies 
of interfacial water by inelastic neutron scattering, previous biophysical 
measurements have also pointed towards altered properties in these proximal 
shells of water molecules.  For example quasi-elastic neutron scattering 
measurements show a reduced diffusion dynamics versus bulk water,11-14 and 
atomic-resolution (~1-2Å) X-ray crystallography studies of biomolecules show 
that ‘bound’ water molecules display clathrate-cage structures15-18 with water-
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water and water-biomolecule interactions over 2 water shells distant from the 
surface of the biomolecule.  In general about one ordered water molecule is 
observed in protein crystal structures for every amino acid residue present in the 
protein. Water is able to cross the cell wall and membrane relatively easily, and 
hence cells must maintain an osmotic equilibrium with the external environment 
in order to avoid damage due to cell swelling and rupture under hypoosmotic 
conditions or conversely cell shrinkage and dehydration under hyperosmotic 
conditions. Osmotic balance is maintained by complex regulatory systems that 
respond on short (seconds to minutes) and long (hours to days) timescales. 
Short timescale response systems involve the rapid closing and opening of 
proteinaceous channels in the cell membrane that sense and modulate cell 
volume changes. Longer timescale response modes involve upregulation or 
downregulation of metabolic pathways for e.g. the synthesis of osmoregulatory 
small molecules such as sucrose, betaines etc.. Most micro-organisms live 
under conditions where the external medium is at a lower osmotic potential than 
the cell interior (hypoosmotic conditions) and hence must cope with a tendency 
for water influx into the cell. The mechanical properties of the cell wall in these 
organisms is crucial for resisting the hydrostatic pressure induced by the 
osmotic imbalance.    
 
2. Methods 
 
E.coli (strain BL21 (D3)) cells were inoculated into LB sterile medium at 310K 
and  grown overnight in 2 litre conical flasks. Cells were harvested by 
centrifugation in a Sorvall centrifuge at 3000xg for 10 min at 277K. Cells were 
osmotically stressed by resuspending the cells in NaCl solutions of various 
concentrations  buffered  with 5mM  Tris-hydroxymethyl aminomethane, 
pH7.5. After incubation for 10 minutes at 298K, the cells were harvested by 
centrifugation, as above. Wet cell paste was transferred into a 50ml Falcon tube 
and stored at 277K overnight prior to transport, in ice, to the neutron source. 
Bakers’ yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae w.t.) was obtained commercially as a 
hydrated paste but treatment of the cells was otherwise exactly as described 
above for E.coli cells. IINS data recording and treatment were as described 
earlier.5,19,20
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3. Results 
3.1 THEORETICAL HEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 
Cells are composed of a range of different biomolecules with a range of 
sizes.1 An average globular protein that was in solution in a cell would have 
a typical molecular mass of  about 50 kDa, and would probably resemble a 
sphere of diameter ~45Å with a somewhat rough surface. At a protein 
concentration of 300 mg/ml, then this average 50kDa protein would 
associate with about 30% of the total cellular water, assuming that there are 
2 layers of interfacial water extending out from its surface (see below). This 
calculation is simply based on geometrical considerations and treats water 
molecules and protein molecules as hard spheres of a given diameter. The 
treatment ignores any water bound within the structure of the protein, which 
will exist, but will be a smaller component than the water at the surface. If 
the interfacial water effect extends to 4 layers out from the surface of the 
hypothetical protein, then over 70% of the total water in the cell is affected 
by the presence of this hypothetical protein. Interfacial water molecules are 
readily discernible from the bulk water in our IINS measurements, and this 
has allowed the experimental estimation of the interfacial water as a fraction 
of total water. With these measurements an amount corresponding to ~2 
shells of interfacial water molecules surrounding DNA and protein 
biomolecules was determined. With membranes, interfacial water was 
detected corresponding to a layer up to 4 water molecules thick on each side 
of the membrane. A conclusion from these experiments and considerations 
is that the interfacial water content in living cells or in in-vitro studies of 
pure components is highly dependent on the size and shape of the 
biomolecules. These effects are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 which show 
the relationship for size and shape, respectively. In the first figure, the 
protein concentration (in terms of mass/volume) is kept constant at 300 
mg/ml, and the overall radius of a hypothetical spherical protein molecule 
(of partial specific volume 0.73cm3g-1) is varied. The interfacial water 
fraction increases rapidly with decreasing average radius in the crowded 
environment of a theoretical cell. This simplifies the real situation in the cell, 
but is nevertheless useful to illustrate the importance of smaller biomolecule 
components with higher surface area:volume ratios for determining the 
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interfacial water fraction. In the second figure, the protein concentration is 
kept constant at 300mg/ml, as is the overall size of the hypothetical molecule.  

Effect of shape on the interfacial water fraction.
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Figure 1.  Theoretical calculation of the 
interfacial water component in a cell as a 
fraction of the total water at 300mg/ml 
protein, and with spherical proteins of 
variable radius. The three curves show 
calculations for 1, 2, and 3 shells of 
interfacial water molecules (crosses, 
diamond and squares respectively). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Theoretical calculation of the 
interfacial water as a fraction of total water 
in a cell at 300mg/ml protein and with a 
cylindrical-shaped protein of mass 50 kDa. 
The radius of the hypothetical protein is 
allowed change from 2.5 to 27.5 Å, hence 
changing its shape to a thin rod at low values 
for the radius. The three curves show 
calculations for 1, 2, and 3 shells of 
interfacial water molecules (filled  squares, 
squares and triangles respectively).

In this case the shape of the protein molecule is assumed to be cylindrical 
and its radius is varied to produce disk-shaped molecules at ~30Å radius, 
through roughly globular molecules (radius 20Å), to highly rod-shaped 
molecules with a radius of ~2.5Å. The latter extreme value would 
represent an unfolded polypeptide chain of ~500 amino acid residues and 
length ~2500Å. In this extreme situation, with denatured protein at a 
concentration of 300mg/ml, then interfacial water would account for 
almost the entire water complement in the cell using only 1 shell of water 
molecules around the peptide chain (solid squares in Figure 2). One might 
predict from such a graph that even small levels of unfolded polypeptides 
would increase the interfacial water levels significantly in the cell.   
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3.2 INESLASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING IN THE ENERGY 
TRANSFER REGION 3-150 meV 
 
IINS data for water interacting with small globular proteins, DNA 
biomembranes and small solutes such as sugars has been obtained.5,6,19,20 
In Figure 3 a comparison of the bulk and interfacial water spectra is 
presented as well as a spectrum displaying a mixture of the two. An 
interfacial water signal dominates at low hydration levels for all these 
various samples, characterised by a broadening of the librational band, 
especially the loss of the sharp lower energy edge at 67 meV that is 
present in the bulk water signal.5 The degree of interfacial water at 
specific hydration levels varies between different solutes. For example, a 
globular protein such as chymotrypsin, at a hydration level of 0.7g 
water/g chymotrypsin, then the bulk water:interfacial water ratio is 
approximately 0.65:1 (see Figure 4). At similar hydrations levels of DNA 
a similar ratio of bulk:interfacial water would be observed,5 but in 
contrast, proteolipid membranes would show a much larger bulk water 
signal and a smaller interfacial water signal. The explanation for the latter 
difference has been simplistically explained in terms of the overall 
geometry of the biomolecules /biomembranes. DNA can be modelled as a 
~2nm diameter cylinder, (and chymotrypsin as a 3.5nm diameter sphere), 
whereas the proteolipid membranes resemble ~8nm thick planar sheets 
that are several hundreds of nanometres wide. The latter structure 
therefore has a much lower surface area to volume ratio, and will bind 
interfacial water to a lower extent on a unit mass basis, as implied by the 
theoretical calculations shown in Figure 2. Clearly other factors due to the 
surface properties of the macromolecules are also likely to influence the 
degree of interfacial water, but this geometrical approximation is 
relatively robust. If we use a model for chymotrypsin as a 35Å diameter 
sphere,21 then the interfacial water signal in Figure 4 would correspond to 
about 1-2 layers (shells) of water molecules surrounding the protein. This 
corresponds closely to the extent of interfacial water determined for both 
DNA (1-2 layers) and proteolipid membrane samples (2-4 layers).5 A 
good example of the robustness of this geometrical treatment of the 
interfacial water effect is a study by IINS of the librational band before 
and after a shape change to a biomolecule. This can be achieved by e.g. 
denaturation of a protein by heating. but its shape changes from a 
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compact globular shape to an extended coil. Figure 4 shows IINS spectra 
recorded for two samples of chymotrypsin at a hydration level of ~40g 
H2O per 100g protein, or 70g water per 100g protein for both native and 
denatured (unfolded) chymotrypsin. The native protein shows a 
significant interfacial water signal at this low hydration level but also 
displays a small bulk water signal as indicated by the sharp edge at 
67meV, corresponding to about 60% of the total water for the more 
hydrated sample, and about 75% of total water for the less hydrated one. 
In contrast, the denatured chymotrypsin spectra are entirely composed of 
the interfacial water component, and there is no detectable signal due to 
bulk water, even in the more hydrated sample at 70g water/100g protein. 
This is a clear indication of the importance of shape and conformational 
integrity in determining the extent of interfacial water in a biological 
system. As expected, an unfolded protein binds interfacial water to a 
much greater degree than the native, globular protein. 
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Figure 3. Examples of IINS spectra for 
bulk water (ice Ih – noise-free upper line), 
interfacial water (noisy lower line) and a 
sample displaying a mixture of bulk and 
interfacial water (noisy upper trace).  Note 
that the very sharp edges in the bulk water 
spectrum at 67, 28 and 37 meV are absent 
from the interfacial water spectrum.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. IINS spectra recorded for 
chymotrypsin, a small protein under 
different hydration levels and in the native 
and unfolded (denatured) states. From 
bottom to top: Unfolded chymotrypsin at 
70g water/100g protein (grey trace). 
Unfolded chymotrypsin at 40g water/100g 
protein. Native chymotrypsin at 40g 
water/100g protein.  Native chymotrypsin 
at 70g water/100g protein. 

IINS data for native and unfolded chymotrypsin at low 
hydration.
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 The protein remains the same in terms of its atomic composition,  
 
3.3 INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS OF 
LIVING CELLS AND TISSUES 
 
IINS spectroscopy of living cells and tissues has been carried out for the 
first time recently, and has been reported in detail elsewhere.19,20 The 
complexity of biological material is daunting, but even the most complex 
tissues contain essentially one major component – water (at a level of 
about 70%).  Although IINS can identify the water component efficiently, 
the nature of biological material means that there are differing water 
populations. IINS cannot readily distinguish between intracellular and 
extracellular water, nor can it presently differentiate organellar 
compartments within the cell. Even for simple biological samples 
consisting of single-celled organisms, it is inevitable that part of the bulk 
water signal will arise from the extracellular growth medium which is part 
of the cell paste retrieved after filtration or centrifugation. For the more 
complex tissues of multicellular organs and organisms, the intracellular 
and extracellular compartments (such as blood vessels) of the tissue 
cannot be discriminated. Similarly, organelles (compartments) inside cells 
vary considerably in their water content, for example plants cells have a 
low total protein content because they contain large water-filled 
organelles termed vacuoles or tonoplasts. In addition, since the IINS 
measurements are performed at cryogenic temperatures, then it could be 
argued that freezing could affect the ratio of bulk and interfacial water if 
ice Ih crystals form by depleting the interfacial water. It has been 
proposed that slow external ice crystal growth during freezing may extract 
water from cells, leading to dehydration.22 Rapid freezing by plunging 
into liquid nitrogen should minimise this problem, although experiments 
where very slow freezing rates were employed did not significantly affect 
the interfacial water signals in samples (Ford et al., unpublished data). For  
a unicellular organism (Chlamydomonas) two different media for freezing 
were assessed, one of which allowed retention of cell viability after the 
freezing of cells.  There was no evidence from these experiments that the 
cryo-protectant medium could influence the interfacial  water signal nor 
that retention of cell viability during freezing was strongly linked to 
interfacial water levels. Figure 5 shows the detection of interfacial water 
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in different cells and tissues. The shape of the spectrum in the librational 
region is remarkably consistent, and presumably reflects the averaging 
over many different types of macromolecules in the cells. 
 
TABLE 1. Interfacial water content of various cells and tissues. Samples recorded more than 
once are denoted #A and #B. Y50 and Y42 indicate the heat shock temperature in °C for yeast 
paste samples.  

Sample Interfacial 
water (%) 

 
Sample 

Interfacial 
water (%) 

Yeast 2.5OsM 37.9 Chlamydomonas #A 11.7 
Yeast 1.25OsM 33.7 Chlamydomonas #B 7.9 
Yeast 0.3OsM 31.2 Beetroot tuber 20.2 
Yeast 25mOsM 26.9 Spinach leaves 6.4 
Yeast paste #A 31.1 Bovine cardiac muscle #A 28.3 
Yeast Y50 #B 29.6 Bovine cardiac muscle #B 27.6 
Yeast Y42 #B 25.3 E.coli 2.5OsM 46.9 
Yeast paste #B 23.5 E.coli control 38.8 
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Figure 5. Interfacial water signals 
detected by IINS  in cells and tissues 
after subtraction of the bulk water signal. 
Lower trace – Chlamydomonas cells 
(single-celled green algae). Centre trace – 
beetroot (Beta vulgaris) tuber tissue. 
Upper trace – bovine cardiac muscle 
tissue.

These data imply that IINS detection of interfacial water may not at 
present provide detailed diagnostic information about the cellular 
composition. However large variation in the magnitude of the interfacial 
water signal was observed between different cell types, as summarised in 
Table 1. As expected, organisms with large water-filled organelles such as 
plants and the single-celled algae have low interfacial water signals and 
high bulk water signals. Protein-rich tissues such as cardiac muscle and 
yeast cells showed high interfacial water signals up to about 30% of the 
total water.  
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3.4 HEAT SHOCK 
 
Figures 1, 2 & 4 clearly show that simple geometrical considerations (size 
and shape) can strongly determine the fraction of total cellular water that 
is interfacial. However a reasonable question would be whether such 
factors are relevant to the in-vivo situation. Initially, we have focussed on 
studies of purified biological components, but have extended this to a 
biological phenomenon which could greatly influence the size and shape 
of protein molecules in the cell. This is the effect of elevated temperature, 
or ‘heat shock’.  This does not refer to the complete killing of the cell by 
heat (essentially cooking it), which whilst inevitably affecting size and 
shape of proteins is hardly of physiological importance. Rather, heat-
shock refers to a mild elevation of temperature such that some stress to 
cellular function (such as protein folding or stability) is encountered, but 
the cell survives this treatment and subsequently recovers full activity. 
This type of stress is frequently encountered by cells, and may be 
employed as a strategy to deal with infectious agents.  
 Figure 6 shows IINS spectra of the interfacial water in control and 
heat-shocked yeast cells after subtraction of the bulk water component. As 
before, there is no significant change in the overall shape of the librational 
peak, but there is a noticeable increase in the interfacial water signal 
which rises by about 25% after heat shock. The IINS data show that heat 
shock or denaturation causes an increase in the interfacial water 
component in both pure biomolecules and also for whole cells. For the 
pure protein samples (chymotrypsin), the interpretation of a shape-change 
due to denaturation seems to fit the theoretical behaviour observed in 
Figure 2.  For the data for whole cells, two interpretations of the data 
seem reasonable which relate to the theoretical consideration in both 
Figures 1 and 2 (size and shape). Firstly heat shock is expected to cause 
local unfolding of some proteins in the cell23-26 and this would lead to a 
much greater surface area available for interaction with the solvent for 
those proteins that denature. This local unfolding may not necessarily 
involve the whole polypeptide chain, but could apply to only part of the 
chain which may have a higher tendency to disorder. Secondly, heat 
shock could also give rise to the dissociation of some macromolecular 
complexes (ordered aggregates of several separate proteins) into their 
constituent proteins. This would lead to a similar increase in solvent-
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interacting surface area due to the exposure of previously buried residues 
that were at subunit interfaces in the complexes. A surprisingly small 
decrease in the average diameter of complexes in the cell could readily 
explain the changes in interfacial water that we observe. With 2 water 
shells, a change of average sphere diameter from ~46Å to 37Å would 
theoretically account for the experimentally determined change of 
interfacial water from 23.5% to 30% of total water after strong heat shock 
in yeast cells. 
 

Yeast Cells - Interfacial Water Signals and Heat 
Shock
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Figure 6. Effect of heat-shock on the 
interfacial water signal and content in 
yeast cells. Bottom trace – yeast cells 
(control). Upper trace – yeast cells after 
heat shock at 323K. The signals are 
normalised to the total water signal. The 
spike at 67 meV is an artefact remaining 
after subtraction of the bulk water signal 
due to small errors in the time-of-flight 
measurement between different runs.

 
3.5 OSMOTIC SHOCK 
Figure 7 shows the raw IINS spectra for control E.coli cell paste; similar 
live cells which have been osmotically stressed with 2.5 OsM NaCl; and 
dehydrated E.coli cells. Subtraction of a pure water IINS signal is 
possible, revealing the contribution due to the interfacial water, plus a 
small contribution due to protons in the non-water molecules present in 
the sample (Figure 7, right panel). An indication of the contribution due to 
non-water molecules can be discerned and is quite minor compared to the 
water contribution.  The broad peaks at ~30meV and ~170meV in Figure 
7 appear to be almost entirely due to the non-volatile components in the 
E.coli sample, and probably arise from –CH3 torsional motions (~30meV 
band) and from –CH2  and –NH2 wagging, twisting and bending motions 
(~170 meV band) in DNA, protein, carbohydrate and lipid present in the 
cells.5 Subtraction of these components is possible with complete removal 
of these broad peaks, implying that the spectrum for the dehydrated 
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sample gives a reasonably close approximation to the contribution of 
these components in the hydrated spectrum of the sample.    
 Bacterial cells treated with a high osmotic strength medium show an 
increased interfacial water signal (Figure 7) compared to untreated cells.  
We estimate that about 47% of the total water in these osmotically 
stressed E.coli samples is interfacial, somewhat higher than for other cells 
and tissues measured with this technique.5,19.20   
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Figure 7. (Above left) IINS data in the 1-500meV energy transfer range for E.coli cells: dry 
(bottom/grey); control cells (centre) and after 2.5OsM hypertonic shock (upper trace).  (Above 
right) After subtraction of the bulk water signal (same sequence of traces).  
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Figure 8. Osmotic effect on the interfacial 
water IINS signal associated with yeast 
cells: From bottom to top: dried yeast cells;  
25mOsM; 0.3mOsM; 1.25OsM and 
2.5OsM. 
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These workers defined ‘bound’ water as the limiting amount of 
cytoplasmic water that remains at high osmolarity created by high 
external NaCl concentrations.  The bacterium was shown to have a bound 
water ratio of ~0.5g/g dry weight and a total cytoplasmic water content of 
~2.3g/g dry weight under normal conditions.  This suggests that bound 
water corresponds to about 22% of the total cell water. This value is close 
to those  determined by IINS measurements of cardiac tissue (28%) and 
yeast (31-24%). Interfacial water molecules are also measured in X-ray 
crystallography studies of proteins and other biomolecules. These waters 
occupy discrete positions in the crystal lattice, i.e. they are not disordered 
and cannot be considered as ‘bulk’ solvent. These ordered water 
molecules are discernible in electron density maps obtained from crystals 
studied at at low temperature as well as at room temperature. The mass of 
bound water can vary, but typically is about 10-20% of the protein mass 
in the crystals. Such a level would not account for the ‘bound’ water 
observed by Record and co-workers of 50% dry mass,27,28 nor would it 
match the interfacial water levels observed by IINS. Thus interfacial 
water will probably include both ordered water as well as disordered 
water in the hydration shells surrounding proteins. 
 The conclusion from these data is that the interfacial water is about 
30% of total water in the cell and is likely to be highly significant for 
cellular reactions and processes.  Our data do indicate that tissues still 
contain a significant fraction of bulk water that is indistinguishable in 
terms of its vibrational properties from ice Ih. 
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Abstract. Despite common belief the most well-known polypeptide secondary 
structure (α-helical) is of rather low persistence. We have investigated the effect 
of the thermodynamic confinement produced by the unlike segments of nano-
phase separated block copolymers on the persistence length of α-helices. The 
thermodynamic field, give rise to a partial annihilation of helical defects. This 
suggests that thermodynamic confinement can be employed as a means of 
secondary structure perfection in phase separated polypeptide block 
copolymers. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The self-assembly of polypeptides (i.e., macromolecular sequences of certain 
aminoacids) have been studied in detail with a variety of “structural” techniques 
such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), infrared (FTIR), circular dichroism 
(CD), wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS).1,2  These techniques have shown 
that polypeptides form tertiary structures composed from α-helices and β-sheets 
as the primary secondary motifs stabilized, respectively, by intra- and inter-
molecular correlations. In recent years there has been a strive toward the design 
of macromolecules that combine these peptidic secondary motifs with the 
nanometer scale self-assembly of block copolymers.3-6 Of special interest are 
systems with biocompatibility and biofunctionality. In this respect, the 
synthesis of block copolymers based on polypeptides can produce new 
biomaterials with potential applications in drug delivery and tissue engineering. 
One of the main concerns in these systems is how the thermodynamic field 
(normally described by the product of the interaction parameter χ and the total 
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degree of polymerization N) imposed by the incompatibility of the blocks 
forming the copolymer7, affect the peptide secondary motifs. It was shown 
recently that interfacial mixing is a key factor in controlling the appearance of 
β-sheets in low molecular weight polypeptides.8 In the present work we report 
on the effect of the thermodynamic confinement on the persistence length of α-
helical secondary structures. The investigated polypeptide is poly(γ-benzyl-L-
glutamate) (PBLG) – a well known α-helical polypeptide2 – that forms one of 
the blocks of the copolymer. For the other block we have employed both 
synthetic macromolecules (based on polyethylene glycol (PEG) and 
polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS)) as well as another polypeptide (Polyglycine). 
The results presented herein show a substantial effect of the thermodynamic 
confinement on the persistence length of α-helical secondary structures. 
 
2. Systems 
 
Testing the effect of thermodynamic confinement on the persistence length of 
peptide secondary structures requires different block copolymers with a variety 
of interactions ranging from weakly segregated (WSL: weak-segregation limit) 
to strongly segregated blocks (SSL: strong segregation limit). First, a series of 
triblock copolymers of PBLG-b-PEG-b-PBLG with PBLG volume fractions in 
the range 0.2 ≤ fPBLG ≤ 0.96 have been investigated.8 This system combines a 
peptidic block with the ability to form secondary structures with a synthetic 
block (PEG) having the tendency to crystallize by chain-folding. Second, a 
series of triblock copolymers of PBLG-b-PDMS-b-PBLG with PBLG volume 
fractions in the range 0.49 ≤ fPBLG ≤ 0.96. 9 This system combines the peptidic 
block with a flexible synthetic macromolecule (PDMS). Third, a series of 
model (i.e. nearly monodisperse) copolypeptides of PBLG-b-PGly with PBLG 
volume fractions in the range 0.67 ≤ fPBLG ≤ 0.97 and molecular weights in the 
range from 2x104 to 3x104 g/mol where employed.10 The latter combines two 
peptidic blocks with different secondary motifs (α-helices and β-sheets) within 
the nanodomains of the copolymers. The complete molecular characterization 
of all samples are given in the suggested references. 
 
3. Methods 
     
For the investigation of the phase state a combination of “structural” techniques 
was used: small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) for the domain spacing, 
WAXS, NMR, FTIR and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) for the 
peptide secondary structure. For the dynamics associated with the persistence 
length of secondary structures, dielectric spectroscopy (DS) was employed. The 
dielectric measurements were made at different temperatures in the range 113–
413 K, at atmospheric pressure, and for frequencies in the range from 10-2 to 
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106 Hz using a Novocontrol BDS system composed of a frequency response 
analyzer (Solartron Schlumberger FRA 1260) and a broadband dielectric 
converter. The complex dielectric permittivity ε*=ε'-iε'', where ε' is the real and 
ε'' is the imaginary part, is generally a function of frequency ω, temperature T, 
and pressure P. The analysis of the complex dielectric function has been made 
using the empirical equation of Havriliak and Negami: 
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                          (1)     

 
where ∆ε(T) is the relaxation strength of the process under investigation, τHN is 
the relaxation time of the equation and α, γ (0<α, αγ≤1) describe the 
symmetrical and asymmetrical broadening of the distribution of relaxation 
times. At lower frequencies ε'' rises due to the conductivity (ε''=σ/(ωεf), where σ 
is the dc conductivity and εf the permittivity of free space). The conductivity 
contribution has also been taken into account during the fitting process. The 
measured ε'' spectra have been used for the analysis except at high temperatures 
where the derivative of ε' has been employed (dε'/dlnω ~ -(2/π)ε''). Since ε' is 
not affected by the conductivity, this method is very useful in fitting relaxation 
processes which are hidden under the conductivity, provided that the system is 
free from polarization. Figure 1 gives some representative spectra for bulk 
PBLG for different temperatures. Three dielectrically active mechanisms can be 
seen at temperatures above the glass temperature Tg; the primary (α-) process 
associated with the liquid-to-glass dynamics, a weak intermediate process 
associated with the relaxation of amorphous chains and a third very intense 
process associated with the relaxation of the α-helical secondary structure. In 
this work we are mainly concerned with the dynamics of this slower mode. 

In addition to the dielectric permittivity the electric modulus (M*) 
representation was used 

 
*

*
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ε
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The latter representation is very sensitive to the presence of slow 

processes as well as to the process due to ionic mobility.  
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Figure 1. Representative dielectric loss data from PBLG in a 3-d representation. Three 
processes can be identified corresponding to the α-process, the intermediate and the 
slower process associated, respectively, with the liquid-to-glass dynamics, the dynamics 
of amorphous chains and the dynamics of the secondary (α-helical) structures. 

 
 
4. Results and discussion 
 
Block copolymer segregation is influenced7 by (i) the segment-segment 
interaction parameter χ, describing the free energy cost per monomer of 
contacts between unlike monomers and (ii) the total degree of polymerization 
N, affecting the translational and configurational entropy of chains. Since the 
entropic and enthalpic contributions to the free energy scale as N-1 and χ, 
respectively, the phase state of block copolymers is discussed in terms of the 
product χN. Other effects, such as the conformational asymmetry, copolymer 
architecture and fluctuation effects can strongly influence the phase state and 
have been discussed in detail in the literature.7 The results on the phase state for 
the PBLG-b-PEG-b-PBLG triblock copolymer system are shown in Figure 2. In 
the construction of the phase diagram the mean-field predictions11 have been 
used for the disordered phase structure factor giving rise to χ ~ 0.32±0.05. The 
Figure displays regions that are thermodynamically mixed and other regions 
with more symmetric compositions where the block copolymers are nano-phase 
separated.  
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Figure 2. Schematic phase diagram of the PBLG-b-PEG-b-PBLG triblock copolymer 
systems. The disordered (filled symbols) and ordered (open symbols) phases are shown 
separated by a phase boundary calculated from MFT.11 

 
Subsequently, the dynamics of the secondary structure (α-helix) have 

been obtained from DS from the slower and more intense process associated, in 
principle, with the end-to-end relaxation of dipoles in a perfect α-helical 
structure.12 DS is very sensitive not only to the presence of α-helices, but also to 
their persistence length. In this respect we have recently shown that, contrary to 
the expectation born out by the static experiments and common belief, α-helical 
polypeptides cannot be considered as ideal rigid-rods and that a model of 
“broken” rods is closer to reality.13 This is based on the fact that there exist two 
processes above Tg that are slower than the segmental (α-) process;14 an 
“intermediate” process with a strong molecular weight dependence reflecting 
the relaxation of amorphous parts of PBLG chains, and a “slow” process which 
reflects the relaxation of α-helical defects. The persistence length ξ of the α-
helical structure can be extracted from the intensity of the slower DS process. In 
a study of PBLG as a function of molecular weight, ξ was found in the range of 
1-2 nm, i.e., comprising about 10-20 monomers.15 

The effect of the thermodynamic field on the persistence length of 
PBLG is discussed with respect to Figures 3, 4 and 5 for the PBLG-b-PDMS-b-
PBLG, PBLG-b-PEG-b-PBLG and PBLG-b-PGly copolymers, respectively.  

In the PBLG-b-PDMS-b-PBLG system, the PBLG “slow” process in 
the block copolymers is shifted to longer times by about one decade. In 
addition, the  intensity of the “slow” process is enhanced. Both trends are a 
strong indication that the α-helical persistence length of PBLG increases in the 
presence of PDMS despite the lower lateral coherence of helices as revealed by 
WAXS. To make the comparison more quantitative, we plot in Fig. 3 the 
effective dipole moment corresponding to the “slow” process for the three 
copolymers. 
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Figure 3. Effective dipole moment of PBLG plotted as a function of the degree of 
polymerization in the triblock copolymers PBLG-b-PDMS-b-PBLG. The solid line 
gives the expected effective dipole moment for a perfect α-helical structure. The 
symbols correspond to the different copolymers; up triangle: PBLG100-b-PDMS24-b-
PBLG100, square: PBLG50-b-PDMS271-b-PBLG50, circle: PBLG50-b-PDMS24-b-PBLG50.  
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Figure 4. Calculated effective dipole moment of PBLG plotted as a function of the 
degree of polymerization in the triblock copolymers PBLG-b-PEO-b-PBLG. The solid 
line gives the expected effective dipole moment for a perfect α-helical structure. The 
symbols correspond to the different copolymers; up triangle: PBLG58-b-PEG90-b-
PBLG58, down triangle: PBLG105-b-PEG90-b-PBLG105, square: PBLG54-b-PEG21-b-
PBLG54, circle: PBLG96-b-PEG21-b-PBLG96.  
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Figure 5. Ratio of the effective dipole moments corresponding to the “slow” and 
segmental (α-) processes of the PBLG block for the PBLG-b-PGly copolymers as well 
as the pure PBLG. Due to the small differences in the molecular weight of the PBLG 
block the ratios are normalized by the average degrees of polymerization. Notice the 
increase of the effective dipole moment with increasing PGly volume fraction 
suggesting the annihilation of a part of helical defects. The vertical line separates the 
two nanodomain morphologies. 

 
The dipole moment was calculated using  the Buckingham equation that 

describes rod-like molecules in solution 
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where f is a value related to the geometry of the molecule (f→⅔ for an infinitely 
long rod), N is the number density of dipoles, g is the Kirkwood-Fröhlich 
correlation factor between neighboring dipoles and εS and ε∞ are the permittivity 
values at low and high frequencies, respectively, and n is the refractive index. 
The dashed line shows the respective values for a series of PBLG 
homopolymers and the solid line the theoretical value for an ideal α-helix. The 
effective dipole moments of the two block copolymers with high PBLG content 
(PBLG50-b-PDMS24-b-PBLG50 and PBLG100-b-PDMS24-b-PBLG100) show 
almost no difference from the PBLG homopolymer with the same molecular 
weight. The PBLG50-b-PDMS271-b-PBLG50 case with the higher PDMS 
content, however, is different; the dipole moment is much higher than the 
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homopolymer (by about a factor of 2) although still lower than the theoretical 
value. Understanding this effect requires some knowledge of the block 
copolymer phase state. For strongly segregated copolymers (i.e., χN→∞), 
chains are strongly stretched and can be envisioned as grafted polymer brushes 
with a domain period scaling as d~N2/3χ1/6, i.e., with a strong N-dependence.7 
Following these ideas, the thermodynamic confinement and chain stretching 
should be more pronounced in the PBLG50-b-PDMS271-b-PBLG50 copolymer as 
compared to the PBLG50-b-PDMS24-b-PBLG50 because of the higher N and 
possibly by the more symmetric composition that drives the copolymer deeper 
into the phase-segregated region. 
      In the PBLG-b-PEG-b-PBLG triblock copolymer system (Figure 4), there is 
an increase in the effective dipole moment for the PBLG58-b-PEG90-b-PBLG58 
(fPBLG=0.85) and PBLG105-b-PEG90-b-PBLG105 (fPBLG=0.91) and a decrease to a 
value below the bulk PBLG for the PBLG54-b-PEG21-b-PBLG54 (fPBLG=0.96) 
and PBLG96-b-PEG21-b-PBLG96 (fPBLG=0.98) copolymers. Both can de 
discussed with respect to the location of the particular copolymers in the phase 
diagram (Figure 2); the latter are well within the disordered state whereas the 
former within in the WSL. Interestingly, even weak segregation can influence 
the persistence length of α-helices.  
      In the PBLG-b-PGly copolypeptides (Figure 5), the effective dipole 
moment is a strong function of the PBLG content; increasing for the more 
symmetric compositions. This chain stretching gives rise to the partial 
annihilation of helical defects and to the more persistent helical sequences as 
observed experimentally. This suggests that thermodynamic confinement can 
be employed as a means of secondary structure perfection in phase separated 
polypeptide block copolymers. 

 
5. Conclusion 

 
It is well-known that external stimuli (i.e., a generalized thermodynamic force 
such as electric field, magnetic field, shear, etc) can induce order in systems 
with a tendency for self-assembly. We have shown that the thermodynamic 
field created by the unlike segments forming the nano-domains of block 
copolymers produce a similar effect on the secondary structures of 
polypeptides. This suggests that thermodynamic confinement can be employed 
as a means of secondary structure perfection in polypeptides. 
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Abstract. Basics and some applications of a new method for computation of 
Coulomb forces in Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulation of highly 
non-ideal disordered systems like strongly coupled plasma and high-
temperature ionic liquids is discussed. This method, based on angular averaging 
of Ewald sums over all orientations of the reciprocal lattice vector, eliminates 
periodicity artifacts imposed by conventional Ewald scheme under conditions 
of computer simulation and provides much faster computation of electrostatic 
interactions in simulation of disordered condensed systems. Application of this 
approach to study of solvation effect on transport properties of ionic liquids 
under strong electric field is discussed. Diffusion coefficients and external 
mobilities of ions are determined and analyzed in relationship to structure 
characteristics of the melt. External ionic mobilities of heavy actinide ions in 
their different oxidation states in lithium chloride-potassium chloride eutectic 
melt at high temperature are determined using ionic model and Fumi-Tosi 
potentials. Negative values of external mobilities of multiple charged actinide 
ions are found. In order to explain this effect, radial distribution functions, 
coordination numbers, and dynamic structure characteristics of solvated ions 
are determined and analyzed.  Concentration dependency of the apparent 
charges of Li(+), K(+) and Cl(-) was studied at constant density in the whole range 
of Li concentrations from pure LiCl to dilute solution of LiCl in KCl. It was 
found that the apparent charge of Li(+) ion at low concentrations also becomes 
negative.  The explanation for this effect based on structure and stability of 
solvation shells discussed. 
 
Keywords: Coulomb liquids, molecular dynamics, mobility, apparent charge. 

1. Introduction 

Molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) computer simulations are 
playing now an increasing important role in predicting properties of matter 
under extreme conditions that are hard to investigate experimentally or 
calculate by theory. Despite of many simulations performed an essential 
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problem within such approach remains how to combine an accurate account of 
long-ranged Coulomb forces with periodic boundary conditions. Conventional 
Ewald summation procedure, used now throughout, imposes a heavy processor 
load, which actually determines the limits in feasibility of such simulations and 
restricts the number of particles in the main MD or MC cell by few hundred. 
Obviously, the larger the number of charged particles in the main cell, the more 
acute the problem of the effective evaluation of the electrostatic contribution is. 
In studies of dilute ionic solutions where the total number of particles in the cell 
is large, this problem becomes crucial.  

Moreover, when applied to simulation of ionic liquids, plasmas and other 
disordered Coulomb systems, Ewald procedure invokes a non-isotropic electric 
field having the cubic symmetry of the crystalline lattice composed of main 
cells as elementary units. It results in artificial `crystalline field’ effects in 
simulation of molten salts and other spatially uniform Coulomb systems which 
may be important, especially in ab-initio studies with small simulation cells 
(Yakub and Ronchi, 2005). 

Recent modification of the Ewald scheme (Yakub and Ronchi, 2003) based 
on angular averaging of Ewald sums over all orientations of the reciprocal 
lattice eliminates the periodicity artifacts imposed by conventional Ewald 
scheme and provides much faster computation of electrostatic energy in 
computer simulations of disordered condensed systems.  

This approach results in simple expression for the total Coulomb energy for 
N point charges Zi (i=1,…N) placed in the main cubic cell of the size L (Yakub 
and Ronchi, 2003): 
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are effective potentials of electrostatic interaction and rm is radius of the 
volume-equivalent sphere of the main cell. This method is more accurate and 
much faster than the conventional Ewald scheme. It allows for extensive 
simulations of ionic systems, containing up to few thousand of particles in the 
main cell, even on PC. New MD simulation software, implementing the above-
mentioned approach, was recently developed (Yakub and Ronchi, 2005) and 
tested on simple model systems like one-component plasma and primitive ionic 
model of electrolyte.  
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The purpose of the present work is an application of this new method in 
study of non-ideality effects on ionic mobility and diffusion in extremely 
diluted ionic solutions under external electric field. Simulations of such systems 
require big simulation cells, containing up to several thousand of charged 
particles. Here we report the results of MD simulation of kinetic behavior of 
heavy actinide ions in their different oxidation states dissolved in eutectic LiCl-
KCl melt. Molten salts, especially alkali chloride mixtures, play an important 
role in industrial chemical processes, such as electrolytic reprocessing of spent 
metallic fuels in a high-temperature molten salt bath, enrichment of the fission 
products by electromigration method etc.  

At the same time study of thermodynamic, structural and transport 
properties of these systems are not only of technological importance, but have 
also essential theoretical significance, because molten salts are textbook 
examples of highly non-ideal Coulomb fluids. Many conventional relations 
such as Nernst-Einstein equation cannot be directly applied to highly non-ideal 
solutions like molten salts. Theoretical study of dilute solutions in molten salts 
is much more difficult than that of non-electrolyte solutions, mainly due to the 
strong long-ranged Coulomb interaction. There is still no rigorous theoretical 
approach able to predict thermodynamic and transport properties of such 
strongly coupled Coulomb systems as molten salts are.  

We applied the new MD simulation software, implementing the above-
mentioned approach (Yakub and Ronchi, 2005) to predict high-temperature 
behavior of dilute solutions of some actinide ions (Am(2+), Am(3+)) in lithium 
chloride-potassium chloride eutectic melt. Pressure, energy, structure 
characteristics (radial particle-particle and charge distributions, coordination 
numbers etc.), velocity autocorrelation functions, as well as mean square 
displacements of ions are computed. The last two properties are used in 
calculations of diffusion coefficients. Along with equilibrium simulations we 
determined also electrical conductivity and ionic mobilities by applying an 
external electric field and monitoring the migration velocities vα of all ions 
along its direction. Some of these results are presented and discussed below. 

 
TABLE 1.         Comparison of MD diffusion coefficients (10-5cm2s-1) with predictions of Stokes-
Einstein (SE) equation using experimental viscosity (Borcan and Zuca,1970) and ionic radii  
R(Li(+))=0.816,  R(K(+))=1.463,   R(Cl(-))=1.587 (10-10m) ( Fumi and Tosi, 1964). 

      Li(+)       K(+)       Cl(-)

LiCl,  % T,K 
MD SE MD SE MD SE 

0 1400   13.6 12.8 12.4 11.8 
100 1073 9.5 10.2   5.0 5.2 
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2. Results 

Structure and transport properties of ions in lithium chloride - potassium 
chloride melt are studied using Nosè-Hoover NVT/NPT ensemble dynamics 
(Hoover, 1985), and Verlet-Stroemer algorithm (Allen and Tildesley, 1989). 
We used a simulation cell containing from 1000 ions in the case of pure LiCl-
KCl melt and up to 8788 ions for solution of actinides in it. Dilute solutions of 
Americium ions having valence of two and three (0.15 mol % of each Am(2+) 
and Am(3+)) in LiCl-KCl eutectic melt (58 mol % of LiCl) are considered. 

Pure ionic model and Fumi-Tosi potentials (Fumi and Tosi, 1964) are 
utilized. This model is relatively simple and widely used for simulation of such 
systems as molten salts (Sangster and Dixon ,1976). Potential  parameters for 
actinide ions are determined from their ionic radii (1.3 Å for Am(2+) and 0.9 Å 
for Am(3+)) estimated on the basis known properties of actinide compounds 
(Cotton, 1991). Coulomb contributions to inter-ionic forces are described by 
Eqs.(1) and (2). Self-diffusion coefficients are calculated from mean square 
displacements at zero electric field according to Einstein expression and from 
velocity autocorrelation functions using Kubo formula. Both values agree 
within estimated error (~10%) and are in reasonable agreement with Stokes-
Einstein equation using (extrapolated) experimental viscosity data (Borcan and 
Zuca,1970) and effective ionic radii as only parameters. Some results are 
presented in Table 1. 

External ionic mobilities are computed in simulations of electromigration 
process in LiCl-KCl melt under external electric field by monitoring the 
migration velocity of different ions along this field. External mobility uα, was 
determined as a proportionality coefficient between the migration velocity vα of 
an ion and field strength E: 

 
 
 
To facilitate the simulation we applied a rather high (~108 Vm-1) external 

field (which at the same time amounts only few percents of the mean squared 
internal field at the position of an ion). After a quite long relaxation process 
(more than 100 ps) following switching-on the electric field, the migration 
velocities stabilize and mean values of the average mobilities are determined 
(see Fig.1). The most striking results found were negative values of the actinide 
mobilities. That means the positively charged cations migrate against the 
external electrical field, in the anode direction. Analyzing ion-ion radial 
distribution functions and stability of the solvation shells one can reveal the 
reason for this effect. The charge distribution around heavy ions is shown in 
Fig.2. It consists of a number of alternating solvation shells.  

.Euv αα =
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Figure 1. Predicted ionic mobilities as functions of simulation time (1 ps = 10-12 s) at high 
temperature (T=1400 K) and field strength (E=108 Vm-1). 

 
If these shells are stable enough they produce electrophoretic drag of the 

central ion and it behaves as an complex ion with an apparent charge Zα*, 
which may be positive or negative depending on relative contribution of 
different shells.Value of the apparent charge Zα* can be found from MD 
simulation data on ionic mobility and diffusion coefficient using the modified 
Nernst-Einstein relation: 
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The apparent ionic charge Zα* is more convenient for interpretation of the 
ionic mobility, because it is less sensitive to variations of density and 
temperature. At simulation conditions the apparent charge was found to be 
about –0.3 for Am(3+)  and near -1.2 for Am(2+).   

Along with sizes and total charges of the solvation shells (Fig.2), the most 
important is stability of shells, characterized by average times spent by an ion 
within some shell or other. Following the movement of anions forming first 
solvation shells and different ions in the second shell one may study their 
stability. We found that numbers of ions left both in first and second shells as  
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Figure 2. Charge distribution (in units of elementary charge) around Am(2+) and Am(3+) ions in 
eutectic LiCl-KCl melt at 1400 K. 

functions of time obey, like radioisotopes, the exponential decay law with 
different values of half-life τ1/2. 

Within ionic model at simulation conditions both Am(3+) and Am(2+) have 
stable  first solvation shells composed from Cl(-) ions: τ1/2 (Am(3+))~70 ps with 
coordination number ~4.8; and Am(2+) (τ1/2 ~7 ps) with larger coordination 
number ~5.7. The total charge in the second coordination shell of Am(3+) is 
about +3 when that of Am(2+) is about +6. All ions in second shells of both 
Am(2+) and Am(3+) behave alike (τ1/2 ~3 ps). These times are close to 
characteristic diffusion times  τD= Ri

2ln2/(Dαπ2) one can expect from simple 
diffusion decay (Crank, 1964)  of the second coordination sphere (τD~1.5 ps for 
a sphere of a radius Ri ~ 5 Å composed from ions having diffusion coefficient 
Dα=1.2.10-4 cm2 s-1).  

The simplest way to explain the solvation effect on mobility is to assume 
that all ions in solvation shells can be subdivided into ‘free’ and ‘bound’, and 
only last ones contribute to electrophoretic drag of solvated ion. Estimating 
fractions of ‘bound’ ions as (1-τD/τ1/2), one can find estimations of apparent 
charge as a sum of charges of solvated ion and total charges of solvation shells 
multiplied by fractions of ‘bound’ ions in this shells in reasonable agreement 
with observed values. This simple considerations give an qualitative 
understanding of negative apparent charges of Am(2+) and Am(3+) ions in 
chloride melts and may be used in development of a model for quantitative 
estimation of apparent charge of solvated ions. 
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Figure 3. Concentration dependencies of the ionic apparent charge in LiCl-KCl melt. Symbols 
represent MD simulation results, solid lines are guides for eye. 

To clarify the question if such a peculiarity as negative mobility is 
characteristic only for multiply charged ions, or this is quite a common feature 
in diluted solutions of all ions having small size, we carried out an additional 
set of simulations of three-component LiCl-KCl ionic liquid.  

Diffusion coefficients, external ionic mobilities and structure characteristics 
are determined at constant temperature (T=1400 K), well above the melting 
point of KCl, and fixed density (1.22 g cm-3) in the whole range of  
concentration from pure LiCl to dilute solution of Li in KCl. Apparent charges 
of Li(+), K(+) and Cl(-) as functions of LiCl concentration are presented in Fig.3. 
Figure 4.   Li-Cl radial distribution function at two concentrations of LiCl: 10% (circles) and 90% 
(triangles). 

3. Discussion  

Results of simulation obtained in this work need to be explained and 
interpreted in more detail from theoretical point of view. It has been known for 
long that behavior of ionic mobility in LiCl-KCl salt cannot be described within 
conventional Debye-Hűckel theory or Nernst-Einstein approximation due to 
strong Coulomb non-ideality.  
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A rather coherent theory of Fuoss-Onsager (Fuoss and Onsager,1957) takes 
into account two important effects: relaxation of ionic atmosphere and 
electrophoretic drift. Both effects reduce the absolute values of ionic mobility. 
Unfortunately, Fuoss-Onsager theory is valid only for dilute electrolyte 
solutions and provides non-ideality corrections to ionic mobility at very low 
Coulomb coupling parameter Γ << 1.  

According to our results, as well as to and many other simulations, the 
charge distribution around an ion dissolved in molten salt consists of a number 
of alternating solvation shells (Fig.2) - a striking contrast to the Debye-Hűckel 
limit. Mobilities of all ions are largely affected by electrophoretic drift of 
solvation shells and their values, predicted by Nernst-Einstein equation, are 
normally essentially higher than measured. This effect significantly reduces the 
magnitude of apparent ionic charge Zα

*
,
 defined by Eq.(3), and may even 

change its sign, when small ions are present at low concentrations1 as in the 
cases of Am(2+) , Am(3+) , or Li(+). Electrophoretic drift depends both on co-
ordination number and stability of the first and second solvation shells. 
Trajectories of individual anions forming solvation shells have been studied in 
this work for a number of ions dissolved in LiCl-KCl melt and the mean 
‘solvation time’ in the first and second shells was determined. This time in first 
and second solvation shells of different ions was found to obey the exponential 
decay law with half-lives being in general case sufficiently different.  

For heavy ions in their higher oxidation states these half-lives differ 
essentially in the first solvation shell, which was found to be much more stable 
than the second one. The concentration dependence of D(Cl(-)) at conditions of 
simulation was found to be rather weak, D(K(+)) and D(Li(+)) increase (about 
20% and  40% respectively) with increase of LiCl concentration from zero to 
100%.  

In contrast to diffusion, the concentration dependence of mobility is more 
pronounced. Mobility of cations increase, mobility of Cl(-) decreases with 
increase of LiCl concentration. The most interesting feature of the 
concentration behavior of Li(+) mobility is its negativity at small concentrations 
of Li(+)(Fig.3). Radial distribution functions in LiCl-KCl melt at different 
compositions reveal essential changes in nearest-neighbor structure at low 
concentrations of Li(+) . In Fig.4 two radial distribution functions are compared: 
one at low (10%) and other at high (90%) concentration of LiCl. One can see 
essential change in coordination number in first shell. At low concentrations 

______ 
1 Negative apparent charge of solvated Li ions at low concentrations was experimentally 
discovered many years ago (Blander, 1964).  
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this number is about 3 or 3.5. More detailed examination reveals formation of 
an relatively stable planar complex Li(+)(Cl(-))3 which are probably responsible 
for negative mobility of lithium ions at low concentrations. 

There is also another point, which may be important here, namely, the 
different apparent charge Zα

* of Cl(-) at low and high concentrations of Li in 
LiCl-KCl mixture (see Fig.3). Cl(-) anions, being more ‘negative’ in pure KCl 
provide higher electrophoretic drift of Li(+) at low concentrations. This drift, in 
our opinion, should be taken into account in quantitative explanation of 
negative values of Zα

*(Li(+))at low concentrations of LiCl. 
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